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MOTION FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE 

Petitioners Pico Neighborhood Association and Maria Loya 

respectfully request that this Court take judicial notice, pursuant to 

Evidence Code Sections 452 and 459, and California Rules of Court, rules 

8.520(g) and 8.252(a), of the legislative record of the California Voting 

Rights Act (“CVRA”), compiled by LRI History LLC. The legislative 

record is attached as Exhibit A to the accompanying declaration of Kevin 

Shenkman, and the authenticity of that exhibit is established through that 

same declaration. 

The Court may take judicial notice of the legislative record of the 

CVRA, pursuant to California Rules of Court 8.520(g) and 8.252(a).  That 

legislative record: 

(A) is relevant to the interpretation of the CVRA, and specifically 

what must be shown to establish vote dilution under the 

CVRA; 

(B) was not presented to the trial court; however, portions of the 

legislative record were referenced in arguments to the trial 

court and ultimately in the trial court’s Statement of Decision, 

and the legislative record was presented to the Court of 

Appeal below, though that court does not appear to have ruled 

on the request to take judicial notice of the legislative record 

even though it was unopposed; 
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(C) is subject to judicial notice under Evidence Code 452(a), (c) 

and (h), as confirmed by the many courts that have taken 

judicial notice of legislative records, including those 

compiled by LRI History LLC (See, e.g., Planning and 

Conservation League v. Dept. of Water Resources (1998) 17 

Cal.4th 264, 271 fn. 4; Pacific Gas & Electric Co. v. Hart 

High-Voltage Apparatus Repair & Testing Co., Inc. (2017) 18 

Cal.App.5th 415, 425-26 [taking judicial notice of LRI 

History materials].; People v. Snyder (2000) 22 Cal.4th 304, 

315, n. 5; People v. Ansell (2001) 25 Cal.4th 868, 881 fn. 20; 

and, 

(D) does not relate to proceedings occurring after the judgment 

that is the subject of this appeal. 

 

Dated:  May 12, 2021 Respectfully submitted, 
 
 Shenkman & Hughes 
 
 
  /s/ Kevin Shenkman  
 Kevin Shenkman 
 
 Attorneys for Petitioners 
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 

As this Court has recognized in several cases, the legislative history 

of a statute can inform the proper interpretation of that statute.  (See, e.g. 

People v. Snyder (2000) 22 Cal.4th 304, 308 [“neither the language of 

section 83116.5 nor its legislative history supports the Court of Appeal's 

interpretation.”]; Meza v. Portfolio Recovery Associates LLC (2019) 6 

Cal.5th 844, 859 [“The legislative history of section 98 corroborates that 

the statute’s language ...”].)  Through this motion, Petitioners seek to have 

this Court take judicial notice of the legislative record of Senate Bill 976 

(2001-02), which was signed into law and became known as the California 

Voting Rights Act (“CVRA,” Elec. Code §§ 14025-14032).  Amici Curiae 

Senator Richard Polanco (Ret.) and Palmdale Councilmembers Juan 

Carrillo, Richard Loa and Austin Bishop requested that the Court of Appeal 

below take judicial notice of that legislative record.  Though that request 

was unopposed, it appears that court never actually ruled on the request for 

judicial notice.  Therefore, while it may already be part of the record before 

this Court, Petitioners seek judicial notice of the legislative record now out 

of an abundance of caution.1 

 
1 On page 36 of their Opening Brief, Petitioners cite to, and quote from, the 
July 1, 2002 Enrolled Bill Memorandum of SB 976, which was part of 
Exhibit A to the Motion for Judicial Notice of Amici Curiae Senator 
Polanco, et al.  That Enrolled Bill Memorandum can be found at page 74 of 
the legislative record compiled by LRI History LLC and attached as Exhibit 
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LRI History LLC, a respected source for California legislative 

history, has scanned 489 pages of files from a dozen file folders. They 

contain not only staff reports for the various committees, but statements by 

the principal legislative author of Senate Bill 976, Senator Richard Polanco, 

committee worksheets and other materials, committee and roll call votes, 

endorsement letters by outside organizations, and drafts of the bill and 

amendments to it. 

California courts have taken judicial notice of legislative records 

compiled by LRI History LLC. (See, e.g., Pacific Gas & Electric Co. v. 

Hart High-Voltage Apparatus Repair & Testing Co., Inc. (2017) 18 

Cal.App.5th 415, 425-26 [taking judicial notice of LRI History materials].) 

Likewise, this Court has repeatedly recognized that legislative records are 

subject to judicial notice.  (See, e.g., Planning and Conservation League v. 

Dept. of Water Resources (1998) 17 Cal.4th 264, 271 fn. 4 [“We take 

judicial notice of the legislative history materials supplied by DWR.”], 

citing Evid. Code, §§ 452, 459; People v. Snyder (2000) 22 Cal.4th 304, 

315, fn. 5 [“We take judicial notice of … the legislative history material of 

section 83116.5, documents we typically consult as interpretive aids in 

these circumstances.”] and fn. 9 [“We grant the FPPC's request to take 

 
A to the accompanying declaration of Kevin Shenkman.  For ease of 
reference, page numbers have been added to Exhibit A to the declaration of 
Kevin Shenkman in the bottom right corner of each page – “Ex. A - ###.” 
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judicial notice of this legislative history material.”], citing Evid. Code § 452 

subd. (c); People v. Ansell (2001) 25 Cal.4th 868, 881 fn. 20.) 

As more fully discussed in Petitioners’ Opening Brief (pp. 13, 20-21, 

36-37, 39), the legislative record is relevant to the proper interpretation of 

the CVRA.  Specifically, the legislative record supports Petitioners’ view 

that the Legislature intended what it said in the text of the CVRA: 1) that a 

violation of the CVRA “is established if it is shown that racially polarized 

voting occurs in [specified] elections”; and 2) “[t]he fact that members of a 

protected class are not geographically compact or concentrated may not 

preclude a finding of racially polarized voting, or a violation of [the 

CVRA].”  (Elec. Code 14028(a) and (c).)  The legislative record also 

squarely contradicts the view of the Court of Appeal below (and now 

Defendant) that to establish “dilution” under the CVRA a plaintiff must 

show that a minority community is geographically compact enough to 

comprise the majority (or “near-majority”) of voters in a single-member 

district. 

The legislative record of Senate Bill 976 is properly subject to 

judicial notice, and bears significantly on the issue certified for review.  

Therefore, this Court should grant judicial notice of the legislative record 

compiled by LRI History. 
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Dated:  May 12, 2021 Respectfully submitted, 
 
 Shenkman & Hughes 
 
 
  /s/ Kevin Shenkman  
 Kevin Shenkman 
 
 Attorneys for Petitioners 
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DECLARATION OF KEVIN SHENKMAN 

I, Kevin Shenkman, declare as follows: 

I am a partner with the law firm Shenkman & Hughes, counsel for 

the Pico Neighborhood Association and Maria Loya in this case.  I am 

authorized to practice law in the State of California and submit this 

declaration in support of the Petitioners’ motion for judicial notice.  What I 

have set out in this declaration is based on my personal knowledge, unless 

stated on information and belief.  If called to testify about the facts set out 

below, I could and would do so competently. 

1. Attached to this declaration as Exhibit A is the legislative 

record of Senate Bill 976, introduced in 2001 and signed into law by 

Governor Davis in 2002.  The attached legislative record was compiled by 

LRI History LLC. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of 

California that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed at Malibu, California on this 12th day of May 2021. 

  /s/ Kevin Shenkman  
 Kevin Shenkman 
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STATUTES OF 2002

SENATE BILL 976

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

CHAPTER 129

CALIFORNIA

         LRI HISTORY LLC    
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LRI HISTORY LLC
PO BOX 2166, PLACERVILLE, CA 95667

INTENT@LRIHISTORY.COM

WWW.LRIHISTORY.COM

Bill Versions

OFFICIAL LEGISLATIVE ONLINE DATABASE
SOURCE:

.., 
9 • II. 
.., 

Ex. A- 003
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SENATE BILL No. 976

Introduced by Senator Polanco

February 23, 2001

An act to add Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025) to
Division 14 of the Elections Code, relating to voting rights.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL’S DIGEST

SB 976, as introduced, Polanco. Elections: rights of voters.
Existing law provides for political subdivisions that encompass

municipal areas of representation within the state. With respect to these
municipal areas, public officials are generally elected by all of the
voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or from districts formed
within the political subdivision (district-based).

Existing law generally allows the voters of the entire political
subdivision to determine whether the elected public officials are elected
by divisions or by the entire political subdivision.

This bill would provide that a municipal political subdivision may
not be subdivided in a manner that results in a denial or abridgment of
the right of a registered voter to vote on account of membership in a
minority race, color or language group.

This bill would provide that a violation of its provisions shall be
established if it is shown that racially polarized voting, as defined,
occurs in elections for governing board members of a municipal
political subdivision. It would provide that an intent to discriminate
against a protected class, as defined, is not required to establish a
violation of this bill.

This bill would authorize a court to impose appropriate remedies,
including district-based elections, and to award a prevailing nonstate or
nonlocal government plaintiff party reasonable attorney’s fees
consistent with specified case law as part of the costs.

Provided by LRI History LLC Page 1 of 23
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Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no.
State-mandated local program: no.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025)
is added to Division 14 of the Elections Code, to read:

CHAPTER 1.5. RIGHTS OF VOTERS

14025. This act shall be known and may be cited as the
California Voting Rights Act of 2001.

14026. As used in this chapter:
(a) ‘‘At-large method of election’’ means any method of

electing members to the governing body of a municipal political
subdivision in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the
members of the governing body, and does not include any method
of district-based elections.

(b) ‘‘District-based election’’ means a method of electing
members to the governing body of a municipal political
subdivision in which the candidate must reside within an election
district that is a divisible part of the municipal political subdivision
and is elected only by voters residing within that election district.

(c) ‘‘Minority language group’’ means persons who are
American Indian, Asian American, Alaskan Native, or of Spanish
heritage.

(d) ‘‘Municipal political subdivision’’ means a geographic area
of representation created for the provision of municipal
government services, including, but not limited to, a city, a school
district, a community college district, or other local district.

(e) ‘‘Protected class’’ means a class of voters who are members
of a minority race, color or language group.

(f) ‘‘Racially polarized voting’’ means voting in which there is
a consistent difference in the way voters of an identifiable class
based on a minority race, color or language group vote and the way
the rest of the electorate vote in a municipal political subdivision.

14027. A municipal political subdivision may not be
subdivided in a manner that results in a denial or abridgment of the
right of any registered voter to vote on account of membership in
a minority race, color or language group.

Provided by LRI History LLC Page 2 of 23
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14028. (a) A violation of Section 14027 is established if it is
shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for
members of the governing body of a municipal political
subdivision.

(b) The occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be
determined from examining results of elections in which
candidates are members of a protected class. One circumstance
that may be considered is the extent to which candidates who are
members of a protected class have been elected to the governing
body of a municipal political subdivision that is the subject of an
action based upon Section 14027.

(c) The fact that members of a protected class are not
geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a
finding of racially polarized voting, but may be a factor in
determining an appropriate remedy.

(d) Proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected
officials to discriminate against a protected class is not required.

14029. Upon a finding of a violation of Section 14027, the
court shall implement appropriate remedies, including the
imposition of district-based elections in place of at-large districts,
that are tailored to remedy the violation.

14030. In any action to enforce Section 14027, the court shall
allow the prevailing plaintiff party, other than the state or political
subdivision thereof, a reasonable attorney’s fee consistent with the
standards established in Serrano v. Priest (1977) 20 Cal.3d 25, at
pages 48 and 49, as part of the costs. Prevailing plaintiff parties,
other than the state or political subdivision thereof, shall recover
their expert witness fees and expenses as part of the costs.

O

Provided by LRI History LLC Page 3 of 23
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AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 1, 2001

SENATE BILL No. 976

Introduced by Senator Polanco

February 23, 2001

An act to add Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025) to
Division 14 of the Elections Code, relating to voting rights.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL’S DIGEST

SB 976, as amended, Polanco. Elections: rights of voters.
Existing law provides for political subdivisions that encompass

municipal areas of representation within the state. With respect to these
municipal areas, public officials are generally elected by all of the
voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or from districts formed
within the political subdivision (district-based).

Existing law generally allows the voters of the entire political
subdivision to determine whether the elected public officials are elected
by divisions or by the entire political subdivision.

This bill would provide that a municipal political subdivision may
not be subdivided an at-large method of election, as defined, may not
be imposed or applied in a manner that results in a denial the dilution
or abridgment of the right of a registered voter to vote on account of
membership in a minority race, color or language group registered
voters who are members of a protected class, as defined, by impairing
their ability to elect candidates of their choice or to influence the
outcome of an election.

This bill would provide that a violation of its provisions shall be
established if it is shown that racially polarized voting, as defined,
occurs in elections for governing board members of a municipal
political subdivision, among other things. It would provide that an

Provided by LRI History LLC Page 4 of 23
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intent to discriminate against a protected class, as defined, is not
required to establish a violation of this bill.

This bill would authorize a court to impose appropriate remedies,
including district-based elections, and to award a prevailing nonstate or
nonlocal government plaintiff party reasonable attorney’s fees
consistent with specified case law as part of the costs.

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no.
State-mandated local program: no.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025)
is added to Division 14 of the Elections Code, to read:

CHAPTER 1.5. RIGHTS OF VOTERS

14025. This act shall be known and may be cited as the
California Voting Rights Act of 2001.

14026. As used in this chapter:
(a) ‘‘At-large method of election’’ means any method of

electing members to the governing body of a municipal political
subdivision in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the
members of the governing body, and does not include any method
of district-based elections.

(a) ‘‘At-large method of election’’ means any of the following
methods of electing members to the governing body of a political
subdivision, and does not include any method of district-based
elections:

(1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the
members to the governing body.

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside within
given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire
jurisdiction elect the members to the governing body.

(3) One which combines at-large elections with district-based
elections.

(b) ‘‘District-based election’’ means a method of electing
members to the governing body of a municipal political
subdivision in which the candidate must reside within an election
district that is a divisible part of the municipal political subdivision
and is elected only by voters residing within that election district.

Provided by LRI History LLC Page 5 of 23
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(c) ‘‘Minority language group’’ means persons who are
American Indian, Asian American, Alaskan Native, or of Spanish
heritage.

(d) ‘‘Municipal political
(c) ‘‘Political  subdivision’’ means a geographic area of

representation created for the provision of municipal government
services, including, but not limited to, a city, a school district, a
community college district, or other local district district
organized pursuant to state law.

(e)
(d) ‘‘Protected class’’ means a class of voters who are members

of a minority race, color or language group, as this class is
referenced and defined in the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C.
Sec. 1973 et seq.).

(f) ‘‘Racially polarized voting’’ means voting in which there is
a consistent difference in the way voters of an identifiable class
based on a minority race, color or language group vote and the way
the rest of the electorate vote in a municipal political subdivision.

14027. A municipal political subdivision may not be
subdivided in a manner that results in a denial or abridgment of the
right of any registered voter to vote on account of membership in
a minority race, color or language group.

(e) ‘‘Racially polarized voting’’ means voting in which there is
a difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral choices
that are preferred by voters in the protected class, and in the choice
of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in
the rest of the electorate. The methodologies for estimating group
voting behavior as approved in applicable federal cases to enforce
the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.) to
establish racially polarized voting may be used for purposes of this
section to prove that elections are characterized by racially
polarized voting.

14027. An at-large method of election may not be imposed or
applied in a manner that results in the dilution or the abridgment
of the rights of registered voters who are members of the protected
class, as provided in Section 14028, by impairing their ability to
elect candidates of their choice of their ability to influence the
outcome of an election.

14028. (a) A violation of Section 14027 is established if it is
shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for

Provided by LRI History LLC Page 6 of 23
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members of the governing body of a municipal political
subdivision political subdivision or in elections incorporating
other electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision.

(b) The occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be
determined from examining results of elections in which
candidates are members of a protected class. One circumstance
that may be considered is the extent to which candidates who are
members of a protected class have been elected to the governing
body of a municipal political subdivision that is the subject of an
action based upon Section 14027.

(b) The occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be
determined from examining results of elections in which
candidates are members of a protected class or elections involving
ballot measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights
and privileges of members of the protected class. One
circumstance that may be considered is the extent to which
candidates who are members of a protected class have been elected
to the governing body of a political subdivision that is the subject
of an action based on Section 14027 and this section. In multi-seat
at-large districts, where the number of candidates who are
members of a protected class is fewer than the number of seats
available, the relative group-wide support received by candidates
from members of the protected class shall be the basis for the racial
polarization analysis.

(c) The fact that members of a protected class are not
geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a
finding of racially polarized voting, but may be a factor in
determining an appropriate remedy.

(d) Proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected
officials to discriminate against a protected class is not required.

(e) Other factors such as the history of discrimination, the use
of electoral devices or other voting practices or procedures that
may enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of
access to those processes determining which groups of candidates
will receive financial or other support in a given election, the
extent to which members of the protected class bear the effects of
past discrimination in areas such as education, employment, and
health, which hinder their ability to participate effectively in the
political process, and the use of overt or subtle racial appeals in

Provided by LRI History LLC Page 7 of 23
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political campaigns, may also be introduced as evidence but these
factors are not necessary to establish a violation of this section.

14029. Upon a finding of a violation of Section 14027 and
Section 14028, the court shall implement appropriate remedies,
including the imposition of district-based elections in place of
at-large districts, that are tailored to remedy the violation.

14030. In any action to enforce Section 14027, the court shall
allow the prevailing plaintiff party, other than the state or political
subdivision thereof, a reasonable attorney’s fee consistent with the
standards established in Serrano v. Priest (1977) 20 Cal.3d 25, at
including pages 48 and 49, as part of the costs. Prevailing plaintiff
parties, other than the state or political subdivision thereof, shall
recover their expert witness fees and expenses as part of the costs.

14031. This chapter is enacted to implement the guarantees
of Section 7 of Article I and of Section of Article II of the California
Constitution.

O

Provided by LRI History LLC Page 8 of 23
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97Corrected 3-20-02—See last page.

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MARCH 18, 2002

AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 1, 2001

SENATE BILL No. 976

Introduced by Senator Polanco

February 23, 2001

An act to add Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025) to
Division 14 of the Elections Code, relating to voting rights.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL’S DIGEST

SB 976, as amended, Polanco. Elections: rights of voters.
Existing law provides for political subdivisions that encompass areas

of representation within the state. With respect to these areas, public
officials are generally elected by all of the voters of the political
subdivision (at-large) or from districts formed within the political
subdivision (district-based).

Existing law generally allows the voters of the entire political
subdivision to determine whether the elected public officials are elected
by divisions or by the entire political subdivision.

This bill would provide that an at-large method of election, as
defined, may not be imposed or applied in a manner that results in the
dilution or abridgment of the right of registered voters who are
members of a protected class, as defined, by impairing their ability to
elect candidates of their choice or to influence the outcome of an
election.

This bill would provide that a violation of its provisions shall be
established if it is shown that racially polarized voting, as defined,
occurs in elections for governing board members of a political
subdivision, among other things. It would provide that an intent to
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discriminate against a protected class, as defined, is not required to
establish a violation of this bill.

This bill would authorize a court to impose appropriate remedies,
including district-based elections, and to award a prevailing nonstate or
nonlocal government plaintiff party reasonable attorney’s fees and
expenses consistent with specified case law as part of the costs.

This bill would permit a member of a protected class to file an action
pursuant to this bill under specified circumstances.

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no.
State-mandated local program: no.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025)
is added to Division 14 of the Elections Code, to read:

CHAPTER 1.5. RIGHTS OF VOTERS

14025. This act shall be known and may be cited as the
California Voting Rights Act of 2001.

14026. As used in this chapter:
(a) ‘‘At-large method of election’’ means any of the following

methods of electing members to the governing body of a political
subdivision, and does not include any method of district-based
elections:

(1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the
members to the governing body.

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside within
given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire
jurisdiction elect the members to the governing body.

(3) One which combines at-large elections with district-based
elections.

(b) ‘‘District-based election’’ elections’’ means a method of
electing members to the governing body of a political subdivision
in which the candidate must reside within an election district that
is a divisible part of the political subdivision and is elected only by
voters residing within that election district.

(c) ‘‘Political subdivision’’ means a geographic area of
representation created for the provision of government services,
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including, but not limited to, a city, a school district, a community
college district, or other district organized pursuant to state law.

(d) ‘‘Protected class’’ means a class of voters who are members
of a  minority race, color or language minority group, as this class
is referenced and defined in the federal Voting Rights Act (42
U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.).

(e) ‘‘Racially polarized voting’’ means voting in which there is
a difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral choices
that are preferred by voters in the protected class, and in the choice
of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in
the rest of the electorate. The methodologies for estimating group
voting behavior as approved in applicable federal cases to enforce
the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.) to
establish racially polarized voting may be used for purposes of this
section to prove that elections are characterized by racially
polarized voting.

14027. An at-large method of election may not be imposed or
applied in a manner that results in the dilution or the abridgment
of the rights of  registered voters who are members of the protected
class, as provided in Section 14028, by impairing their ability to
elect candidates of their choice  of or their ability to influence the
outcome of an election.

14028. (a) A violation of Section 14027 is established if it is
shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for
members of the governing body of the political subdivision or in
elections incorporating other electoral choices by the voters of the
political subdivision. Elections conducted prior to the filing of an
action pursuant to Section 14027 and this section are more
probative to establish the existence of racially polarized voting
than elections conducted after the filing of the action.

(b) The occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be
determined from examining results of elections in which
candidates are members of a protected class or elections involving
ballot measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights and
privileges of members of the protected class. One circumstance
that may be considered in determining a violation of Section 14027
and this section is the extent to which candidates who are members
of a protected class and who are preferred by voters of the protected
class, as determined by an analysis of voting behavior, have been
elected to the governing body of a political subdivision that is the
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subject of an action based on Section 14027 and this section. In
multiseat at-large districts, where the number of candidates who
are members of a protected class is fewer than the number of seats
available, the relative groupwide support received by candidates
from members of the protected class shall be the basis for the racial
polarization analysis.

(c) The fact that members of a protected class are not
geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a
finding of racially polarized voting, or a violation of Section 14027
and this section, but may be a factor in determining an appropriate
remedy.

(d) Proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected
officials to discriminate against a protected class is not required.

(e) Other factors such as the history of discrimination, the use
of electoral devices or other voting practices or procedures that
may enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of
access to those processes determining which groups of candidates
will receive financial or other support in a given election, the
extent to which members of the protected class bear the effects of
past discrimination in areas such as education, employment, and
health, which hinder their ability to participate effectively in the
political process, and the use of overt or subtle racial appeals in
political campaigns, may also be introduced as evidence but these
factors are not necessary to establish a violation of this section.
political campaigns are probative, but not necessary factors to
establish a violation of Section 14027 and this section.

14029. Upon a finding of a violation of Section 14027 and
Section 14028, the court shall implement appropriate remedies,
including the imposition of district-based elections, that are
tailored to remedy the violation.

14030. In any action to enforce Section 14027 and Section
14028, the court shall allow the prevailing plaintiff party, other
than the state or political subdivision thereof, a reasonable
attorney’s fee consistent with the standards established in Serrano
v. Priest (1977) 20 Cal.3d 25, including pages 48 and 49, and
litigation expenses including, but not limited to, expert witness fees
and expenses as part of the costs. Prevailing plaintiff parties, other
than the state or political subdivision thereof, shall recover their
expert witness fees and expenses as part of the costs. Prevailing
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defendant parties shall not recover any costs, unless the court finds
the action to be frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation.

14031. This chapter is enacted to implement the guarantees of
Section 7 of Article I and of Section 2 of Article II of the California
Constitution.

14032. Any voter who is a member of the protected class and
who resides in a political subdivision that is the subject of an action
filed pursuant to Sections 14027 and 14028 may file an action
pursuant to those sections in the superior court of the county in
which the political subdivision is located.

CORRECTIONS

Text –– Page 3.

O
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 9, 2002

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MARCH 18, 2002

AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 1, 2001

SENATE BILL No. 976

Introduced by Senator Polanco

February 23, 2001

An act to add Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025) to
Division 14 of the Elections Code, relating to voting rights.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL’S DIGEST

SB 976, as amended, Polanco. Elections: rights of voters.
Existing law provides for political subdivisions that encompass areas

of representation within the state. With respect to these areas, public
officials are generally elected by all of the voters of the political
subdivision (at-large) or from districts formed within the political
subdivision (district-based).

Existing law generally allows the voters of the entire political
subdivision to determine whether the elected public officials are elected
by divisions or by the entire political subdivision.

This bill would provide that an at-large method of election, as
defined, may not be imposed or applied in a manner that results in the
dilution or abridgment of the right of registered voters who are
members of a protected class, as defined, by impairing their ability to
elect candidates of their choice or to influence the outcome of an
election.

This bill would provide that a violation of its provisions shall be
established if it is shown that racially polarized voting, as defined,
occurs in elections for governing board members of a political
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subdivision, among other things. It would provide that an intent to
discriminate against a protected class, as defined, is not required to
establish a violation of this bill.

This bill would authorize a court to impose appropriate remedies,
including district-based elections, and to award a prevailing nonstate or
nonlocal government plaintiff party reasonable attorney’s fees and
expenses consistent with specified case law as part of the costs.

This bill would permit a member of a protected class to file an action
pursuant to this bill under specified circumstances.

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no.
State-mandated local program: no.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025)
is added to Division 14 of the Elections Code, to read:

CHAPTER 1.5. RIGHTS OF VOTERS

14025. This act shall be known and may be cited as the
California Voting Rights Act of 2001.

14026. As used in this chapter:
(a) ‘‘At-large method of election’’ means any of the following

methods of electing members to the governing body of a political
subdivision:

(1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the
members to the governing body.

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside within
given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire
jurisdiction elect the members to the governing body.

(3) One which combines at-large elections with district-based
elections.

(b) ‘‘District-based elections’’ means a method of electing
members to the governing body of a political subdivision in which
the candidate must reside within an election district that is a
divisible part of the political subdivision and is elected only by
voters residing within that election district.

(c) ‘‘Political subdivision’’ means a geographic area of
representation created for the provision of government services,
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including, but not limited to, a city, a school district, a community
college district, or other district organized pursuant to state law.

(d) ‘‘Protected class’’ means a class of voters who are members
of a race, color or language minority group, as this class is
referenced and defined in the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C.
Sec. 1973 et seq.).

(e) ‘‘Racially polarized voting’’ means voting in which there is
a difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral choices
that are preferred by voters in the protected class, and in the choice
of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in
the rest of the electorate. The methodologies for estimating group
voting behavior as approved in applicable federal cases to enforce
the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.) to
establish racially polarized voting may be used for purposes of this
section to prove that elections are characterized by racially
polarized voting.

14027. An at-large method of election may not be imposed or
applied in a manner that results in the dilution or the abridgment
of the rights of voters who are members of the protected class, as
provided in Section 14028 defined in Section 14026, by impairing
their ability to elect candidates of their choice or their ability to
influence the outcome of an election.

14028. (a) A violation of Section 14027 is established if it is
shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for
members of the governing body of the political subdivision or in
elections incorporating other electoral choices by the voters of the
political subdivision. Elections conducted prior to the filing of an
action pursuant to Section 14027 and this section are more
probative to establish the existence of racially polarized voting
than elections conducted after the filing of the action.

(b) The occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be
determined from examining results of elections in which
candidates are members of a protected class or elections involving
ballot measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights and
privileges of members of the protected class. One circumstance
that may be considered in determining a violation of Section 14027
and this section is the extent to which candidates who are members
of a protected class and who are preferred by voters of the
protected class, as determined by an analysis of voting behavior,
have been elected to the governing body of a political subdivision
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that is the subject of an action based on Section 14027 and this
section. In Elections in multiseat at-large districts, where the
number of candidates who are members of a protected class is
fewer than the number of seats available, the relative groupwide
support received by candidates from members of the protected
class shall be the basis for the racial polarization analysis.

(c) The fact that members of a protected class are not
geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a
finding of racially polarized voting, or a violation of Section
14027 and this section, but may be a factor in determining an
appropriate remedy.

(d) Proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected
officials to discriminate against a protected class is not required.

(e) Other factors such as the history of discrimination, the use
of electoral devices or other voting practices or procedures that
may enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of
access to those processes determining which groups of candidates
will receive financial or other support in a given election, the
extent to which members of the protected class bear the effects of
past discrimination in areas such as education, employment, and
health, which hinder their ability to participate effectively in the
political process, and the use of overt or subtle racial appeals in
political campaigns are probative, but not necessary factors to
establish a violation of Section 14027 and this section.

14029. Upon a finding of a violation of Section 14027 and
Section 14028, the court shall implement appropriate remedies,
including the imposition of district-based elections, that are
tailored to remedy the violation.

14030. In any action to enforce Section 14027 and Section
14028, the court shall allow the prevailing plaintiff party, other
than the state or political subdivision thereof, a reasonable
attorney’s fee consistent with the standards established in Serrano
v. Priest (1977) 20 Cal.3d 25, including pages 48 and 49, and
litigation expenses including, but not limited to, expert witness
fees and expenses as part of the costs. Prevailing defendant parties
shall not recover any costs, unless the court finds the action to be
frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation.

14031. This chapter is enacted to implement the guarantees of
Section 7 of Article I and of Section 2 of Article II of the California
Constitution.
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14032. Any voter who is a member of the protected class and
who resides in a political subdivision that is the subject of an action
filed pursuant to Sections 14027 and 14028 may file an action
pursuant to those sections in the superior court of the county in
which the political subdivision is located.

O
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY JUNE 11, 2002

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 9, 2002

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MARCH 18, 2002

AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 1, 2001

SENATE BILL No. 976

Introduced by Senator Polanco

February 23, 2001

An act to add Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025) to
Division 14 of the Elections Code, relating to voting rights.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL’S DIGEST

SB 976, as amended, Polanco. Elections: rights of voters.
Existing law provides for political subdivisions that encompass areas

of representation within the state. With respect to these areas, public
officials are generally elected by all of the voters of the political
subdivision (at-large) or from districts formed within the political
subdivision (district-based).

Existing law generally allows the voters of the entire political
subdivision to determine whether the elected public officials are elected
by divisions or by the entire political subdivision.

This bill would provide that an at-large method of election, as
defined, may not be imposed or applied in a manner that results in the
dilution or abridgment of the right of registered voters who are
members of a protected class, as defined, by impairing their ability to
elect candidates of their choice or to influence the outcome of an
election.
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This bill would provide that a violation of its provisions shall be
established if it is shown that racially polarized voting, as defined,
occurs in elections for governing board members of a political
subdivision, among other things. It would provide that an intent to
discriminate against a protected class, as defined, is not required to
establish a violation of this bill.

This bill would authorize a court to impose appropriate remedies,
including district-based elections, and to award a prevailing nonstate or
nonlocal government plaintiff party reasonable attorney’s fees and
expenses consistent with specified case law as part of the costs.

This bill would permit a member of a protected class to file an action
pursuant to this bill under specified circumstances.

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no.
State-mandated local program: no.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025)
is added to Division 14 of the Elections Code, to read:

CHAPTER 1.5. RIGHTS OF VOTERS

14025. This act shall be known and may be cited as the
California Voting Rights Act of 2001.

14026. As used in this chapter:
(a) ‘‘At-large method of election’’ means any of the following

methods of electing members to the governing body of a political
subdivision:

(1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the
members to the governing body.

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside within
given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire
jurisdiction elect the members to the governing body.

(3) One which combines at-large elections with district-based
elections.

(b) ‘‘District-based elections’’ means a method of electing
members to the governing body of a political subdivision in which
the candidate must reside within an election district that is a
divisible part of the political subdivision and is elected only by
voters residing within that election district.
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(c) ‘‘Political subdivision’’ means a geographic area of
representation created for the provision of government services,
including, but not limited to, a city, a school district, a community
college district, or other district organized pursuant to state law.

(d) ‘‘Protected class’’ means a class of voters who are members
of a race, color or language minority group, as this class is
referenced and defined in the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C.
Sec. 1973 et seq.).

(e) ‘‘Racially polarized voting’’ means voting in which there is
a difference, as defined in case law regarding enforcement of the
federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.), in the
choice of candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred
by voters in the a protected class, and in the choice of candidates
and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the
electorate. The methodologies for estimating group voting
behavior as approved in applicable federal cases to enforce the
federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.) to establish
racially polarized voting may be used for purposes of this section
to prove that elections are characterized by racially polarized
voting.

14027. An at-large method of election may not be imposed or
applied in a manner that results in the dilution or the abridgment
of the rights of voters who are members of the protected class, as
defined in Section 14026, by impairing their ability to elect
candidates of their choice or their ability to influence the outcome
of an election. applied in a manner that impairs the ability of a
protected class to elect candidates of its choice or its ability to
influence the outcome of an election, as a result of the dilution or
the abridgment of the rights of voters who are members of a
protected class, as defined pursuant to Section 14026.

14028. (a) A violation of Section 14027 is established if it is
shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for
members of the governing body of the political subdivision or in
elections incorporating other electoral choices by the voters of the
political subdivision. Elections conducted prior to the filing of an
action pursuant to Section 14027 and this section are more
probative to establish the existence of racially polarized voting
than elections conducted after the filing of the action.

(b) The occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be
determined from examining results of elections in which
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candidates are members at least one candidate is a member of a
protected class or elections involving ballot measures, or other
electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges of members
of the a protected class. One circumstance that may be considered
in determining a violation of Section 14027 and this section is the
extent to which candidates who are members of a protected class
and who are preferred by voters of the protected class, as
determined by an analysis of voting behavior, have been elected
to the governing body of a political subdivision that is the subject
of an action based on Section 14027 and this section. Elections in
multiseat at-large In multi-seat at-large election districts, where
the number of candidates who are members of a protected class is
fewer than the number of seats available, the relative groupwide
support received by candidates from members of the a protected
class shall be the basis for the racial polarization analysis.

(c) The fact that members of a protected class are not
geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a
finding of racially polarized voting, or a violation of Section
14027 and this section, but may be a factor in determining an
appropriate remedy.

(d) Proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected
officials to discriminate against a protected class is not required.

(e) Other factors such as the history of discrimination, the use
of electoral devices or other voting practices or procedures that
may enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of
access to those processes determining which groups of candidates
will receive financial or other support in a given election, the
extent to which members of the a protected class bear the effects
of past discrimination in areas such as education, employment, and
health, which hinder their ability to participate effectively in the
political process, and the use of overt or subtle racial appeals in
political campaigns are probative, but not necessary factors to
establish a violation of Section 14027 and this section.

14029. Upon a finding of a violation of Section 14027 and
Section 14028, the court shall implement appropriate remedies,
including the imposition of district-based elections, that are
tailored to remedy the violation.

14030. In any action to enforce Section 14027 and Section
14028, the court shall allow the prevailing plaintiff party, other
than the state or political subdivision thereof, a reasonable
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attorney’s fee consistent with the standards established in Serrano
v. Priest (1977) 20 Cal.3d 25, including pages 48 and 49 48-49,
and litigation expenses including, but not limited to, expert
witness fees and expenses as part of the costs. Prevailing defendant
parties shall not recover any costs, unless the court finds the action
to be frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation.

14031. This chapter is enacted to implement the guarantees of
Section 7 of Article I and of Section 2 of Article II of the California
Constitution.

14032. Any voter who is a member of the a protected class and
who resides in a political subdivision that is the subject of an action
filed pursuant to where a violation of Sections 14027 and 14028
is alleged may file an action pursuant to those sections in the
superior court of the county in which the political subdivision is
located.

O
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703 129 STATUTES OF 2002[Ch. ]

personal health records, shall apply to test results under this section and
shall prevail over federal law if federal law permits.

(e) The test results to be reported to the patient pursuant to this section
shall be recorded in the patient’s medical record, and shall be reported
to the patient within a reasonable time period after the test results are
received at the offices of the health care professional who requested the
test.

(f) Notwithstanding subdivisions (a) and (b), none of the following
clinical laboratory test results and any other related results shall be
conveyed to a patient by Internet posting or other electronic means:

(1) HIV antibody test.
(2) Presence of antigens indicating a hepatitis infection.
(3) Abusing the use of drugs.
(4) Test results related to routinely processed tissues, including skin

biopsies, Pap smear tests, products of conception, and bone marrow
aspirations for morphological evaluation, if they reveal a malignancy.

(g) Patient identifiable test results and health information that have
been provided under this section shall not be used for any commercial
purpose without the consent of the patient, obtained in a manner
consistent with the requirements of Section 56.11 of the Civil Code.

(h) Any third party to whom laboratory test results are disclosed
pursuant to this section shall be deemed a provider of administrative
services, as that term is used in paragraph (3) of subdivision (c) of
Section 56.10 of the Civil Code, and shall be subject to all limitations
and penalties applicable to that section.

(i) A patient may not be required to pay any cost, or be charged any
fee, for electing to receive his or her laboratory results in any manner
other than by Internet posting or other electronic form.

(j) A patient or his or her physician may revoke any consent provided
under this section at any time and without penalty, except to the extent
that action has been taken in reliance on that consent.

CHAPTER  129

An act to add Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025) to
Division 14 of the Elections Code, relating to voting rights.

[Approved by Governor July 9, 2002. Filed with 
Secretary of State July 9, 2002.]
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 129704 STATUTES OF 2002 [Ch. ]

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025) is
added to Division 14 of the Elections Code, to read:

CHAPTER 1.5. RIGHTS OF VOTERS

14025. This act shall be known and may be cited as the California
Voting Rights Act of 2001.

14026. As used in this chapter:
(a) ‘‘At-large method of election’’ means any of the following

methods of electing members to the governing body of a political
subdivision:

(1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the
members to the governing body.

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside within given
areas of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the
members to the governing body.

(3) One which combines at-large elections with district-based
elections.

(b) ‘‘District-based elections’’ means a method of electing members
to the governing body of a political subdivision in which the candidate
must reside within an election district that is a divisible part of the
political subdivision and is elected only by voters residing within that
election district.

(c) ‘‘Political subdivision’’ means a geographic area of representation
created for the provision of government services, including, but not
limited to, a city, a school district, a community college district, or other
district organized pursuant to state law.

(d) ‘‘Protected class’’ means a class of voters who are members of a
race, color or language minority group, as this class is referenced and
defined in the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.).

(e) ‘‘Racially polarized voting’’ means voting in which there is a
difference, as defined in case law regarding enforcement of the federal
Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.), in the choice of
candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by voters in a
protected class, and in the choice of candidates and electoral choices that
are preferred by voters in the rest of the electorate. The methodologies
for estimating group voting behavior as approved in applicable federal
cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et
seq.) to establish racially polarized voting may be used for purposes of
this section to prove that elections are characterized by racially polarized
voting.
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705 129 STATUTES OF 2002[Ch. ]

14027. An at-large method of election may not be imposed or
applied in a manner that impairs the ability of a protected class to elect
candidates of its choice or its ability to influence the outcome of an
election, as a result of the dilution or the abridgment of the rights of
voters who are members of a protected class, as defined pursuant to
Section 14026.

14028. (a) A violation of Section 14027 is established if it is shown
that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for members of the
governing body of the political subdivision or in elections incorporating
other electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision.
Elections conducted prior to the filing of an action pursuant to Section
14027 and this section are more probative to establish the existence of
racially polarized voting than elections conducted after the filing of the
action.

(b) The occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be determined
from examining results of elections in which at least one candidate is a
member of a protected class or elections involving ballot measures, or
other electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges of members
of a protected class. One circumstance that may be considered in
determining a violation of Section 14027 and this section is the extent
to which candidates who are members of a protected class and who are
preferred by voters of the protected class, as determined by an analysis
of voting behavior, have been elected to the governing body of a political
subdivision that is the subject of an action based on Section 14027 and
this section. In multiseat at-large election districts, where the number of
candidates who are members of a protected class is fewer than the
number of seats available, the relative groupwide support received by
candidates from members of a protected class shall be the basis for the
racial polarization analysis.

(c) The fact that members of a protected class are not geographically
compact or concentrated may not preclude a finding of racially polarized
voting, or a violation of Section 14027 and this section, but may be a
factor in determining an appropriate remedy.

(d) Proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected officials to
discriminate against a protected class is not required.

(e) Other factors such as the history of discrimination, the use of
electoral devices or other voting practices or procedures that may
enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of access to those
processes determining which groups of candidates will receive financial
or other support in a given election, the extent to which members of a
protected class bear the effects of past discrimination in areas such as
education, employment, and health, which hinder their ability to
participate effectively in the political process, and the use of overt or
subtle racial appeals in political campaigns are probative, but not
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 130706 STATUTES OF 2002 [Ch. ]

necessary factors to establish a violation of Section 14027 and this
section.

14029. Upon a finding of a violation of Section 14027 and Section
14028, the court shall implement appropriate remedies, including the
imposition of district-based elections, that are tailored to remedy the
violation.

14030. In any action to enforce Section 14027 and Section 14028,
the court shall allow the prevailing plaintiff party, other than the state or
political subdivision thereof, a reasonable attorney’s fee consistent with
the standards established in Serrano v. Priest (1977) 20 Cal.3d 25, 48-49,
and litigation expenses including, but not limited to, expert witness fees
and expenses as part of the costs. Prevailing defendant parties shall not
recover any costs, unless the court finds the action to be frivolous,
unreasonable, or without foundation.

14031. This chapter is enacted to implement the guarantees of
Section 7 of Article I and of Section 2 of Article II of the California
Constitution.

14032. Any voter who is a member of a protected class and who
resides in a political subdivision where a violation of Sections 14027 and
14028 is alleged may file an action pursuant to those sections in the
superior court of the county in which the political subdivision is located.

CHAPTER  130

An act to amend Section 32657 of the Streets and Highways Code,
relating to parking authorities, and declaring the urgency thereof, to take
effect immediately.

[Approved by Governor July 9, 2002. Filed with 
Secretary of State July 9, 2002.]

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Section 32657 of the Streets and Highways Code is
amended to read:

32657. (a) Three of the members first appointed shall be designated
by the mayor, with the approval of the legislative body, to serve for terms
of one, two, and three years, respectively, from a date specified by the
mayor in their appointments, and two shall be designated to serve for
terms of four years from that date. Thereafter, members shall be
appointed for a term of four years. All vacancies occurring during a term
shall be filled for the unexpired term. A member shall hold office until
his or her successor has been appointed and has qualified.
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BILL ANALYSIS                                                                                                                                                                                                     

               SENATE COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS AND REAPPORTIONMENT
                           Senator Don Perata, Chair

          BILL NO:   SB 976                 HEARING DATE: 5/2/01
          AUTHOR:    POLANCO                ANALYSIS BY:  Darren  
          Chesin
          AMENDED:   5/1/01
          FISCAL:    NO
          
           SUBJECT  :
          
          At large and district elections: rights of voters

           BACKGROUND  :
          
          Existing law provides that the governing boards of local  
          political jurisdictions (i.e., cities, counties, and school  
          or other districts) are generally elected by all of the  
          voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or from  
          districts formed within the political subdivision  
          (district-based) or some combination thereof.

          Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire  
          local political jurisdiction to determine via ballot  
          measure whether the governing board is elected at-large or  
          by districts.  The processes for placing one of these  
          measures on the ballot varies according to the type of  
          jurisdiction.

          Most cities and school or other districts in California  
          elect their governing boards using an at-large election  
          system.  The exceptions, those that elect by district, tend  
          to be the very large cities and school districts.

          One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from  
          at-large to district elections is the need to overcome a  
          history or pattern of racial inequity.  In some instances,  
          election by districts may actually be required by the  
          federal Voting Rights Act.  In  Gomez  v.  City of Watsonville   
          (1988), the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the  
          at-large elections of city council members in Watsonville,  
          California had diluted the voting strength of the minority  
          community, and ordered the city to switch to single-member  
          district elections.  In  Thornburg  v.  Gingles  (1986), the  
          Supreme Court announced three preconditions that a  

          plaintiff first must establish to prove such a claim.  The  
          plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in  
          establishing these conditions, which were: 

           The minority community was sufficiently concentrated  
            geographically that it was possible to create a district  
            in which the minority could elect its own candidate.

           The minority community was politically cohesive, in that  
            minority voters usually supported minority candidates.
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           There was racially polarized voting among the majority  
            community, which usually (but not necessarily always),  
            voted for majority candidates rather than for the  
            minority candidates.
           
          PROPOSED LAW  :
          
          This bill would establish criteria in state law through  
          which the validity of local at-large election systems can  
          be challenged in court.  Specifically, this bill does all  
          of the following:

           (a)Provides that a local political jurisdiction may not  
             employ an at-large method of election if it results in  
             the dilution or the abridgement of the rights of any  
             registered voter who is a member of a minority race,  
             color or language group, by impairing their ability to  
             elect candidates of their choice or by impairing their  
             ability to influence the outcome of an election.

           (b)Provides that a violation of this prohibition is  
             established if it is shown that racially polarized  
             voting occurs in elections for members of the governing  
             body or in elections incorporating other electoral  
             choices by the voters of the same jurisdiction. 

           (c)Defines  "racially polarized voting" as voting in which  
             there is a difference in the choice of candidates or  
             other electoral choices that are preferred by the voters  
             in the protected class, and in the choice of candidates  
             and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in  
             the rest of the electorate. 

           (d)Specifies the methodology by which racially polarized  
          SB 976 (Polanco)                                         
          Page 2

             voting may be established.

           (e)Specifies that the fact that members of a protected  
             class are not geographically compact or concentrated may  
             not preclude a finding of racially polarized voting, but  
             may be a factor in determining an appropriate remedy.

           (f)States that proof of an intent on the part of the  
             voters or elected officials to discriminate against a  
             protected class is not required.

           (g)Delineates other factors that may be introduced as  
             evidence in order to establish a violation.

           (h)Authorizes a court to impose appropriate remedies,  
             including district-based elections, and to award a  
             prevailing non-state or non-local government plaintiff  
             party reasonable attorney's fees consistent with  
             specified case law as part of the costs.
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          SB 976 (Polanco)                                         
          Page 3

           COMMENTS  :
          
          1.According to the author, this bill addresses the problems  
            associated with block voting, particularly those  
            associated with racial or ethnic groups.  This is  
            important for a state like California to address due to  
            its diversity.

          2.This bill establishes criteria when met, that would serve  
            to prohibit the use of at-large elections in local  
            jurisdictions.  Unlike the preconditions established by  
            the Supreme Court in  Thornburg  v.  Gingles  , this bill does  
            not require that the minority community be geographically  
            compact or concentrated.  If a minority community is not  
            sufficiently geographically compact to ensure that it can  
            elect one of their members from a district, what is  
            gained by eliminating the at-large election system?

          3.Several bills seeking to promote the use of  
            district-based elections over at-large elections have  
            been pursued in the past.  Last year, AB 8 (Cardenas)  
            which sought to eliminate the at-large election system  
            within the Los Angeles Community College District, was  
            vetoed by the Governor.  In his veto message, the  
            Governor stated that the decision to create single-member  
            trustee areas is best made at the local level, not by the  
            state.  AB 172 (Firebaugh) of 1999, which would have  
            prohibited at-large elections for specified K-12 school  
            districts, passed this committee but died in the Senate  
            Committee on Education.

           POSITIONS  :

           Sponsor: Joaquin Avila, former President, MALDEF; public  
                   interest attorney

          Support:  Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational  
          Fund

           Oppose:  None received

          SB 976 (Polanco)                                         
          Page 4
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BILL ANALYSIS                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                       

           ------------------------------------------------------------ 
          |SENATE RULES COMMITTEE            |                   SB 976|
          |Office of Senate Floor Analyses   |                         |
          |1020 N Street, Suite 524          |                         |
          |(916) 445-6614         Fax: (916) |                         |
          |327-4478                          |                         |
           ------------------------------------------------------------ 
           
                                         
                                 THIRD READING

          Bill No:  SB 976
          Author:   Polanco (D)
          Amended:  5/1/01
          Vote:     21

           
           SENATE ELECTIONS & REAP. COMMITTEE  :  5-3, 5/2/01
          AYES:  Alpert, Burton, Murray, Ortiz, Perata
          NOES:  Brulte, Johnson, Poochigian

           SUBJECT  :    Elections:  rights of voters

           SOURCE  :     Author

           DIGEST  :    This bill establishes criteria in state law  
          through which the validity of at-large election systems can  
          be challenged in court.

           ANALYSIS  :    Existing law provides that the governing  
          boards of local political jurisdictions (i.e., cities,  
          counties, and school or other districts) are generally  
          elected by all of the voters of the political subdivision  
          (at-large) or from districts formed within the political  
          subdivision (district-based) or some combination thereof.

          Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire  
          local political jurisdiction to determine via ballot  
          measure whether the governing board is elected at-large or  
          by districts.  The processes for placing one of these  
          measures on the ballot varies according to the type of  
          jurisdiction.
                                                           CONTINUED

                                                                SB 976
                                                                Page  
          2

          Most cities and school or other districts in California  
          elect their governing boards using an at-large election  
          system.  The exceptions, those that elect by district, tend  
          to be the very large cities and school districts.

          One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from  
          at-large to district elections is the need to overcome a  
          history or pattern of racial inequity.  In some instances,  
          election by districts may actually be required by the  
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          federal Voting Rights Act.  In  Gomez  v.  City of Watsonville   
          (1988), the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the  
          at-large elections of city council members in Watsonville,  
          California had diluted the voting strength of the minority  
          community, and ordered the city to switch to single-member  
          district elections.  In  Thornburg  v.  Gingles  (1986), the  
          Supreme Court announced three preconditions that a  
          plaintiff first must establish to prove such a claim.  The  
          plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in  
          establishing these conditions, which were: 

          1.The minority community was sufficiently concentrated  
            geographically that it was possible to create a district  
            in which the minority could elect its own candidate.

          2.The minority community was politically cohesive, in that  
            minority voters usually supported minority candidates.

          3.There was racially polarized voting among the majority  
            community, which usually (but not necessarily always),  
            voted for majority candidates rather than for the  
            minority candidates.

          Specifics of SB 976:

          1.Enacts the California Voting Rights Act of 2001.

          2.Provides that an at-large method of election may not be  
            imposed or applied in a manner that results in the  
            dilution or abridgement of the right of registered voters  
            who are members of a protected class by impairing their  
            ability to elect candidates of their choice or to  
            influence the outcome of an election.

                                                                SB 976
                                                                Page  
          3

          3.Provides that a violation of the bill is to be  
            established if it is shown that racially polarized voting  
            occurs in election for governing boards of a political  
            subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral  
            choices by the voters of the political subdivision.

          4.Specifies that the occurrence of racially polarized  
            voting shall be determined from examining results of  
            elections in which candidates are members of a protected  
            class or elections involving ballot measures, or other  
            electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges  
            of members of the protected class.  One circumstance that  
            may be considered is the extent to which candidates who  
            are members of a protected class have been elected to the  
            governing body of a political subdivision that is the  
            subject of an action based on this bill.  In multi-seat  
            at-large districts, where the number of candidates who  
            are members of a protected class is fewer than the number  
            of seats available, the relative group-wide support  
            received by candidates from members of the protected  
            class shall be the basis for the racial polarization  
            analysis.

          5.States that proof of an intent on the part of the voters  
            or elected officials to discriminate against a protected  
            class is not required.

          6.Specifies that other factors such as the history of  
            discrimination, the use of electoral devices or other  
            voting practices or procedures that may enhance the  
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            dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of access  
            to those processes determining which groups of candidates  
            will receive financial or other support in a given  
            election, the extent to which members of the protected  
            class bear the effects of past discrimination in areas  
            such as education, employment, and health, which hinder  
            their ability to participate effectively in the political  
            process, and the use of overt or subtle racial appeals in  
            political campaigns, may also be introduced as evidence  
            but these factors are not necessary to establish a  
            violation of this section.

          7.Authorizes a court to impose appropriate remedies,  
            including district-based elections, and to award a  

                                                                SB 976
                                                                Page  
          4

            prevailing non-state or non-local government plaintiff  
            party reasonable attorney's fees consistent with  
            specified case law as part of the costs.

          The bill defines:

          1."At-large method of election" as any of the following  
            methods of electing members to the governing body of a  
            political subdivision, and does not include any method of  
            district-based elections:

             A.   One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction  
               elect the members to the governing body.

             B.   One in which the candidates are required to reside  
               within given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters  
               of the entire jurisdiction elect the members to the  
               governing body.

             C.   One which combines at-large elections with  
               district-based elections.

          1."District-based election" as a method of electing members  
            to the governing body of a political subdivision in which  
            the candidate must reside within an election district  
            that is a divisible part of the political subdivision and  
            is elected only by voters residing within that election  
            district. 

          2."Political subdivision" as a geographic area of  
            representation created for the provision of  government  
            services, including, but not limited to, a city, a school  
            district, a community college district, or other district  
            organized pursuant to state law. 

          3."Protected class" as a class of voters who are members of  
            a minority race, color or language group, as this class  
            is referenced and defined in the federal Voting Rights  
            Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.). 

          4."Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there  
            is a difference in the choice of candidates or other  
            electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the  
            protected class, and in the choice of candidates and  
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                                                                SB 976
                                                                Page  
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            electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the  
            rest of the electorate.  The methodologies for estimating  
            group voting behavior as approved in applicable federal  
            cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C.  
            Sec. 1973 et seq.) to establish racially polarized voting  
            may be used for purposes of this section to prove that  
            elections are characterized by racially polarized voting.

           Comments  :

          According to the author, this bill addresses the problems  
          associated with block voting, particularly those associated  
          with racial or ethnic groups.  This is important for a  
          state like California to address due to its diversity.

           FISCAL EFFECT  :    Appropriation:  No   Fiscal Com.:  No    
          Local:  No

          DLW:jk  5/8/01   Senate Floor Analyses 

                       SUPPORT/OPPOSITION:  NONE RECEIVED

                                ****  END  ****
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          |Office of Senate Floor Analyses   |                         |
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                                 THIRD READING

          Bill No:  SB 976
          Author:   Polanco (D)
          Amended:  5/1/01
          Vote:     21

           
           SENATE ELECTIONS & REAP. COMMITTEE  :  5-3, 5/2/01
          AYES:  Alpert, Burton, Murray, Ortiz, Perata
          NOES:  Brulte, Johnson, Poochigian

           SENATE FLOOR  :  16-10, 5/30/01
          AYES:  Alarcon, Chesbro, Dunn, Escutia, Figueroa, Karnette,  
            Kuehl, Murray, Peace, Polanco, Romero, Scott, Soto,  
            Speier, Torlakson, Vincent
          NOES:  Ackerman, Brulte, Haynes, Johannessen, Knight,  
            McClintock, McPherson, Morrow, Oller, Poochigian

           SUBJECT  :    Elections:  rights of voters

           SOURCE  :     Author

           DIGEST  :    This bill establishes criteria in state law  
          through which the validity of at-large election systems can  
          be challenged in court.

           ANALYSIS  :    Existing law provides that the governing  
          boards of local political jurisdictions (i.e., cities,  
          counties, and school or other districts) are generally  
          elected by all of the voters of the political subdivision  
          (at-large) or from districts formed within the political  
          subdivision (district-based) or some combination thereof.

                                                           CONTINUED

                                                                SB 976
                                                                Page  
          2

          Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire  
          local political jurisdiction to determine via ballot  
          measure whether the governing board is elected at-large or  
          by districts.  The processes for placing one of these  
          measures on the ballot varies according to the type of  
          jurisdiction.

          Most cities and school or other districts in California  
          elect their governing boards using an at-large election  
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          system.  The exceptions, those that elect by district, tend  
          to be the very large cities and school districts.

          One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from  
          at-large to district elections is the need to overcome a  
          history or pattern of racial inequity.  In some instances,  
          election by districts may actually be required by the  
          federal Voting Rights Act.  In  Gomez  v.  City of Watsonville   
          (1988), the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the  
          at-large elections of city council members in Watsonville,  
          California had diluted the voting strength of the minority  
          community, and ordered the city to switch to single-member  
          district elections.  In  Thornburg  v.  Gingles  (1986), the  
          Supreme Court announced three preconditions that a  
          plaintiff first must establish to prove such a claim.  The  
          plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in  
          establishing these conditions, which were: 

          1.The minority community was sufficiently concentrated  
            geographically that it was possible to create a district  
            in which the minority could elect its own candidate.

          2.The minority community was politically cohesive, in that  
            minority voters usually supported minority candidates.

          3.There was racially polarized voting among the majority  
            community, which usually (but not necessarily always),  
            voted for majority candidates rather than for the  
            minority candidates.

          Specifics of SB 976:

          1.Enacts the California Voting Rights Act of 2001.

                                                                SB 976
                                                                Page  
          3

          2.Provides that an at-large method of election may not be  
            imposed or applied in a manner that results in the  
            dilution or abridgement of the right of registered voters  
            who are members of a protected class by impairing their  
            ability to elect candidates of their choice or to  
            influence the outcome of an election.

          3.Provides that a violation of the bill is to be  
            established if it is shown that racially polarized voting  
            occurs in election for governing boards of a political  
            subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral  
            choices by the voters of the political subdivision.

          4.Specifies that the occurrence of racially polarized  
            voting shall be determined from examining results of  
            elections in which candidates are members of a protected  
            class or elections involving ballot measures, or other  
            electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges  
            of members of the protected class.  One circumstance that  
            may be considered is the extent to which candidates who  
            are members of a protected class have been elected to the  
            governing body of a political subdivision that is the  
            subject of an action based on this bill.  In multi-seat  
            at-large districts, where the number of candidates who  
            are members of a protected class is fewer than the number  
            of seats available, the relative group-wide support  
            received by candidates from members of the protected  
            class shall be the basis for the racial polarization  
            analysis.
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          5.States that proof of an intent on the part of the voters  
            or elected officials to discriminate against a protected  
            class is not required.

          6.Specifies that other factors such as the history of  
            discrimination, the use of electoral devices or other  
            voting practices or procedures that may enhance the  
            dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of access  
            to those processes determining which groups of candidates  
            will receive financial or other support in a given  
            election, the extent to which members of the protected  
            class bear the effects of past discrimination in areas  
            such as education, employment, and health, which hinder  
            their ability to participate effectively in the political  

                                                                SB 976
                                                                Page  
          4

            process, and the use of overt or subtle racial appeals in  
            political campaigns, may also be introduced as evidence  
            but these factors are not necessary to establish a  
            violation of this section.

          7.Authorizes a court to impose appropriate remedies,  
            including district-based elections, and to award a  
            prevailing non-state or non-local government plaintiff  
            party reasonable attorney's fees consistent with  
            specified case law as part of the costs.

          The bill defines:

          1."At-large method of election" as any of the following  
            methods of electing members to the governing body of a  
            political subdivision, and does not include any method of  
            district-based elections:

             A.   One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction  
               elect the members to the governing body.

             B.   One in which the candidates are required to reside  
               within given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters  
               of the entire jurisdiction elect the members to the  
               governing body.

             C.   One which combines at-large elections with  
               district-based elections.

          1."District-based election" as a method of electing members  
            to the governing body of a political subdivision in which  
            the candidate must reside within an election district  
            that is a divisible part of the political subdivision and  
            is elected only by voters residing within that election  
            district. 

          2."Political subdivision" as a geographic area of  
            representation created for the provision of  government  
            services, including, but not limited to, a city, a school  
            district, a community college district, or other district  
            organized pursuant to state law. 

          3."Protected class" as a class of voters who are members of  
            a minority race, color or language group, as this class  
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            is referenced and defined in the federal Voting Rights  
            Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.). 

          4."Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there  
            is a difference in the choice of candidates or other  
            electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the  
            protected class, and in the choice of candidates and  
            electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the  
            rest of the electorate.  The methodologies for estimating  
            group voting behavior as approved in applicable federal  
            cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C.  
            Sec. 1973 et seq.) to establish racially polarized voting  
            may be used for purposes of this section to prove that  
            elections are characterized by racially polarized voting.

           Comments  :

          According to the author, this bill addresses the problems  
          associated with block voting, particularly those associated  
          with racial or ethnic groups.  This is important for a  
          state like California to address due to its diversity.

           FISCAL EFFECT  :    Appropriation:  No   Fiscal Com.:  No    
          Local:  No

          DLW:jk  6/1/01   Senate Floor Analyses 

                       SUPPORT/OPPOSITION:  NONE RECEIVED

                                ****  END  ****
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                                 THIRD READING 

          Bill No:  SB 976
          Author:   Polanco (D)
          Amended:  5/1/01
          Vote:     21

           
           SENATE ELECTIONS & REAP. COMMITTEE  :  5-3, 5/2/01
          AYES:  Alpert, Burton, Murray, Ortiz, Perata
          NOES:  Brulte, Johnson, Poochigian

           SENATE FLOOR  :  16-10, 5/30/01
          AYES:  Alarcon, Chesbro, Dunn, Escutia, Figueroa, Karnette,  
            Kuehl, Murray, Peace, Polanco, Romero, Scott, Soto,  
            Speier, Torlakson, Vincent
          NOES:  Ackerman, Brulte, Haynes, Johannessen, Knight,  
            McClintock, McPherson, Morrow, Oller, Poochigian

           SUBJECT  :    Elections:  rights of voters

           SOURCE  :     Author

           DIGEST  :    This bill establishes criteria in state law  
          through which the validity of at-large election systems can  
          be challenged in court.

           ANALYSIS  :    Existing law provides that the governing  
          boards of local political jurisdictions (i.e., cities,  
          counties, and school or other districts) are generally  
          elected by all of the voters of the political subdivision  
          (at-large) or from districts formed within the political  
          subdivision (district-based) or some combination thereof.

                                                           CONTINUED

                                                                SB 976
                                                                Page  
          2

          Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire  
          local political jurisdiction to determine via ballot  
          measure whether the governing board is elected at-large or  
          by districts.  The processes for placing one of these  
          measures on the ballot varies according to the type of  
          jurisdiction.

          Most cities and school or other districts in California  
          elect their governing boards using an at-large election  
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          system.  The exceptions, those that elect by district, tend  
          to be the very large cities and school districts.

          One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from  
          at-large to district elections is the need to overcome a  
          history or pattern of racial inequity.  In some instances,  
          election by districts may actually be required by the  
          federal Voting Rights Act.  In  Gomez  v.  City of Watsonville   
          (1988), the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the  
          at-large elections of city council members in Watsonville,  
          California had diluted the voting strength of the minority  
          community, and ordered the city to switch to single-member  
          district elections.  In  Thornburg  v.  Gingles  (1986), the  
          Supreme Court announced three preconditions that a  
          plaintiff first must establish to prove such a claim.  The  
          plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in  
          establishing these conditions, which were: 

          1.The minority community was sufficiently concentrated  
            geographically that it was possible to create a district  
            in which the minority could elect its own candidate.

          2.The minority community was politically cohesive, in that  
            minority voters usually supported minority candidates.

          3.There was racially polarized voting among the majority  
            community, which usually (but not necessarily always),  
            voted for majority candidates rather than for the  
            minority candidates.

          Specifics of SB 976:

          1.Enacts the California Voting Rights Act of 2001.

                                                                SB 976
                                                                Page  
          3

          2.Provides that an at-large method of election may not be  
            imposed or applied in a manner that results in the  
            dilution or abridgement of the right of registered voters  
            who are members of a protected class by impairing their  
            ability to elect candidates of their choice or to  
            influence the outcome of an election.

          3.Provides that a violation of the bill is to be  
            established if it is shown that racially polarized voting  
            occurs in election for governing boards of a political  
            subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral  
            choices by the voters of the political subdivision.

          4.Specifies that the occurrence of racially polarized  
            voting shall be determined from examining results of  
            elections in which candidates are members of a protected  
            class or elections involving ballot measures, or other  
            electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges  
            of members of the protected class.  One circumstance that  
            may be considered is the extent to which candidates who  
            are members of a protected class have been elected to the  
            governing body of a political subdivision that is the  
            subject of an action based on this bill.  In multi-seat  
            at-large districts, where the number of candidates who  
            are members of a protected class is fewer than the number  
            of seats available, the relative group-wide support  
            received by candidates from members of the protected  
            class shall be the basis for the racial polarization  
            analysis.
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          5.States that proof of an intent on the part of the voters  
            or elected officials to discriminate against a protected  
            class is not required.

          6.Specifies that other factors such as the history of  
            discrimination, the use of electoral devices or other  
            voting practices or procedures that may enhance the  
            dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of access  
            to those processes determining which groups of candidates  
            will receive financial or other support in a given  
            election, the extent to which members of the protected  
            class bear the effects of past discrimination in areas  
            such as education, employment, and health, which hinder  
            their ability to participate effectively in the political  

                                                                SB 976
                                                                Page  
          4

            process, and the use of overt or subtle racial appeals in  
            political campaigns, may also be introduced as evidence  
            but these factors are not necessary to establish a  
            violation of this section.

          7.Authorizes a court to impose appropriate remedies,  
            including district-based elections, and to award a  
            prevailing non-state or non-local government plaintiff  
            party reasonable attorney's fees consistent with  
            specified case law as part of the costs.

          The bill defines:

          1."At-large method of election" as any of the following  
            methods of electing members to the governing body of a  
            political subdivision, and does not include any method of  
            district-based elections:

             A.   One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction  
               elect the members to the governing body.

             B.   One in which the candidates are required to reside  
               within given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters  
               of the entire jurisdiction elect the members to the  
               governing body.

             C.   One which combines at-large elections with  
               district-based elections.

          1."District-based election" as a method of electing members  
            to the governing body of a political subdivision in which  
            the candidate must reside within an election district  
            that is a divisible part of the political subdivision and  
            is elected only by voters residing within that election  
            district. 

          2."Political subdivision" as a geographic area of  
            representation created for the provision of  government  
            services, including, but not limited to, a city, a school  
            district, a community college district, or other district  
            organized pursuant to state law. 

          3."Protected class" as a class of voters who are members of  
            a minority race, color or language group, as this class  
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                                                                SB 976
                                                                Page  
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            is referenced and defined in the federal Voting Rights  
            Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.). 

          4."Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there  
            is a difference in the choice of candidates or other  
            electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the  
            protected class, and in the choice of candidates and  
            electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the  
            rest of the electorate.  The methodologies for estimating  
            group voting behavior as approved in applicable federal  
            cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C.  
            Sec. 1973 et seq.) to establish racially polarized voting  
            may be used for purposes of this section to prove that  
            elections are characterized by racially polarized voting.

           Comments :

          According to the author, this bill addresses the problems  
          associated with block voting, particularly those associated  
          with racial or ethnic groups.  This is important for a  
          state like California to address due to its diversity.

           FISCAL EFFECT  :    Appropriation:  No   Fiscal Com.:  No    
          Local:  No

           SUPPORT  :   (Verified  1/8/02)

          Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund

          DLW:jk  1/8/02   Senate Floor Analyses 

                         SUPPORT/OPPOSITION:  SEE ABOVE

                                ****  END  ****
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          Date of Hearing:   April 2, 2002

                ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS, REAPPORTIONMENT AND  
                              CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
                                John Longville, Chair
                    SB 976 (Polanco) - As Amended:  March 18, 2002

           SENATE VOTE  :   24-10
           
          SUBJECT  :   Elections: rights of voters.

           SUMMARY  : Establishes criteria by which local at-large elections  
          may be found to have abridged the rights of certain voters and  
          allows for remedies.   Specifically,  this bill  :   

          1)Provides that an at-large method of election may not be  
            imposed or applied in a manner that results in the dilution or  
            the abridgement of the rights of voters who are members of a  
            protected class by impairing their ability to elect candidates  
            of their choice or their ability to influence the outcome of  
            an election.

          2)Establishes that voter rights have been abridged if it is  
            shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for  
            members of the governing body of the political subdivision or  
            in elections incorporating other electoral choices by the  
            voters of the political subdivision.

          3)Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which there  
            is a difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral  
            choices that are preferred by voters in the protected class,  
            and in the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are  
            preferred by voters in the rest of the electorate.

          4)Provides that the existence of racially polarized voting shall  
            be determined from examining results of elections in which  
            candidates are members of a protected class or elections  
            involving ballot measures, or other electoral choices that  
            affect the rights and privileges of members of the protected  
            class. In making such a determination the extent to which  
            candidates who are members of a protected class and who are  
            preferred by voters of the protected class have been elected  
            to the governing body of the political subdivision in question  
            shall be probative.

                                                                  SB 976
                                                                  Page  2

          5)Establishes that methodologies for estimating group voting  
            behavior, as approved in applicable federal cases to enforce  
            the federal Voting Rights Act (VRA), may be used to prove that  
            elections are characterized by racially polarized voting.
           
          6)Specifies that proof of an intent on the part of voters or  
            elected officials to discriminate against a protected class is  
            not required and that the fact that members of a protected  
            class are not geographically compact or concentrated may not  
            preclude a finding of racially polarized voting.
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          7)Specifies that other factors, including the use or electoral  
            devices or other voting practices or procedures that may  
            enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, are  
            probative but not necessary factors to establish a violation  
            of voting rights.

          8)Provides that upon a finding of racially polarized voting the  
            court shall implement appropriate remedies, including the  
            imposition of district-based elections.

          9)Provides reasonable attorney fees and litigation expenses for  
            the prevailing plaintiff party in an enforcement action.   
            Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any costs,  
            unless the court finds the action to be frivolous,  
            unreasonable, or without foundation.

          10)Authorizes any voter who is a member of a protected class and  
            who resides in a political subdivision that is accused of a  
            violation of this legislation to file an action in the  
            superior court of the county in which the political  
            subdivision is located.

           EXISTING LAW  : 

          1)Provides for political subdivisions that encompass areas of  
            representation within the state.  With respect to these areas,  
            public officials are generally elected by all of the voters of  
            the political subdivision (at-large), from districts formed  
            within the political subdivision (district-based), or by some  
            combination thereof.

          2)Allows voters of the entire political subdivision to determine  
            via a local initiative whether public officials are elected by  
            divisions or by the entire political subdivision.

                                                                  SB 976
                                                                  Page  3

           FISCAL EFFECT  :   None

          COMMENTS  :   

           1)Purpose of the Bill  :  According to the author, SB 976  
            "addresses the problem of racial block voting, which is  
            particularly harmful to a state like California due to its  
            diversity.  SB 976 provides a judicial process and criteria to  
            determine if the problem of block voting can be established.   
            Once the problem is judicially established, the bill provides  
            courts with the authority to fashion appropriate legal  
            remedies for the problem.  In California, we face a unique  
            situation where we are all minorities.  We need statutes to  
            ensure that our electoral system is fair and open.  This  
            measure gives us a tool to move us in that direction: it  
            identifies the problem, gives tools to deal with the problem  
            and provides a solution."

           2)Legal History  : In  Thornburg v. Gingles  (1986) 478 U.S. 30, the  
            United States Supreme Court announced three preconditions that  
            a plaintiff first must establish to prove that an election  
            system diluted the voting strength of a protected minority  
            group:
           
             a)   The minority community was sufficiently concentrated  
               geographically that it was possible to create a district in  
               which the minority could elect its own candidate.
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             b)   The minority community was politically cohesive, in that  
               minority voters usually supported minority candidates.

             c)   There was racially polarized voting among the majority  
               community, which usually (but not necessarily always),  
               voted for majority candidates rather than for minority  
               candidates.

            In  Gomez v. City of Watsonville  (1988) 863 F.2d 1407, 1417,  
            cert. denied, 489 US 1080, the United States Supreme Court  
            affirmed that at-large elections of city council members in  
            Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength of the  
            minority community, and ordered the city to switch to  
            single-member district elections. The plaintiffs in the  
             Watsonville  case were successful in establishing the three  
            preconditions created in  Gingles  .

                                                                  SB 976
                                                                  Page  4

           3)Impact of this Bill  :  In  Gingles  , the Supreme Court  
            established three conditions that a plaintiff must meet in  
            order to prove that at-large districts diluted the voting  
            strength of minority communities.  This bill requires that  
            only two of those conditions be met, and does not require that  
            a minority community be sufficiently concentrated  
            geographically to create a district in which the minority  
            community could elect its own candidate.  As such, this bill  
            would presumably make it easier to successfully challenge  
            at-large districts.  Given that this bill applies to all local  
            districts that elect candidates at-large, the impact of this  
            bill could be significant.  If the minority community is not  
            sufficiently geographically compact, it is unclear what  
            benefit would result from eliminating at-large elections. 

           4)Previous Legislation  :  AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999, which sought  
            to eliminate the at-large election system within the Los  
            Angeles Community College District, was vetoed by the  
            Governor.  In his veto message, the Governor stated that the  
            decision to create single-member districts was best made at  
            the local level, and not by the state.  AB 172 (Firebaugh) of  
            1999, proposed to prohibit at-large elections for specified  
            K-12 school districts.  That bill was approved by this  
            committee, but was amended to an unrelated subject in the  
            Senate Education Committee.

           REGISTERED SUPPORT / OPPOSITION  :

           Support 
           
          None on file.
           
            Opposition 
           
          None on file.

           Analysis Prepared by  :    Ethan Jones / E., R. & C. A. / (916)  
          319-2094 
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          Date of Hearing:   April 16, 2002

                ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS, REAPPORTIONMENT AND  
                              CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
                                John Longville, Chair
                    SB 976 (Polanco) - As Amended:  April 9, 2002

           SENATE VOTE  :   24-10
           
          SUBJECT  :   Elections: rights of voters.

           SUMMARY  : Establishes criteria by which local at-large elections  
          may be found to have abridged the rights of certain voters and  
          allows for remedies.   Specifically,  this bill  :   

          1)Provides that an at-large method of election may not be  
            imposed or applied in a manner that results in the dilution or  
            the abridgement of the rights of voters who are members of a  
            protected class by impairing their ability to elect candidates  
            of their choice or their ability to influence the outcome of  
            an election.

          2)Establishes that voter rights have been abridged if it is  
            shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for  
            members of the governing body of the political subdivision or  
            in elections incorporating other electoral choices by the  
            voters of the political subdivision.

          3)Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which there  
            is a difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral  
            choices that are preferred by voters in the protected class,  
            and in the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are  
            preferred by voters in the rest of the electorate.

          4)Provides that the existence of racially polarized voting shall  
            be determined from examining results of elections in which  
            candidates are members of a protected class or elections  
            involving ballot measures, or other electoral choices that  
            affect the rights and privileges of members of the protected  
            class. In making such a determination the extent to which  
            candidates who are members of a protected class and who are  
            preferred by voters of the protected class have been elected  
            to the governing body of the political subdivision in question  
            shall be probative.
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          5)Establishes that methodologies for estimating group voting  
            behavior, as approved in applicable federal cases to enforce  
            the federal Voting Rights Act (VRA), may be used to prove that  
            elections are characterized by racially polarized voting.
           
          6)Specifies that proof of an intent on the part of voters or  
            elected officials to discriminate against a protected class is  
            not required and that the fact that members of a protected  
            class are not geographically compact or concentrated may not  
            preclude a finding of racially polarized voting.
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          7)Specifies that other factors, including the use or electoral  
            devices or other voting practices or procedures that may  
            enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, are  
            probative but not necessary factors to establish a violation  
            of voting rights.

          8)Provides that upon a finding of racially polarized voting the  
            court shall implement appropriate remedies, including the  
            imposition of district-based elections.

          9)Provides reasonable attorney fees and litigation expenses for  
            the prevailing plaintiff party in an enforcement action.   
            Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any costs,  
            unless the court finds the action to be frivolous,  
            unreasonable, or without foundation.

          10)Authorizes any voter who is a member of a protected class and  
            who resides in a political subdivision that is accused of a  
            violation of this legislation to file an action in the  
            superior court of the county in which the political  
            subdivision is located.

           EXISTING LAW  : 

          1)Provides for political subdivisions that encompass areas of  
            representation within the state.  With respect to these areas,  
            public officials are generally elected by all of the voters of  
            the political subdivision (at-large), from districts formed  
            within the political subdivision (district-based), or by some  
            combination thereof.

          2)Allows voters of the entire political subdivision to determine  
            via a local initiative whether public officials are elected by  
            divisions or by the entire political subdivision.
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           FISCAL EFFECT  :   None

          COMMENTS  :   

           1)Purpose of the Bill  :  According to the author, SB 976  
            "addresses the problem of racial block voting, which is  
            particularly harmful to a state like California due to its  
            diversity.  SB 976 provides a judicial process and criteria to  
            determine if the problem of block voting can be established.   
            Once the problem is judicially established, the bill provides  
            courts with the authority to fashion appropriate legal  
            remedies for the problem.  In California, we face a unique  
            situation where we are all minorities.  We need statutes to  
            ensure that our electoral system is fair and open.  This  
            measure gives us a tool to move us in that direction: it  
            identifies the problem, gives tools to deal with the problem  
            and provides a solution."

           2)Legal History  : In  Thornburg v. Gingles  (1986) 478 U.S. 30, the  
            United States Supreme Court announced three preconditions that  
            a plaintiff first must establish to prove that an election  
            system diluted the voting strength of a protected minority  
            group:
           
             a)   The minority community was sufficiently concentrated  
               geographically that it was possible to create a district in  
               which the minority could elect its own candidate.
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             b)   The minority community was politically cohesive, in that  
               minority voters usually supported minority candidates.

             c)   There was racially polarized voting among the majority  
               community, which usually (but not necessarily always),  
               voted for majority candidates rather than for minority  
               candidates.

            In  Gomez v. City of Watsonville  (1988) 863 F.2d 1407, 1417,  
            cert. denied, 489 US 1080, the United States Supreme Court  
            affirmed that at-large elections of city council members in  
            Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength of the  
            minority community, and ordered the city to switch to  
            single-member district elections. The plaintiffs in the  
             Watsonville  case were successful in establishing the three  
            preconditions created in  Gingles  .
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           3)Impact of this Bill  :  In  Gingles  , the Supreme Court  
            established three conditions that a plaintiff must meet in  
            order to prove that at-large districts diluted the voting  
            strength of minority communities.  This bill requires that  
            only two of those conditions be met, and does not require that  
            a minority community be sufficiently concentrated  
            geographically to create a district in which the minority  
            community could elect its own candidate.  As such, this bill  
            would presumably make it easier to successfully challenge  
            at-large districts.  Given that this bill applies to all local  
            districts that elect candidates at-large, the impact of this  
            bill could be significant.  If the minority community is not  
            sufficiently geographically compact, it is unclear what  
            benefit would result from eliminating at-large elections. 

           4)Previous Legislation  :  AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999, which sought  
            to eliminate the at-large election system within the Los  
            Angeles Community College District, was vetoed by the  
            Governor.  In his veto message, the Governor stated that the  
            decision to create single-member districts was best made at  
            the local level, and not by the state.  AB 172 (Firebaugh) of  
            1999, proposed to prohibit at-large elections for specified  
            K-12 school districts.  That bill was approved by this  
            committee, but was amended to an unrelated subject in the  
            Senate Education Committee.

           REGISTERED SUPPORT / OPPOSITION  :

           Support 
           
          None on file.
           
            Opposition 
           
          None on file.

           Analysis Prepared by  :    Ethan Jones / E., R. & C. A. / (916)  
          319-2094 
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          Date of Hearing: June 4, 2002

                           ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY
                               Ellen M. Corbett, Chair
                     SB 976 (Polanco) - As Amended: April 9, 2002

           SENATE VOTE :  24-10
           
          SUBJECT  :  DISCRIMINATION: VOTING RIGHTS
           
          KEY ISSUE  :  SHOULD THE STATE ENACT A VOTING RIGHTS ACT IN ORDER  
          TO PROHIBIT AND REMEDY RACIALLY POLARIZED VOTING THAT ABRIDGES  
          OR DILUTES THE RIGHT TO VOTE IN AT-LARGE ELECTION SYSTEMS? 

                                      SYNOPSIS
           
           This bill, which was previously heard by the Elections,  
          Reapportionment and Constitutional Amendments Committee, enacts  
          a state voting rights act comparable to the federal voting  
          rights act in order to address racial block voting in at-large  
          elections.  Unlike prior unsuccessful measures concerned with  
          at-large election methods, this bill would not mandate that any  
          political subdivision convert an at-large election system to a  
          single-member district system.  Rather, this bill simply  
          prohibits the abridgement or dilution of minority voting rights.

          SUMMARY  :  Prohibits discrimination in at-large election  
          districts.  Specifically,  this bill  : 

          1)Provides that an at-large method of election may not be  
            employed by a political subdivision of the state in a manner  
            that results in the dilution or the abridgment of the rights  
            of voters who are members of a protected race, color or  
            language class by impairing their ability to elect candidates  
            of their choice or their ability to influence the outcome of  
            an election.

          2)Prohibits racially polarized voting, as defined, in elections  
            for members of the governing body of a political subdivision  
            or in elections incorporating other electoral choices by the  
            voters of a political subdivision.

          3)Provides that a voter may sue to enforce and a court may  
            remedy violations of the act. 
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           EXISTING LAW  :  

          1)Provides for political subdivisions and the election of public  
            officials by all of the voters (at-large), or from districts  
            formed within the political subdivision (district-based), or  
            by some combination thereof.  (Elections Code sections 10505,  
            10508, and 10523; Government Code Sections 58000-58200.)

          2)Allows voters of the entire political subdivision to determine  
            by local initiative whether public officials are elected by  
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            divisions or by the entire political subdivision.  (Elections  
            Code Section 9102.)

           FISCAL EFFECT  :   As currently in print, this bill is keyed  
          non-fiscal.

           COMMENTS  :  The author states that SB 976 "addresses the problem  
          of racial block voting, which is particularly harmful to a state  
          like California due to its diversity.  SB 976 provides a  
          judicial process and criteria to determine if the problem of  
          block voting can be established.  Once the problem is judicially  
          established, the bill provides courts with the authority to  
          fashion appropriate legal remedies for the problem.  In  
          California, we face a unique situation where we are all  
          minorities.  We need statutes to ensure that our electoral  
          system is fair and open.  This measure gives us a tool to move  
          us in that direction: it identifies the problem, gives tools to  
          deal with the problem and provides a solution."

           This Bill Addresses Racially Polarized Voting if it Impairs the  
          Right of Protected Groups to Influence the Outcome of an  
          Election  .  This bill establishes a state Voting Rights Act much  
          like the federal Voting Rights Act.  Accordingly, it provides  
          protections against the dilution or abridgement of the right to  
          vote by members of the race, color and language groups  
          recognized by the federal act.  Restrictive interpretations  
          given to the federal act, however, have put the cart before the  
          horse by requiring that a plaintiff show that the protected  
          class is geographically compact enough to permit the creation of  
          a single-member district in which the protected class could  
          elect its own candidate.  This bill would avoid that problem.

          In Thornburg v. Gingles, 478 U.S. 30 (1986), the court created  
          three requirements that a plaintiff must establish to prove that  
          an election system diluted the voting strength of a protected  
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          minority group: (1) the minority community was politically  
          cohesive, in that minority voters usually supported minority  
          candidates; (2) there was racially polarized voting among the  
          majority community, which usually voted for majority candidates  
          rather than for minority candidates; and (3) the minority  
          community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it  
          was possible to create a district in which the minority could  
          elect its own candidate.  Prior to the Thornburg decision, there  
          had been no requirement to show geographical compactness in  
          order to show a violation of the federal voting rights act.

          This bill would allow a showing of dilution or abridgement of  
          minority voting rights by showing the first two Thornburg  
          requirements without an additional showing of geographical  
          compactness.  Under other decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court,  
          the geographical compactness or concentration of the protected  
          class within a political subdivision is a factor in determining  
          whether a district may be drawn to allow that class of voters to  
          elect the candidate of their choice.  This bill recognizes that  
          geographical concentration is an appropriate question at the  
          remedy stage.  However, geographical compactness would not  
          appear to be an important factor in assessing whether the voting  
          rights of a minority group have been diluted or abridged by an  
          at-large election system.  Thus, this bill puts the voting  
          rights horse (the discrimination issue) back where it sensibly  
          belongs in front of the cart (what type of remedy is appropriate  
          once racially polarized voting has been shown). 

           This Bill Does Not Mandate the Abolition of At-large Election  
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          Systems  .  Unlike prior legislation regarding at-large methods of  
          election, discussed below, this bill does not mandate that any  
          political subdivision convert at-large districts to  
          single-member districts.  Instead, this bill simply prohibits  
          at-large election systems from being used to dilute or abridge  
          the rights of voters in protected classes.

           Author's Technical Amendments.   To clarify that there is more  
          than one protected class, the author properly wishes to change  
          references to "the protected class" to "a protected class."  

          Similarly, to avoid confusion regarding the definition of  
          racially polarized voting, the author appropriately suggests  
          language referencing the standard under the federal voting  
          rights act.
          Thus, proposed section 14025(3) on page 3, line 7 ff, should  
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          read as follows:  (e) ''Racially polarized voting'' means voting  
          in which there is a difference, as defined in case law regarding  
          enforcement of the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec.  
          1973 et seq.), in the choice of candidates or other electoral  
          choices that are preferred by voters in the protected class, and  
          in the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are  
          preferred by voters in the rest of the electorate.  The  
          methodologies for estimating group voting behavior as approved  
          in applicable federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights  
          Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.) to establish racially  
          polarized voting may be used for purposes of this section to  
          prove that elections are characterized by racially polarized  
          voting.

          In addition, to correct awkward syntax, the author prudently  
          desires to reword section 14027 as follows:  "An at-large method  
          of election may not be imposed or applied in a manner that  
          impairs the ability of a protected class to elect candidates of  
          its choice or its ability to influence the outcome of an  
          election, as a result of the dilution or the abridgment of the  
          rights of voters who are members of a protected class, as  
          defined in Section 14026."

          To clarify the intention of section 14028(b), the author  
          properly proposes that the bill be amended as follows: (b) The  
          occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be determined from  
          examining results of elections in which at least one candidate  s   
           are  is a member  s  of a protected class or elections involving  
          ballot measures, or other electoral choices that affect the  
          rights and privileges of members of the protected class. One  
          circumstance that may be considered in determining a violation  
          of Section 14027 and this section is the extent to which  
          candidates who are members of a protected class and who are  
          preferred by voters of the protected class, as determined by an  
          analysis of voting behavior, have been elected to the governing  
          body of a political subdivision that is the subject of an action  
          based on Section 14027 and this section.  In Elections  In  
          multiseat at-large election districts, where the number of  
          candidates who are members of a protected class is fewer than  
          the number of seats available, the relative groupwide support  
          received by candidates from members of the protected class shall  
          be the basis for the racial polarization analysis.

          The author also desires to correct the citation format in  
          section 14030 to read:  In any action to enforce Section 14027  
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          and Section 14028, the court shall allow the prevailing  
          plaintiff party, other than the state or political subdivision  
          thereof, a reasonable attorney's fee consistent with the  
          standards established in Serrano v. Priest (1977) 20 Cal.3d 25,  
           including pages  48  and  -49, and litigation expenses including,  
          but not limited to, expert witness fees and expenses as part of  
          the costs. Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any  
          costs, unless the court finds the action to be frivolous,  
          unreasonable, or without foundation.

          Finally, to clarify the syntax of section 14032, the author  
          wisely suggests that it should read as follows:  "Any voter who  
          is a member of a protected class and who resides in a political  
          subdivision where a violation of Sections 14027 and 14028 is  
          alleged may file an action pursuant to those sections in the  
          superior court of the county in which the political subdivision  
          is located."

           Prior Related Legislation.   AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999 sought to  
          eliminate the at-large election system within the Los Angeles  
          Community College District.  That bill was vetoed by the  
          Governor, who stated in his veto message that the decision to  
          create single-member districts was best made at the local level.  
           AB 172 (Firebaugh) of 1999 proposed to prohibit at-large  
          elections for specified K-12 school districts.  After passing  
          the Assembly, that bill was amended to an unrelated subject in  
          the Senate.

           REGISTERED SUPPORT / OPPOSITION  :

           Support 
           
          ACLU
          Joaquin Avila, Esq.
          Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF)
           
            Opposition 
           
          None on file

           Analysis Prepared by  :    Kevin G. Baker / JUD. / (916) 319-2334 
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          SENATE THIRD READING
          SB 976 (Polanco)
          As Amended June 11, 2002
          Majority vote 

           SENATE VOTE  :24-10  
           
           ELECTIONS           5-1         JUDICIARY           8-4         
           
           ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
          |Ayes:|Longville, Cardenas,      |Ayes:|Corbett, Dutra, Jackson,  |
          |     |Steinberg, Keeley,        |     |Longville, Shelley,       |
          |     |Shelley                   |     |Steinberg, Vargas, Wayne  |
          |     |                          |     |                          |
          |-----+--------------------------+-----+--------------------------|
          |Nays:|Ashburn                   |Nays:|Harman, Bates, Robert     |
          |     |                          |     |Pacheco,                  |
          |     |                          |     |Rod Pacheco               |
           ----------------------------------------------------------------- 

           SUMMARY  :  Establishes criteria by which local at-large elections  
          may be found to have abridged the rights of certain voters and  
          allows for remedies.  Specifically,  this bill  :   

          1)Provides that an at-large method of election may not be  
            imposed or applied in a manner that impairs the ability of a  
            protected class to elect candidates of its choice or its  
            ability to influence the outcome of an election, as a result  
            of the dilution or the abridgment of the rights of voters who  
            are members of a protected class.

          2)Establishes that voter rights have been abridged if it is  
            shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for  
            members of the governing body of the political subdivision or  
            in elections incorporating other electoral choices by the  
            voters of the political subdivision.

          3)Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which there  
            is a difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral  
            choices that are preferred by voters in the protected class,  
            and in the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are  
            preferred by voters in the rest of the electorate.

          4)Provides that the existence of racially polarized voting shall  
            be determined from examining results of elections in which at  
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            least one candidate is a member of a protected class or  
            elections involving ballot measures, or other electoral  
            choices that affect the rights and privileges of members of a  
            protected class.  In making such a determination the extent to  
            which candidates who are members of a protected class and who  
            are preferred by voters of the protected class have been  
            elected to the governing body of the political subdivision in  
            question shall be probative.

          5)Establishes that methodologies for estimating group voting  
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            behavior, as approved in applicable federal cases to enforce  
            the federal Voting Rights Act (VRA), may be used to prove that  
            elections are characterized by racially polarized voting.
           
          6)Specifies that proof of an intent on the part of voters or  
            elected officials to discriminate against a protected class is  
            not required and that the fact that members of a protected  
            class are not geographically compact or concentrated may not  
            preclude a finding of racially polarized voting.

          7)Specifies that other factors, including the use of electoral  
            devices or other voting practices or procedures that may  
            enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, are  
            probative but not necessary factors to establish a violation  
            of voting rights.

          8)Provides that upon a finding of racially polarized voting the  
            court shall implement appropriate remedies, including the  
            imposition of district-based elections.

          9)Provides reasonable attorney fees and litigation expenses for  
            the prevailing plaintiff party in an enforcement action.   
            Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any costs,  
            unless the court finds the action to be frivolous,  
            unreasonable, or without foundation.

          10)Authorizes any voter who is a member of a protected class and  
            who resides in a political subdivision that is accused of a  
            violation of this legislation to file an action in the  
            superior court of the county in which the political  
            subdivision is located.

           EXISTING LAW  : 

          1)Provides for political subdivisions that encompass areas of  
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            representation within the state.  With respect to these areas,  
            public officials are generally elected by all of the voters of  
            the political subdivision (at-large), from districts formed  
            within the political subdivision (district-based), or by some  
            combination thereof.

          2)Allows voters of the entire political subdivision to determine  
            via a local initiative whether public officials are elected by  
            divisions or by the entire political subdivision.

           FISCAL EFFECT  :  None

           COMMENTS  :  According to the author, this bill "addresses the  
          problem of racial block voting, which is particularly harmful to  
          a state like California due to its diversity.  SB 976 provides a  
          judicial process and criteria to determine if the problem of  
          block voting can be established.  Once the problem is judicially  
          established, the bill provides courts with the authority to  
          fashion appropriate legal remedies for the problem.  In  
          California, we face a unique situation where we are all  
          minorities.  We need statutes to ensure that our electoral  
          system is fair and open.  This measure gives us a tool to move  
          us in that direction: it identifies the problem, gives tools to  
          deal with the problem and provides a solution."

          In  Thornburg v. Gingles  (1986) 478 U.S. 30, the United States  
          Supreme Court announced three preconditions that a plaintiff  
          first must establish to prove that an election system diluted  
          the voting strength of a protected minority group:
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          1)The minority community was sufficiently concentrated  
            geographically that it was possible to create a district in  
            which the minority could elect its own candidate.

          2)The minority community was politically cohesive, in that  
            minority voters usually supported minority candidates.

          3)There was racially polarized voting among the majority  
            community, which usually (but not necessarily always), voted  
            for majority candidates rather than for minority candidates.

          In  Gomez v. City of Watsonville  (1988) 863 F.2d 1407, 1417,  
          cert. denied, 489 US 1080, the United States Supreme Court  
          affirmed that at-large elections of city council members in  
          Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength of the  
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          minority community, and ordered the city to switch to  
          single-member district elections.  The plaintiffs in the  
           Watsonville  case were successful in establishing the three  
          preconditions created in  Gingles  .

          As noted above, the Supreme Court in  Gingles  established three  
          conditions that a plaintiff must meet in order to prove that  
          at-large districts diluted the voting strength of minority  
          communities.  This bill requires that only two of those  
          conditions be met, and does not require that a minority  
          community be sufficiently concentrated geographically to create  
          a district in which the minority community could elect its own  
          candidate.  As such, this bill would presumably make it easier  
          to successfully challenge at-large districts.  Given that this  
          bill applies to all local districts that elect candidates  
          at-large, the impact of this bill could be significant.  If the  
          minority community is not sufficiently geographically compact,  
          it is unclear what benefit would result from eliminating  
          at-large elections. 

          AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999, which was vetoed, sought to eliminate  
          the at-large election system within the Los Angeles Community  
          College District.  In his veto message, the Governor stated that  
          the decision to create single-member districts was best made at  
          the local level, and not by the state.  AB 172 (Firebaugh) of  
          1999, which was vetoed, proposed to prohibit at-large elections  
          for specified K-12 school districts.  That bill was approved by  
          the Assembly, but was amended to an unrelated subject in the  
          Senate Education Committee.

           Analysis Prepared by  :    Willie Guerrero / E., R. & C. A. /  
          (916) 319-2094 

                                                                FN: 0005396
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BILL ANALYSIS                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                       

           ------------------------------------------------------------ 
          |SENATE RULES COMMITTEE            |                   SB 976|
          |Office of Senate Floor Analyses   |                         |
          |1020 N Street, Suite 524          |                         |
          |(916) 445-6614         Fax: (916) |                         |
          |327-4478                          |                         |
           ------------------------------------------------------------ 
           
                                         
                              UNFINISHED BUSINESS

          Bill No:  SB 976
          Author:   Polanco (D)
          Amended:  6/11/02
          Vote:     21

           
           SENATE ELECTIONS & REAP. COMMITTEE  :  5-3, 5/2/01
          AYES:  Alpert, Burton, Murray, Ortiz, Perata
          NOES:  Brulte, Johnson, Poochigian

           SENATE FLOOR  :  24-10, 1/30/02
          AYES:  Alarcon, Alpert, Bowen, Burton, Chesbro, Costa,  
            Dunn, Escutia, Figueroa, Karnette, Kuehl, Machado,  
            Murray, O'Connell, Ortiz, Perata, Polanco, Romero, Sher,  
            Soto, Speier, Torlakson, Vasconcellos, Vincent
          NOES:  Ackerman, Battin, Brulte, Johannessen, Johnson,  
            Knight, McClintock, McPherson, Morrow, Poochigian

           ASSEMBLY FLOOR  :  47-25, 6/20/02 - See last page for vote

           SUBJECT  :    Elections:  rights of voters

           SOURCE  :     Author

           DIGEST  :    This bill establishes criteria in state law  
          through which the validity of at-large election systems can  
          be challenged in court.

           Assembly Amendment  allows a member of a protected class to  
          file a court action pursuant to the bill under specified  
          conditions and makes clarifying changes.

                                                           CONTINUED
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           ANALYSIS  :    Existing law provides that the governing  
          boards of local political jurisdictions (i.e., cities,  
          counties, and school or other districts) are generally  
          elected by all of the voters of the political subdivision  
          (at-large) or from districts formed within the political  
          subdivision (district-based) or some combination thereof.

          Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire  
          local political jurisdiction to determine via ballot  
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          measure whether the governing board is elected at-large or  
          by districts.  The processes for placing one of these  
          measures on the ballot varies according to the type of  
          jurisdiction.

          Most cities and school or other districts in California  
          elect their governing boards using an at-large election  
          system.  The exceptions, those that elect by district, tend  
          to be the very large cities and school districts.

          One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from  
          at-large to district elections is the need to overcome a  
          history or pattern of racial inequity.  In some instances,  
          election by districts may actually be required by the  
          federal Voting Rights Act.  In  Gomez  v.  City of Watsonville   
          (1988), the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the  
          at-large elections of city council members in Watsonville,  
          California had diluted the voting strength of the minority  
          community, and ordered the city to switch to single-member  
          district elections.  In  Thornburg  v.  Gingles  (1986), the  
          Supreme Court announced three preconditions that a  
          plaintiff first must establish to prove such a claim.  The  
          plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in  
          establishing these conditions, which were: 

          1.The minority community was sufficiently concentrated  
            geographically that it was possible to create a district  
            in which the minority could elect its own candidate.

          2.The minority community was politically cohesive, in that  
            minority voters usually supported minority candidates.

          3.There was racially polarized voting among the majority  
            community, which usually (but not necessarily always),  
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            voted for majority candidates rather than for the  
            minority candidates.

          Specifics of SB 976:

          1. Enacts the California Voting Rights Act of 2001.

          2. Provides that an at-large method of election may not be  
             imposed or applied in a manner that impairs the ability  
             of a protected class to elect candidates of its choice  
             or its ability to influence the outcome of an election,  
             as a result of the dilution or the abridgment of the  
             rights of voters who are members of a protected class.  

          3. Establishes that voter rights have been abridged if it  
             is shown that racially polarized voting occurs in  
             elections for members of the governing body of the  
             political subdivision or in elections incorporating  
             other electoral choices by the voters of the political  
             subdivision.  

          4. Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which  
             there is a difference in the choice of candidates or  
             other electoral choices that are preferred by voters in  
             the protected class, and in the choice of candidates and  
             electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the  
             rest of the electorate.  

          5. Provides that the existence of racially polarized voting  
             shall be determined from examining results of elections  
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             in which at  least one candidate is a member of a  
             protected class or elections involving ballot measures,  
             or other electoral choices that affect the rights and  
             privileges of members of a protected class.  In making  
             such a determination the extent to which candidates who  
             are members of a protected class and who are preferred  
             by voters of the protected class have been elected to  
             the governing body of the political subdivision in  
             question shall be probative.  

          6. Establishes that methodologies for estimating group  
             voting behavior, as approved in applicable federal cases  
             to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (VRA), may be  
             used to prove that elections are characterized by  
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             racially polarized voting.  

          7. Specifies that proof of an intent on the part of voters  
             or elected officials to discriminate against a protected  
             class is not required and that the fact that members of  
             a protected class are not geographically compact or  
             concentrated may not preclude a finding of racially  
             polarized voting.  

          8. Specifies that other factors, including the use of  
             electoral devices or other voting practices or  
             procedures that may enhance the dilutive effects of  
             at-large elections, are probative but not necessary  
             factors to establish a violation of voting rights.  

          9. Provides that upon a finding of racially polarized  
             voting the court shall implement appropriate remedies,  
             including the imposition of district-based elections.  

          10.Provides reasonable attorney fees and litigation  
             expenses for the prevailing plaintiff party in an  
             enforcement action.  Prevailing defendant parties shall  
             not recover any costs, unless the court finds the action  
             to be frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation.  

          11.Authorizes any voter who is a member of a protected  
             class and who resides in a political subdivision that is  
             accused of a violation of this legislation to file an  
             action in the superior court of the county in which the  
             political subdivision is located.  

          The bill defines:

          1."At-large method of election" as any of the following  
            methods of electing members to the governing body of a  
            political subdivision.

             A.   One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction  
               elect the members to the governing body.

             B.   One in which the candidates are required to reside  
               within given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters  
               of the entire jurisdiction elect the members to the  
               governing body.
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             C.   One which combines at-large elections with  
               district-based elections.

          1."District-based elections" as a method of electing  
            members to the governing body of a political subdivision  
            in which the candidate must reside within an election  
            district that is a divisible part of the political  
            subdivision and is elected only by voters residing within  
            that election district. 

          2."Political subdivision" as a geographic area of  
            representation created for the provision of  government  
            services, including, but not limited to, a city, a school  
            district, a community college district, or other district  
            organized pursuant to state law. 

          3."Protected class" as a class of voters who are members of  
            a race, color or language minority group, as this class  
            is referenced and defined in the federal Voting Rights  
            Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.). 

          4."Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there  
            is a difference, as defined in case law regarding  
            enforcement of the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C.  
            Sec. 1973 et seq.), in the choice of candidates or other  
            electoral choices that are preferred by voters in a  
            protected class, and in the choice of candidates and  
            electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the  
            rest of the electorate.  The methodologies for estimating  
            group voting behavior as approved in applicable federal  
            cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C.  
            Sec. 1973 et seq.) to establish racially polarized voting  
            may be used for purposes of this section to prove that  
            elections are characterized by racially polarized voting.

          AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999, which was vetoed, sought to  
          eliminate the at-large election system within the Los  
          Angeles Community College District.  In his veto message,  
          the Governor stated that the decision to create  
          single-member districts was best made at the local level,  
          and not by the state.

           Comments  :
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          According to the author, this bill "addresses the problem  
          of racial block voting, which is particularly harmful to a  
          state like California due to its diversity.  SB 976  
          provides a judicial process and criteria to determine if  
          the problem of block voting can be established.  Once the  
          problem is judicially established, the bill provides courts  
          with the authority to fashion appropriate legal remedies  
          for the problem.  In California, we face a unique situation  
          where we are all minorities.  We need statutes to ensure  
          that our electoral system is fair and open.  This measure  
          gives us a tool to move us in that direction: it identifies  
          the problem, gives tools to deal with the problem and  
          provides a solution." 
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           FISCAL EFFECT  :    Appropriation:  No   Fiscal Com.:  No    
          Local:  No

           SUPPORT  :   (Verified  6/20/02)

          Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund
          American Civil Liberties Union

           ASSEMBLY FLOOR  :
          AYES:  Alquist, Aroner, Calderon, Canciamilla, Cardenas,  
            Cardoza, Chan, Chavez, Chu, Cohn, Corbett, Correa, Diaz,  
            Dutra, Firebaugh, Florez, Frommer, Goldberg, Havice,  
            Hertzberg, Jackson, Keeley, Kehoe, Koretz, Longville,  
            Lowenthal, Matthews, Migden, Nakano, Nation, Negrete  
            McLeod, Oropeza, Papan, Pavley, Reyes, Salinas, Shelley,  
            Simitian, Steinberg, Strom-Martin, Thomson, Vargas,  
            Washington, Wayne, Wiggins, Wright, Wesson
          NOES:  Aanestad, Ashburn, Bates, Bogh, Briggs, Bill  
            Campbell, John Campbell, Cogdill, Cox, Daucher, Harman,  
            Hollingsworth, La Suer, Leach, Leonard, Leslie, Mountjoy,  
            Robert Pacheco, Rod Pacheco, Pescetti, Richman, Runner,  
            Strickland, Wyland, Zettel

          DLW:jk  6/21/02   Senate Floor Analyses 

                         SUPPORT/OPPOSITION:  SEE ABOVE
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                                ****  END  ****
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.. EN.LED BILL. MEMORANDUM TO Gt,:RNOR 

AUTHOR: ·Polanco 

ASSEMBLY: 47-25 

DATE: 07/01/02 DATE DUE: 07/09/02 

CONCURRENCE: 2~13 

BILL NO: SB 976 

SENATE: 24-10 

REVIEWED BY: RECOMMENDATION: Sign O Veto 0 

SUMMARY: This bill enacts the California Voting Rights Act of 2001 and establishes criteria to further 
ensure that the rights of protected classes of voters are not diluted or polarized by the use of at-large 
elections. 

SPONSOR: Author 

SUPPORT: Office of Planning and Research 

OPPOSITlON: None received. 

FISCAL IMPACT: No fiscal impact 

ARGUMENTS IN SUPPORT: This is a progressive voting rights measure that will help ensure that all of 
California's voters have equal and meaningful voting rights and that at-large elections are not used to 
dilute or polarize the voting populous. California is now a state of minorities and it is only fitting 'that our 
laws reflect this and provide reasonable legal recourse for addressing violations of our voting rights. 

ARGUMENTS IN OPPOSITION: No substantive arguments in opposition. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: This bill enacts the California Voting Rights Act of 2001 that is very 
similar to the federal Voting Rights Act but with one key exception. In 1985, the Supreme Court imposed 
three pre-conditions (Gingles factors) for determining if a protected class' voting rights have been/are 
being diluted. One of the three conditions is that the plaintiff must show that the protected class is ·.ac- ~-

geographically compad eh6ugh that it would be a majority in a siilgle district (and presumably elect its 
own candidate.) This bill provides thaf such a finding is not necessary and that a protected class need 
only demonstrate the oth.~r two Gingle factqrs -:-_i.e., that the··minority community is politically cohesive and 
usually supports minority candid~t~ and that there is racially polarized voting in the majority community. 
According_to the authorl:s1ock voting, particularly when associated with racial or ethnic groups, ii harmful · ·. 
to a state like California due· to its diversity. This bill provides a judiciarprocess and criteria to determineTr
the problem of block voting can be established. Then, the bill provides courts with the authority to fashion 
appropriate legal remedies for the problem. After the 2000 census, in California, we are facing a unique 
situation where we are all minorities. We need statutes to ensure that our electoral system is fair and O - -

open.• -· D
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GOVERNOR GRAY DAVIS 

JUL - 9 2002 

To Members of the California State Senate: 
.. 

I am signing SB 976. This measure provides voters with a cause of action to 
challenge at-lifrge elections when it can be shown that a minority's voting rights 
have been abridged or diluted. Upon a determination that a violation has 
occurred, the court shall fashion appropriate remedies~ including but not limited 
to single district elections. ------ -- - - -- - - =- c=-:-~-

While this legislation is far from perfect, it does provide state courts with the 
ability to fashion remedies for minorities when their votes are unfairly diluted by 
the use of at-large election. Given the diverse make up of California voters, this 
legislation will help to ensure that California's electoral system is fair, open to, 
and representative of all California voters. 

Sincerely, 

1 · 

STATB CAPITOL• _SA-CRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814 • (916) 445-2841 
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Honorable Gray Davis 
Governor of California 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dear Gowrn~r Davis: 

July 5, 2002 

SENATE BILL NO. 976 

Pursuant to )'Our request, we ha .. ·e re\.·iewed the above-numbered bill 
authored by Senator Polanco and, in our opinion, the tide and form are sufficient and the bill, 

if chaptered, will be COl1Stitutional. The digest on the printed bill as adopted correctly reflects 
the views of this office. 

MBS:dr 

Two copi~ to Honorable Richard Polanco, 
pursuant to Joint Rule 34. 

Very truly )'OU rs, 

Diane F. Boyer-Vine 
Legislati\'e Counsel 

By 
Mich2el 8. Salerno 
Principal Deputy 
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Educational Fund empowering la ti nos co p:midpale fu11y in the American politicip,ocess 

a HOO s: ~~R Ave .. $1,iie u.s 
Lo. Ang tltt. CA 90(),40 

tH1) 120-19)2 
_ Fu ()2J) ll~9Sl!al 

t11in1 
z•d 

JLL 03 2022 16: 56 

Juiy J, 2002 

The Honorable Gray Davis 
Governor 
l11 Floor, State Ctp:tol 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dear Governor 01\is: 

• Or. -.behalf of the National Association of Latino Elec1ed and Appointed 
Officials (NALf'.O). l am wri1ing to urge your approval of SB 976, the 
''California Voting Rights Act of 2001.• The Act enh~ the abitity of 
Latino and other minority communitfos to c!tallengc local at-Iaige c:?ccrion 
~ystems chat dilute their voting ~trtngth in a discriminatory manner. 

SB 976 does not mar.date the elimination of at-large elections; rat.her, the 
Act permits ~ JocaJ minority community to prove the existent¢ of racial 
blccvoting in accordance with well-es!ablished case law by filing an action 
in a local Superior Coun. Once a violation is ·established, the Superfor 
Court can irop?ement an appropriate remedy to provide the minority 
comrntmity with greater access lO the political process. 

Given the dem:>gui:;hic changts in California, it is important that the 
govemins board$ of toe.al jurisdictions r~fie¢t the communities they serve. 
Discriminatory election systems diminish the vitality lind responsi.,,cnr:ss 
ofour s1are·s dem(X:racy. By approving the Califomia Voting Rights Act 
of 2001, you will help ensure that all California voters have a fair 
opportunity to have their \'Dices hea,d in the c:!ecloraJ process, 

cc: The Honorable Richard Polanco 

WWW.t:AlEO.ORG 

0 311 Mou,ch~n.s A,"Clll.1'!:, NE 
w.uhinJton.. n C. 20002 

(2~) .H6-Hl6 
ll fu. {1G1) 546-4121 

CJ 4920 Jrving1on Dhd. 1B 
Houctoa, TX n~ 

(113) 691-6400 
fu i1H) 691-2229 

'-~-~'--- ~.~.,- - . 

0 60 ~ 42nd St., S1Jiie 22n 
Unceli> J31,il6i~a 

N~,1/Voo:,NY \~16i 
(646) 217-0'11>7 . . 

Fu C646l 221-019'1 
dsa,~o io eo tnr 

++123 PAGE.02 
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HerJJ L Fc~z. Ed 0. 
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f'wr>dc:t E'.rttinJ s 
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.'11 Rinz 
HorL Rl)mond 0. Sanc!n 
Pc,a R. Villega, 

Board or Ad,t.<ers 
"°""X.,kr~ 
Mcmtia o( Coo ires• 
Rady~ 
Coca.Cola C'O<nf<l,1)' 

Hon.kh&eno 
Counc·ilmed.cr, C"i."} o( E'ontl >C 

Hon_ Qkr ~ ('a,&,n35.cu,!1.1 
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KJa. OuiI!umo Uiu.-n 
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~~~s~~~t.Y 
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Hoo. M:in.'J ~:-Mcx>e 
Boar:im<m«r. Dade CO<Jrl.J Sch.X'l Bo:ird 
Hoo. Ra _i,mood 0. Sa.nd\ez 
foouf S;,,:aler, ~ ,-Scu.--o 
House o< Reprcseawi,n 

~~,~•t, c "'-"'""' ~ l -!.u,., !112 c=SOC «npall)' 

Hon.. Ml!!> l!'os.e Wdoos 
C0',IIII)' Supcr,-isor, Ml,ri,;Cf>t County 
Hoa. E~!y■ Mi:ni Woodsoa 
Pre~ lii,pa. • Eh."l<d LocaJ OT,ru!1 
Nal>orlaJ ~ C-~1 

~~ 

·.· □ SSOOS. Eastern Ave., Suite 365 
, , Los Angeles,'CA 90040 . 

OllOl O . 

(323) 720-1932 
Fax(323)720-9Sl9 

July 3, 2002 

The Honorable Gray Davis 
Governor 
l st Floor, State Capitol 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dear Governor Davis: 

On behalf of the National Association of Latino Elected and Appointed 
Officials (NALEO), I am writing to urge your approval of SB 976, the 
"California Voting Rights Act of 2001." The Act enhances the ability of 
Latino and other minority communities to challenge local at-large election 
systems thatdilute-tifeir voiiug strength in a discriminatoty manner. 

SB 976 does not mandate the elimination of at-large elections; rather, the 
Act permits a loc<1l minority community to prove the existence of racial 
bloc voting in accordance with weH-establi shed case Jaw by filing an action 
in a local Superior Court. Once a_ violation is established, the Superior . 
Court can implement an appropriate remedy to provide the minority 
community \\-ith gre.ater access to the political process. 

Given the demographic changes in California, it js important that the 
governing boards of local jurisdictions reflect the c-0mmunities they serve. 
Discriminatory election systems diminish the vitality and responsiveness 
of our state's democracy. By approving the California Voting Rights Act 
of 200 I, you ,,ill help ensure that all California voters have a fair 
opportunity to have their voices heard in the electoral process. 

cc: The Honorable Richard Polanco · · 

WWW.NALEO.ORG 

0 JJI Massachusetts Avenue, NB .. 
Washington, D.C. 20002 

(202) 546--2536 · 
· Fu(202)546-4121 

0 4920 lmngton Blvd., IB 
Hooston, TX 77009 

(713) 697-6400 
fax(713)694-2229 

~16) 

□ 60 East 42od Si.~, Suite 2222 
Linooln Building 

New York, NY 10165 
(646) 227-079?. 

Fax (646) 227-0897 
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:-~ .... -:_ -~-~~-"? .-.-.-- ,- ::-;. ---"'__ .. > .,;· ... 
6/25/2002 

UNOFFICIAL BALLOT 

2001-2002 Votes - ROLL CALL 

MEASURE: 

'fOPIC: 
DATE: 

LOCATION: 
MOTION: 

Alarcon 
Chesbr6' 
Karnette 
O'Connell 
Ro:r.ero 
Torlakson 

Ackerman 
Johannessen 

?-:cClintock 
Poochigian 

Escutia 
Vincent 

SB 976 

Elections: rights of voters. 
06/24/02 

SEN. FLOOR 
Unfinished Business SB976 Polanco 
(AYES 22. NOES 13.) (PASS) 

Alpert 
Costa 
Kuehl 
Ortiz 
Scott 
Vasconcellos 

Battin 
Johnson 
Monteith 

AYES 

NOES 

Bo·,;en 

Dunn 
Machado 
Perata 
Soto 

Brulte 
Knight 
Morrow 

ASSEN~, ABSTAINING, OR NOT VOTING 

McPherson Peace 

Burton 
Figueroa 
Murray 

Polanco 
Speier 

Haynes 
Margett 
Oller 

Sher 

Page 1 
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} 

6/25/2002 

UNOFFICIAL BALLOT 

2001-2002 Votes - ROLL CALL 

MEASURE: 

'IOPIC: · 

DATE: 
LOCATION: 

"l✓.OTION: 

Alquist 
Cardenas 
Chu 
Diaz 
Frorr~i:;er 
Jackson 
Longville 
Nakano 
Papan 
Shelley 
Thomson 
Wiggins 

Aanestad 
Briggs 
Cox 
La Suer 
¥.ountj?Y 
Richman 
Zettel 

Cedillo 
Liu 

SB 976 
Elections: rights of voters. 
06/20/02 

ASM. FLOOR 

SB 976 Polanco 
(AVES 47. NOES 

Senate Third Reading By Keeley 
25.) (PASS) 

Aroner 
Cardoza 
Cohn 
Dutra 
Goldberg 
Keeley 
Lo·..-enthal 
Nation 
Pavley 
Simitian 
Vargas 
Wright 

Ashburn 
Bill Campbel 1 
Daucher 
Leach 
Robert Pacheco 
Runner 

AVES 

**** 

NOES 

Calderon 
Chan 
Corbett 
Firebaugh 
Havice 
Kehoe 
Matthews 
Negrete ~cLeod 
Reyes 
Steinberg 
Washingto11 
Wesson 

Bates 
John Campbell 
Harman 
Leonard 
Rod Pacheco 
Strickland 

ABSENT, ABSTAINING, _OR NOT.VOTING 

···························••i••· 
Vickerson 
Maddox 

·.!.'-

Horton 
Maldonado 

Canci arni lla 
Chavez 
Co:>::rea 
Florez 
Hertzberg 
Koretz 
Migden 
Oropeza 
Salinas 
Strom-Martin 
Wayne 

Bogh 

Cogdill 
Hollingsworth 
Leslie 
Pescetti 
Wyland 

Kelley 
"AW,_Jman 

.j, 

...,..-_. 

--
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6/13/2002 

UNOFFICIAL BJ\LLO~ 

2001-2002 Votes - ROLL CALL 

MEASURE: 

TOPIC: 
DATE: 
LOCATION: 
MOTION: 

Alarcon 
Chesbro 
Figueroa 
Murray 
Polanco 
Speier 

Ackerman 
Johnson 
Xorrow 

Haynes 
Peace 

SB 976 
Elections: rights of voters. 
01/30/02 

SE.~. FLOOR 

Senate 3rd Reading SB976 Polanco 
(AYES 24. NOES 10.) (PASS) 

AYES 
* .. * .. 

Alpert Bo·,•:en 

Costa Dunn 
Karnette Kuehl 
O'Connell Ortiz 
Ro:r.ero Sher 
Torlakson Vasconcellos 

KOES 

**** \S:-..- > --

Battin Brulte 
Knight XcClintock 
Poochigian 

ABSENT, ABSTAINING, OR NOT VOTING 

**•*•*¼*******•****************** 

Hargett Y.onteith 
Scott 

.. 

• Page 1 

Burton 
Escutia 
V.achado 
Perata 
Soto 
Vincent 

Johannessen 
McPherson 

--~ 

Oller 
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- -
E:Nf{OLLED Bill 

REPORT 

- ==a;_.-=,,,::::--..,:,s...,= 

CONFIDENTIAL•Government Code §6254(/) 
Oepartmenl:/Board Bill Humber/Author: 

Office of Planning and Research SB 976/Polanco LAV: 6/11/02 
Sponsor: Related Bifls Chaptering Order (if known) 

Author l None 

0 Admln Sponsored Proposal No. 0 Attachment 

S•JbJecl: 

Efeclions; rights of voters 

SUMMARY 
SB 976 would enact the California Voting Rights Act of 2001 and establish criteria to 
further ensure that the rights of protected classes of voters are not diluted or polarized 
by the use of at-large elections. 

PURPOSE OF-THE BILL 
According to the author, "Block voting, particufarly when associated with racial or ethnic 
groups, is harmful to a state like California due to its diversity. SB 976 provides a 
judicial process and criteria to determine if the problem of block voting can be 

· · established. Then, the bill provides courts with the authority to fashion appropriate legal 
remedies for the problem. · 

After the 2000 census, in California, we are facing a unique situation Where we are arr· 
minorities. We need statutes to ensure that our electoral system is fair and open. This 
measure gives us a tool to move in that direction, it identifies the problem and gives us 
tools to deal with the problem, and provides a sof ution." 

RECOMMENDATION ANO SUPPORTING ARGUMENTS 
SIGN - this is a progressive voting rights measure that will help ensure that all of 
California's voters have equal and meaningful voting rights and that at-large elections 
are not used to dilute or polarize the voting populous. California is now a state of 
minorities and it is only fitting that our laws reflect this and provide reasonable legal 
recourse for addressing violatio,n~ of o~r voting rights -- SB 976 woul~ do this. 

Departments Thal May Be Nfec!ed 

None 
0 New I increased O Governor's 
Fee - Appointment 

OPR Position 

XX Sign 

□ Veto 

0 Defer to: 

Legislative Directoi Date 

Tara Mesick 

0 Legi~!ative 
Appointment 

0 Slate Mandate 0 UrgenctC!ause 
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EnfoU~d Bill Report • BACKGROUND/EXISTJNG LAW 

' ...lil!II Number: SB 976 
9Jthor: Polanco 

Federal: T,he United States Voti0g Rights Act {Act} was enacted in 1965 to help put an 
end to discriminatory election practices (such as literacy tests) and the total resistance 
of some states in enforcing the 15th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. Among its 
many qualities and protections, Section 2 of the Act holds that a state or political 
subdivision cannot impose any procedures or practices upon a voter that will abridge or 
deny that person the right lo vote because of their race, cofor, or language ("protected 
class"). {42 use 1973(a)) 

Section 2 of the Act was expanded in 1982 to address 14t., Amendment issues and 
provided that an individual's rights would be deemed violated, "based on the totality of 
circumstances", if it is shovm that the election/political processes were not equally open 
or available to members of a protected class. {42 USC 1973(b)) 

The "iotalily of circumstances" test consists of seven factors that the courts may 
consider when determining a Section 2 violation - i.e., the extent of discrimination in 
that state/subdivision/district; the extent of facially polarized voting in that 
state/subdivislonfdistricl; the extent of racial slurs in campaigns, etc. These factors 
were put forward in a report by the Senate Judiciary Committee wheh amending 
Section 2 as a guide to some of the variables that should/could be considered when 
weighing these cases -- it was intended that these factors be illustrative, not 
exhaustive, and that other factors may also be relevant depending upon the claim and·' 
the case facts. -

Prior to lhe 1982 amendments, the court's standard for proving a violation under the 
Act required the olalntiff to demonstrate that the activity had a discrimlnatory dilu?lve 

~effect and that the responsible officials had done this intentionally. Congress 
disagreed with this logic, and according to the sponsor {Senator Dole), the new 
subsection would make it unequivocally clear that plaintiffs could pursue a Section 2 
violation by showing a discriminatory result ("results standard"), and that intent was not 
required or even relevant. In other words, did the totality of circumstances result in a 
protected class being denied equal access in electing representatives? 

In 1985, the Supreme Court was presented with a case involving voter dilution litigation 
·under the expanded Section 2. The Court affirmed.the "resurts·standard" and the . : 
~totality of circumstances" test, but went on to create ttirne new conditions for 
deterrnining a Section 2 violation. These conditions have become known as the _ 
"Gingles c~-ctors" and hold that: (1) the minority group' must he "'suffidently large ~nd 
geographically comjiact enough to constitute a majority in a sirigle-membex district"; (2) 
the 111inority group must be "politically cohesive• {minority voters·support mirfority 1 

candfdates); and (3) a" b?oc voting majority must usually be able to defeat candidates; 
supported by a politically cohesive, geographically instilar minority group.• 
(Thornburg v. Gingles, ~~66, 478 U.S. 30) 
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Enrolled Bill Report - -.• Page 3 
--,-------------c;-_:-.-.-,,.· 

fl Number:· SB 976 
uthor: Polanco · :-

In 1988, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeal reversed a District Court decision and ruled 
that the City of V/alsonville's " ... at-large system is an impermissible obstacle to the 
ability of Hispanics to participate effectively in the political process." The case was 
remanded back to the District Court which was ordered to draw up a plan that would 
address the violations in their entirety - i.e., the creation of appropriate districts. 
(Gomez v. City of Watsonville, 1988, 863 F.2d 1407) The significance of this case is 
that it was the first time in the Ninth Circuit that a protected class was permitted to 
challenge the process and prevailed. 

State: Existing law governs the manner in which politicaVgovernment subdivisions 
may be established and loc_al officials elected. Elections are either at-large (all the 
voters in one subdivision) or by district (the subdivision is divided into districts and 
peopfe vote by district) or a combination. Specifically, 

' 

• The Uniform District Election Law provides that the uprincipal act" governs whether ! 
members of a governing body of a district are elected by divisions or by the disfrict 
at large. (A "principal act" is the Jaw creating a particular district. agency, or type of 
district or agency; if there is no "principal act" then the state's g~neral election laws' 
govern. (Elections Code Section 10503-8) This law stipulates that if there are 
fewer than 100 voters in a district, the·erection will be at-large. (Elections Code 

. Section 1°0523) 
• The District Organization law provides a procedure tor the organization, operation · 

and government of districts. (Government Code Section 58000"et"seq;-), 

ANALYSIS 
SB 976 would enact the California Voting Rights Act of 2001 and do the following: 

• Define "at-large election," "district based election," and politica.l subdivision. 

• Define "profected class" as a class of voters who are members of a race, color or 
language minority group pursuant to the Federal Voting Rights Act. 

• Define "racfaily polarized voting" as voting when there is a "difference" (as defined by 
case law enforcing the Federal Voting Rights Act) in the choice Qf candidates or 
other e!ect6ral choices that are preferred by voters in a protected class and in the : 
choice of candidates er other electoral choices preferred by voters ir:i. the ro·st of the·· 
e!ecto·rate. (The methods for estimating group voting behavior (as approved in 1 

cases enforcing the Federal Voting Rights Act) may be used to determine whether 
an eleclion is racially polarized.) -~-c, -

• Provide that an at-large election may not be imjJosed or applied if it impairs the _ • ' 
· ability of a protected class to elect candidates of its choice or to influence an election 
because their rights have been diluted or abridged (racially polarized). 

·- j 

• Provide that racially polarized voting $hall be determined by examining the result:fof 
elect1ons in which at least one candidate Is a member of a protected class or 

. · . . . 

l 

i 
I 

- :t_ .. 
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• Page 4 · .· ~II Number: SB 976 
· 9thor: Polanco · 

elections involving ballot measures, or other electoral choices, that affect the rights 
and privileges of members of a protected class. One circumstance that may be 
considered in determining a violation is lhe extent to which protected class 
candidates are elected to the governing body of a subdivision that is under question. 

• Stipulate that proof of an intent by the voters or e!ecie□ -officials to discriminate 
against a protected class is not required to demonstrate racia!fy pofarized voting. 
Comments: This is the same as federal law. 

• Stipulate that the men1bers of a protected class do NOT have to be geographically 
compact or concentrated to demonstrate racially polarized voting BUT this may be a 
factor in determining an appropriate remedy. 
Comments: This is one of the three conditions that the Supreme Court added in 
1985 tor purposes of demonstrating racially polarized voting. 

• . Specify that other factors (such as the history of discrimination, the use of electoral 
devices that enhance racial polarization of at large-elections, the use of racial 
appeals in political campaigns, ere.) are probative, but not necessary to establish 
violation of a protected class' voting rights. 
Comments: These factors are among those used in assessing the "totality of- - -
circumstances" to establish a results standard in federal cases. 

• Provide that if .there is a finding of racially polarized voling, the court shall implemen·t 
appropriat~ remedies. including the imposition of district-based elections that would 
be tailored lo remedy the violation. 

• Provide that the court shall allow the prevailing plaintiff with a reasonable attorney's 
fee and litigation expenses, including expert witness fees and expenses. The 
prevailing defendant would NOT be entitled to recover any costs unless the court 
found that the action was without foundation, frivolous or unreasonable. 

• Provide that any voter who is a member of a protected dass may file an action in the 
county superior court if they reside in a political subcJivision where votin,g violations 
under this Act are taking place. 

COMMENTS 

SB 976 would enact the California Voting Rights Act of 2001 that is very similar to the 
federal Voting Rlgh!s Act but with one key exc;eption. As noted previously, the Supreme 
Court imposed three pre-conditions (Gingles factors) fo:- c'e·termi~ing ff a protected · . 
class' voting righls have been/are being diluted. One of ~he three conditions is that the · 
plaintiff must show that the protected cJass is geographically compact enough t~at it 
would be a majority in a singfe disl,ict {and presumably elect its own candidate.) 

~B· 976 would provide that such a finding is NOT necessary arid \hat a protected class j 

•.• need only demonstrate the other two Gingle.factors - i.e., that the minority·commun_ity is 
politically cohesive and usually supports minority candidates and that there is racially 
polarized voting in the majority community. · · 
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• • Pages 

Seemingly, the central issue here is whether one's voting rights are being abridged or 
violated, no\ whether the voters are geographically compact enough that they could 
elect their own representative if they were in a single district. To that end, the 
Assembly Judiciary Committee analysis provides a very effective visual when it refers tc 
the geographic compactness requirement as" ... putting the cart before the horse ... 
this bill recognizes that geographical concentration is an appropriate question at the 
remedy stage ... and ... puts the voting rights horse back where it sensibly belongs -- in 
front of the earl (i.e., what type of remedy is appropriate once racially polarized voting 
has been shown.") 

OTHER STATES' INFORMATION 

A representative of the ACLU Votfng Rights Project Office in Atlanta is not aware of any 
states enacting a voting rights act such as this nor are two attorneys at the U.S. 

· Department of Justice (Civil Righis Division, Voting Section). 

A Westraw search faiied to reveal any states enacting tlleir own voting rights act 
Several states refer to the federal Voting Rights Act (42 USC 1973) but do so as 
reference and requiring compliance. 

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY 

AB 8 (Cardenas, 1999, vetoed). This bill would have required tho Board of Trustees of 
the Los Angeles CommunTty College District to establish seven trustee areas in the · . 
district and require members of the governing board t6 be elected by trustee area. 
Governor Davis vetoed this measure stating that "the decision· to create singte-member 
trustee areas is best made at the local level, not by the state. Furthermore, current law 
allows registered voters residing in tho Los Angeles Community College DistriQt to petitii 
for the creation of trustee areas." (Note: SB 976 does not mandate district elections.) 

FISCAL IMPACT- none to the state 

ECONOMIC IMPACT - none to the state 

LEGAL IMP ACT . . 
SB 976 could have a significant legal impact on the voting rights of protected classes in' 
California for it may help prevent the dilution of their vote and lead to the possible · ! 
creation of more districts that would be truly representative of the protected classes of 
voters. · · 

SUPPORT/OPPOSITION 
·support:· 
American Civil Liberties Union 
Mexican American Legat Defense ~nd Education Fund . 
·Joaquin Avila, Esq . 

. . -0-pp~on: 
None on file 
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EnroHed Bill Report. 

"ARGUMENTS 
Pro: 
• California is now a state of minorities and it is·only fitting that our laws reflect this 

and provide protected classes with reasonable legal recourse to address violation$. 
of the voting rights act •· SB 976 would do this. . . 

• SB 976 would make it fess onerous for protected classes to challenge the fairness of 
at-large elections and, if successful, the courts could then provide an appropriate 
remedy to ensure representation. A more equitable, representative system may 
encourage more people to participate and vote. 

• The American Civil Liberties Union writes: "Statewide, the underrrepresentation of 
minority gmups on those (governing) boards has been dismally and consistentiy low 
for decades ... where racially polarized voting has led to the exclusion of minority 
prefe_rred candidates, this law provides for changes in the electoral system so that if · 
more fairly· represents th-i:f constituencies within each jurisdiction.■ 

• This bill does not mandate district elections, but does prohibit at-large elections if 
they are compromising or diluting· the voting rights and processes of a protected 
class. 

., 
• There are 58 counties, 4 76 'cities, 1055 school districts and more than 3800 speci~I • 

districts in California -.we have been unable to get exact figures, but Joaquin ·Avila : 
(an attorney who specializes in votirig rights/elections law) estimates that ' 
approximately 80 percent of these elections are at-large . 

. \\ ,. 

Con: 
• Among other things, the Senate Republican Policy analysis holds that (1) the bill is 

unnecessary for the foderal Voting Rights Act already protects minorities and (2) 
. ,-- '.'the language of the bill presents very real problems in the areas of increased 

litigation and probative findings ... not to mention the overall policy question of 
creating a new body of law separate from the established federal standard." 

• · It is unreasonable to award attorney fees and litigation expenses to prevailing. 
plaintiffs bl!LNOTJo R(~.'{?J!i!lg defendants. 

LEGISLATIVE STAFF CONTACT 
Saeed A!i, Chief of Staff to Senator Polanco. 445-3456. 

OTHER CONTACTS FOR VOTER RIGHTS: . _ 
P,ofessor Laughfin Mcoon~fd,-ACLU Voting Rights Project, 404/:523-2721 . . 
John. Gr~enbaum and Tamara Hagler! ,U .. $. Dept of Justi~. Civil Rights Division, Votipg 

Sectmn. 202/307-3113 · . _ t 
Joaquin Avila, Esq'. (specializes in voting rights lawlredistr1ctinWelections) 310/562-45p5 

H 
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VOTES 

DATE & LOCATION 
3/15/01 Senate Committee on Elections & Reapportionment 
1/30/02 Senate Floor 
4/17/02 Assembly Committe~ on Elections, Reapportionm~nt and 

Constitutional Amendments 
6/10/02 Assembly Cori1mittee on the Judiciary 
6/20/02 Assembly F!oor":c 
6/24/02 Senate Floor • concurrence in Assembl amendments 

Note: All of the negative votes were cast by Republican members. 

Tai Finney, Acting Director, OPR 
Tara Mesick, Legislative Director 
Sherry Williams, Legislative Analyst 

Work 
322-5009 
324-6662 
324-6667 

Home 
562/301-2074 

483-9629 
452-1831 

(I 

Cell 
425-0081 
524-8667 
xxxxxxx 

AYES NOES 
5 3 ,_ 
24 10 
5 1 

8 4 
47 25 
22 13 

Pager / 
800-421-29? 1 . , 
800-800-9456 
800-800-9456 
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'' •" J,jumberr· ss s16 
Wtho_r: Polanco _ -

-DRAFT VETO MESSAGE 

TcYMember of the California Legislature: 

I ain returning SB 976 without my signature. This bill ..-vould create the California 
· Voting Rights Ac! of 2001. 

The Federal Voting Rights Act of 1965 is more than adequate to protect the voting 
rights of Californians anci I s·ee no need to add yet another layer of law covering 
the' same issue. 

Sincerely, 

Gray Davis 
Governor 
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i 
/ 

6/25/2002 

!SENATE RULES COMXIT~EE 
!Office of Senate Floor Analyses 
11020 N Street, Suite 524 
f (916) 445-6614 Fax: (916) 
1327-4418 

Bill No: 

Author: 
Amended: .. 
Vote: 

UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

SB 976 
Polanco (D) 
6/11/02 
21 

SENATE ELEC'i'IONS & REAP. co::-n-iIT'TEE: 5-3, 5/2/01 
AYES: Alpert, Burton, Murray, Ortiz, Perata 
NOES: Brulte, Johnson, Poochigian 

SENATB FLOOR: 24-10, 1/30/02 

SB 916I 

f 
I 
I 
I 

AYES: Alarcon, Alpert, Bo~er., Burton, Chesbro, Costa, 
Dunn, Escutia, Figueroa, Karnette, Kuehl, Machado, 
Murray, O'Connell, Ortiz, Perata, Polanco, Rorr.ero, Sher, 
Soto, Speier, Torlakson, Vasconcellos, Vincent 

NOES: Ackenrdn, Battin, Brulte, Johannessen, Johnson, 
Knight, Mcclintock, McPherson~ Morrow,, Poochi.gian 

ASSEMBLY FLOOR: 47-25, 6/20/02 - See last page for vote 

SUBJEC'f '· Elections: rights of voters 

SOURCE 1 Author 

DIGEST 1 'i'his bill establishes criteria in state law 
through which the Validity of at-large election systems can 
~--challenged in court. 

Ii 
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6/25/2002 • 
Asse;rtl>ly k...,.,erid-r.ent al lows a rr.errber of a protected class to 
file a court action pursuant to the bill under specified 
conditions and roakes clarifying changes. 

CONTINUED 

SB 976 ----
Page 

2 

ANALYSIS : Existing law provides that the governing 
boards of local political jurisdictions li.e,, cities, 
counties, and school or other districts) are generJlly 
elected by all of the voters of the political subdivision 
(at-large) or from districts forn,ed within the political 
subdivision (district-based) or sc,rr.e co!l'hination thereof. 

Existing law generally pernits the voters of the entire 
local political jurisdiction to determine via ballot 
rr.easure whether the gover-ning board is· elected at-large or•· 
by districts. The processes for placing ~ne of these 
~easures on the ballot varies according to the type of 
jurisdiction. 

~ost cities and school or other districts in California 
elect their governing boards using an at-large election 
system. The exceptions, those that elect by district, -::end 
to be the very large cities and school districts. 

One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from 
at-large to district elections is the need to overcorr.e a 
history or pattern of racial iue(I'-1ity. · In some instances, 

·elE:ction by districts ·;.ay actually be required.by the 
federal Voting Rights Act. In Gomez v. City of Watsonville 
(1988), the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the 
at-large elections of city council me~bers in-Watsonville, 

- +. • .::---"S;i £ 

California had diluted the voting strength of,the minority 
community_~ and ordered the city to switch to single-member ,, 
district elections. ln Thornburg v. -Gir,gle~=H.-985). ~ the 
Supre~e Court announced.three preconditions that-a 
plaintiff fi;st must establish_to prove such a claim. The 
plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in 
establishing ·these conditions, which were: 

,, 
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. - ) ,_ 

6/25/2002 • 
1.The minority co:0r.unity \.>.'as sufficiently concentrated 

geographically that it was possible to create a district 
in which the minority could elect its o·,.n candidate. 

2.7he rril.nority cor,-.r.unity was politically cohesive, in that 
minority voters usually supported ninority candidates. 

3 .There was racially polarized voting arr.ong the majority 
co;rciunity, which usually, (but not necessarily always), 

3 

voted for majority candidates rather than for the 
minority candidates. 

SB 976 
Page 

Specifics of SB 976: 

1. Enacts the California Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

2. Provides that an at-large rr.ethod of election rr.ay nQt __ be 

imposed or applied in a rr.annor that irrpai rs the ability 
of a protected class to elect candidates of its choice 
or its ability to influence the outcoffie of an election, 
as a result of the dilution or the abridg~ent of the 
rights of voters who are ~err~ers of a protected class. 

3. Es~ablishes that voter rights have been abridged if it 
is sho·,.n that ~aciall)' po_larlzed vo_ting 9ccurs in 
elections for reerrbers of the governing body of the 
politicol subdivision or in elections incorporating 
other electoral choices by the voters of the political 

" subdivision. 

_:::;;;S4 •. 

4. :Defines • racially polarized voting• as voting in which 
there is a difference in t~e ~hoice of candidates or 
other electoral choke.'i · that are preferred by voters in 
the protected class, and in the choice of candidates and 
electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the " 
rest of the electorate. 

5~ Provides that the existence of racially polar~zed voting 
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6/25/2002 

shall be determined fro~ exaMining results of elections 
in which at least one candidate is a ffiember of a 
protected class or elections involving ballot ~easures, 
or other electoral choices that affect the rights and 
privileges of rre~JJers of a protected class. In making 
such a determination the exfent to which candidates who 
are rr.errbers of a protected class and who are preferred 
by voters of the protected class have been elected to 
the governing body of t_he political subdivision in 
question shall be probative. 

6. Establishes that rr.ethodologies for esti~~ting group 
voting behavior, as approved in applicable federal cases 
to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (VRA), ITay be 
used to prove that elections are characterized by 

SB 976 

Page 
4 

racially polarized voting. 

?. Specifies that proof of an intent on the part of voters 
or elected officials to discriminate against a protected 
class is not tequired and that the fact that t,!embers of 
a protected class are not geographically co:npact or 
concentrated ~ay not preclude a finding of racially 
polarized voting. 

8. Specif~os that other factors. including the use of 
electoral devices or other voting practices or 
procedures that may enhance the dilutive effects of 
at-large elections, are probative but not necessary 
factors to establish a violation of voting rights. 

··:-~-i\, 

9. Provides that upon a finding of racially polarized 
voting the court shall implement appropriate remedies, 
including the ir.,position of district-based elections. 

10. Provides 'reasonable attorney fees and l,itigatio'n 
expenses for the prevailing plaintiff party in an 
enforcement action. Prevailing defendant parties shall 
not recover any costs, unless the court finds the action 

,, 
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6/25/2002 

-· • .. -- •. 
to bo frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation. 

11.Authorizes any voter who is a rr.e.rher of a protected 
class and who resides in a political subdivision that is 
accused of a violation of this legislation to file an 
action in the superior court of the county in-which the 
political subdivision is located. 

The bill defines: 

1. "At-large rr.ethod of election• as any of the following 
methods of electing rr.embers to the governing body of a 
political subdivision. 

·-,, 
A. One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction 

elect the rr.e::nbers to the governing body. 

B. One in which the candidates are required to reside 
within given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters 
of the entire jurisdiction elect the ~err.hers to the 
governing body. 

" 

SB 976 
Page 

5 

C. One which combines at-large elections with 
district-based elections. 

1. "District-based elections• .. a~ __ a me~~od of .electlng 
members to the governing body of a political subdivision 
in which the ·~andidate must reside·within an election 
district .that is a. _divisible part of the political •-- -
subdivision and is elected oniy by voter~si,9!!19 ~ithin 
that-election district. 

2. 'P?litical subdivision• as a geographic area of 
representation created for the provision of·-· government 
services, including, but not limited to, a city, a school 
district, a cort¥nunity _college listrict, or other district 
organized ·pursuant to state law;·· 

· Page S 
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6t2snoo2 • 
3. "Protected class• as a class of voters who are IT,earbers of 

a race, color or language minority group, as this class 
is referenced and defined in the federal Voting Rights 
Act (42 u.s.c. Sec. 1973 et seq.). 

-!."Racially polarized voting• rr.eans voting in which there 
is a difference, as defined in case law regarding 
enforcement of the federal Voting Rights Act (42 u.s.c. 
Sec. 1973 et seq.), in the choice of candidates or other 
electoral choices that are preferred by voters in a 
protected class, and in the choice of candidates and 
electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the 
rest of the ele~,torate. The rr.ethodologies for estimating 
group voting befiavior as approved in applicable federal 
cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. 
Sec. 1973 et seq.) to establish racially polarized voting 
may be used for purposes of this section to prove that 
elections are characterized by racially polarized voting. 

AB 8 (Cardenas; of 1999, which was vetoed, sought to 
elimir.ate the at-large election system within the Los 
Angeles Community College District. In his veto message, 
the Governor stated that the decision to create 
single-rr.cmber districts was best made at the local level, 
and not by the state. 

Cornrr.ents : 

6 

SB 976 

.. Page 

., 
According to.the author, this bill "addresses the problem, 
of racial plock voting,"which _is_particula~~hart}'_ful to a 

state like Cali~ornia due to its diversity. SB 976 
provides· a judicial precess and criteria to determine if 
the problem of block voting can be established. .Once the 
problem is judicially established, the bill provides court~ 
with the authority to fashion appropriate leg~l remedies 
for the problem. In California, we face a unique situation 

. _ ,,. wher~ we ar~ al'f minorJ.ties .,. We need statutes to ensure 
. ·.::that our electorcii -system is fair ~nd' operi, This' measure 

,, 
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6/25/.2002 

gives us a tool to move us in that direction: it identifies 
the problem, gives tools to deal with the proble~ and 
provides a solution.• 

FISCAL BPPECT : Appropriation: No Fiscal Com.: No 
U>cal: No 

SUPPORT 1 (Verified 6/20/02) 

Mexican Arr.erican Legal Defense and Education.al Ftmd 

Ame:r;_.i.can Civil Liberties Union 

ASSEMBLY P'LOOR : 

AYES: Alquist, Aroner, Calderon, Canciamilla, Cardenas, 
Cardoza, Chan, Chavez, Chu, Cohn, Corbett, Correa, Diaz, 
Dutra, Firebaugh, Florez, From.Ller, Goldberg, Havice, 
Hertzberg, Jackson, Keeley, KP.hoe, Koretz, Longville, 
Lowenthal, Matthews, Migden, Nakano, Nation, Negrete 
McLeod, OropP.za, Papan, Pavley, Reyes, Salinas, Shelley, 
Simitian, Steinberg, Strom-Martin, Thomson, Varg'as, 
Washing.ton, Wayne, Wiggins, Wright,· Wesson 

NOES: Aanestad, Ashburn, Bates, Bogh, Briggs, Bill 
Campbell, John Campbell, Cogdill, Cox, Daucher, Harman, 
~ollings~orth, La Suer, Leach, Leonard, Leslie, Mountjoy, 
Robert Pacheco, Rod Pacheco, Pescetti, Richir~n, Runner, 
Strickland, Wyland, Zettel 

DLW:jk 6/21/02 Senate Floor Analyses 

SUPPORT/OPPOSITION: SEE ABOVE 

SB 976 
Page 

7 

•••• BND •••• 

IJ,, 
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SB 976 (Polanco) Oppose 
File Itein # 59 
Senate Floor: 24-10 
(NO: All Republicans except; ABS; Haynes, Margett, Monteith, Oller} 
Assembly Floor: 47-25 
(NO: All Republicans except; ABS: Dickerson, Kelley, Maddox, Maldonado. 
Wyman) 
Vote requirement: 21 
Version Date: 6/ 11/02 

Quick Summary 

Assembly amendments would permit a member of a protected class to m~ 
an action pursuant to this bW under specified circumstances. 

Creates a new state Voting Rights Act that goes far beyond current Supreme 
Court interpretations of the federal Voting Rights law. It will unnecessarily 
increase voting rights litigation in the state. As currently drafted, this bill is 
not supportable, however, the author has expressed a desire to work on a 
bipartisan approach to this issue. 

Digest 

Enacts the California Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

This· bill would provide that an at-large method of election may not be imposed 
or applied in a manner that results in the dilution or abridgment of the right of 
registered voters who are members of a protected class, as defined, by 
impairing their ability to elect candidates of their choice or to influence the 
outcome of an election. 

· it would provide that a violation of its provisions ·shall be established if it is 
shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for governing board 
members of a political subdivision. It would provide that an intent to . 
discriminate against a protec.ted class is not required. to establish a violation of 
this bill. . 

It would authorize a court to impose appropriate remedies, including distrid· 
based elections, and to award a prevailing nonstate or nonlocal government 
plaintiff party reasonable attorney's fees and expenses consistent with specified 
case law as part of the costs. 

Senate Republic~n Commentaries Page 37 o/295 
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• 

It would permit a member of a protected class to file an action pursuant to this 
bill under specified circumstances. 

Background 

Existing law provides for public officials in political subdivisions are generally 
elected in at large elections. 

Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire political subdivision to 
decide the manner of election for the entire district. 

Most school boards and city councils are elected in at-large elections. 

Using the federal Voting Rights Act, several lawsuits have forced local 
jurisdictions to change their voting procedures. In Tlwmburg v. Gingles, the 
U.S. Supreme Court set out a three-part test to determine whether at-large 
elections violated the Voting Rights Act: 

1. The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it 
was possible to create a district in which the minority could elect its own 
candidate. 
2. The minority comm_l;lnity was politically cohesive, in that minority voters 
usually supported minority candidates. 
3. There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, which 
usually voted for majority candidates rather than for the minority candidates. 

Applying the Gingles test in Gomez ti. City of Watson11ille, the United States 
Supreme Court affirmed that the at-large elections for city council violated the 
Voting Rights Act by diluting Hispanic voting strength. The Court ordered 
single-member district elections. 

Analysis 

. This bill is unnecessary. The federal Voting Rights Act already protects 
minorities from harm created by at-large elections. 

· This bill does·not require geographic concentration for a finding of racially 
polarized voting. If a minority group is not geographically concentrated, how 
will single-member districts change the results? 

It also permits other factors to be considered including u~e.of electoral devices 
or other voting practices or procedures; the extent to which members of the 
protected class bear the eff~~ts 'of past discrimination in areas such ~s 
edu~tion, ernpioyment, and health, which hinder their ability to participate 
effectively in· the political proce~,s, and the use of overt or subtle racial appeals 
in political campaigns. · · 

Senate Republican Commentaries . Page 38 of 295 
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• 
Add those factors to the provisions permitting attorneys' fees and this bill is the 
full-employment act for voting rights act lawyers and creates a whole new area 
for trial lawyers to have a field day. 

Support & Opposition Received 

Support: ACLU, Joaquin Avila, Esq., Mexican American Legal Defense and 
Educational Fund (MALDEF) 

Oppose: None 
- -

Senate Republican Office of Policy/Consultant: Mike Pettengill/Cynthia Bryant 

Whip Comments 

Last year, Governor Davis hit the nail on the head when he vetoed AB 8 
(Cardenas), a similar measure that changed the voting methodology of the LA 
Community College District Board of Trustees from at-large to 7 trustee 
districts. In his veto message, the Governor cited local control. 

This bill seeks to exceed federal Voting Rights law (both statutory and case law) 
in a manner which is currently unnecessary to ~address- the real issues of voter 
access. The language of the bill presents very real problems in the areas of 
increased fftigation and probative findings written into the statutory law, not to 
mention the overall policy question of creating a body of law separate from the 
established federal standard. 

First, the provisions of the bill which provide that (/{Any voter of the protected 
class ... may file an action .. .in the superior court" and which state that "In any 
action ... the court shall allow the prevailing plaintiff party ... a reasonable 
attorney's fee ... and litigation expenses including, but not limited to, expert 
witness fees and expenses ... " will invite litigation in virtually ·anicouceivable 
circumstance. 

· Senate Republican C.Omnientarie-S_c Page 39 o/295 
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SENATOR RICHARD G. POLANCO 
Tl',E~HY·SECO~,D SEN.O.TORrAL D•STRICT 

The Honorable tray Davis 
Governor of callfornla 

-, State capitol, 1st Floor 
sacramento, CA 95814 

RE: SENATE BILL 976 

oear Governor Davis: 

July 2, 2002 

I am writing to respectfully reQuest your approval of SB 976. 

senate Bill 976 addresses the problem of racial bloc voting In california - a state 
without a majority raclai' or etffriic group. · -

ss 976 ls necessary because the federal Voting Rights Act's remedy falls to 
redress californ1a·s problem of racial bloc voting. Federal case law reQulres 
that the minority communltv be geographlcally compact and sufflclently large 
to constitute a maJorltv In a hypothetlcal election district. This geographic 
compactness standard reQulres that the mrnorltv population Jn such an 
erection district constitute more than so percent of the eligible voter 
population.- If the minority community were at 49 percent, then the federal 
courts cannot provide a remedy. s1.,1.ch a bright-line test establtshes an artlficlal 
threshold which often serves to deny mlnorlt-1 voting rights In callfornla 
slmply because the minority community Is not sufficlently compact. 

- - ' ~~ . ss 976 addresses ca1Iforn1a·s problem and lavs·out criteria and a Judlclal 
process-to determine If the facts of block voting can be establlshed.-ThEftourt 

-· must use criteria that are weil-establlshed In law ahd In court decisions to 
establish the existence of the problem. The remedy Is not prescribed In th~ 
meas·ure but must be fashioned by the court and must be tallored to remedy . 

. the violation. Hef'1ce, SB 976 focuses the remedy on the problem but Is 
permissive on the remedy that should be used. 

Governor, after the 2000 Census, In C3llfornla we a(e facing a unique situation 
where we are all minorities. we need statutes to ensure that our electoral ·, 

. CA.PffOL_Of"FlC£ STATE CAPITOL ROOM 313 • SACRA.VENTO, CAUf'ORNiA 95814·4906 • i9l6l 445-3456 f>H0'SE • t~l6!445-0413 f"AX 
,piSTRK:1; ?FFlCE· 300 SOUTII SPRING STREET, SUITE 8710 • LOS A!,GELES._C,IILIFORN!A 90013 • 121311>20-2529 P>-!0'-E, !2131 617<X>77 f'>-.X 
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• 

svstem rs fair and open. This measure gfves us a toot to move us In that 
direction: It identifies the problem, gives tools to deal with the problem and 
provides a solution. 

There Is no known opposition to the measure. 

I request your approval of the measure and wm be happy to provide any 
addltlonal Information you may require. 

Sincerely, 

RICHARD 0. POLANCO 
senate MaJorltv Leader 
RGP: sma 

II 

II 
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The Honorable Gray Davis 
Srate Capitol 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dear Go•;emor Davis: 

• 
July 2, 2002 

C.•11Fo11:-.c" l1G1sL•u, 1 OrJ1<::1 

rr~11l,~;oLJ..--.c·n, l.t..) !J 1.iJl D:r-,.: -f' 

\' z\ rK:" S;-;1...:!l ~ n .1r:''.1, I .t:;,/-!.,1 _•:rt .~ Ji -~·J"t 

Rir.1 !LL f ,.-.:ri. f..,,_~iJ..1!'!, t ,,t;.,:, ,;Jr..f 

1117 F'<HMhS.cr«r,S..l;te 531. 
SJ<.f.!1.'T(r1r\...,, CA 9"5~1, 

Tdtf"1t..,.,:-:c {916) .J 12-1 o _;6 

f.,_,_ (91(,) tP-!~O 

Re: SB 976 (Polanco) -- Support 

\Ve urge your approval of SB 976, the California State Voting Rights Act of 2001. This act 
provides an effeclive tool for minority communitie-S to address the prob1em of racial bloc voting 
in the context of at-large elections. The Act pem1its a local minority community to file an action 

· · in a local Superior Court cha1lenging an at-large election system that has a discriminatoi:y effect 
on minority voting strength. The Act does not mandate the elimination of at-large ehxtion; 
rather, the Act pem1its a local minority community fo prove the existence ofraci:il bloc voling in. 
zccordance with well-established case Jaw. Once a violation is established, the Superior Court 
can implement an appropriate remedy to provide the minority community with greater access to 
the political process. 

Given the demographic changes occurring in California. it is important that the governing boards 
. of1ocal government be reflective of the communities they serve. This Act provides an 
opportunity to create a political leadership that is both diverse and responsive to the ever 
increasing demands of our local communities. 

For the.se reasons we urge your-approval oftlle California Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

cc: The m:inorahle Richard Polanco 

VALERIE SMALL NAVARRO 
Legislative Ad\·oca!e 

ACLU oi- NORTllfl!.S ciu1toRSIA 

ll-xC!'h; M. fh!li<h, f.,,,.•t!1, Dira1•-~ 

AfLU Or SollTIU:RS CH U'OI\SU •. 

Ra..~ Rit-stoo, r.~.·11r!t, n,:,.,:i-,,,, 
1616&,,dl Bid 

.\CUJ oF-s.,s Oaco ~_h-lPE·RL~L Cou~TI-ES · · 

Li,,.,J, I li11,, E,:;,-1,ti" D.'.-..n, 
10~' ~fis(,i.: .... "'l St r1.( (. su·~!t -1-( ... :; 

San runci~i\ •c A 9po} _ 
(41))6Jl-2'9} ' 

., 
n-

l,:,s Angd<'< • C\ s,:•:,26 

(213)977-9y:,o 

f'O. &•x S7qr 
•• S,rn l>:q;o•CA9113'!-7131 

(6191.JP-lll! • 
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{. MAL.!EF . • 
• Mexican Amerkan Legal Defense and Educatlonal Fund 

NaUond H~•d~uuhn 
Loi Angelu 
Rt&lonal Offiu 
f.;3.f S. S{-ri! g StH-...t 
(.;--5 4\."",~ J.:~. C"+\ ((CJ t 
T1~r: 213 ':~ .. 2~12 
Fa I :213 r-.:,-1 ri:~,:n 

Chlu10 
R,,ronal Ollie, 
1 S.5 \\

4 

Rc1!.-:L~1,h S!rr-i·t 
S:..s'.-c u,•,5 
Clika~>. IL •.-:•:<: I 
Td. 3 I? ,S.'.! 112"2 
Fnr :3!2 ;s;21L5 

San Antonio 
R11iona.l Office 
HJ J-: ll,_-...:,•,,n S!r"'I 

S.!..11 .\rit,:,r:1-). TX 75.::?((J 
T£1.210Z-2~5ti6 
Far. 210Z-2t~~'2 

Wuhln1tori; D.C. 
R11lora.l Office 
tit, K&m:1. ~w 
Sr,:'.e 311 
\l .. ~a.~:Irigt,_,o_ [1: ~(~':3 

Tc l: ?(r] :?C-0- Z-,':?5 

Fa.r: 2('2 Z-<, :2Sl:J 

San Fundsco 
Rtc!'islridir.1 Office 
915 c,::,?~ &r.:,2t 
Sul~e 351 
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The Honorable Gray Davis 
Governor of California 
State Capitol, I st Floor 
Sacramento, California 95814 

RE: Senol•! Bill 976 

Dear Gonmor Davis: 

July 3, 2002 

The Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF) 
urges your approval of Senate Dill 976, the California State Voting Rights Act of 
2001. This Act provides the tools necessary for Latinos and other protected minority 
communities HfcombarihiqYfobkn1s_c:,f disfranchisement and unequal access to the 
political process caused by at-large elec11ons. At-larg~ elections, along with racial 
bloc voting patterns, can operate to suppress the ability of Latinos to elect the 
candidates of their choice - candidates that meaningfully represent them and their 
interests. 

'fhe California State Voting Rights Act of2001 would pcnnit a local minority 
community to file an action in a local Superior Court challenging an at-large dection 
system that has a discriminatory effect on minority ,·oting strength. While the Act 
does not mandate the elimination of at-large elections, it does pennit a local minority 
'community to prove the ~xi~tence of racial bloc voting in accorda·ncc \vith well- . 
established case law. Once a violation is established, the Superior Court· can 
implement an appropriate remedy to provide the minority community with 1rtore 
meaningful politicafreprescntation. 

Although Ca1ifomia has already become a majority-minority state, Latino 
political representation at the local level has not kept pace ,vith the staggering growth 
of the Latino community over the past decade. In 2000, Latinos.con1prised 33% of · 
Caljfomia 's population. Yet that same year, according to the 2000 National 
Association of lati110 Elected Official's (NA LEO) annual directory, Latinos. 
represented only 2.8% of the total number of county kiecte~ officials in California 
(5812,013), and only 10.5% of aJJ municipal elected officials (308/2,913) . 

Celebrating Our 33rd Annirersaru 
Protecting mu/ Promolin(I Latino Civil Rights 

www.maldcf.org 
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. " 

Govemor Davis 

July 3, 2002 

Page Two 

This stark disparity underscores the continued need for measures, legislative or 
otherwise, to help the governing bodies oflocal government better reflect the 
communities they ~erve. This Act provides an opportunity to create a political leadership 
that is both diverse and responsive lo lhe needs and concerns of the Latino community. 

For these reasons, we urge your approval of the California Voting Rights Act of 
2001. 

cc: Senator Richard Polanco 

Sincer~ly, 

Stc,·cn J. Reyes 

Staff Attorney 
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- ... , 

Oi·07-200l 02:St~, 3UUUIOO_ -

i I 
~ 

July 8. 2002 

The Honorable Gray Davis 
Gowmor ofC~hfom1a 
State Capnol, l :.1 floor 
Sacramenro, Cal1tbm1a 9S8H 

.· ,---.---' . 

On behalf of the South\\eit Voter R(gistra1ion Educa11on Pio;e~1. Jam \Httm~ to wge your 
::ipprovnl of SB 976, th~ C;:ihfom1~ gtat~ Voung R1~h1:s i\1:l \)f 200 l 

Tius ac1 pto.,,·ides an effechve tool for minorit)' commumt1e,; to addre,;s the problem of 1acul bloc 
\Oling in th~ context of at-l.H£:C ~lections. The Act pcm11ts a local rninonty"1:ommunil)' to file an arnon 
in a local Superior Coull ;;halknging an at-large ekcnon system lhf!l has a d1suimm,nol)' etk~c 011 

mmomy v~tmg srrength. The Act does not mandare the ehmmation of al·larg~ ~lecuons; rather, the Acl 
~mts a local minoril)" commWlity to pn>Ye the ex1stenu of racial bloc- YOtin~ in accordance \\. 1th wdl
~stabli:-h1;d caie law. One( a violation i:; established, th~ Supenor Coun can 1rnpkm~1 an appropnate 
remedy 10 provide the minorit)-' commumty with b'Tc:sh:r acc<ss to the poht1cal proces~ 

G1fen 1he demogtaph1c chaliges oc-cumog m Cal1fom1a, 111s imponant that the governing boards 
of local go~·emment be reflec11ve of the communme; rhey serve. llus Ac[ prO\'ldcs an opponunuy to 
create! a pohucal ll:adt'rsh1p th:it is bo1h d1\ t"rSt" ano ri;:spomwe to the e..-cr- mctc·as.11'lg dernanJ s of our 
Jue~I commnnmes. 

for 1hese r~asons we urgi;: your c:lpproval of the California Voting Rights .-\Ct of 2001. 

, 

. . ' 

. i 

CC: Cathryn R1Hra 
L}'nn Schenk 
Susan Kennedy 

··-,--.-"-'.····,:__ __ 

-._· .. ~::i ........ ,#:~. U;.~~-~. ~• ... , .. ~- ..... ~ ... ~ .... ~-, _ ..... ;_ .. · .... , ·'l.:- .. • .. · . .: .. ~-- ·,. ')-~k,_;! 

. ;2_·, _ .. -..,,.":·~ ... J. • . \. '"'.: · ~ ... ·-' "'.) .. : .. "t.• • • :-"~•-"'·• : i::-.'L°\~ 
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ASSEMBLY JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 
Tuesday, June 4, 2002, 9:00 a.m., Room 444 

Sign-in Order 

. SB 976 

STATEMENT 

·MADAM CHAIR AND MEMBERS: 

· SENATE BILL 976 ADDRESSES THE PROBLEM OF RACIAL BLOC VOTING. 

MEMBERS, BLOCK VOTING, PARTICULARLY WHEN ASSOCIATED WITH 
· RACIAL OR ETHNIC GROUPS IS HARMFUL TO A STATE LIKE 
CALIFORNIA DUE TO ITS DIVERSITY.· 

SB 976 PROVIDES A JUDICIAL PROCESS AND CRITERIA TO DETERMINE 
IFTHE PROBLEM OF BLOCK VOTING CAN BE ESTABLISHED. THEN, 
THE BILL PROVIDES COURTS WITH THE AUTHORITY TO FASHION 
APPROPRIATE LEGAL REMEDIES FOR THE PROBLEM. (ONE OF THE 

. REMEDIES IS ELECTION BY DISTRICT - BUT IT IS NOT A REQUIRED 
REMEDY). 

MEMBERS, AFTER THE 2000 CENSUS, IN CALIFORNIA, WE ARE FACING 
· A UNIQUE SITUATION WHERE WE ARE ALL MINORITIES. WE NEED 
STATUTES TO ENSURE THAT OUR ELECTORAL SYSTEM IS FAIR AND 
OPEN. THIS MEASURE GIVES US A TOOL TO MOVE US IN THAT 
DIRECTION: IT IDENTIFIES THE PROBLEM, GIVES TOOLS TO DEAL 
WITH THE PROBLEM AND PROVIDES A SOLUTION. 

MEMBERS, THE ANALYSIS NOTES SIX TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS TO . 
CLARIFY THE MEASURE. I SUBMIT THEM AS AUTHOR'S AMENDMENTS. 
THERE IS NO KNOWN OPPOSITION TO THE MEASURE . 

• 

I REQUEST AN AYE VOTE ON THE BILL, AS AMENDED. · 
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BILL FEATURES: 
· 1. PROVIDES THAT A LOCAL POLITICAL JURISDICTION MAY NOT 

DILUTE OR ABRIDGE THE RIGHTS OF ANY REGISTERED VOTER WHO 
IS A MEMBER OF A MINORITY RACE, COLOR OR LANGUAGE GROUP, 
BY IMPAIRING THEIR ABILITY TO ELECT CANDIDATES OF THEIR 
CHOICE OR BY IMPAIRING THEIR ABILITY TO INFLUENCE THE 
OUTCOME OF AN ELECTION. 

2. PROVIDES THAT A VIOLATION OF THIS PROHIBITION IS 
ESTABLISHED IF IT IS SHOWN THAT RACIALLY POLARIZED VOTING 
OCCURS IN ELECTIONS FOR MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNING BODY 
OR IN ELECTIONS INCORPORATING OTHER ELECTORAL CHOICES 
BY THE VOTERS OF THE SAME JURISDICTION. 

3 .. DEFINES "RACIALLY POLARIZED VOTING" AS VOTING IN WHICH 
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN THE CHOICE OF CANDIDATES OR 
OTHER ELECTORAL CHOICES THAT ARE PREFERRED BY THE 
VOTERS IN THE PROTECTED CLASS, AND IN THE CHOICE OF 
CANDIDATES AND ELECTORAL CHOICES THAT ARE PREFERRED BY 

- VOTERS IN THE REST OF THE ELECTORATE • 

. 4. SPECIFIES THE METHODOLOGY BY WHICH RACIALLY POLARIZED 
VOTING MAY BE ESTABLISHED. 

5. SPECIFIES THAT THE FACT THAT MEMBERS OF A PROTECTED 
· CLASS ARE NOT GEOGRAPHICALLY COMPACT OR CONCENTRATED 
. MAY NOT PRECLUDE A FINDING OF RACIALLY POLARIZED VOTING, 

BUT MAY BE A FACTOR IN DETERMINING AN APPROPRIATE 
REMEDY. 

6. AUTHORIZES A COURT TO IMPOSE APPROPRIATE REMEDIES, 
INCLUDING DISTRICT-BASED ELECTIONS, AND TO AWARD A 
PREVAILING NON-STATE OR NON-LOCAL GOVERNMENT PLAINTIFF 
PARTY REASONABLE ATTORNEY'S FEES CONSISTENT WITH 
SPECIFIED CASE LAW AS PART O~ THE COSTS. 

SB 976 (Polanco) Page 2 
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• 

• 

--
SB 976 

senate Bill 976 addresses the problem of racial block 
voting, which is particularly harmful to a state like 
California due to its diversity. 

SB 976 provides a judicial process and criteria to determine 
if the problem of block voting can be established. once 
the problem is judicially established, the bill provides 
courts with the authority to fashion appropriate legal 
remedies for the problem. 

In California, we face a unique situation where we are all 
minorities. we need statutes to ensure that our electoral 
system is fair and open. This measure gives us a tool to 
move us in that direction: it identifies the problem, gives 
tools to deal with the problem and provides a solution . 

There is no known opposition to the measure. 
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- ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS AND REAPPORTIONMENT COMMITTEE 
Tuesday, April 2, 2002, 1 :30 p.m., Room 444 

SB 976 

STATEMENT 

CHAIRMAN LONGVILLE AND MEMBERS: 

SENATE BILL 976 ADDRESSES THE PROBLEM OF RACIAL BLOC VOTING. 

MEMBERS, BLOCK VOTING, PARTICULARLY WHEN ASSOCIATED WITH 
RACIAL OR ETHNIC GROUPS IS HARMFUL TO A STATE LIKE 
CALIFORNIA DUE TO ITS DIVERSITY. 

SB 976 PROVIDES A JUDICIAL PROCESS AND CRITERIA TO DETERMINE 
IF THE PROBLEM OF BLOCK VOTING CAN BE ESTABLISHED. THEN, 
THE BILL PROVIDES COURTS WITH THE AUTHORITY TO FASHION 
APPROPRIATE LEGAL REMEDIES FOR THE PROBLEM. (ONE OF THE 
REMEDIES IS ELECTION BY DISTRICT) 

MEMBERS, AFTER THE 2000 CENSUS, IN CALIFORNIA, WE ARE FACING 
A UNIQUE SITUATION WHERE WE ARE ALL MINORITIES. WE NEED 
STATUTES TO ENSURE THAT OUR ELECTORAL SYSTEM IS FAIR AND 
OPEN. THIS MEASURE GIVES US A TOOL TO MOVE US IN THAT 
DIRECTION: IT IDENTIFIES THE PROBLEM, GIVES TOOLS TO DEAL 
WITH THE PROBLEM AND PROVIDES A SOLUTION. 

MEMBERS, I SUBMITTED AMENDMENTS TO CLARIFY THE DEFINITIONS 
IN THE MEASURE AS WELL CORRECT SOME GRAMMATICAL ERRORS. 
THE COMMITTEE ANALYSIS REFLECTS THE AMENDMENTS. 

THERE IS NO KNOWN OPPOSITION TO THE MEASURE . 
• 

I REQUEST AN AYE VOTE ON THEBILL, AS AMENDED. 
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BILL FEATURES: 
1. PROVIDES THAT A LOCAL POLITICAL JURISDICTION MAY NOT 

DILUTE OR ABRIDGE THE RIGHTS OF ANY REGISTERED VOTER WHO 
IS A MEMBER OF A MINORITY RACE, COLOR OR LANGUAGE GROUP, 
BY IMPAIRING THEIR ABILITY TO ELECT CANDIDATES OF THEIR 
CHOICE OR BY IMPAIRING THEIR ABILITY TO INFLUENCE THE 
OUTCOME OF AN ELECTION. 

2. PROVIDES THAT A VIOLATION OF THIS PROHIBITION IS 
ESTABLISHED IF IT IS SHOWN THAT RACIALLY POLARIZED VOTING 
OCCURS IN ELECTIONS FOR MEMBERS Of THE GOVERNING BODY 
OR IN ELECTIONS INCORPORATING OTHER ELECTORAL CHOICES 
BY THE VOTERS OF THE SAME JURISDICTION. 

3. DEFINES "RACIALLY POLARIZED VOTING" AS VOTING IN WHICH 
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN THE CHOICE OF CANDIDATES OR 
OTHER ELECTORAL CHOICES THAT ARE PREFERRED BY THE 
VOTERS IN THE PROTECTED CLASS, AND IN THE CHOICE OF 
CANDIDATES AND ELECTORAL CHOICES THAT ARE PREFERRED BY 
VOTERS IN THE REST OF THE ELECTORATE. 

4. SPECIFIES THE METHODOLOGY BY WHICH RACIALLY POLARIZED 
VOTING MAY BE ESTABLISHED. 

5. SPECIFIES THAT THE FACT THAT MEMBERS OF A PROTECTED 
CLASS ARE NOT GEOGRAPHICALLY COMPACT OR CONCENTRATED 
MAY NOT PRECLUDE A FINDING OF RACIALLY POLARIZED VOTING, 
BUT MAY BE A FACTOR IN DETERMINING AN APPROPRIATE 
REMEDY. 

6. AUTHORIZES A COURT TO IMPOSE APPROPRIATE REMEDIES, 
INCLUDING DISTRICT-BASED ELECTIONS, AND TO AWARD A 
PREVAILING NON-STATE OR NON-LOCAL GOVERNMENT PLAINTIFF · 
PARTY REASONABLE ATTORNEY'S FEES CONSISTENT WITH 
SPECIFIED CASE LAW AS PART OF THE COSTS. 

ASSEMBLYMAN E ft R COMMITTEE ANALYSIS 

THE STAFF ANALYSIS POINTED OUT TWO ISSUES: 

1. THE ANALYSIS ASKS: IF A MINORITY COMMUNITY IS NOT SUFFICIENTLY 
GEOGRAPHICALLY COMPACT TO MEET THE THORNBURG V GINGLES 
REQUIREMENT SO THAT THE COMMUNITY CAN ELECT ONE OF THEIR MEMBERS 

SB 976 (Polanco) Page 2 
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• 

FROM A DISTRICT, WHAT IS GAINED BY ELIMINATING THE AT-LARGE 
ELECTION SYSTEM? 

RESPONSE 

TWO POINTS: 
FIRST, THORNBURG V GINGLES IS LIMITED IN ITS SCOPE. IT APPLIES ONLY TO 
APPLICATIONS OF THE FEDERAL VOTING RIGHTS ACT. ANY STATE LAWS THAT 
EXPAND VOTING RIGHTS BEYOND THE FEDERAL STATUTES ARE NOT IMPACTED 
BY THE CASE. THIS LEGISLATURE CAN AND DOES ENACT LAWS THAT PROVIDE 
CALIFORNIANS WITH BETTER AND MORE SPECIFIC STATUTES THAN THOSE IN 
SIMILAR FEDERAL LEGISLATION. FOR EXAMPLE, WE CREATED THE UNRUH CIVIL 
RIGHTS ACT AS WE NEEDED TO PROVIDE BETTER AND MORE SPECIFIC STATUTES 
SUITED TO OUR NEEDS THAN THOSE IN FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS STATUTES. 

SECOND, ALTHOUGH A PARTICULAR GROUP MAY BE TOO SMALL TO ENSURE 
THAT ITS OWN CANDIDATE IS ELECTED, THE GROUP MAY STILL BE ABLE TO 
FAVORABLY INFLUENCE THE ELECTION OF A CANDIDATE. THIS INFLUENCE MAY 
ONLY COME ABOUT WITH DISTRICT RATHER THAN AT-LARGE ELECTIONS. 

2. FINALLY, THE COMMITTEE ANALYSIS REFERENCES SEVERAL BILLS THAT DEALT 
WITH PROMOTING THE USE OF DISTRICT-BASED ELECTIONS OVER AT-LARGE 
ELECTIONS . 

THIS MEASURE IS DIFFERENT: IT DOES NOT SAY THAT DISTRICT ELECTIONS ARE 
THE ONLY MEANS. THIS MEASURE SAYS THAT WE NEED TO ATTACK BLOCK 
VOTING AND, IF BLOCK VOTING IS ESTABLISHED IN A COURT OF LAW, THEN IT 

. ALLOWS A COURT TO IMPOSE REMEDIES INCLUDING DISTRICT ELECTIONS. AS 
YOU CAN SEE, THIS BILL IS QUITE DIFFERENT. 

SB 976 (Polanco) . Page 3 
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SB 976 
SENATE E&R COMMITTEE 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 2, 2001, 9:30 A.M. 
ROOM 3191 

STATEMENT 

MY NAME IS SAEED ALI AND, WITH THE CHAIR'S PERMISSION, I 
AM PRESENTING THIS MEASURE AT THE REQUEST OF SENATOR 
POLANCO WHO IS ABSENT TODAY. 

· THIS BILL ADDRESSES THE PROBLEM OF RACIAL BLOC VOTING. 
BLOCK VOTING, PARTICULARLY WHEN ASSOCIATED WITH 
RACIAL OR ETHNIC GROUPS IS HARMFUL TO A STATE LIKE 
CALIFORNIA DUE TO ITS DIVERSITY. 

SN 976 PROVIDES A JUDICIAL PROCESS AND CRITERIA TO 
DETERMINE IF THE PROBLEM OF BLOCK VOTING CAN BE 
ESTABLISHED. THEN, THE BILL PROVIDES COURTS WITH 
APPROPRIATE LEGAL REMEDIES FOR THE PROBLEM. ONE OF 
THE REMEDIES IS ELECTION BY DISTRICT. · 

SPECIFICALLY, THIS BILL DOES ALL OF THE FOLLOWING: 

1. PROVIDES THAT A LOCAL POLITICAL JURISDICTION MAY NOT 
. DILUTE OR ABRIDGE THE RIGHTS OF ANY REGISTERED VOTER 
WHO IS A MEMBER OF A MINORITY RACE, COLOR OR 
LANGUAGE GROUP, BY IMPAIRING THEIR ABILITY TO ELECT 
CANDIDATES OF THEIR CHOICE OR BY IMPAIRING THEIR . 
ABILITY TO INFLUENCE THE OUTCOME OF AN ELECTION . 

• 
2.' PROVIDES THAT A VIOLATION OF THIS PROHIBITION IS 

ESTABLISHED IF IT IS SHOWN THAT RACIALLY POLARIZED 
VOTING OCCURS IN ELECTIONS FOR MEMBERS OF THE 
GOVERNING BODY OR IN ELECTIONS INCORPORATING OTHER 
ELECTORAL CHOICES BY THE VOTERS OF THE SAME 
JURISDICTION. 
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. - 3. DEFINES "RACIALLY POLARIZED VOTING" AS VOTING IN 
WHICH THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN THE CHOICE OF 
CANDIDATES OR OTHER ELECTORAL CHOICES THAT ARE 
PREFERRED BYTHE VOTERS IN THE PROTECTED CLASS, AND 
IN THE CHOICE OF CANDIDATES AND ELECTORAL CHOICES 
THAT ARE PREFERRED BY VOTERS IN THE REST OF THE 
ELECTORATE. 

4. SPECIFIES THE METHODOLOGY BY WHICH RACIALLY 
POLARIZED VOTING MAY BE ESTABLISHED. 

5. SPECIFIES THAT THE FACT THAT MEMBERS OF A PROTECTED 
CLASS ARE NOT GEOGRAPHICALLY COMPACT OR 
CONCENTRATED MAY NOT PRECLUDE A FINDING OF 
RACIALLY POLARIZED VOTING, BUT MAY BE A FACTOR IN 
DETERMINING AN APPROPRIATE REMEDY. 

- 6. AUTHORIZES A COURT TO IMPOSE APPROPRIATE REMEDIES, 
INCLUDING DISTRICT-BASED ELECTIONS, AND TO AWARD A 
PREVAILING NON-STATE OR NON~LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
PLAINTIFF PARTY REASONABLE ATTORNEY'S FEES 
CONSISTENT WITH SPECIFIED CASE LAW AS PART OF THE 
COSTS. 

COMMITTEE ANALYSIS 

THE STAFF ANALYSIS POINTS OUT TWO ISSUES <ITEMS 2 AND 3) 

1. THE ANALYSIS ASKS: IF A MINORITY COMMUNITY IS NOT 
SUFFICIENTLY GEOGRAPHICALLY COMPACT TO MEET THE 

. THORNBURG V GINGLES REQUIREMENT SO THAT THE 
COMMUNITY CAN ELECT ONE OF THEIR MEMBERS FROM A 
DISTRICT, WHAT IS GAINED BY ELIMINATING THE AT-LARGE 

. - ELECTION SYSTEM? 
.. 

· THERE ARE THREE ANSWER$ TO THIS QUESTION. 

. SB 976 (Polanco) . · Page 2 
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- FIRST, THORNBURG V GINGLES IS LIMITED IN ITS SCOPE. IT 
APPLIES TO APPLICATIONS OF THE FEDERAL VOTING RIGHTS 
ACT. ANY STATE LAWS THAT EXPAND VOTING RIGHTS BEYOND 
THE FEDERAL STATUTES ARE NOT IMPACTED BY THE CASE. 

SECOND, ALTHOUGH A PARTICULAR GROUP MAY BE TOO SMALL 
TO ENSURE THAT ITS OWN CANDIDATE IS ELECTED, THE GROUP 
MAY STILL BE ABLE TO FAVORABLY INFLUENCE THE ELECTION 
OF A CANDIDATE. THIS INFLUENCE MAY ONLY COME ABOUT 
WITH DISTRICT RATHER THAN AT-LARGE ELECTIONS. 

THIRD, AND FINALLY, THIS LEGISLATURE CAN AND DOES ENACT 
LAWS THAT PROVIDE CALIFORNIANS WITH BETTER AND MORE 
SPECIFIC STATUTES THAN THOSE IN SIMILAR FEDERAL 
LEGISLATION. FOR EXAMPLE, WE CREATED THE UNRUH CIVIL 
RIGHTS ACT AS WE NEEDED TO PROVIDE BETTER AND MORE 
SPECIFIC STATUTES SUITED TO OUR NEEDS THAN THOSE IN 

- FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS STATUTES. 

MEMBERS, AFTER THE 2000 CENSUS, IN CALIFORNIA, WE ARE 
FACING A UNIQUE SITUATION WHERE WE ARE ALL MINORITIES. 
WE NEED STATUTES TO ENSURE THAT OUR ELECTORAL SYSTEM 
IS FAIR AND OPEN. THIS MEASURE GIVES US A TOOL TO MOVE 
US IN THAT DIRECTION: IT IDENTIFIES THE PROBLEM, GIVES 
TOOLS TO DEAL WITH THE PROBLEM AND PROVIDES A 
SOLUTION. 

J lf~-,., ,.,. 
~ p_,l~ J,Jr 

2. FINALLY, THE COMMITTEE ANALYSIS REFERENCES SEVERAL :..~ 
BILLS THAT DEALT WITH PROMOTING THE USE OF DISTRICT- ~ 
BASED ELECTIONS OVER AT-LARGE ELECTIONS. 

i 

THIS MEASURE IS DIFFERENT: IT DOES NOT SAY THAT DISTRICT 
ELECTIONS ARE THE ONLY MEANS. THIS M~SURE SAYS THAT 
WE NEED TO ATTACK BLOCK VOTING AND,~BLOCK VOTING IS 
ESTABLISHED IN A COURT OF LAW, THEN IT ALLOWS A COURT 
TO IMPOSE REMEDIES INCLUDING DISTRICT ELECTIONS. AS YOU 
CAN SEE, THIS BILL IS QUITE 1DIFFERENT. 

SB 976 (Polanco) Page 3 
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I HAVE TWO WITNESSES: JOAQUIN AVILA, A DISTINGUISHED 
VOTING RIGHTS ATTORNEY, FORMER GENERAL COUNSEL AT 
MALDEF AND A MACARTHUR FELLOW AND ALAN CLAYTON, LA 
COUNTY CHICANO EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION and the 

. CALIFORNIA LATINO REDISTRICTING COALITION. 

I REQUEST AN AYE VOTE. 

SB 976 (Polanco) Page 4 
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SENATE RULES COMMITTEE 
Office of Senate Floor Analyses 
1020 N Street, Suite 524 
(916) 445-6614 Fax: (916) 327-4478 

UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

Bill No: SB 976 
Author: Polanco (D) 
Amended: 6/11/02 
Vote: 21 

SENATE ELECTIONS & REAP. COMMITTEE: 5-3, 5/2/01 
AYES: Alpert, Burton, Murray, Ortiz, Perata 
NOES: Brulte, Johnson, Poochigian 

SENATE FLOOR: 24-10, 1/30/02 

SB 976 

AYES: Alarcon, Alpert, Bowen, Burton, Chesbro, Costa, Dunn, Escutia, 
Figueroa, Karnette, Kuehl, Machado, Murray, O,Connell, Ortiz, Perata, 
Po1anco, Romero, Sher, Soto, Speier, Torlakson, Vasconcellos, Vincent 

NOES: Ackerman, Battin, Brulte, Johannessen, Johnson, Knight, 
McClintock, McPherson, Morrow, Poochigian 

ASSEMBLY FLOOR: 47-25, 6/20/02 - See last page for vote 

SUBJECT: Elections: rights of voters 

SOURCE: Author 

DIGEST: This bill establishes criteria in state law through which the 
validity of at-large election systems caribe challenged in court. 

Assembly Amendment allows a member of a protected class to file a court 
action pursuant to the bill under specified conditions and makes clarifying 
changes. 

ANALYSIS: Existing law provides that the governing boards of local 
political jurisdictions (i.e., cities, counties, and school or other districts) are 
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SB 976 
Page 2 

generally elected by all of the voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or 
from districts formed within the political subdivision (district-based) or 
some combination thereof. 

Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire loca1 political 
jurisdiction to determine via ballot measure whether the gove1ning board is 
elected at-large or by districts. The processes for placing one of these 
measures on the ballot varies according to the: type of jurisdiction. 

Most cities and school or other districts in California elect their governing 
boards using an at-large election system. The exceptions, those that elect by 
district, tend to be the very large cities and school districts. 

One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from at-large to 
district elections is the need to overcome a history or pattern of racial 
inequity. In some instances, election by districts may actually be required 
by the federal Voting Rights Act. In Gomez v. City of Watsonville (1988), 
the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the at-large e1ections of city 
council members in Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength 
of the minority community, and ordered the city to switch to single-member 
district elections. In Thornburg v. Gingles (1986), the Supreme Court 
announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove · 
such a claim. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in 
establishing these conditions, which were: 

1. The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically 
that it was possible to create a district in which the minority could elect 
its own candidate. 

2. The minority community was po1itically cohesive, in that minority voters 
usually supported minority candidates. 

3. There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, 
. which usually (but not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates 

rather than for the minority candidates. 

Specifics of SB 976: 

1. Enacts the California Voting 1:lights Act of 2001. 
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Page 3 

2. Provides that an at-large method of election may not be imposed or 
applied in a manner that impairs the ability of a protected class to elect 
candidates of its choice or its ability to influence the outcome of an 
election, as a result of the dilution or the abridgment of the rights of 
voters who are members of a protected class. 

3. Establishes that voter rights have been abridged if it is shown that 
racially polarized voting occurs in elections for members of the 
governing body of the political subdivision or in elections incorporating 
other electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision. 

4. Defines tlracially polarized voting" as voting in which there is a 
difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral choices that are 
preferred by voters in the protected class, and in the choice of candidates 
and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the 
electorate. 

5. Provides that the existence of racially polarized voting shall be 
determined from examining results of elections in which at least one 
candidate is a member of a protected class or elections involving ballot 
measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges 
of members of a protected class. In making such a determination the 
extent to which candidates who are members of a protected class and 
who are preferred by voters of the protected class have been elected to 
the governing body of the political subdivision in question shall be 
probative. 

6. Establishes that methodologies for estimating group voting behavior, as 
approved in applicable federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights 
Act (VRA), may be used to prove that elections are characterized by 
racially polarized voting. 

7. Specifies that proof of an intent on the part of voters or e1ected officials 
to discriminate against a protected class is not required and that the fact 
that members of a protected class are not geographically compact or 
concentrated may not preclude a finding of racially polarized voting. 

8. Specifies that other factors, including the use of electoral devices or 
other voting practice_s or procedures that may enhance the dilutive 
effects of at-large elections, are probative but not necessary factors to 
establish a violation of voting rights: 
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SB 976 
Page4 

9. Provides that upon a finding of racially polarized voting the court shall 
implement appropriate remedies, including the imposition of district
based elections. 

10. Provides reasonable attorney fees and litigation expenses for the 
prevailing plaintiff party in an enforcement action. Prevailing defendant 
parties shall not recover any costs, unless the court :finds the action to be 
frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation. 

11. Authorizes any voter who is a member of a protected class and who 
resides in a political subdivision that is accused of a violation of this 
legislation to file an action in the superior court of the county in which 
the political subdivision is located. 

The bill defines: 

1. "At-large method of election,. as any of the following methods of electing 
members to the governing body of a political subdivision. 

A. One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the members to 
the governing body. 

B. One in which the candidates are required to reside within given areas 
of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the 
members to the governing body. 

C. One which combines at-large elections with district-based elections. 

2. nDistrict-based elections" as a method of electing members to the 
governing body of a political subdivision in which the candidate must 
reside within an election district that is a divisible part of the political 

. subdivision and is elected only by voters residing wi.thin that election 
district. • 

3. "Political subdivision" as a geographic area.of representation created for 
the pr9vision of government services, including, but not limited to, a 
city, a school district, a community college district, or other district 
organized pursuant to state law. 
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SB 976 
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- 4. "Protected class" as a class of voters who are members of a race, color or 
language minority group, as this class is referenced and defined in the 
federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.). 

5. "Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there is a difference, 
as defined in case law regarding enforcement of the federal Voting 
Rights Act ( 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.), in the choice of candidates or 
other electoral choices that are preferred by voters in a protected class, 
and in the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by 
voters in the rest of the electorate. The methodologies for estimating 
group voting behavior as approved in applicable federal cases to enforce 
the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.) to establish 
racially polarized voting may be used for purposes of this section to 
prove that elections are characterized by racially polarized voting. 

AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999, which was vetoed, sought to eliminate the at-large 
election system within the Los Angeles Community College District. In his 
veto message, the Governor stated that the decision to create single-member 
districts was best made at the local level, and not by the state. 

Comments: 

According to the author, this bill ''addresses the problem of racial block 
voting, which is particularly harmful to a state like California due to its 
diversity. SB 976 provides a judicial process and criteria to determine if the 
problem of block voting can be established. Once the problem is judicially 
established, the bill provides courts with the authority to fashion appropriate 
legal remedies for the problem. In California; we face a unique situation 
where we are all minorities. We need statutes to ensure that our electoral 
system is fair and open. This measure gives us a tool to move us in that 
direction: it identifies the problem, gives tools to deal with the problem and 
provides a solution." 

FISCAL EFFECT: Appropriation: No Fiscal Com.: No Local: No 

SUPPORT: (Verified 6/20/02) 

,. 

Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund 
American Civil Liberties Union 
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ASSEMBLY FLOOR: 

SB 976 
Page 6 

AYES: Alquist, Aroner, Calderon, Canciamilla, Cardenas, Cardoza, Chan, 
Chavez, Chu, Cohn, Corbett, Correa, Diaz, Dutra, Firebaugh, Florez, 
Frommer, Goldberg, Havice, Hertzberg, Jackson, Keeley, Kehoe, Koretz, 
Longville, Lowenthal, Matthews, Migden, Nakano, Nation, Negrete 
McLeod, Oropeza, Papan, Pavley, Reyes, Salinas, Shelley, Simitian, 
Steinberg, Strom-Martin, Thomson, Vargas, Washington, Wayne, 
Wiggins, Wright, Wesson 

NOES: Aanestad, Ashburn, Bates, Bogh, Briggs, Bill Campbe11, John 
Campbell, Cogdill, Cox, Daucher, Harman, Hollingsworth, La Suer, 
Leach, Leonard, Leslie, Mountjoy, Robert Pacheco, Rod Pacheco, 
Pescetti, Richman, Runner, Strickland, Wyland, Zettel 

· DLW:jk 6/21/02 Senate Floor Analyses 
SUPPORT/OPPOSITION: SEE ABOVE 

**** END **** 
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SB 976 Senate Bill - Bill Analysis http://info.scn.ca.gov/pu./sen/sb _ ... _976 _ cfa_ 20020612 __ 165457 _ asm_ floor.html .. 

1 of4 

SENATE THIRD READING 
SB 976 (Polanco) 
As Amended June 11, 2002 
Majority vote 

SENATE VOTE :24-10 

ELECTIONS 5-1 

Ayes: Longville, Cardenas, 
Steinberg, Keeley, 
Shelley 

JUDICIARY 8-4 

SB 976 
Page 1 

--------------

Ayes: Corbett, Dutra, Jackson, 
Longville, Shelley, 
Steinberg, Vargas, Wayne 

-----+--------------------------+-----+----------- - --------------
Nays: Ashburn Nays: Harman, Bates, Robert 

Pacheco, 
Rod Pacheco 

SUMMARY Establishes criteria by which local at-large elections 
may be found to have abridged the rights of certain voters and 
allows for remedies. Specifically, this bill 

l)Provides that an at-large method of election may not be 
imposed or applied in a manner that impairs the ability of a 
protected class to elect candidates of its choice or its 
ability to influence the outcome of an election, as a result 
of the dilution or the abridgment of the rights of voters who 
are members of a protected class. 

2)Establishes that voter rights have been abridged if it is 
shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for 
members of the governing body of the political subdivision or 
in elections incorporating other electoral choices by the 
voters of the political subdivision . 

3)Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which there 
is a difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral 
choices that are preferred by voters in the protected class, 
and in the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are 
preferred by voters in the rest of the electorate. 

4)Provides that the existence of racially polarized voting shall 
be determined from examining results of elections in which at 

SB 976 
Page 2 

least one candidate is ·:a member of a protected class or 
elections involving ballot measures, or other electoral 

6/14/02 3:56 PM 
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choices that affect the rights and privileges of members of a 
protected class. In making such a determination the extent to 
which candidates who are members of a protected class and who 
are preferred by voters of the protected class have been 
elected to the governing body of the political subdivision in 
question shall be probative. 

5)Establishes that methodologies for estimating group voting 
behavior, as approved in applicable federal cases to enforce 
the federal Voting Rights Act (VRA), may be used to prove that 
elections are characterized by racially polarized voting. 

6)Specifies that proof of an intent on the part of voters or 
elected officials to discriminate against a protected class is 
not required and that the fact that members of a protected 
class are not geographically compact or concentrated may not 
preclude a finding of racially polarized voting. 

?)Specifies that other factors, including the use of electoral 
devices or other voting practices or procedures that may 
enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, are 
probative but not necessary factors to establish a violation 
of voting rights. 

8)Provides that upon a finding of racially polarized voting the 
court shall implement appropriate remedies, including the 
imposition of district-based elections. 

9)Provides reasonable attorney fees and litigation expenses for 
the prevailing plaintiff party in an enforcement action. 
Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any costs, 
unless the court finds the action to be frivolous, 
unreasonable, or without foundation. 

lO)Authorizes any voter who is a member of a protected class and 
who resides in a political subdivision that is accused of a 
violation of this legislation to file an action in the 
superior court of the county in which the political 
subdivision is located. 

EXISTING LAW 

l)Provides for political subdivisions that encompass areas of 

SB 976 
Page 3 

representation within the st~te. With respect to these areas, 
public officials are generally elected by all of the voters of 
the political subdivision (at-large-), from districts formed 
within the political subdivision (district-based), or by some 
combination thereof. 

2)Allows voters of the entire political subdivision ta determine 
via a local initiative whether public officials are elected by 
divisions or by the entire political subdivision. 

FISCAL EFFECT None 

6/14/02 3:56PM 
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COMMENTS According to the author, this bill "addresses the 
problem of racial block voting, which is particularly harmful to 
a state like California due to its diversity. SB 976 provides a 
judicial process and criteria to determine if the problem of 
block voting can be established. Once the problem is judicially 
established, the bill provides courts with the authority to 
fashion appropriate legal remedies for the problem. In 
California, we face a unique situation where we are all 
minorities. We need statutes to ensure that our electoral 
system is fair and open. This measure gives us a tool to move 
us in that direction: it identifies the problem, gives tools to 
deal with the problem and provides a solution." 

In Thornburg v. Gingles (1986) 478 U.S. 30, the United States 
Supreme Court announced three preconditions that a plaintiff 
first must establish to prove that an election system diluted 
the voting strength of a protected minority group: 

l)The minority community was sufficiently concentrated 
geographically that it was possible to create a district in 
which the minority could elect its own candidate. 

2)The minority community was politically cohesive, in that 
minority voters usually supported minority candidates. 

3)There was racially polarized voting among the majority 
community, which usually (but not necessarily always), voted 
for majority candidates rather than for minority candidates. 

In Gomez v. City of Watsonville (1988) 863 F.2d 1407, 1417, 
cert. denied, 489 US 1080, the United States supreme court 
affirmed that at-large elections of city council members in 
Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength of the 

-· ··-·-··--·····-··------------------------

SB 976 
Page 4 

minority community, and ordered the city to switch to 
single-member district elections. The plaintiffs in the 
Watsonville case were successful in establishing the three 

preconditions created in Gingles 

As noted above, the Supreme Court in Gingles established three 
conditions that a plaintiff must meet in order to prove that 
at-large districts diluted the voting strength of minority 
communities. This bill requires that only two of those 
conditions be met, and does nD't. req~ire that a minority 
community be sufficiently concentrated geographically to create 
a district in which the minority community could elect its own 
candidate. As such, this bill would presumably make it easier 
to successfully challenge at-large districts. Given that this 
bill applies to all local districts that elect candidates 
at-large, the impact of this bill could be significant. If the 
minority community is not sufficiently geographically compact, 
it is unclear what benefit would result from eliminating 
at-large elections. 

6/14/02 3:56 PM 
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AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999, which was vetoed, sought to eliminate 
the at-large election system within the Los Angeles Community 
College District. In his veto message, the Governor stated that 
the decision to create single-member districts was best made at 
the local level, and not by the state. AB 172 (Firebaugh) of 
1999, which was vetoed, proposed to prohibit at-large elections 
for specified K-12 school districts. That bill was approved by 
the Assembly, but was amended to an unrelated subject in the 
Senate Education Committee. 

Analysis Prepar~~ ~_y_ 
(916) 319-2094 

Willie Guerrero/ E., R. & C. A. / 

FN: 0005396 

6/14/02 3:56 PM 
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Date of Hearing: June 4, 2002 

SENATE VOTE: 24-10 

ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY 
Ellen M. Corbett, Chair 

SB 976 (Polanco)-As Amended: April 9, 2002 

SUBJECT: DISCRIMINATION: VOTING RIGHTS 

SB 976 
Page 1 

KEY ISSUE: SHOULD THE STATE ENACT A VOTING RIGHTS ACT IN ORDER TO 
PROHIBIT AND REMEDY RACIALLY POLARIZED VOTING THAT ABRIDGES OR 
DILUTES THE RIGHT TO VOTE IN AT-LARGE ELECTION SYSTEMS? 

SYNOPSIS 

This bill, which was previously heard by the Elections, Reapportionment and Constitutional 
Amendments Committee, enacts a state voting rights act comparable to the federal voting rights 
act in order to address racial block voting in at-large elections. Unlike prior unsuccessful 
measures concerned with at-large election methods, this bill would not mandate that any 
political subdivision convert an at-large election system to a single-member district system. 
Rather, this bill simply prohibits the abridgement or dilution of minority voting rights. 

SUMMARY: Prohibits discrimination in at-large election districts. Specifically, this bill: 

1) Provides that an at-large method of election may not be employed by a political subdivision 
of the state in a manner that results in the dilution or the abridgment of the rights of voters 
who are members of a protected race, color or language class by impairing their ability to 
elect candidates of their choice or their ability to influence the outcome of an election. 

2) Prohibits racially polarized voting, as defined, in elections for members of the governing 
body of a political subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral choices by the 
voters of a political subdivision. 

3) Provides that a voter may sue to enforce and a court may remedy violations of the act. 

EXISTING LAW: 

1) Provides for political subdivisions and the election of public officials by all of the voters ( at
large ), or from districts formed within the political subdivision (district-based), or by some 

. combination thereof. (Elections Code sections 10505, 10508, and 10523; Government Code 
Sections 58000-58200.) 

2) Allows voters of the entire political subdivision to determine by local initiative whether 
public officials are elected by divisions or by the entire political subdivision. (Elections 
· Code Section 9102.) 

FISCAL EFFECT: As currently _in print, this bill is keyed non.:. fiscal. 
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SB 976 
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COMMENTS: The author states that SB 976 "addresses the problem ofracial block voting, 
which is particularly harmful to a state like California due to its diversity. SB 976 provides a 
judicial process and criteria to determine if the problem of block voting can be established. Once 
the problem is judicially established, the bill provides courts with the authority to fashion 
appropriate legal remedies for the problem. In California, we face a unique situation where we 
are all minorities. We need statutes to ensure that our electoral system is fair and open. This 
measure gives us a tool to move us in that direction: it identifies the problem, gives tools to deal 
with the problem and provides a solution. 11 

This Bill Addresses Racially Polarized Voting if it Impairs the Right of Protected Groups to 
Influence the Outcome of an Election. This bill establishes a state Voting Rights Act much like 
the federal Voting Rights Act. Accordingly, it provides protections against the dilution or 
abridgement of the right to vote by members of the race, color and language groups recognized 
by the federal act. Restrictive interpretations given to the federal act, however, have put the cart 
before the horse by requiring that a plaintiff show that the protected class is geographically 
compact enough to permit the creation of a single-member district in which the protected class 
could elect its own candidate. This bill would avoid that problem. 

In Thornburg v. Gingles, 478 U.S. 30 (1986), the court created three requirements that a plaintiff 
must establish to prove that an election system diluted the voting strength of a protected minority 
group: (1) the minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters usually 
supported minority candidates; (2) there was racially polarized voting among the majority 
community, which usually voted for majority candidates rather than for minority candidates; and 
(3) the minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it was possible to 
create a district in which the minority could elect its own candidate. Prior to the Thornburg 
decision, there had been no requirement to show geographical compactness in order to show a 
violation of the federal voting rights act. 

This bill would allow a showing of dilution or abridgement of minority voting rights by showing 
the first two Thornburg requirements without an additional showing of geographical 
compactness. Under other decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court, the geographical compactness 
or concentration of the protected class within a political subdivision is a factor in determining 
whether a district may be drawn to allow that class of voters to elect the candidate of their 
choice. This bill recognizes that geographical concentration is an appropriate question at the 
remedy stage. However, geographical compactness would not appear to be an important factor 
in assessing whether the voting rights of a minority group have been diluted or abridged by an at
large election system. Thus, this bill puts the voting rights horse (the discrimination issue) back 
where it sensibly belongs in front of the cart {what type of remedy is appropriate once racially 
polarized voting has been shown). 

This Bill Does Not Mandate the Abolition of At-large Election Systerris. Unlike prior legislation 
regarding at-large methods of election, discussed belovv:, this bill does not mandate that any 
politic<).l subdivision convert at-large districts to single-member districts. Instead, this bill simply 
prohibits at-large election systems from being used to dilute or abridge the rights of voters in 
protected c1asses. 

Author's Technical Amendments. To cl~fy that there is more than one protected class, the 
author properly wishes to change references to "the protected class" to "a protected class." 
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Similarly, to avoid ,confusion regarding the definition of racially polarized voting, the author 
appropriately suggests language referencing the standard under the federal voting rights act. 
Thus, proposed section 14025(3) on page 3, line 7 ff, should read as follows: (e) "Racially 
polarized voting'' means voting in which there is a difference, as defined in case law regarding 
enforcement of the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.), in the choice of 
candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the protected class, and in the 
choice of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the 
electorate. The methodologies for estimating group voting behavior as approved in applicable 
federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.) to establish 
racially polarized voting may be used for purposes of this section to prove that elections are 
characterized by racially polarized voting. 

In addition, to correct awkward syntax, the author pmdently desires to reword section 14027 as 
follows: "An at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied in a manner that 
impairs the ability of a protected class to elect candidates of its choice or its ability to influence 
the outcome of an election, as a result of the dilution or the abridgment of the rights of voters 
who are members of a protected class, as defined in Section 14026." 

To clarify the intention of section 14028(b ), the author properly proposes that the bill be 
amended as follows: (b) The occurrence ofracially polarized voting shall be determined from 
examining results of elections in which at least one candidates &Fe is a members of a protected 
class or elections involving ballot measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights and 
privileges of members of the protected class. One circumstance that may be considered in 
determining a violation of Section 14027 and this section is the extent to which candidates who 
are members of a protected class and who are preferred by voters of the protected class, as 
determined by an analysis of voting behavior, have been elected to the governing body of a 
political subdivision that is the subject of an action based on Section 14027 and this section. 1ft 
Eleelions In multiseat at-large election distticts, where the number of candidates who are 
members of a protected class is fewer than the number of seats available, the relative groupwide 
support received by candidates from members of the protected class shall be the basis for the 
racial polarization analysis. 

The author also desires to correct the citation format in section 14030 to read: In any action to 
enforce Section 14027 and Section 14028, the court shall allow the prevailing plaintiff party, 
other than the state or political subdivision thereof, a reasonable attorney's fee consistent with 
the standards established in Serrano v. Priest (1977) 20 Cal.3d 25, inehuling pages 48 aRd -49, 
and litigation expenses including, but not limited to, expert witness fees and expenses as part of 
the costs. Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any costs, unless the court finds the 
action to be frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation. 

Finally, to clarify the syntax of section 14032, 'the author wisely suggests that it should read as 
follows: "Any voter who is a member of a protected class and who resides in a political 
subdivision where a violation of Sections 14027 and 14028 is alleged may file an action pursuant 
to those sections in the superior court of the county in which the political subdivision is located." 

Prior Related Legislation. AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999 sought to eliminate the at-large election 
system within the Los Angeles Commupity College District. That bill was vetoed by the 
Governor, who stated in his veto message that the decision to create single-member districts was 
best made at the local level. AB· i 72 (Firebaugh) of 1999 proposed to prohibit at-large elections 
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for specified K-12 school districts. After passing the Assembly, that bill was amended to an 
unrelated subject in the Senate. 

REGISTERED SUPPORT/ OPPOSITION: 

Support 

ACLU 
Joaquin Avila, Esq. 
Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fw1d (MALDEF) 

Opposition 

None on file 

Analysis Prepared by: Kevin G. Baker/ JUD./ (916) 319-2334 
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Date of Hearing: April 16, 2002 

SB 976 
Page 1 

ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS, REAPPORTIONMENT AND 
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS 

John Longville, Chair 
SB 976 (Polanco)-As Amended: April 9, 2002 

SENATE VOTE: 24-10 

SUBJECT: Elections: rights of voters. 

SUMMARY: Establishes criteria by which local at-large elections may be found to have 
abridged the rights of certain voters m1d allows for remedies. Specifically, this bill: 

1) Provides that an at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied in a manner that 
results in the dilution or the abridgement of the rights of voters who are members of a 
protected class by impairing their ability to elect candidates of their choice or their ability to 
influence the outcome of an election. 

2) Establishes that voter rights have been abridged if it is shown that facially polarized voting 
occurs in elections for members of the governing body of the political subdivision or in 
elections incorporating other electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision. 

3) Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which there is a difference in the choice of 
candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the protected class, and in 
the choice of candidates and electoral choices that m·e preferred by voters in the rest of the 
electorate. 

4) Provides that the existence of racially polarized voting shall be determined from examining 
results of elections in which candidates are members of a protected class or elections 
involving ballot measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges of 
members of the protected class. In making such a determination the extent to which 
candidates who are members of a protected class and who are preferred by voters of the 
protected class have been elected to the governing body of the political subdivision in 
question shall be probative. 

5) Establishes that methodologies for estimating group voting behavior, as approved in 
applicable federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (VRA), may be used to 
prove that elections are characterized by racially polarized voting . 

• 
6) Specifies that proof of an intent on the part of voters or elected officials to discriminate 

against a protected class is not required and that the fact that members of a protected class are 
not geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a finding of racially polarized 
voting: 

. 7) · Specifies that other factors, including the use or electoral devices or other voting practices or 
procedures that may enhance the dilutive effects of at-lm·ge elections, are probative but not 
necessary factors to establish a violation of voting rights. 
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8) Provides that upon a finding of racially polarized voting the court shall implement 
appropriate remedies, including the imposition of district-based elections. 

9) Provides reasonable attorney fees and litigation expenses for the prevailing plaintiff party in 
an enforcement action. Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any costs, unless the 
court finds the action to be frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation. 

10) Authorizes any voter who is a member of a protected class and who resides in a political 
subdivision that is accused of a violation of this legislation to file an action in the superior 
court of the county in which the political subdivision is located. 

EXISTING LAW: 

1) Provides for political subdivisions that encompass areas of representation within the state. 
With respect to these areas, public officials are generally elected by all of the voters of the 
political subdivision (at-large), from districts formed within the political subdivision (district
based), or by some combination thereof. 

2) Allows voters of the entire political subdivision to determine via a local initiative whether 
public officials are elected by divisions or by the entire political subdivision. 

FISCAL EFFECT: None 

COMMENTS: 

1) Purpose of the Bill: According to the author, SB 976 11addresses the problem of racial block 
voting, which is particularly harmful to a state like California due to its diversity. SB 976 
provides a judicial process and criteria to determine if the problem of block voting can be 
established. Once the problem is judicially established, the bill provides courts with the 
authority to fashion appropriate legal remedies for the problem. In California, we face a 
unique situation where we are all minorities. We need statutes to ensure that our electoral 
system is fair and open. This measure gives us a tool to move us in that direction: it 
identifies the problem, gives tools to deal with the problem and provides a solution." 

2) Legal History: In Thornburg v. Gingles (1986) 478 U.S. 30, the United States Supreme Court 
announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove that an election 
system diluted the voting strength of a protected minority group: 

a) The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it was 
possible to create a district in which the minority could elect its own candidate . • 

b) The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters usually 
supported minority candidates. 

c) There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, which usually (but 
not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates rather thanfor minority candidates. 

In Gomez v. City of Watsonville (1988) 863 F.2d 1407, 1417, cert. denied, 489 US 1080, the 
· United States Supreme Court affirmed that at-large elections of city council members in 
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Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength of the minority community, and 
ordered the city to switch to single-member district elections. The plaintiffs in the 
Watsonville case were successful in establishing the three preconditions created in Gingles. 

3) Impact of this Bill: In Gingles, the Supreme Court established three conditions that a 
plaintiff must meet in order to prove that at-large districts diluted the voting strength of 
minority communities. This bill requires that only two of those conditions be met, and does 
not require that a minority community be sufficiently concentrated geographically to create a 
district in which the minority community could elect its own candidate. As such, this bill 
would presumably make it easier to successfully challenge at-large districts. Given that this 
bill applies to all local districts that elect candidates at-large, the impact of this bill could be 
significant. If the minority community is not sufficiently geographically compact, it is 
unclear what benefit would result from eliminating at-large elections. 

4) Previous Legislation: AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999, which sought to eliminate the at-large 
election system within the Los Angeles Community College District, was vetoed by the 
Governor. In his veto message, the Governor stated that the decision to create single
member districts was best made at the local level, and not by the state. AB 172 (Firebaugh) 
of 1999, proposed to prohibit at-large elections for specified K-12 school districts. That bill 
was approved by this c01mnittee, but was amended to an unrelated subject in the Senate 
Education Committee. · . 

REGISTERED SUPPORT/ OPPOSITION: 

Support 

None on file. 

Opposition 

None on file. 

Analysis Prepared by: Ethan Jones/ E., R. & C. A./ (916) 319-2094 
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- Date of Hearing: April 2, 2002 
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Page 1 

ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS, REAPPORTIONMENT AND 
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS 

John Longville, Chair 
SB 976 (Polanco) - As Amended: March 18, 2002 

SENATE VOTE: 24-10 

SUBJECT: Elections: rights of voters. 

SUMMARY: Establishes criteria by which local at-large elections may be found to have 
abridged the rights of certain voters and allows for remedies. Specifically, this bill: 

1) Provides that an at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied in a manner that 
results in the dilution or the abridgement of the rights of voters who are members of a 
protected class by impairing their ability to elect candidates of their choice or their ability to 
influence the outcome of an election. 

2) Establishes that voter rights have been abridged if it is shown that racially polarized voting 
occurs in elections for members of the governing body of the political subdivision or in 
elections incorporating other electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision. 

3) . Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which there is a difference in the choice of 
candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the protected class, and in 
the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the 
electorate. 

4) Provides that the existence of racially polarized voting shall be determined from examining 
results of elections in which candidates are members of a protected class or elections 
involving ballot measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges of 
members of the protected class. In making such a determination the extent to which 
candidates who are members of a protected class and who are preferred by voters of the 
protected class have been elected to the governing body of the political subdivision in 
question shall be probative. 

5) Establishes that methodologies for estimating group voting behavior, as approved in 
applicable federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (VRA), may be used to 
prove that elections are characterized by racially polarized voting . 

• 
6)· Specifies that proof of an intent on the part of voters or elected officials to discriminate 

against a protected class is not required and that the fact that members of a protected class arc 
. not geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a finding of racially polarized 
voting. 

7) Specifies that other facto.rs, including the use or electoral devices or other voting practices or 
. procedures that may enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, are probative but not 

necessary factors to establish a violation of voting rights. · 
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8) Provides that upon a finding of racially polarized voting the court shall implement 
appropriate remedies, including the imposition of district-based elections. 

9) Provides reasonable attorney fees and litigation expenses for the prevailing plaintiff party in 
an enforcement action. Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any costs, unless the 
court finds the action to be frivo]ous, unreasonable, or without foundation. 

10) Authorizes any voter who is a member of a protected class and who resides in a political 
subdivision that is accused of a violation of this legislation to file an action in the superior 
court of the county in which the political subdivision is located. 

EXISTING LAW: 

1) Provides for political subdivisions that encompass areas ofrepresentation within the state. 
With respect to these areas, public officials are generally elected by all of the voters of the 
political subdivision (at-large), from districts formed within the political subdivision (district
based), or by some combination thereof. 

2) Allows voters of the entire political subdivision to detennine via a local initiative whether 
public officials are elected by divisions or by the entire political subdivision. 

FISCAL EFFECT: None 

COMMENTS: 

1) Purpose of the Bill: According to the author, SB 976 "addresses the problem of racial block 
voting, which is particularly hannful to a state like California due to its diversity. SB 976 
provides a judicial process and criteria to detennine if the problem of block voting can be 
established. Once the problem is judicially established, the bill provides courts with the 
authority to fashion appropriate legal remedies for the problem. In California, we face a 
unique situation where we are all minorities. We need statutes to ensure that our electoral 
system is fair and open. This measure gives us a tool to move us in that direction: it 
identifies the problem, gives tools to deal with the problem and provides a solution." 

2) Legal History: In Thornburg v. Gingles (1986) 478 U.S. 30, the United States Supreme Court 
announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove that an election 
system diluted the voting strength of a protected minority group: 

a) The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it was 
possible fo create a district in which th~ minority could elect its own candidate. 

b) The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters usually 
supported minority candidates. 

c) There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, which usually (but 
not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates rather than for minority candidates. 

In Gomez v. City of Watsonville (1988) 863 F.2d_1407, 1417, cert. denied, 489 US 1080, the 
United States Supreme Court affinned that at-large elections of citycouncil members in 
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Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength of the minority community, and 
ordered the city to switch to single-member district elections. The plaintiffs in the 
Watsonville case were successful in establishing the three preconditions created in Gingles. 

3) Impact of this Bill: In Gingles, the Supreme Court established three conditions that a 
plaintiff must meet in order to prove that at-large districts diluted the voting strength of 
minority communities. This bill requires that only two of those conditions be met, and does 
not require that a minority community be sufficiently concentrated geographically to create a 
district in which the minority community could elect its own candidate. As such, this bill 
would presumably make it easier to successfully challenge at-large districts. Given that this 
bill applies to all local districts that elect candidates at-large, the impact of this bill could be 
significant. If the minority community is not sufficiently geographically compact, it is 
unclear what benefit would result from eliminating at-large elections. 

4) Previous Legislation: AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999, which sought to eliminate the at-large 
election system within the Los Angeles Community College District, was vetoed by the 
Governor. In his veto message, the Governor stated that the decision to create single
member districts was best made at the local level, and not by the state. AB 172 (Firebaugh) 
of 1999, proposed to prohibit at-large elections for specified K-12 school districts. That bill 
was approved by this committee, but was amended to an unrelated subject in the Senate 
Education Committee. 

REGISTERED SUPPORT/ OPPOSITION: 

Support 

None on file. 

Opposition 

None on file. 

Analysis Prepared by: Ethan Jones/ E., R. & C. A. / (916) 319-2094 
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SENATE RULES COMMITTEE 
Office of Senate Floor Analyses 
1020 N Street, Suite 524 
(916) 445-6614 Fax: (916) 327-4478 

Bill No: 
Author: 
Amended: 
Vote: 

SB 976 
Polanco (D) 
5/1/01 
21 

THIRD READING 

SENATE ELECTIONS & REAP. COMMITTEE: 5-3, 5/2/01 
AYES: Alpert, Burton, Murray, Ortiz, Perata 
NOES: Brulte, Johnson, Poochigian 

SENATE FLOOR: 16-10, 5/30/01 

SB 976 

AYES: Alarcon, Chesbro, Dunn, Escutia, Figueroa, Kamette, Kuehl, 
Murray, Peace, Polanco, Romero, Scott, Soto, Speier, Torlakson, Vincent 

NOES: Ackerman, Brulte, Haynes, Johannessen, Knight, McClintock, 
McPherson, Morrow, Oller, Poochigian 

SUBJECT: Elections: rights of voters 

SOURCE: Author 

DIGEST: This bill establishes criteria in state law through which the 
validity of at-large election systems can be challenged in court. 

ANALYSIS: Existing law provides that the governing boards of local 
political jurisdictions (i.e., cities, counties, and school or other districts) are 
generally elected by all of the voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or 
from districts formed within the political subdivision (district-based) or 
some combination thereof. 

Existing law generally pennits th~ voters of the entire local .political 
jurisdiction to determine via ballot measure whether the governing board is 

CONTINUED 
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elected at-large or by districts. The processes for placing one of these 
measures on the ballot varies according to the type of jurisdiction. 

Most cities and school or other districts in California elect their governing 
boards using an at-large election system. The exceptions, those that elect by 
district, tend to be the very large cities and school districts. 

One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from at-large to 
district elections is the need to overcome a history or pattern of racial 
inequity. In some instances, election by districts may actually be required 
by the federal Voting Rights Act. In Gomez v. City of Watsonville (1988), 
the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the at-large elections of city 
council members in Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength 
of the minority community, and ordered the city to switch to single-member 
district elections. In Thornburg v. Gingles (1986), the Supreme Court 
announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove 
such a claim. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in 
establishing these conditions, which were: 

1. The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically 
that it was possible to create a district in which the minority could elect 
its own candidate. 

2. The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters 
usually supported minority candidates. 

3. There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, 
which usually (but not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates 
rather than for the minority candidates. 

Specifics of SB 976: 

1. Enacts the California Voting Rights Act of 2001 . 

• 
2. · Provides that an at-large method of election may not be imposed or 

. applied in a manner that results in the dilution or abridgement of the right 
of registered voters who are members of a protected class by impairing 
their ability to elect candidates of their choice or to influence the outcome 
of an election. 

CONTINUED 
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3. Provides that a violation of the bill is to be established if it is shown that 
racially polarized voting occurs in election for governing boards of a 
political subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral choices 
by the voters of the political subdivision: 

4. Specifies that the occurrence of racia11y polarized voting shall be 
determined from examining results of elections in which candidates are 
members of a protected class or elections involving ballot measures, or 
other electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges ofmembers of 
the protected class. One circumstance that may be considered is the 
extent to which candidates who are members of a protected class have 
been elected to the governing body of a political subdivision that is the 
subject of an action based on this bill. In multi-seat at-large districts, 
where the number of candidates who are members of a protected class is 
fewer than the number of seats available, the relative group-wide support 
received by candidates from members of the protected class shall be the 
bas1s for the racial polarization analysis. 

5. States that proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected officials 
to discriminate against a protected class is not required. 

6. Specifies that other factors such as the history of discrimination, the use 
of electoral devices or other voting practices or procedures that may 
enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of access to those 
processes determining which groups of candidates will receive financial 
or other support in a given election, the extent to which members of the 
protected class bear the effects of past discrimination in areas such as 
education, employment, and health, which hinder their ability to 
participate effectively in the political process, and the use of overt or 
subtle racial appeals in political campaigns, may also be introduced as 
evidence but these factors are not necessary to establish a violation of this 
section. 

7. Authorizes a court to impose appropriate remedies, including district
. based elections, and to award a prevailing non-state or non-local 
government plaintiff party reasonable attorney's fees consistent with 
specified case law as part of the costs. 

The bill defines: 

CONTINUED 
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I. "At-large method of election" as any of the following methods of electing 
members to the governing body of a political subdivision, and does not 
include any method of district-based elections: 

A. One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the members to 
the governing body. 

B. One in which the candidates are required to reside within given areas 
of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the 
members to the governing body. 

C. One which combines at-large elections with district-based elections. 

2. "District-based election" as a method of electing members to the 
governing body of a political subdivision in which the candidate must 
reside within an election district that is a divisible part of the political 
subdivision and is elected only by voters residing within that election 
district. 

3. "Political subdivision" as a geographic area of representation created for 
the provision of government services, including, but not limited to, a 
city, a school district, a community college district, or other district 
organized pursuant to state law. 

4. "Protected class" as a class of voters who are members of a minority race, 
color or language group, as this class is referenced and defined in the 
federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.). 

5. "Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there is a difference in 
the choice of candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by 
voters in the protected class, and in the choice of candidates and electoral 
choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the electorate. The 
methodologies for estimating group voting behavior as approved in 
applicable federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act ( 42 

· U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.) to establish racially polarized voting may be 
used-for purposes of this section to prove that elections are characterized 
by racially polarized voting. · 

Comments: -

CONTINUED 
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According to the author, this bill addresses the problems associated with 
block voting, particularly those associated with racial or ethnic groups. This 
is important for a state like California to address due to its diversity. 

FISCAL EFFECT: Appropriation: No Fiscal Com.: No Local: No 

SUPPORT: (Verified 1 /8/02) 

Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund 

DLW:jk 1/8/02 Senate Floor Analyses 
. SUPPORT/OPPOSITION: SEE ABOVE 

**** END **** 
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BILL NO: 
AUTHOR: 
AMENDED: 
FISCAL: 

SUBJECT: 

SB 976 
POLANCO 
AS TO BE AMENDED 
NO 

At large and district elections: rights of voters 

BACKGROUND: 

HEARING DATE: 5/2/01 
ANALYSIS BY: Darren Chesin 

Existing law provides that the governing boards of local political jurisdictions (i.e., 
cities, counties, and school or other districts) are generally elected by all of the 
voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or from districts formed within the 
political subdivision (district-based) or some combination thereof. 

Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire local political jurisdiction to 
determine via ballot measure whether the governing board is elected at-large or 
by districts. The processes for placing one of these measures on the ballot 
varies according to the type of jurisdiction. 

Most cities and school or other districts in California elect their governing boards 
using an at-large election system. The exceptions, those that elect by district, 
tend to be the very large cities and school districts. 

One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from at-large to district 
elections is the need to overcome a history or pattern of racial inequity. In some 
instances, election by districts may actually be required by the federal Voting 
Rights Act. In Gomez v. City of Watsonville ( 1988), the United States Supreme 
Court affirmed that the at-large elections of city council members in Watsonville, 
California had diluted the voting strength of the minority community, and ordered 
the city to switch to single-member district elections. In Thornburg v. Gingle.s 
(1986), the Supreme Court announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first 
must establish to prove such a claim. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were 
successful in establishing these conditions-, which were: 

• The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it 
. was possible to create a district in which the minority could elect its own 

candidate. 

• The minority community was poli.tically cohesive, in that minority voters 
usually supported minority candidates. 
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• There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, which 
usually (but not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates rather than 
for the minority candidates. 

PROPOSED LAW: 

This bill would establish criteria in state law through which the validity of local at
large election systems can be challenged in court. Specifically, this bill does all 
of the following: 

(a) Provides that a local political jurisdiction may not employ an at-large method 
of election if it results in the dilution or the abridgement of the rights of any 
registered voter who is a member of ·a minority race, color or language 
group, by impairing their ability to elect candidates of their choice or by 
impairing their ability to influence the outcome of an election. 

(b) Provides that a violation of this prohibition is established if it is shown that 
racially polarized voting occurs in elections for members of the governing 
body or in elections incorporating other electoral choices by the voters of the 
same jurisdiction. 

(c) Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which there is a difference in 
the choice of candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by the 
voters in the protected class, and in the choice of candidates and electoral 
choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the electorate. 

(d) Specifies the methodology by which racially polarized voting may be 
established. 

( e) Specifies that the fact that members of a protected class are not 
geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a finding of 
racially polarized voting, but may be a factor in determining an appropriate 
remedy. 

(f) States that proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected officials to 
discriminate against a protected class is not required. 

(g) Delineates other factors that may be introduced as evidence in order to 
establish a violation. 

• (h) Authorizes a court to impose appropriate remedies, including.district-based 
- elections, and to award a prevailing non-state or non-local government 

plaintiff party reasonable attorney's fees consistent with specified case law 
as part of the costs. 

SB 976 (Polanco) Page 2 
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COMMENTS: 

1. According to the author, this bill addresses the problems associated with 
block voting, particularly those associated with racial or ethnic groups. This is 
important for a state like California to address due to its diversity. 

2. This bill establishes criteria when met, that would serve to prohibit the use of 
at-large elections in local jurisdictions. Unlike the preconditions established 
by the Supreme Court in Thornburg v. Gingles, this bill does not require that 
the minority community be geographically compact or concentrated. If a 
minority community is not sufficiently geographically compact to ensure that it 
can elect one of their members from a district, what is gained by eliminating 
the at-large election system? 

3. Several bills seeking to promote the use of district-based elections over at
large elections have been pursued in the past. Last year, AB 8 (Cardenas) 
which sought to eliminate the at-large election system within the Los Angeles 
Community College District, was vetoed by the Governor. In his veto 
message, the Governor stated that the decision to create single-member 
trustee areas is best made at the local level, not by the state. AB 172 
(Firebaugh) of 1999, which would have prohibited at-large elections for 
specified K-12 school districts, passed this committee but died in the Senate 
Committee on Education . 

POSITIONS: 

Sponsor: Joaquin Avila, former President, MALDEF; public interest attorney 

Support: None received 

Oppose: None received 

SB 976 (Polanco) Page 3 
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• 

Assembly Elections, 
Reapportionment and Constitutional 
Amendments Committee 
,John Longville, Chair 

State Capitol, Room 3123 
319-2094 
319-2162 (fax) 

Bill No. SB 976 
Intro /Amended Date: 
Author Polanco 

Please note these important committee deadline dates: 

-----

Apr;ii 26th last day for policy committees to hear and report Assembly fiscal bills for 
referral to fiscal committees. 
M'ayJOth la~t day for policy committees to hear and report to the floor nonfiscal 
Assembly bills. 
l\1ay2,4 th last day for policy committees to meet prior to June 11 th

. . 

Jurieist last day for fiscal committees to hear and report Assembly bills to the Floor 
June3th committee meetings may resume. 
Augu$t J(it4 last day for policy committees to meet and report Senate bills. 

' a':· ...•... • t 
· August31s end of session 

1) NEED FOR BILL: 

Please present all the reievant facts (BE SPECIFIC) that demonstrate the need for this 
bill. 

~ 

2) SOURCE AND BACKGROUND OF BILL: 

a) Who is the person in your office to contact regarding this bill? (Please provide 

telephone numbers.) S a..e.d At, 4-Jl-,5' :3/f-!:J k-, 

b) What, if any, person, organization, or governmental entity requested introduction 

of this bill? ~ 
"------10 'UV--',: - A u-; ("-I ~ y,, ;J 
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• 

• 

c) Has a simi]ar bill been before either this Session or a previous Session of the 
Legislature? If so, please identify the Session, bill number, and disposition of this 
bill. 

d) Have there been any interim hearings, a committee report, or issue in general on 
this bill? If so, please identify. 

. No 

e) Please list likely support and opposition. 
opposition you have received . 

.. HA-Lb f3..F < It-CL(...(_ 

Attach copies of letters of support and 

f) Please attach copies of all Senate analyses (policy, fiscal, floor), if applicable. 

3) AMENDMENTS PRIOR TO HEARING: 

a) Do you plan any substantive amendments to this bill prior to hearing? 

~ YES __ _ NO~_ 

b) If the answer to question (a) is 11YES11 please explain briefly the substance of the 
amendments being prepared ( or attach a copy of the draft language that has been 
sent to Legislative Counsel). Aif,c.~ 

c) Please send 8 copies of all aniendments to the ER&CA Committee. The original 
copy must be signed by the memqer. -- tJ ;// ~ 

d) . No substantive amendments shall be accepted after 5:00 p.m. on Monday the 
week prior to the hearing, and the amendments must be in Legislative 
Counsel form.· D
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I 
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• 

• 

4) WITNESSES: 

Please list the witnesses you plan to have testify on the day of the hearing: 

Jo ct.{;"'-'~ AV i (,c__ . 

This form must be filled out and returned within 5 business days. The Chair 

may withhold the hearing of a bill if the worksheet and accompanying 

information is not receiYed within the required five-day period. Please send this 

form and all supporting documentation to the attention of Patricia Hawkins, 

State Capitol, room 3123 . 

,) 
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Romulo I. Lopez 
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Anthony P. M.irquez 
Fr:rncisco A. lVh1 rtii 1 

Daniel M. IVL:iruc:c:i~ 
Judy/i.nnc McGi11ky 
Abel Mmim: 
Dunna L. Nt:\•illc 
Rob~rt A. Pr:ur 
Stephanie Ramire7.-Ri<igt'.w~y 
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Jessi1..a L. Stedc 
J-:llen Swarct 
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Ja<k G Zurman 

OFFICE o_, «cis1.•·1 uN;·;_·;_--
St.ile C.ip1rnl, Suir~ 30?01 
Sacramenm, Californifr95814·3702 

HLU•HONo (916) ·i ~l -80DO 
r ACSI M" r. (Y16) 34.l-8020 
1 NT F. RI\' r. T w1.•.'w.kvi:;l.itivt:counsd .,:,;,1.}:;0V 
L M ,, 11 .!<lminis~rarion@legis!acivecounsel.ca.guv 

Honorable Gray Davis 

Governor of California 

Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dear Governor Davis: 

July 5, 2002 

SENATE BILL NO. 976 

ive 
if~ounsel 

C~lifornia 

Pursuant to your request, we have reviewed the above-numbered biU 
authored by Senator Polanco and, in our opinion, the title and form are sufficient and the bill, 
if chaptered, will be constitutional. The digest on the printed bill as adopted correctly reflects 

the views of this office. 

MBS:clr 

Two copies to Honorable Richard Polanco, 
· pursuant to Joint Rule 34. 

Very truly yours, 

Diane F. Boyer-Vine 

Legislative Counsel 

By 
Michael B. Salerno 

Principal Deputy 
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GOVERNOR GRAY DAVIS 

JUL - 9 2002 

To Members of the California State Senate: 

I am signing SB 976. This measure provides voters with a cause of action to 
challenge at-large elections when it can be shown that a minority's voting rights 
have been abridged or diluted. Upon a determination that a violation has 
occurred, the court shall fashion appropriate remedies, including but not limited 
to single district elections. 

While this legislation is far from perfect, it does provide state courts with the 
ability to fashion remedies for minorities when their votes are unfairly diluted by 
the use of at-large election.· Given the diverse make up of California voters , this 
legislation will help to ensure that California's electoral system is fair, open to, 
and representative of all California voters. 

Sincerely, 

STATE CAPITOL• SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814 • (916) 445-2841 
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SENATE BILL 976 

Elections: rights of voters. 

Status Sheet 

tf I 
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II .Hm 
Thom;i;s R. Heuc:·1 
Ru»dl Halder 
Dcbr;~ R. HusL<.li1 

Valeri~ R. )r,n,:,,.,; 
Pat Harl J~re,t:nscn 
I .<Jri Arm Jo~<'ph 
Tl 1uma, J. Kerbs 
J::i.c-qudinc R Kinney 
Eve B. Krminger 
L. Erik La11te 
r elicfa A. l.c:.r: 
Diana G. Lim 
Ro11n1lo 1. Lopez 
lv1a.riana Marfn 
Anrhon1· P. M:lryu~z 
Francisco A. Murin 
Danie-I M. Ma.n.1..:r.:ia 
fudyAnne McGinl,y 
1\bcl 1\11ui,oz 
Donn;:a L. N"villc 
Robert A. Pratt 
Sccpha11lc R..1n1ire'.l·Ri<lgeway 
Parric;a C.1res kliflrlrs 
n~th ,\. Salamon 
Jcs~ir.;t I., • .:itcdr 
EIJrn Sward 
M>rk hankli11 T "'J' 
Bradlcr N. W chh 
Leslie 1\. \1/dls 
J."lr.k Ci. Zornun 

• 

~rFIC.~ o, I •Gl.~LATI • .'.'_'.'_:_':_'::_ ________________ _ 

Sr:ire C:irirol,.SLlll~ 
S::1namr11w, C,.tlifornia 9 581-1-'-3702 

THFPHO~, (9.16) 341-8000 
fACSIMIU (916) 341-3020 
l NT I; ll N 1: T ww,v.legi.'.!MiVi":.t.<"ll11"1St':l.r-,1.gflv 
EM .... 11. ;.l1ministr:Ulon@lc-g,.isb tivec:ouri.-:d.(:'.l..gm• 

Honorable Gray Davis 
Governor of California 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dear Governor Davis: 

SENATE BILL NO. 976 

July 5, 2002 

Pursuant to your request, we have reviewed the above-numbered bill 
authored by Senator Polanco and, in our opinion, the title and form are sufficient and the bill, 
if chaptered, will be constitutional. The digest on the printed bill as adopted correctly reflects 
the views of this office. 

MBS:clr 

Two copies to Honorable Richard Polanco, 
· pursuant to Joint Rule 34 . 

Very truly yours, 

Diane F. Boyer, Vine 
Legislative Counsel 

By 
Michael 13. Salerno 
Principal Deputy 
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Assembly Committee on Elections, Reapportionment a n d Constitutional Ame n dme n ts 
AUTHOR HEARING NOTICE 

April 12, 2002 

Senate Member Polanco: 

Your bill no(s). SB 976 

will be heard on Tuesday, April 16, 2002 

Time and Location: 

1:30 p.m. -- Room 444 

From: 

• John Longville, Chair 
Assembly Committee on Elect i ons, Re apportionment and Constitutional Amendme nts 
Sacra mento, CA 95814 ( 916) 319-2094 
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LULAC 831-637-0146 Jul 03 02 06;22p - -
Leagµ.e of' United Latin American Citizens 

July 3, 2~02 ... 

F.XF.CU'l1VE BOARD 

Mickie Solorio Luna, Stote Director 
San ienito County, IUIAC 112890 

Vero Marquez, Deputy Stoia Director 

Ed Delgado, Stole Treasurer 

Ricardo T. Mendoza, Depuly Srotc 
Dir..:tor fo, Youth 

Michoef Perez, Deputy State Diroclor 
for Young Adult, 

Rose Jurado, Deputy Stcie Director 
for Warren 

Mel Risher, Dc,puty Stat~ Direci'or 
for the E'derly 
Leslie Vega, Stot& Yo,1h President 

Dr. MorCO$ Conlreros, tmm•diate 
Post Director 

APPOINTED POSITIONS 

Ruth Hcrmosi/Jio, Secreklry 

Ruben (opez, 5ltt. at Arms 

Rev. Decrcor1 Sol Alvorn;,;, Chopk,in 

Sgt. Major Ret., Richarcl Martinez, 
Veterons Affairs Officer 

Alberto Carrillo, Ci,il Right, Ad,iior 

A/art Clayton, Ci-iii Rights Ad,icer 

Dolores Hue:-ta, Ci~il Right. Ad.,i,or 

Ramon Gomez, Citize,,ship Advisor 

Mark Si/vemion, l,11,nigrati~n Advisor 

Richard Ybarra, Cl-.:.irnmn. Corccrofe 

The Honorable Oray Davis 
Governor of California 
State Capitol, 1 ~1 Floor 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Governor Davis: 

The California League of United Lalin American Citizens, the largest and 
oldest latino civil rights organization in the nation is urging your support 
fur SB 976, sponsored by Senator Richard Polanco. 

We are 'Al1iting to urge yam approval of SB976, the California State 
Voting Rights Act of 2001. This act provides an effective tool for 
minority communities to address the problem of racial block voling in the 
contest of at-large elections. The Act pennits a local minority 
community to file an action in a local Superior Court challenging an at
large election system that has a discriminatory effect on minority voting 
strength. The act docs not mandaLe the eliminatim1 of at-large election, 
rather, the Act permits a local minority community to prove the existence 
of racial bloc voting in accordance with well established case law. Once a 
violation is established, the Superior Court can implement an appropriate 
remedy to provide the minority community with greater access to the 
political process. 

Alli•~noo Commission ' 
Steven J. Ybarra, copital umon Given the demographic changes occurring in California. it is important 
ADilJ'SORS TO THE STATE DIREf.TOll that the governing boards of local government be reflective on the 
Dr. [Ji// Melendez, Former Stoic Director communities they serve. This Act provides an opportunity to create a 
Manny Marquez, Former Stole Dire<tor political leadership that is both diverse and responsive lo the ever 
Richard Fimbres, Notional Ve,,. P,e,:Je,,1 increasing demands of our local communities. 
for·W~st Regi(1n 

Rosa Ramies, Notionol Di,.ecbt lo, Women 

O;car Moran, Formar Nc,tionot 'resident 

Mario Ob/edo. former Notioool President 

Ed Margo, Di:.tinguish«J Memler/ 
for'tler Nctionol Pre,ident 

LEGAL COf.JNSEL 
Cory Aguirre, Attoney 

Chris Arriola, Attarne)' 

Joaquin Avila, Voter Riglits Attormy 

Ari Cantu, Altorney 

G/orio C vrief, Attornoy 

Trini Jimenez, Attorney 

Estela Lopez, Atl:>tne, 

Mario Obrcdo, Attorn.!)y 

E/viro Robinson, Attorney 

Tomas Saenz. Attorney - MAWEF 
Corlas Singh, Advisor 

LULAC in it's on going effotts and work in assuring latinos are elected 
as representatives of their communities, hereby urges your approval of 
the California Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

~lii~-
State President, • 

1
-

California LULAC 

p. 1 

1101 Homcst~ad Avenue. ♦ Hollister, .California. 95023 
1~877-771,UI.AC • 831-637-1342 • Fax: Kfl-637-0146 • www.californialulac.org 
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V 

r.: A N 

j, 

L I ll I' I\ · 'I' .. l H " 

Tlrn noo,:m:ihJc .Gruy Davis 
.SWJo (;aj)ik)l . 

Stit..'tr~trio11to~ CA 9.5814 

Dtt1i• Govcmor Dav1s: 

July Z; 2002 

(~,11.11 Oi(~!i -~-~ill:LI.A'!'l\,j, .qH·1C ii 

f.rJndsco Lob,;, i,, frwV:r1iv1• l~ii',1;•1,r 
V:iltJ.,Sm,111 Ji,/.1~.11tii, f,::;/r/<11M A,)1·•'111.: 
l{i1.1 M, i\;ri, (;1:tMJih.•t ,\r,i/i1,1ril 

:•b,•m1, ,,, 1; ,1, <;/\ in l1 l>l 
"l'i·ht]l(iill': (\,)lt1) +H•; 0 j{, 
fo,: <ort)J t,i:?- i14.~ 

We urge 1/,0Ut a1,r,r~wal offiiJ;f§lfi.i1Jw;f1lYcalifotni,~ Sfatc Voth1g Rights Act of2UOL tMs act 
1irovidcs a 11 cfibl~iivo loL11 fof 11·1i11otity cbli1111 bnitics to addr6is the probleni ofra6ial \ll9c votiitg 
ih the Q6i)toxt M .1Hargc ekctioiis.• Th,) Act r>~1ti1its u. local irtincrdty oon1.miu1ity to fik nn acticiJt 
iH u .iocnt Sll[)CrforCotin_ohalfenghig Un at-la'tge_elccti,'>n systctrtthat Ms n diso£imJM1P.1o/ effect 
(.)il minority Voting ~tren~ith ... Tho Act docs· nol riluncfatcthc cUtninatio11 of at,.JMgq clcgUC>rH 
l'fltMJ;, thQ Act Hermits ~ local 1iii119.rity CO!l1{11unity !t) JWQYQ th¢. existc11ce of t~1oidl bloc VQthi$ l11 
~iccoi•dµ.1100 with we1J-c-stop1fahod (';rtsi'.l law, Ch10c a vki1~Hr;i1;1 i~ ¢~t<1.l1lfah.qd, the Sup¢t{qr Ootrrt 

· eat1 implchwnt M ::iNll'or;tJi-itc temcdy to prqvide the tt1mqrit~i coitlrnunHy with grc:.ifot flCX:cs$ tq 
I.ht.\ 1)olitica1 j}todi.sa, · 

. Giv,jt1t-l 1c de1110gtarhid cht111JJ;~s ocivrdng iti _ Crdf totoht .it is. impoitnnt that th¢ g0Vijii1hig hoards 
of foc~nl gqvcri1 n1 cnt M J'cQ,ip-(tvc of tlici c;on111,\,t11iii'C$ they s¢i-vei Tllr$ AM pr-qvklc.~ an · 
c)!)1,n1tw;i1y m creole ti p.o!Uk~xl leitd(itshr1ltl1at is: ho~h <Hv~fsc ui1d rcse!'.;IIJ$fYe Ut th~.¢vcr · · 
i/)ctfct.1si1ig_ (l6hi~li1lit o.r our 16ctl'i &(.inihlt!hi.ti.cs; 

i:k1~;:Sit0,~ 
c(;': ;:t'}ic.'t;~.Pi16.rnbf¢:·•·;(it11gi~]· Pt,U~n~\1.· · · 

. . . . . 

- . ~;,;:·u ';;!: ~;;·l::j l;;;i~ CA:,;, ,:1iM ;~ 
0 

• • • . • • • Ac:UJ £~(,;/;·,Y,ilil~£' ~~l~il 6;(N:,\ 

Ji.J~1rodiy ~,(. i•\r-tr~, J\~ /.~.1i.lht.' h,ri:a1J1 1f'.:\_l)~l!~_~;;.-f,~i?i,(t"-!~ ~_0iN!.l,~f di,~·d,u;:,° . 
, r,r,:j it1./,h11. ~fir<'( '\"H•! 1/111 H,·lii lk1~//t r\kij 

· t:'S~'.;t:;';i}\oJiui.. , Ij';:3Wi+:~Jf~f'M'\'i\, .. ,,_ 
to.~~11( c,14ft. ~J~rd(fi{'l('~~-,ur;/ 
P,<,,, Ilci;,;,~1!{! . . 

~, i;J/tfllit<J.{t•.~,~11~ r · 
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~~9/9AN POUTICA!. .'Ti, 

• I I 
DOAR0 QP DIR.llCTIJRS 
SlolitlNail,>nu/ 

Fax Dec 28 '01 20:37 P.01 -
MEXICAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ASSOCIATION 

State/National 
"Making the DijfertJ,,ce .. 

···········~········································· 

July 6, 2002 

The Honorable Gray Da.vis 
Governor of Califotnia 
State Capitol, I 81 Floor 
Sacrarnento, California 95814 

Dear Governor Davis, 

As the State/National President of the Mexican An:Utrf~~~Association 
(MAPA). We not only feel obligated to support-thii; 1egi~lation, bt4 its been my life's; 
work to work under the constitutioiis" "One man,-on(vote ~nd tax~tion with . 
representation"• the ~st important sentences in. tlle .c~~tit¥n .. ~~dausc politics 
makes the world go' rn~hd, our "Raza" can no long~r-.~it ,s~µi}"e:'fe ~11 t.l~ move:: and 
we take only these that-..~ave w_alk:-e~_,t~c ,""41~k !nd

1
~ot J"Qi,.t :.~~:~t1 . .,,.-~~ht1cal talk. 

Ya basta! Remember Dinuba m tb~,.v.illc:y m 92 , ... ,-.. ; ~; ,-~~,h~. -,; ),, 

"We are writing to urg~ y~~1r ap~i~:t of S:~91.6,i~e -~-}~J$.~oting Rights 
act of 2001. This act ptovides an e{tecti-ve "tool for q1in~~j6l:nmunitics to address 
the problem ofracial bloc lfOtiny ~t~fle·e~text ·q(.lt~qe· election~ rather, the Act 
permits a local minority community .. prov~s the existence of racial bloc voting in 
accordance with well-established oase law. ·once a violation est.iblisbed, the 
Superior Court can implcru.eNt an appropriate remedy to provide the m1nority 
commµnity with greater access to the politkal process. 

Given the demographic changes occurring in California (especially in the San 
Joaquin Valley, Napa Valle~r"and Salinas School Board), it is itnportant that the 
governing bo;:irds of local government be reflective of the communities they serve, 
This Act provides an opportunity to create a politicl.ll leadership that is both diverse 
and rcspom,ivc to the ver increasing demands of our local ¢omml..lni lics. 

For these reason& we urgi; your approval of the California Voting Rightr; Act of 2001. 
Should you have any questions, please fed free to contact m~ at (559) 259-5812 . 

• 
Respectfully yours, 

fl;~ 
Ben $cnavidez 
MAP A State/National President 

!s1~J.s7_ s,, L 
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• 

Educational Fund empowering Latinos to participate fully in the Amerkan political process' 

Boord or Direct(lrs 
Hon. Mil<)' Rose Wi I cox, Chairperson 
01£• Aros, Tr<:a>u. er 
Riia DiMnr1ino, Sc=,y 
Henry L. Fcm11ndez, &l. D. 
Albert l'. Moreno 
Hon, Peicr Rivcrn 
Ho11. ll(lwru-d R. Royool (Rec), e,-omcio 
Founder Ernenws 
Hon, Lucille Roybal-Allnnl 
Art Rui~ 
Hon. Rnyrnond G. Sanchez 

Pc1er R. Villegas 

lloard of ,\dvtsors 
Hon, Xavier B<cerro 
Membcroff:nngrcss 
Rudy Bc""rra 
Coca-Coln Compllny 
Han. John Bueno 
Ci>uncHmcmbcr. Cit)I of Pun1i.1c 
!·Ion. GtoriR Cardcnas-Cudio 
Bo,rrlmtmber, Rockford Se~ool District 
Hon. S~Jvin Garcin 
City Cootrnller, Cil; of I foustan 
111,n, Wifrcdo Gort 
Cnmmis:sioncr,CityufMiami 

Hon. Uuilkm10 Linarc!i 
ruru}er Cm\11cilmembcr1 Chy of New York 

~~! /;;~~~g$1~,;1~jftor 

Hon. John Martinez 
rrcsid,::n1. Notioetal Hisp:ll'lic Ca.ucut 
of SI.ate Lc~i.slatrirs 
Hon. )~noua Martinez. 
Councilmembe,, Ciiy ofUcnver 
Hon. Robert Menendez 
MemberofConb'T::.<S 
Hon, Ricardu M,~TIC11 
AldC('TTlJln, City of Chic.ap,11 
I lun. Robert Ochoa 
P<esidcn<, Hispanic Caucus 
National School lloll«I, Associntlon 
Hon. Rene Oliveiru 
Texas S!llt~ Repccse.ntnti ve 

I lun. Deborah Ortega 
C,:ouncilmcmbe-t,City of Denver 
llM. Angel L. Ortiz ' 
Council.member, Ci1y of Philadelphia 
Hon. Deborah Oniz 
Califnmiu Su.ue Sena.tor 

Hon. Ed Pastor 
Mct11berofC01~gn:!lS 

Ms, Put Pulido 
Anhcuse<-llusch Comparties, Inc, 

Hon. Silvestre Rey~ 
Chaic, Co11pessianol Hispnnic C11ucus 

I-Ion, Edward R, Roybnl (Ret.} 
Presidcnt-Limori1u~ 

!Ion, Monty Snbotes-Mo= 
Duardmcrnbc,, Dode County School lill:lfd 

Hon. R1yJ110ud G. S"'1chez 
foancrS~a.ker~ New Mc1..tco 
House or RepJc~,1t.1.tives 
Hon. Goddi VllSGutz 
Soulhem Califomi• F,dison Con,pony 
!lun, Mury Rose Wilcox 
CC1unty Sup,,rvi:;or, Mllicopa County 
Hon. l:::vel}1n Mimi Woodson 
Prcsidcul, Hi,panic Ele,tcd Local Officials 
Notion~! u::asue of Cities 

~'i,~l~~A~r 

0 5800 S. Eastern Ave., Suite 365 
Ll)s Angeles, CA 90040 

(323) 720-1932 
Fux (323) 720-9519 

July 3, 2002 

The Honorable Gray Davis 
Governor 
l ' t Floor, State Capitol 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dear Governor Davis: 

On behalf of the National Association of Laiino Elected and Appointed 
Officials (NALEO), I am writing to urge your approval of SB 976, the 
"California Voting Rights Act of 2001." The Act enhances the ability of 
Latino and other minority communities to challenge local at-large election 
systems that dilute their voting strength in a discriminatory manner. 

SB 976 does not mandate the elimination of at-large elections; rather, the 
Act permits a locaJ minority community to prove the existence of racial 
bloc voting in accordance with well-established case law by filing an action 
in a local Superior Court. Once a violation is established, the Superior 
Court can implement an appropriate remedy to provide the minority 
community with greater access to the political process. 

Given the demographic changes in California, it is important that the 
governing boards of local jurisdictions reflect the communities they serve. 
Discriminatory election systems diminish the vitality and responsiveness 
of om state's democracy. By approving the California Voting Rights Act 
of 2001, you will help rnsure that all California voters have a fair 
opportunity to have their voices heard in the electoral process. 

cc: The Honorable Richard Polanco 

WWW.NALEO.ORG 

i.J 3 ll M~ssa;chuseti:.s Avenue, NE 
Washington, D.C. 20002 

(202) 546-2.~36 
J'l.lX (202) 546-412 ( 

D 4920 Irvington lllvd., f/B 
Houston, TX 77009 

(713) 697-6400 
Fax (713) 694-2229 

~I~] 

0 60 East 42nd St., Sl!ite 2222 
Lincutn IJuildiug 

New York, NY 1016'.i 
(646) 227-0797 

Pax (646) 227-0897 
ds~=vo ~o EO 1nr 
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J
' CHAIR, BU□Gr..T SUBCOMMlil'F.F 

NO. 4 GENF;.RAL GOVERNMENT 
BANl(INc:i, COM M t:nC":E, ANO 

INTERNATIONAL TRA DE CHAIR, LATINO LFGISI .ATIVE 

CAUCUS 

CHJ\tR. JOrN·r COMMITTEE ON 
PRJSON CONSTRUC"TJON & 

8UOGl:T AND FISCAL R E V IEW 

Bu~;1NESS AND PROFESS IONS 

E L ECTIONS ANLJ 
REAPPORTIONME N T 

•

ATIONS 

, SLJOCOMMITTEE ON 

!::SSIOMAI .. l\: VOCATIOMAL 

STANOAlilJ5 

filalifornia ~fate ~£naf.e 
~-ettale cffef{ajority 1fieaber 

SENATOR RICHARD G. POLANCO 

HEAL Tl I AND J-IUMAN S ERV IC~S 

L ABOR 8: INUlJ:::iTl1JAL REL A TIONS 

PLJm re.:. SAFETY CHAii-~. 51.IACOMMITTF.:F. ON Tl IE 
AMC.h:ICAS 

TWENTY-SECOND SENATORIAL D ISTRICT 

The Honorable Gray Davis 
Governor of California 
State Capitol, 1st Floor 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

RE: SENATE BILL 976 

Dear Governor Davis: 

July 2, 2002 

- 1 am writing to respectfully request your approval of SB 976. 

senate Bill 976 addresses the problem of racial bloc voting in California - a state 
without a majority racial or ethnic group. 

SB 976 is necessary because the federal voting Rights Act's remedy fails to 
redress California's problem of racial bloc voting. Federal case law requires 
that the minority community be geographically compact and sufficiently large 
to constitute a majority in a hypothetical election district. This geographic 
compactness standard requires that the minority population in such an 
election district constitute more than so percent of the eligible voter 
population. lf the minority community were at 49 percent, then the federal 
courts cannot provide a remedy. such a bright-line test establishes an artificial 
threshold which often serves to deny minority voting rights in California 
simply because the minority community is not sufficiently compact. 

SB 976 addresses California's problem and lays out criteria and a judicial 
process to determine if the facts of block voting can be established. The court 
must use criteria that are well-established in law and in court decisions to 
establish the existence of the problem. The remedy is not prescribed in the 
measure but must be fashioned by the court and must be tailored to remedy 
the violation. Hence, SB 976 focuses the remedy on the problem but is 
permissive on the remedy that should be used. 

Governor, after the 2000 census, in California we are facing a unique situation 
where we are all minorities. We; need statutes to ensure that our electoral 

. CAPITOL OFFICE: STATE CAFllTOL. ROOM 313 •.SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814-4906 • (916) 445-3456 PHONE • (9 16) 4 4 5 -0413 FAX 
DISTRICT OFFICE: 300 SOUTI-I SPRING STREET, SUITE8710 • LOS.ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90013 • (213 ) 620-2529 PHONE• (2 13) 617-0077 f'"AX 
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system is fair and open. This measure gives us a tool to move us in that 
direction: it identifies the problem, gives tools to deal with the problem and 
provides a solution. 

There is no known opposition to the measure. 

I request your approval of the measure and will be happy to provide any 
additional information you may require. 

Sincerely, 

RICHARD C. POLANCO 
senate Majority Leader 
RGP: sma 
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, 071,08/02 11:19 FAX 213 629 0266 MAL DEF. 

~----- ----~- --- - -- ---·----- - --

~ ---~ MALDEF 
• M""ican American l..egal Defeoseand Educational Fund 

)tati..,..al H.,adqo"rten; 
Lu$ ,Ang~les 
11e~o,aal Office 
634 S. Spring stNet 
Lot, Angela~, CA90014 
'11<1; :mi.629.2512 
F11,1;.• 21~.629.0:IBG 

Cl!k,:,go 
R""Cli,n01l ·Offi.ee 
188 W. l\ooid0lph$tre.et 
Suite 1405 
Cblctlgt), IL 60601 
T~I: 312. 7132.1422 
Fcr,r., :uz. 7B2.l'.421l 

S.a11Antonlo 
Regja1uil Ofilc:• 
140 ll, ]:{oualon 8trae1. 
Suite 300 
SM Alltonio, TX 7s~, 
~/.; 2i0.224.M'iti 
f,'o.x,• 210.~24.6/182 

W.3.Jhini;ton, D.C. 
Regional Offktt 
111, K$treel, NW 
Suih! 311 
WII.SJlillgton, l)C 200~6 
T~l: 202,293.282(,1 
.Fa;,;: ~02.2\l!l.28'19 

San l'ran~;~a,, 
1tedl5trictlng; Offlc:o 

-

15 Cale sweel 
tc~1 

Frw\1~lsco, CA !14117 
'l't!1.· 4ir,.501.eao1 
f,',;:r: H5. 50'1.8901 

Sac;r,lmenlo 
5;atellitc Offi c:e 
~26J Street 
Suite12Z 
S=e.mento, CA D5a14 
7'e!: 916.448.7581 
.Fo:r.: 1116.443.1541 

All>uquv,rqu., 
Program Offir& 
1~06 Ce1\tral Avi::nue, SE 
Sui<e201 
Albuquerque, 1'IM 87106 
7~Z: 5D5.B43.88B9 
Fa.:,:: 505.246.910'1 

H-oui;tan 
Provam Oftlce 
H\play ti,ouse 
HiO Ne:v!~tlon 
$uite:J29 
Hfl'.1aton. 1X 77011 
Tel!71~.315-64.44 
F<.tt 713.3\5-(5104 

Phoenl" 
Progr.am Offi.:e 
202 E. M(lI}(!WeU Ro~d 
Suite 17D 
PMeJ'llx, AZ S~Oll1 
1\,C: 60'2.307-5!116 
Fil>=: 60.'l,_3r)7.5Q28 

Atlo.o,ta 
censu1- Offlca 

A 3ll65 J.eoox :fload 
- $Ulte750 

Atl(l.Tlta. GA 903W 
r6c, 404.~01, 10:ui 
Faz: 404.Mol. . .021 

Via F a.csimile and First Class Mail 

The Honorable Gray Davis 
Govemor of California 
State Capitol, l st Floor 
Sacramento, California 95814 

RE: Se.nate Bill 976 

DeaT Govcmor Davis: 

July 3, 2002 

Toe Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF) 
urges your appro,ral of Senate Bill 976, the California State Voting Rights Act of 
2001. This Act provides the tools necessary for Latinos and other protected minority 
communities to combat the problems of disfranchisement and unequal access to the 
political process caused by at~large elections. At-large elections, a1ong with racial 
bloc voting patterns, can operate to suppress. tl1e abi]ity of Latinos to elect the 
candidates of their choice - candidates that meaningfully represent them and their 
interests. 

The California State Voting Rights Act of2001 would permit a local minority 
community to file an action in a. local Superior Court chnllen(Png an at-Jarge election 
system that has a discriminatory effect on minority voting strength. While the Act 
does not mandate the elimination of at-large elections, it does permit a local minority 
community to prnve the existence of racial bloc voting in accordance with well
established case law. Once a violation is established, the Superior Court can 
implement an appropriate remedy to provide the minority community with more 
meaningful political representation. 

Although California has already become a majority-n11nority state, Latino 
• political representation at the local level has not kept pa.cc with the staggering groW1h 

· of the Latino community over the past decade. 1n 20001 Latinos comprised '33¾ of 
California's population. Yet that same yeari according to the 2000 National 
Association of Latino Elected Official's (NALEO) annual directory, Latinos 
represented only 2.8% of the total number of county elected officials in Caljfomia 
(58/2,013)., and only 10-5% of all rt1unicipal elected officials (308/2,913). 

'· 

Ce.Lebrating Our 33rd Anniversary 
Proteotlng andPromotingtatino Civil Rights 

. www.maldef.org 

141002 
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• 

-

Governor Davis 

July 3, 2002 

Page Two 

This stark disparity underscorea the continued need for measures, legislative or 
otherwise, to help the governiog bodies of local government better reflect the 
communities tbey serve_ This Act provides an opportunity to create a political leadership 
that is both diverse and responsive to the needs and concerns of the Latino community. 

for these Teasons, we urge your approval.of the Ca)jfomia Voting llights Act of 

2001. 

cc: Senator Richard Polanco 

Sincerely, 

Steven J. Reyes 

Staff Attomey 

'41003 
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( AJ.TFO RNI A LEGISLATI VE 0FFIC.E 

A M E ·R I C A K 

Pmncisco lobaco, Legis!,1ti-ve Director 
Valerie Small Navarro, L~~1sL1tive i\ckocr11e 

Rim M. E_gri, Leglslati fle A .1.ristaut 

C 

L I II 

u ,, 

V l 

ER T !ES 

0 N 

The Honorable Richard Polanco 
State Capitol, Room 5046 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

· May 31, 2002 

T.T 27 Flf:vcnth Strf'e:1, Sujtc 5 34 

Sm:rnmenru, 'cA 958q 

Telephone: (y16) 440,-1036 

f'ax: (9 r<i) 442-174:, 

Re: SB 976 (Polanco) -- Support 

Dear Senator Polanco: 
\ 

The American Civil Liberties Un~on supports SB 976, your bill to·provide state law protection 
against the vote dilution caused by racially polmized voting. When such voting patterns persist 
in at-large elections, they result in severe underrepresentation of African-Americans, Latinos, 
and other protected groups on local governing boards. Statewide, the unden-epresentation of . 
minority groups on those boards has been dismally and consistently low for decades. Where 
racially polarized voting has led to the exclusion of minority~preferred candidates, this 1 aw 
provides for changes in the electoral system sq that it more fairly represents the constituencies 
within each jurisdiction. Thus, we support SB 976 because it increases the opportunity to fully 
participate in the political process. · 

lfyou or your staff have any questions or comments, please call us. 

Sincerely yours; 

... :J, tctUU4ffe ~-7 
FCc1sco LGBAco .. / 
I,,egislative Director 

VALERJE SMALL NAVARRO 
Legislative Advocate 

Cc: Members and Consultant, Assembly Judiciary Committee 

ACLO OP NowrHERN CALIFORNIA 

Dorothy M. Ehr\ich, Exemtive Dii-ector 

A_C.:LU OF''.Suu•:rnF.RN I.Al.Tf'OK'JI..A 

lf;tfnona R.ip:;r(;11~ F..xl!tttfi·ve Direcu,r: ' 

ACLU OF SAN DIEGO & h-11•1,ITTAL COU NT IIlS 

Linda H_ills, E:x:ewtiva' Virectm· 

r66j .Mission Sttect • Suite 400·: 

San Fr,.mci~cu · CA 9<::J.J I):', 

(4IJ) 621-2493 

t6di Beverly Blvd . 

Los Angeles • <.;A 99m6 

. (2 13) 977:9">0.0 

P.O. Box 87 I_o I 

San Diego· CA 92138-, , 3 T 

(G19) 2_,:,-2121 
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· :·;'~··MALDEF 
- , ~. M.el\'k·ary Amt~rican ~egal oe'ferrne arid Educational Fund 
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/1,u··:',I:! r:l:! l l!.'l 

/q~ Antcrnl-1 
(<~f;lo>11a! Otr1r. l' 
}l•) r•~ 1 :1111 1-.1, ,n Ml I l'•'' 
.:-';1ul11 :\(JO 
L ;:, ,\riln11i11, 'I'~ f'·>"'IIJ, 
'f;-,~ ~~\l.~l'!I r,Jf'1, 
r((tf'. L/ 1-'J :~'f1 .J°,~)'•' 

Vt.11~•~~•i~f}l?",,1, :,~.<, 
rt,(gfot,.11 0011:~ 
1 ;•i•; I\ :\11•1·,'I, t-;\\' 
k1.\:,.;111 
,v .:L!1•1i~11•H. pr~ :t11(;''ti 

A,nv: ,:11'.!:_••1:1 ~:H•H, .,.~1.1. :•fl'; ;111:i ,,,, 1') 

~,J;J rr~U{ti:f.L~t 

.i,~1fh1•,id'ini: c.rn,·.,· 
I)( I,:, •I<• /.I .',.Ci 
H11U,1 ;J:~i 
H,(:I f'i·,111d>.,'"· < ,\'••II ! 'i 
?l-1,.11:,.:,11,1;"(1! 
Pl!. 1H•. w I :,!1111 

Alt/oNJ•l•""l"~ 
l"I>~!,ll,l'11 f/Jt;,,l' 
lf1'.ll)l;1•riir~•I A\11•1dw, ,,r: 
~11ih1 '!Ill 

.\ll•1lq<l< !'ill•, r:!t:-,,1111; 
'li' ,: ·,1,t,./! 1:1.Hr-~111 
.1:: r1 r ;1:i :~•Ili,IJ!(~ I 

rf<IIO ifHf 
:'f<>1,1!ui• Ofit-o(; 
i !ip~(•~· l ?r,~~~;p 

•1111 \ \ l\\;J,1!in·1 
~·;Jin•~:~'.~ 
ll111i•,11,11.'I',~ ·111,11 

•:t1 /,: ~l,.~ :1 r ·,.(, f.l I 
,')1,/< 71;iJI:• /,!II I 

i'h•,~~iK 
I' re.ii:,:,-,, m Oftt1·~ 
:\I'!)': \kl 111111 II f•:11:111 
:111J11, 1f,J 
j'J1, lf

1
'i1i~, •. ,i ~:·11)t) i 

(, I iitY~' :n•1• -t•!}l'-i 
f~.'I,' /;(1/ l~17.f'11i'1~1 

Ml~nt,, 
t~ fl•i,li Q1',<•' 
~~:~)j !.!1l11r~ li'ni1cl 
?.!dlt• i'h() 

• 

L;..1,,,1 r.:.-\ ;1,1J.i.:1c 
•/ il'1 i,J•l.i'll':O 
/": ,111•1 '.,IIJ 10''l 

Mn;y 31 ~ 2002 

Tl1c .I h)1'1or,1hk Jill en (\,rb..::11, Cbai r 
ComrniHeo on ih~i JnLlicjary 
Cu'liforni;1 St:1.!cl f.:-;scrnhly 
1020 N S11·rc-(, Hoon1 1()11 

Sacr.imenlo, Ct\ !J5SJ 4 

[)c:nr .As:;;('mbly l'vlcrnh1:r Corb:.:ti: 

VlA FACSIMll,l~ 

lho Mcxk::1n An1erjcan Legal ])cfcrn,o a1lC1 Educ~tional Fund (MALDEF) 
i,IT<mtJY ll,upporls 8cn,Hci Hill 976, which would a1m:.•,nd st31c Jaw hl protect ngainst 
I ho vote dilution cirnsed l1y racially p0J~1rizcd voting. When st1ch voting paHcrns 
persist in aHarg~~ c;kcli()nS, they result in ~cvcrc tmdcrrcprcscnt.-itinn of Latinos 
and olht:l' 1irnt(:t,lcd groups on local govi:;rllio~ boards. S1a1cwidc) the 
rq,ccsrntation 01 minority gn.H1ps on tho&u hoa.rds has hc.011 disnrn.lly .. ind 
('011si~:tently low for t1~,<·11lk~s. Whcrn racially pofarizcd voting has led 10 the 
cxclm:iou orrninoriLy·pr0frrrcd candidatc,3, SB 976 would pi-ovidc for rhangcs in 
tho t~lcclnr;J.l S.yistcm so thi1l it more fafrly represents the constituoncics within cc1ch 
jmisdiction. 

Wu hope thal. yol1 will Sltpporl this imponnnL legislation. Jf'you have any 
qucsLic,ns nhov! O\tl' po~il ion, please call me at 9 l 6-4'13• 7531. 

Sinc(Tdy, 

~Js,~ 
Senior Policy Analyst 

Sc.11~t1or Rkh1ml Pola11e(> 
Kcvfo B(lh1\ Con.~ullanl, As!lcmbly Cornmitt"c on the Jtidicinty 

. C(!ld1t·(1tfil{J Om· :1.r,1 Amd/lersrtt/f 
l 1rol1,'o/ iur1n1,d.Pro·moth1l) lotino Uinll !Uyltts 

WW\NJ11ald0Lorg · 
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MAY-31-02 FRI 10:13 AM - P, 01/01 

.• ;_ ·) Fr111,L'i:,;i.:(1 l.c,h.v_'tl ► 1.cihl,1Ji1).;.' 11,rn tur 

/I fl l', It 1 ( A N 

C V 

I, I 11 I', I( 'I 

o N 

The Honorable Richard Pol;1nco 
State Capitol, Room 5046 
Sacr.:imcnlo, CA 95814 

Dear Senator Polanco: 

May 3li 2002 

· · · .. ' :. V1il1·ril! Sn,.,\I N,1v:il'H1, l,.~itl,1:11,r Adr,.,.1/1' 
· '. ·i,~."1_~11 Jld. l}Jp·i, l...r.~f!,/ l/r1lh1c; 1\ 11iit'111Jl 

, : • \ 
·1:,~ h lclcv,•t,1 h [;.,,,,,·r, ~" ,1 ,. 5 .\ 1 
, .. , I 
s.,t·['"'":m<), CA 'J'.ill 1,1 

\ • ·-. i1ii) ·l'h111,(•: 19 d,H r~-Hi16 

\~_\::_•-.;,. __ ··,·.·,,., ,,.:::;f>I.;,: (;1(i)~.1>·'74\ 
' . , .. ,<,o/ 
'•·<~' '. :.: ~.?:~f!::~}:/ 

Re: SB 976 (Pplanco) ~- Support 

Thu Amcric1m Chril Liberties Unicm suppons SB 976, your bj\t to provide state law protection 
agninst the vo(c dilution Ci:\L!Sc<l by racially poJarir.cd voting. When such voth1g pattems persisl 
in at-large elections, they rcstllt in severe umlett'eprcsentation of African-Americans, Latinos., 
and other 1Jroteclcd groui,s on local governing boards. Slatewide, the nnderrcprcsentation of 
minority groups on thoso boards has been disrnal1y and consistently low for cfocadcs. Where 
racially polarized VQting has led to the exclusion of n\inority-preferre<l candid ales, this law 
provides for changes in the electoral sysli.1111 so that it more fairly represents the conslitnencics 
within c.i.chjndsdiclion. Thus, we support SB 976 because it increases the opportL~nity to folly 
participate in the political process. 

Ifyuu or yom stafflmvc any questions or comments, please call us. 

Sincerely yours, 

Fe~~~iJt:Z::1{7 
l,,cgislativc Director 

VALERm SMALL NAVARl~O 
Legislative Advocate 

Cc: Members nnd Const1ltant, Assembly Judiciary Connnittee 

- .. ,11-•-··-·--· .. ----····---·- ··-•···---·• ·------··-- ___ ,, _____ ,, ---.. --· __ ,, _____ --~-.. ·--··--.. ,-·--· --- -· 

/\CLU (1)1 Nlllt'J. lll!l!N CALIIOllNI~ 

n,~rml,y M ' El1r1 II h. /.),ql/J!r,· P1:1-,/11/' 

1h(,~ l\H•.~i,rn Sirtd ·S11\t1: rl("l("I 

~.111 \', .111< ,~,,,·Cl\ •),po~ 
(,\l~)(q 1,,. \\),; 

ACLtJ or S<>u11t1'I<N c,-., 11101\N1,\ 

1l m,'nnn ll~psto111 /!;,:('t .'tl11J;. /)1m111t 

161 6 fk~crly Blv,\ 
L,is A,11•,d,., •CA \)r,<iJ(, 

(JI \) ')7'•l)Vl<1 

ACl.tJ 01· -~AN \)11',r_;() ,"-<. ,~1Plil\l,\l. Ctn1:--·111,:.~ 

l.111d•] )ill•,, /:\mllfr,, Dire1'/r•1· 
P.0, llo,; ~7•:II 

~"" Dit•L~" • CA 9• lJ~-7, .l I 
( 6 1 !)) H7•'1 .I.J 
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C A u FORN I,\ LEGI S LATIV IJ Oi; FI C E 

A M E R I C ·A N 

t V L 

llP.Fl<TIES 

u N 

• 

0 N 

The.Honorable Richard Polanco 
State Capitol, Room 5046 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dear Sej1ator Polanco: 

May 7, 2001 

Re: SB 976 {Polanco) -- Support 

The American Civil Liberties Union supports SB 976, your bill to provide state law protection 
against the vote dilution caused by racially polarized voting. When such voting patterns persist , 

__in at-large elections, they result in severe underrepresentation .of African-Americans, Latinos, 
and other protected groups on local governing boards. Statewide, the underrepresentation of 
minority groups on those boards has been dismally and consistently low for decades. Where 
racially polarized voting has led to the exclusion of rninority-prefened candidates, this law 

, provides for changes in the electoral system so that it more fairly represents the constituencies 
within each jurisdiction. Thus,·we support SB 976 because it increases the opportunity to fully 
participate in the political process.: · · 

If you or your staffhav.e·any questions or c01mnei1ts, please callus. 

Sincerely yours, . 

lu1/~Vd:/ 
FRANCISCO LOiAco .. 
Legislative Director 

·, 

VALERIESiviALLNAVARRO 
Legislative Advocate 

ACLU or NOR'l'HERN CALIFO JlNIA 

Dorocby .M. Ehrlich, Exec11tivo Virec/01· 
ACLU 01':~0IJ'J'HERN C ALIFQil NJA 

Ro-ffiona .l,lipsc6h: Ex.:rnt i've D in.'t:i<1r :: · 

ACI..U O F SAN J)1.~GO & I M PE R I A L C o uNTI ~ s 

T.ir1da Hi.I l s ► F.xean i·iY! Direflor 

, 66,; Mission ~,r,~er • Suire 460 
Sa11 Fwociscu ·Cl~ y4J.o j 

(4r5) 62r -249~ 

r6 16 Heverly lllvd 
. Los Angeles_• CA 9ot.J:.,6 

' (2 I 3) 977. -<_)yJ<r 

P.O . Box 87 t 31 
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MAY-02-2001 l•lED 08:13 AM MALDEF rAX NU. 18Jb44Jl:J41 l'. Ul/Jl 

- -1~MALDE· 
. ~I 1Viexkan A1'1nerican Legal Det~1nse and Educational fund 
- ,.v-

%:.i'I cr,lr'hl:!','l(<, 

S,t,•lfit.~ Offi1,<,· 
!l;.?l) ,J f-',1;·~•1'1 
S1,il1•,l()i, 

~: tJ;l'~ldi(•1lt1), e .. , rn,,l{(it 
T,l-111(,,H:l.'t,,;11 
.1')1•,·, ~10.,11;),l',1! 

N,,tron,11 l•h-,.,lr:11.01•!,,.-,, 
L~, t\'lu,•i\', 
H.rj;ic,na! (1H'ki• 
(1,1 i ~. ~jp1 in,; ,LitfiTI 
J,,,,, A:i1:I'),,,,, 1.:A 0001,j 
'f'H; ~:J:\t;:~n ~i,1~~ 
Fo.r. ~ia.fi:~~i.fX!iHJ 

Chk,lf;U 
,kglo,i.,r QHir.v 
,a;:"\ w .. H,H:<1,1:r,ti rn l"('t'l 
:'i"i{1: Hrn, 
( 'i\JC',l~!1\ ll, fil)l\[l I 
'/H: :Jl2.?~t lf'c 
P/1l':l!'/,l!f.llll'.K 

~~,n Anto,►t~ 

(!~gf,,MI C::,ffi,,~ 
J.1\J 1-: ll11W,l,1,<1 ,' )I n·1•i 
!·iu~i{~ B()O 
;:.111 /Hlloni1,, 'l'K ?1i•~i1:i 
'I'd ~ ,~ t!-i r .. 11u 
Fn.r; ?10.~·-~h.b:it(~~ 

!,;:~n PrJOf.'i~..:.:1·~ 

Hr•r,iotl~( QW;" 
l~l~il ~i1111k1~t ~lt;-1'( 1 

-

•i,1.t,,2ur, 
',)) I', dlll'il :1'/1, I~/\ /1•1 IOI\ 
,.,, ~ ( !i '.'4~ :,1 ii.I:) 

/.'.-~.f; •\ I :~,,;}1ft!}f1 I (j 

w, 1htl'lj,!<1I), ~•.r.. 
R< ,,:!•)rt,11 \)tfo:,, 
U17 '1U)l ['\'(•\1 N\\' 
S1,11lr :q 1 
\\1.r,!J i,i,!1 ()1i. I ii.: ~{}{i;H, 
Tri.· ~ll;! '.!1):l :!~')K 
.J•u,r,· ~U:!.L~r:S :·!RU 

A~;}1.1qu~ ~•r./p~•. 

r:1·ntft1i m <'~Hh.t.· 
1(~1:; I:,. n1 ,,,,\ ,\ vu,11<·, .,,1:: 
~tdU: ~~()f 

{lll111 .. 1jtr.1NPW1 NM f:<,'j()() 

'J'r•t .. f,Oi,.N~:t i~::ir~ 
~-'t,.r, :-.(l!i.~ I(, ~1Hi1 

1-1:,rn:.\,~r, 
b)f.:► ~!lt\H~ 1J·Hi r,~· 

f1i'j)h 1
~· I l',)H:iU 

11,Jlll 1,,,,,,-jc',y, S11il\ ~:1 
ll,)\lf,;ni,,'J'X77M:1 
?-:,,1 11;1.!t18 vr:;:~J 
J,,;r 11.1 •,::11,{.'fint, 

P,(;1~f'~HJ1 v.:-n1.r• 
~,t· fl. ~.11'1-:<_N,.< lJ Ho.HI 
:,:,,,1,, 1/1) 
I1111i1•1n:--;,1i.'/, >i;/J() t 
r,,,. i:o:: :Jir;r i·,111:1 
t,, (; 1:0·: ::117-;.•1:1;; 

;\ti a~~ h\ 
C(:a1;;111,; OHi,-;~ 

•

11 'L! 111,~ U{1n1l 
,,. 7r,o 

.-~1Jdt11H, u .. , :m:1~i; 
'/'1•/: ·1fM fi)1 7(1'.'U 
,,,. n ,JO~ !i01 ·;11:•i 

Mny 2, 200·1 

The 1 lonorablc Rich;i1·cl Polanco 
Senate Con,rniUcc on Elcclions and RcappC1rlionmcnt 
Cn Ii 1orni11 Stflh:', Scnalc 
Stn!c C~pi(ol, Room 5046 
.Sacrnmcnlo, CA 95814 

Re: SB 976 (Polanro) - Support.. 

Dear Senator P0l,1.nco: 

Hy Frix: (916) 445-2496 

Tho Mcxica.l'I Amcrica11 J ,cg8l Defense and bdueatio1rnl Fund (MJ\U)hJ<') 
~upporls Sf3 976, your hill lo provide stale Jaw protection [lgai11sl the vote 
dif ulion cm1scd by r,1cial1y po]ari;r,cd v<1ti11g. When SLJCb voting pciltcrns persist 
in <ll-larg,c clcclions, 1hoy result in scvcrn undcrrcprcscnlati0n of Latinos mid 
other prolcclcLl groups 011 local governing boards, St;-i (cwidc, the 
\.111dcrrcprcscnta(io11 0J'n11nority gronps 011 ()Jose boards has bean dismally and 
con~istcntly low for dccndcs. Where r<.\Cially polarized vol.i ng has led 10 the 
excl usion of mi11ori1y-prcrcrrccl CiJncliclr1los, 1his law provides fo r changes in the 
clcdor:11 system so \ha1 it niorc fairly rcprcsc11{s lhc co11stitucncics within each 
jmisdictio11. lh11s, SB 976 is consistent with our prngrammatlc goal of 
increasing the opporlun ity lo fully partic.ipalc in tho political process, 

We ,1pprcciatu the oppo1tunity to lend our support to thi8 bill. Please add our 
nmncs \o the liiil of supporting orga11t✓,ntions1 community le..idcrs and legislators 
who view l11is hill ris a positive step toward increasing pol itical participalion 
am011g fnli 011fra11chiscmcnt of all our ci li7.cn.s. 

cc Senato Commill<X) on Ekc(ions a11d Hcapp~irlionmc.nl 
Scna(or Don Pcrnta, C11a.ir 
Dnrrcn c:1icsi11, Co1;1suhant 

CclebraU1i_u qw· 32nd Ann·iDers'(l'l'V 
Protcc:t1-'tl.[J ClindPro11wt'i11.,r; Lal?>no G1>1Yil Jti,r;hts 
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CHAIR. BUDGET SUBCOMMITTEE 

'1·No. 4 GENERAL GOVERNME:NT . 
G~AIR. LATINO LEGISLATIVE 

CAUCUS 

CHAIR, .JOINT COMMITTEE ON 

PRISON CONSTRUCTION & 
-! OPERATIONS 

•

. SUBCOMMITTEE ON 

SSIONAL 8 VOCATIONAL 

ARDS 

C1-{AIR, SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE 

AMERICAS 
filalifornia ~tat£ ~£naf£ 

~ena±£ cffel{ajnrity Ju.can.er 

SENATOR RICHARD G. POLANCO 
. TWENTY-SECOND SENATORIAL DISTRICT 

February 27, 2002 

Legislative counsel 
state Capitol, Room 3021 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

RE: Senate Bill 976, R.N. 0205380 

MEMBER 

B ANKING . C OMME RCE:'. , A ND 
INTE RNATIO N A L T n ADE 

a uoGET A N D F ISCAL R EV I EW 

B USINES S A N D PROF£5 510NS 

ELE C TION S A N D 

R E APPORTIO NMENT 

H EALTH A N D HUMAN S ER'IIC EE 

LABOR & INDUSTRIAi.. R ELATIO' $ 

P UBLIC S A FETY 

• I am enclosing changes to the draft amendments. A mockup is also 
enclosed. Please provide me with new draft amendments reflecting 
the changes. 

•· 

If you have any questions, please contact my Chief of staff, Saeed Ali, · 
at 445-3456. 

Sincerely, 

RICHARD G. POLANCO 
senate Majority Leader 

RGP: sma 

CAPITOL OFFICE: STATE CAPITOL. ROOM 313 • S ACRAMENTO .. CALIFORNIA 958 14-490 6 • •916! 445-3456 PHONE• (916> 4 45-0413 FM 

DISTRICT OFFICE: 300SOUTH SPRING STREET. SUITE 8710 • LOS ANGELES. C A LIFORN IA 9 0013 • •2131620-252 9 P HONE• ( 2 131 617-0077 F A X 
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.J 

• • 

• 

To: 
From: 
Re: 
Date: 

Saeed Ali 
Joaquin G. Avila 

m ft L vnr . 

Changes to Proposed Amendments - SB 976 
February 26, 2002 

Changes to February 18th Amendments 

Amendments Nos. 1 - 7 No changes / 

Alllendmcnt 8 - In third line the word 'That" should read "than" - the thirdline reads as follows; 
"existence ofracially polarized voting than elections conducted" 

AmeJJ.dment 9 - Should read: 
"On page 4, line 16, after "considered', insert: 

in determining a viol.ation of Section 14027 and this section" 

Am.endment 10 - Should read: 
"On page 4, line 17, after "class" insert: 
and who are preferred by voters of the protected class, as determ:i:ned by an 
analysis of voting behavior,U 

Amendment 11 - Should read: 
"On page 4, line 27, after "voting," insert: 
or a violation of Section 14027 and this section," 

Am.endment 12 -13 No changes 

Amendment 14 - Should read: 
"On page 5, line 9. after"fee" insert: 
and litigation expenses, including but not limited to expert witness fees and 
expenses" · 

Amendment 15 - Should read: 
"On page 5, line 11, strike out "Prevailing plain.tiff' and strike out lines 12 and 13 

Amendment 16 - Should read: 
"On page 5, line 11, after "costs." insert: 
Prevailing defendant parties shall not rec.over any costs, unless the court finds the 
action to be frivolous, unreasonable, or with.out foundation." 

Amendment 17 - No change 

Amendment 18, Delete the word "registered" from the first line. 
First line should read: "Section 14032. Any voter who is a member of the" 
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~--·· AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 1, 2001 

.SENATE BILL No. 976 

Introduced by Senator Polanco 

February 23, 2001 

· An act to add Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025) to 
Division 14 of the Elections Code, relating to voting rights. 

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST 

SB 976, as amended, Polanco. Elections: rights of voters. 
Existing law provides for political subdivisions that encompass 

m1mieipal areas of representation within the state. With respect to these 
mtrnieipal areas, public officials are generally elected by all of the 
voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or from districts formed 

.· within the political subdivision (district-based). 
·-· Ex~sting law generally allows the voters of the entire political 

subdivision to detennine whether the elected public officials are elected 
by divisions or by the entire political subdivision. 

This bill would provide that a municipal political sttbdivisioa may 
not be subdivided an at-large method of election, as defined, may not 
be imposed or applied in a manner that results in a defl:ial the dilution 
or abridgment of the right of a registered ·rotCf to 'iOte on aeeetmt of 
membership in a minority race, eo~or or language group registered 
voters who are members of a protected class, as defined, by impairing 
their ability to elect candidates of their choice or to influence the 
outcome of an election. 

This bill would provide that a violation of its provisions shall be 
established if it is shown that racially polarized voting, as defined, 
occurs in elections for governing · board members of a m1:1B:ieipal 
political subdivision, among other things. It would provide that an 

98 
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SB 976 --2-
intent to discriminate against a protected class; as defined, is not 

•

required to establish a violation of this bill. 
This bill would authorize a court to impose appropriate remedies, 

including district•based elections, and to award a prevailing nonstate or 
nonlocal government plaintiff party reasonable attorney's fees 
consistent with specified case law as part of the costs .. 

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no. 
State•mandated local program: no. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

,a15 
""'16 

-i 17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

~ 25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

• 

The people of the State of California do enact as follows: 

SECTION 1. Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025) 
is added to Division 14 of the Elections Code, to read: 

CHAPTER 1.5. RIGHTS OF VOTERS 

14025. This act shall be known and may be cited as the 
California Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

14026. As used in this chapter: 
(a) "At 1Mge metkod of eleetion" means a:ny method of 

efoetif1g members to Hie govemiHg body of a Humicif}al politieftl 
sttbdi11ision in -.vhieh the votcrs of the entire jurisdiction eleet the 
ffteffibers of the ge~•emiH:g body, tmd does not ifle:l:ttcle fffl:y fftethod 
of clistriet based eleetimts. 

( a) "At-large method of election" means any of the following 
methods of electing members to the governing body of a political 
subdivisio~nd ,1f:W6 n8l inelbttle Btty meih@d e-f aist,"ict b-a@eJ 
efr,ic#@N€.J ~ 

( 1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the 
members to the governing body. 

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside within 
given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire 
jurisdiction elect the members to the governing body. 

(3) One which combines at•large elections with district-based 
elections. relec.+,on~J 

(b) "District-basecf- elee~too!' means a method of electing 
members to the governing body of a fftt:micipe:l political 
subdivision in which the candidate must reside within an election 
district that is a divisible part of the fflUmcipal political subdivision 
and is elected only by voters residing within that election district. 
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-~~-- I -~ . 4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

lO 
11 

~12 
13 
14 
15 

· 16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

1.25 
' 26 

27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 

~ 35 
36 

¥,-37 
38 
39 
40 

• 

- . -3-

(e) "Minority langttage group" meaB:s persmts •.vho are 
A • lttf A • A • Al I N . f8 . h nfflCf:lefiF.l:H lltfl, nSlttfl nfflCfieftfl:, n aS<fl:flfttlVC, or opftfltS 
heritage. 

(d) "Munieips.l politicul 
(c) "Political subdivision" means a geographic area of 

representation created for the provision of fflHflicipal government 
services, including, but not limited to, a city, a school district, a 
community college district, or other local disHict district 
organized pursuant to state law. 

(et 
(d) "Protected class" means a class of voters who are members 

of a[tni.B:ori.ty,-lrace, color or languag~roup, as this class is 
referenced an1f defined in the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. 
Sec. 1973 et seq.). 

(t) "Raciully polariz:ecl voti11g" meftfls voting ifl 1Nhich there is 
e consistent differeflee ifl the way voters of aB ideBtifiable class 
based on a minority ruee, color or lftflgtmge group vote und the way 
the rest of the eleetorete vote in a flttmicipul political sttbdi11isioH:. 

14027. A mHnieipul political subdh·isiot1 muy Hot ee 
subdh·ided iB a manner that resttlts in a clenial or ooridgmeHt of the 
right af ftflY registerccl •rotef to vote OH aeemmt of membership in 
u miflority ruee, color or 19:flguage grnup. 

( e) "Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there is 
a difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral choices 
that arepreferred by voters in the protected class, and in the choice 
qf candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in 
the rest of the electorate. The methodologies for estimating group 
voting behavior as approved in applicable federal cases to enforce 
the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.) to 
establish racially polarized voting may be used for pwposes of this 
section to prove that elections are characterized by racially 
polarized voting. 

14027. An at-large method of election may not be imposed or 
applied in a manner that results in the dilution or the abridgment 
of the rights ot/¥<;gi&it1r~oters who are members of the protected 
class, as pra;;tJed in Section 14028, by impairing their ability to · 
elect candidates of their choice{j,f]heir ability to influence the 
outcome of an election. or 

14028. (a) A violation of Section 14027 is established if it is 
shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for 
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-SB 976 - 4 - fft#--

~ )f'l members of the governing body K' fftuHieipEM politiea:l 
.• 2 suedivisim1 political subdivision or in elections incorporating . . r: 
·. · 3 other electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision.---71' E\cc..h?Y'~ .f.~\IC.t~cl pr 10v: -\-tf\n(..-'I', \i 

4 (b) The oeeuffenee of meiEMly polarized ·1oting shttH be 0 ~.°'""' oc.t10n ~uv~v4n~ -\c C.C.<.ft°',' \a.\ O"l., 1 ° 
5 determ.ined ffom examiniB:g results of eleetiofts ift which -th\s. •«-C;-1"\0I"\ v-ire. ";1°"c.. 9'" 0~"~ ¾o 

. . . . e,.;•h1, .. lo \ ,$ V\ ~~ ex. ,s "tE!.l"\C..e., o+' v-o,c,,"" \I~ 
6 efmd1dtttes are mefftbers of tt protected class. One etrettmst1Htee 1)o\o..v-·\-t.ed. vo+\l"°\ ~ e.\ +' 
7 that may ee eoHsidered is the exteB:t to which: cuHdidates w-ho are co~l>cre.d ~-kv- :::fhe, ~;1,n~c.0 t~~e.. 
8 members of a protected ehtss h:tt¥e been elected to the go1reming o.c..--hol'"\ • 
9 body of tt fflttnicipa:l politieftl suadi1risioH that is the subject of ftfl 

10 ftetion bused ttpOft Section 14027. --r., ,r o.. v,o\o-.tlol"\ ~ s ~ \'io?..1 
~ 11 . - (b) ~he occurrence of. racially polarized v?ting,f_shall _be ~ ~~~ Se.c...\-io""', £c. 0V" 

12 determined from examining results of elections m which -- JI 
13 candidates are members of a protected class or elections involving 
14 ballot measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights 
15 and privileges of members of the protected class. One . • . . . • 

~ 16 circumstance that may be considerer:Hfs the extent to whiclr 1nAc.tctt"'\ln\~ o..v\o.~h 0
"' o~ 5 ~ 0 ~ 

_:f. 17 candidates who are members of a protected classtve been elected ,~o -i.. "1 and., tni~ Sec-t-io"' 

18 to the governing body of a political subdivision tat zs the subject'o,.r..d., w\,\o ~e. ~ref cl"' "~rs ~-l 
19 of an action based on Section 14027 and this section. In multi-seat '\)r~ct""Cel c\~> o,.,;e.::\,..,..~;r"\~d ~ 
20 at-large districts, where the number of candidates who are O...\'\ O,.nol.\-; ~•,~ c~ 'ioh~ "o~v-o.viox 
21 members of a protected class is fewer than the number of seats J 

22 available, the relative group-wide support received by candidates 
23 from members of the protected class shall be the basis for the racial 
24 polarization analysis. 

:Jla2
2
5
6 

(c) The fact that members of a protected class are not 
~ geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a 

'3-/<.27 finding of racially polarized votin ut may e a actor m 
28 determining an appropriate remedy. 
29 ( d) Proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected 
30 officials to discriminate against a protected class is not required. 
31 (e) Other factors such as the history of discrimination, the use 
32 of electoral devices or other voting practices or procedures that 
33 may enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of 
34 access to those processes determining which groups of candidates 
35 will receive financial or other support in a given election, the 
36 extent to which members of the protected class bear the effects of 
37 past discrimination in areas such as education, employment, and 
38 health, which hinder their ability to participate effectively in the 
39 political process, and the use of overt or subtle racial appeals in. 
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• 

• 

• 

--------~s:_ _______ s __ B_9_76-4 ro lih'uJ.. CA-f Af]~ ~ ~~ / 
l .J.llC'lW4ettt--ettrff1"B~~~~~-IHJ;~~!WU~eJM~ilHr-jffffltj' 1.....t- 11crti.c.,'-"'~ -A.c.1v-.. a uh.J;t,,,), 

• L • , • c ,_ • • e "'vlo lA.h~"' o.P. Se.c.'10., I y.o~ 1 ~c:l-2 faettHJ an: IMt ntussa,, ft, etJl6bli~ B ·,11@t&HOH e,rl#de stcttdit. t""4 c.,h• . _ . 
3 14029. Upon a finding of a violation of Section 14027 and L:=..:.s..:c.:..:..,::_:P\::_!..:.· ________ _ 
4 Section 14028, the court shall implement appropriate remedies, 
5 including the imposition of district-based elections in plaee ef 
6 at: lat1ge districts, that are tailored to remedy the violation. r ~ Se.c.n•---. /lfo.l.rj · 
7 14030. In any action to enforce Section 14027..(ffie court shall 1..:: 
8 allow the prevailing plaintiff party, other than the state or political a..A li,:lfJ.~'i>"loU-f'~ ,~µ/'1 
9 subdivision ther~of, a ~easonable atto~ey's fee ns1sten w1 e 1,r..4- ;\.it- U~ru.. tD ~ ,_,:;f>,_..,, 

10 standards estabhshed m Serrano v. Pnest (19 ) 20 ~al.3d ~5, _ttt ~c..s. q,._t ~ · 
11 including pages 48 and 49, as part of the cos~..w1a1h11g pJamriff . · 
12 ¥ftfliea, etbe. than t.he sttt!:e er f:)Olil:ieal swe€Jw,ision r6ececf sh~ , . , , 1. ,. "'-~ 
13 reeo,.10r tkeir OMf:)irt wieuiss feesa1uhKpe1:u:ei; as J3M't i:,hl'l1H1Q~S. ,.P~t.\l"a..i.l.:~ pt & .A 
14 . 14031. This chapter is enact~d to impl_ement the guar~nte~s \ ~•c- t°(fl-tl ,wt- v-~ p ~ 
15 ofSec~ion_7ufArticlelandofSectw ofArtzclelloftheCalifomza Co)tr, ~,f:4.J (1e.. ~ 
16 Constitution. tic, A'°"I>"' b> I.&. ,P.,,~IQ'tl'U) J 

1,.A(N;-r 

Amendment 18 
On pages, below line 16, insert: 

14032. Any ra!Ji.!f ud voter who is a member of .the 
Protected class and who resides in a political subdivision that is 
the subject of an action filed pursuant to Sections 14027 and 14028 
may file an action pursuant to those sections in the superior court 
of the county in which the political subdivision is located. 

- 0 -
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' 48654 • 
03/13/02 3:32 PM 
RN0206266 PAGE 1 
Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 976 · 
AS AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 1, 2001 

Amendment 1 
on page 2, lines 16 and 17, strike out", and does not 

include any method of district-based elections 0 

Amendment 2 
On page 2, line 25, strike out "election"" and insert: 

elections" 

Amendment 3 
On page 3, line 12, strike out "minority" 

Amendment 4 
On page 3, line 12, after "language" insert: 

minority 

Amendment 5 
On page 3, line 35, strike out "registered" 

Amendment 6 
On page 3, line 37, strike out the second "of" and 

insert: 

or 

Amendment 7 
On page 4, line 1, after the second "of" insert: 

the 

Amendment 8 
On page 4, line 3, after the period insert: 

;;;;;;;;;;; --= -~ == 
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• 48654 
03/13/02 3:32 PM 
RN0206266 PAGE 2 
Substantive -Elections conducted prior to the filing of an action pursuant to 

Section 14027 and this section are more p~obative to establish the 
existence of racially polarized voting than elections conducted 
after the filing of the action. 

Amendment 9 
On page 4, line 16, after "considered" insert: 

in determining a violation of Section 14027 and this ~ectiori 

Amendment 10 
on page 4, line 17, after 11 class 11 insert: 

and who are preferred by voters of the protected class, ~s 
determined by an analysis of voting behavior, 

Amendment 1 1 
On page 4, line 27, after the comma insert: 

or a violation of Section 14027 and this section, 

Amendment 12 
On page 5, strike out lines 1 and 2 and insert: 

political campaigns are probative, but not necessary factors to 
establish a violation of Section 14027 and this section. 

Amendment 13 
On page 5, line 7, after 11 14027 11 insert: 

and Section 14028 

Amendment 14 
On page 5, line 11, after the comma insert: 

and litigation expenses including, but not limited to, expert 
witness fees and expenses 

Amendment 15· . . . 
On page 5, line 1.1, strike out !'Prevailing plaintiff" 

strike out lines 12 and 13, and insert: 

Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any costs, unless the • 
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48654 -
•· 

03/13/02 3:32 PM 
RN0206266 PAGE 3 
Substantive. 

court finds the action to be frivolous, unteaionable, or wi t hout 
foundation. 

Amendment 16 
On page 5, line 15, after the second "Section" insert: 

2 

Amendment 17 
On page 5, below line 16, insert: 

14032. Any voter who is a member of the protect~d class 
and who resides in a political subdivision that is the subject of an 
action filed pursuant to Sections 14027 and 14028 may file an action 
pursuant to those sections in the superior eourt of the county in 
which the political subdivision is located. · · 
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ORlGlNALCOPV 
02/18/02 11 :17 AM 
RN0205380 PAGE 1 
Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 976 
AS AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 1, 2001 

Amendment 1 
On page 2, lines 16 and 17, strike out II and does not 

include any method of district-based elections 11 

Amendment 2 
On page 2, line 25, strike out 11 election 11 and insert: 

elections 

Amendment 3 
On page 3, line 12, strike out "minority" 

Amendment 4 
On page 3, line 12, after 11 language 11 insert: 

minority 

- Amendment 5 
On page 3, line 35, strike out 11 registered" 

Amendment 6 
On page 3, line 37, strike out the second 11 of 11 and 

insert: 

or 

Amendment 7 
On page 4, line 1, after the second 11 of" insert: 

the 

Amendment 8 
On page 4, line 3, after the period insert: 

• 
-
-iiiiiiii 
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02/18/02 11 : 17 AM 
RN0205380 PAGE 2 
Substantive 

Elections conducted prior to the filing of an action pursuant to 
Section 14027 and this section are more probative to establish the 
existence of racially polarized voting that elections conducted 
after the filing of the action. 

Amendment 9 
On page 4, line 11, after "voting" insert: 

or a violation of Section 14027 and this section 

Amendment 10 
On page 4, line 16, after "considered" insert: 

in determining a violation of Section 14027 and this section 

Amendment 11 
On page 4, line 17, after "class" insert: 

and who are preferred by voters of the protected class, as 
determined by an analysis of voting behavior, 

Amendment 12 
On page 5, strike out lines 1 and 2 and insert: 

political campaigns are probative, but not necessary factors to 
establish a violation of Section 14027 and this section. 

Amendment 13 
On page 5, line 7, after 11 14027 11 insert: 

and Section 14028 

Amendment 14 
On page 5, line 9, after "fee" insert: 

and expenses 

Amendment •1 5 
On page 5, line 12, after "shall" insert: 

also 

• 
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02/18/02 11:17 AM 
RN0205380 PAGE 3 
Substantive 

Amendment 16 
On page 5, line 13, after the period insert: 

Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any costs, unless the 
court finds the action to be frivolous, unreasonable, or without 
foundation. 

Amendment 17 
On page 5, line 15, after the second "Section" insert: 

2 

Amendment 18 
on page 5, below line 16, insert: 

14032. Any registered voter who is a member of the 
protected class and who resides in a political subdivision that is 
the subject of an action filed pursuant to Sections 14027 and 14028 
may file an action pursuant to those sections in the superior court 
of the county in which the political subdivision is located. 
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BILL NUMBER: SB 976 INTRODUCED 

BILL TEXT 

INTRODUCED BY Senator Polanco 

FEBRUARY 23, 2001 

An act to add Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025) to 

Division 14 of the Elections Code, relating to voting rights. 

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST 

- SB 976, as introduced, Polanco. Elections: rights of voters. 

Existing law provides for political subdivisions that encompass 

municipal areas of representation within the state. With respect to 

these municipal areas, public officials are generally elected by all 

of the voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or from 

districts formed within the political subdivision (district-based). 

Existing law generally allows the voters of the entire political 

subdivision to determine whether the elected public officials are 

elected by divisions or by the entire political subdivision. 

This bill would provide that a municipal political subdivision may 

not may dilute 01· abridge be subdivided in a manner that results in a denial or abridgment 

ef the right of a registered voter to vote on account of membership 

in a minority race, color or language group. 

This bill would provide that a violation of its provisions shall 

be established if it is shown that racially polarized voting, as 

defined, occurs in elections for governing board members of a 

municipal political subdivision. It would provide that an intent to 

State Voting Rights Act - April 26, 2001 Draft- 1 
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- discriminate against a protected class, as defined, is not required 

to establish a violation of this bill. 

This bill would authorize a court to impose appropriate remedies, 

including district-based elections, and to award a prevailing 

nonstate or nonlocal government plaintiff party reasonable attorney's 

fees consistent with specified case law as part of the costs. 

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no. 

State-mandated local program: no. 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS: 

SECTION 1. Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025) is added to Division 14 of the 

Elections Code, to read: 

CHAPTER 1.5. RIGHTS OF VOTERS 

14025. This act shall be known and may be cited as the California 

Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

14026. As used in this chapter: 

(a) "At large method of eleotion" means any method of electing 

members to the governing body of a l11-Uflicipa1 political subdivision in. 

vthieh the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the members of the 

governing body, and does not inolude any method of district based 

eleetions. 

· a) "At-large method of election" means any of the following 
methods of electing members to the governing body of a political 
subdivision, and does not include any method of district-based 
elections: 

(1) One in which the voters of the entire political 
subdivision elect the members t;o the governing body. 

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside within 
given areas of the political subdivision and the voters of the 
entire political subdivision elect the members to the governing 
body. 

State Voting Rights Act - April 26, 2001 Draft- 2 
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(3) One which combines at-large elections with district
based elections. 

(b) 11District-based election11 means a method of electing members 

to the governing body of a munieipal political subdivision in which 

the candidate must reside within an election district that is a 

divisible part of the municipal political subdivision and is elected 

only by voters residing within that election district. 

(e) "Minority language group" means persons v,rho are 1\rnerican 

Indian, Asian hnerican, Alaskan Native, or of Spanish heritage", 8S these t;robtf3S ar-e r-cfereneed 
8nd defined in the.fedeffll Voling Rights Act, 42 U.S. C. 1973, et seq .. 

~ (c) "Municipal p Political subdivision" means a geographic area of 

representation created for the provision of municipal government 

services, including, but not limited to, a city, a school district, a 

· community college district, or other leeal district organized pursuant to the laws of the State of 
California. 

( e) "Protected class" means a class of voters who are members of a 

min:ority race, color or language group, as this class is referenced and defined in the federal 
Voting Rights Act, 42 US.C. Sec. 1973, et seq. 

(f) "Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there is 

eonsistent difference in the v;ay voters of an identifiable elass 

based on a minority raee, color or language group vote and the way 

the rest of the eleetorate vote in a munieipal political subdivision. 

a difference in the choice o_f'candidates or other electoral choices between those .~'-he are 
members 0fapr-0teeted el-ass that are preferred by lhe voters in the protected class, and in the 
choice of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the rest o.fthe 
electorate. those who are not members ~fthe protected el-ass th8t arepr-cfer-r-ed by the rest of the 
elector-ate. The methodologies for estimating group voting behavior as approved in applicable 

. federal cases to eriforce the federal Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. Sec.1973, et. seq. to establish 
racially polarized voting may be used.for purposes of this section to prove that elections are 
characterized by racially polarized voting. · 

. 14027. A. munieipal politieal subdivision rnay oot be subdivided in 

a manner .that results in a denial or abridgment of the right of any 

registered voter to Yote on account of membership in a minority rnee, 

State Voting Rights Act - April 26, 2001 Draft- 3 
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color or language group. An at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied in a 
manner that results in the dilution or the abridgement of the rights of any registered voter who is 
a member of the protected class, as provided in section 14028, by impairing their ability to elect 
candidates of their choice or by impairing their ability to influence the outcome of an election. 

14028. (a) A violation of Section 14027 is established ifit is 

shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for members 

of the governing body of a munioipal political subdivision or in elections incorporating other 
electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision. 

(b) The occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be 

detennined from examining results of elections in which candidates 

are members of a protected class or elections involving ballot measures, or other electoral · 
choices which affect the rights and privileges of members of the protected class. One 
circumstance that may be 

considered is the extent to which candidates who are members of a 

protected class have been elected to the governing body of a 

municipal political subdivision that is the subject of an action 
based upon Section 14027 and this section. In multi-seat at-large elections, where the number 
of candidates who are membe1·s of a protected class is fewer than the number of seats 
available, the relative group-wide support received by those candidate(s) from members of the 
protected class shall be the basis for the racial polarization analysis. 

( c) The fact that members of a protected class are not 

geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a finding of 

racially polarized voting, but may be a factor in determining an 

appropriate remedy. 

( d) Proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected 

· officials to discriminate against a protected class is not required . 

. (e) Other factors such as the history of discrimination, the use of electoral devices or other 
voting practices or procedures that may whieh enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, 
denial o_f'access to those processes determining which groups of candidates will receive 
financial or other support in a given election eandidare slating g-f'f)u-ps, the extent to which 
members of the protected class bear the ~ffects of'past discrimination in areas such as education, 
employment, and health, which hinder their ability to participate effectively in the political 
process, and the use of overt or subtle racial appeals in political campaigns, may also be 
introduced as evidence but these factors are not necessary to establish a violation of this section. 

14029 . .Upon a finding of a violation of Section 14027 and section 14028, the court 

shall implement appropriate remedies, including the imposition of 

district-based elections in plaee of at large distfiets, that are 

State Voting Rights Act - April 26, 2001 Draft- 4 
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- tailored to remedy the violation. 

14030. In any action to enforce Section 14027, the court shall 

a11ow the prevailing plaintiff pmiy, other than the state or 

political subdivision thereof, a reasonable attorney's fee consistent 

with the standards established in Serrano v. Priest (1977) 20 Cal.3d 

25, at including pages 48 and 49, as part of the costs. Prevailing plaintiff· 

parties, other than the state or political subdivision thereof, shall 

recover their expert witness fees and expenses as prui of the costs. 

14031 The California Voting Rights Act of 2001 is enacted to enforce Article 1, Section 7 and 
Article 2, Section 2 of the California State Constitution. 

State Voting Rights Act~ April 26, 2001 Draft- 5 
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-429 

insert: 

04/30/01 3:06 PM 
RN0112871 PAGE 1 
Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO, 976 

Amendment 1 
On page 2, strike out lines 9 to 13, inclusive, and 

(a) "At-large method of election" means any of the 
following methods of electing members to the governing body of a 
political subdivision, and does not include any method of 
district-based elections: 

(1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction 
elect the members to the governing body. 

(2) one in which the candidates are required to reside 
within given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire 
jurisdiction elect the members to the governing body. 

(3) One which combines at-large elections with 
district-based elections. 

Amendment 2 
On page 2, line 1 5, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 3 
On page 2, line 1 7 , strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 4 
On page 2, strike out lines 19 to 21, inclusive, in line 

22, strike out "(d) "Municipal political" and insert: 

(C) "Political 

Amendment 5 
On page 2, line 23, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 6 
On page 2, line 25, strike out "local district 11 and 

insert: 

district organized pursuant to state law 

Amendment•7 -== 

--= 
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04/30/01 3:06 PM 
RN0112871 PAGE 2 
Substantive 

On page 2, line 26, strike out ''(e)" and insert: 

( d) 

Amendment 8 
On page 2, line 27, after "group" insert: 

, as this class is referenced and defined in the federal Voting 
Rights Act (42 u.s.c. Sec. 1973 et seq.) 

Amendment 9 
On page 2, strike out lines 28 to 35, inclusive, and 

insert: 

(e) "Racially polarized voting" means voting in which 
there is a difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral 
choices that are preferred by voters in the protected class, and in 
the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by 
voters in the rest of the electorate. The methodologies for 
estimating group voting behavior as approved in applicable federal 
cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 
et seq.} to establish racially polarized voting may be used for 

'

rposes of this section to prove that elections are characterized 
racially polarized voting. 

14027. An at-large method of election may not be imposed 
or applied in a manner that results in the dilution or the 
abridgment of the rights of registered voters who are members of the 
protected class, as provided in Section 14028, by impairing their 
ability to elect candidates of their choice of their ability to 
influence the outcome of an election. 

Amendment 10 
On page 3, lines 3 and 4, strike out "municipal political 

subdivision" and insert: 

political subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral 
choices by the voters of the political subdivision 

Amendment 11 
. On page 3, strike out lines 5 to 11, inclusive, and 

insert: 

(b) The occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be 
determined from examining results of elections in which candidates 
are members cf a protected class or elections involving ballot 
measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights and 
.vileges of members of the protected class. One circumstance that 
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04/30/01 3:06 PM 
RN0112871 PAGE 3 
Substantive 

may be considered is the extent to which candidates who are members 
of a protected class have been elected to the governing body of a 
political subdivision that is the subject of an action based on 
Section 14027 and this section. In multi-seat at-large districts, 
where the number of candidates who are members of a protected class 
is fewer than the number of seats available, the relative group-wide 
support received by candidates from members of the protected class 
shall be the basis for the racial polarization analysis. 

Amendment 12 
On page 3, between lines 17 and 18, insert: 

(e) Other factors such as the history of discrimination, 
the use of electoral devices or other voting practices or procedures 
that may enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial 
of access to those processes determining which groups of candidates 
will receive financial or other support in a given election, the 
extent to which members of the protected class bear the effects of 
past discrimination in areas such as education, employment, and 
health, which hinder their ability to participate effectively in the 
political process, and the use of overt or subtle racial appeals in 
political campaigns, may also be introduced as evidence but these 
.ctors are not necessary to establish a violation of this section. 

· Amendment 13 
On page 3, line 18, after 11 14027" insert: 

and Section 14028 

Amendment 14 
On page 3, line 20, strike out "in place of at-large 

districts" 

Amendment 15 
On page 3, line 25, strike out 11 at 11 and insert: 

including 

Amendment 16 
On page 3, below line 28, insert: 

14031. This chapter is en4cted to implement the 
guarantees of Section 7 of Article I and of Section of Article II of 
the California Constitution. 

- 0 -
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BILL NUMBER: SB 976 

BILL TEXT 

INTRODUCED 

INTRODUCED BY Senator Polanco 

FEBRUARY 23, 2001 

An act to add Chapter 1.5 ( commencing with Section 14025) to 

Division 14 of the Elections Code, relating to voting rights. 

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL1S DIGEST 

SB 976, as introduced, Polanco. Elections: rights of voters. 

Existing law provides for political subdivision,s that encompass 

municipal areas of representation within the state. With respect to 

these municipal areas, public officials are generally elected by all 

of the voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or from 

districts fonned within the political subdivision (district-based). 

Existing law generally allows the voters of the entire political 

subdivision to determine whether the elected public officials are 

. elected by divisions or by the entire political subdivision. 

This bill would provide that a municipal political subdivision may 

- not be subdivided in a manner that results in a denial or abridgment 
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of the right of a registered voter to vote on account of membership 

in a minority race, color or language group. 

This bill would provide that a violation of its provisions shall 

• be established ifit is shown that racially polarized voting, as 

defined, occurs in elections for governing board members of a 

municipal political subdivision. It would provide that au intent to 

discriminate against a protected class, as defined, is not required 

to establish a violation of this bill. 

This bill would authorize a court to impose appropriate remedies, 

including district-based elections, and to award a prevailing 

nonstate or nonlocal government plaintiff party reasonable attomey's 

fees consistent with specified case law as part of the costs. 

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no. 

- State-mandated local program: no. 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS: 

SECTION 1. Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025) is added to 

· Division 14 of the Elections Code, to read: 

CHAPTER 1.5. RIGHTS OF VOTERS 

... 
14025 . .This act shall be known and maybe cited as the California 

Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

- 14026. As used in this chapter: . 
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(a) "At large method of eleetion" means any method of electiag 

members to the governing body of a mumcipal politieal subdivision in 

whieh the voters of the em.ire jurisdiction elect the members of the 

governing body, and does not include any method of district based 

elections. 

a) "At-large method of election" means any of the following 
methods of electing members to the governing body of a political 
subdivision, and does not include any method of district-based 
elections: 

(1) One in which the voters of the entire political 
subdivision elect the members to the governing body. 

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside within 
given areas of the political subdivision and the voters of the 
entire political subdivision elect the members to the governing 
body. 

(3) One which combines at-large elections with district
based elections. 

(b) "District-based election 11 means a method of electing members 

to the governing body of a municipal political subdivision in which 

the candidate must reside within an election district that is a 

divisible part of the municipal political subdivision and is elected 

only by voters residing within that election district. 

(c) "Minority language group" means persons who are American 

Indian, Asian American, Alaskan Native, or of Spanish heritage", as these groups are referenced 
and defi,ned in the federal Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S. C. 197 3, et seq .. 

(d) "Municipal p Political subdivision" means a geographic area of 

representation created for the provision of mumeipal government 

services, including, but not limited to, a city, a•school district, a 

community college district, or other leeal: district orga,iized pursuant to the laws of the State of 
California. 

( e) "Protected class" means a class of voters who are members of a 
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minority race, color or language group, as this class is referenced and d~fined in the federal 
Voting Rights Act, 42 US.C. Sec. 1973, et seq .. 

(f) "Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there is a 

consistent difference in the way voters of an identifiable class 

based on a minority raee, color or language group vote and the way 

the rest of the electorate vote in a municipal political subdivision. a difference in the choice of 
candidates or other.electoral choices between those ryho are members of a protected class that 
are pr~ferred by the voters in the protected class, and those who are not members of the 
protected class that are preferred by the rest of the electorate. The methodologies as approved in 
applicable federal cases to enforce thefederal Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973, et. seq. to 
establish racially polarized voting may be used/or pwposes of this section to prove that 
elections are characterized by racially polarized voting. 

14027. A municipal political subdivision may not be subdivided in 

a manner that results in a denial or abrid,gment of the right of any 

registered voter to Yote on account of membership in a minority race, 

color or language group. An at-large method of election may n 
manner that results in the dilution or the abridgement of th righro,l 
a member of the protected class, as provided in section 1402 . 

14028. (a) A violation of Section 14027 is established if it is 

shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for members 

iposed or applied in a 
ny registered voter who is 

of the governing body of a municipal political subdivision or in elections incorporating other 
electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision. 

(b) The occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be 

determined from examining results of elections in which candidates 

are members of a protected class. One circumstance that may be 

considered is the extent to which candidates who are members of a 

protected class have been elected to the goveiving body of a 

municipal political subdivision that is the subject of an.action 

based upon Section 14027 and this section. 

( c) The fact that members of a protected class .are not 
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geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a finding of 

racially polarized voting, but may be a factor in determining an 

appropriate remedy. 

(d) Proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected 

officials to discriminate against a protected class is not required. 
'\ 

(e) Other factors such as the history of discrimination, the use electoral device 
enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of access to z a e slating groups the 
extent to which members of the protected class bear the effects of past is · · areas 
such as education, employment, and health, which hinder their ability to participate effectively in 
the political process, and the use of overt or subtle racial appeals in political campaigns, may 
also be introduced as evidence but these.factors are not necessary to establish a violation of this 
section. 

14029. Upon a finding of a violation of Section 14027 and section 14028, the court 

shall implement appropriate remedies, including the imposition of 

district-based elections in plaoe of at large districts, that are 

tailored to remedy the violation. 

14030. In any action to enforce Section 14027, the court shall 

allow the prevailing plaintiff party, other than the state or 

political subdivision thereof, a reasonable attorney's fee consistent 

with the standards established in Serrano v. Priest (1977) 20 Cal.3d 

25, at including pages 48 and 49, as part of the costs. Prevailing plaintiff 

parties, other than the state or political subdivision thereof, shall 

recover their expert witness fees and expenses as part of the costs. 

14031 The California Voting Rights Act o/2001 is enacted to enforce Article 1, Section 7 and 
Article 2, Section 2 of the California State Constitution. 
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56807 

• 

02/20/01 1 :01 PM 
RN0100690 PAGE 1 

/l~u1-1-1o;i, s coPv 
•-. 976 

An act to add Chapter 1 .5 (commencing with Section 

14025) to Division 14 of the Elections Code, 

relating to voting rights • 
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• 56807 
02/20/01 1 :01 PM 
RN0100690 PAGE 2 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS: 

SECTION 1. Chapter 1 .5 (commencing with 

Section 14025) is added to Division 14 of the Elections 

Code, to read: 

CHAPTER 1 .5. RIGHTS OF VOTERS 

14025. This act shall be known and may be 

cited as the California Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

14026. As used in this chapter: 

{a) "At-large method of election" means any 

method of electing members to the governing body of a 

municipal political subdivision in which the voters of the 

entire jurisdiction elect the members of the governing 

body, and does not include any method of district-based 

elections. 

(b) "District-based election" means a method of 

electing members to the governing body of a municipal 

political subdivision in which the candidate must reside 

within an election district that is a divisible part of 

the municipal political subdivision and is elected only by 

voters residing within that election district. 

(c) "Minority language group" means persons who 

are American Indian, Asian American, Alaskan Native, or of 

Spanish heritage. 

{d) "Municipal political subdivision" means a 
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• 

• 

56807 
02/20/01 1:01 PM 
RN0100690 PAGE 3 

geographic area of representation created for the 

provision of municipal government services, including, but 

not limited to, a city, a school district, a community 

college district, or other local district. 

(e) "Protected class" means a class of voters 

who are members of a minority race, color or language 

group. 

(f) "Racially polarized voting" means voting in 

which there is a consistent difference in the way voters 

of an identifiable class based on a minority race, color 

or language group vote and the way the rest of the 

electorate vote in a municipal political subdivision • 

14027. A municipal political subdivision may 

not be subdivided in a manner that results in a denial or 

abridgment of the right of any registered voter to vote on 

account of membership in a minority race, color or 

language group. 

14028. (a) A violation of Section 14027 is 

established if it is shown that racially polarized voting 

occurs in elections for members of the governing body of a 

municipal political subdivision. 

(b) The occurrence of racially polarized voting 

shall be determined from examining results of elections in 

which candidates are members of a protected class. One 

circumstance that may be considered is the extent to which 
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• 56807 
02/20/01 1 :01 PM 
RN0100690 PAGE 4 

candidates who are members of a protected class have been 

elected to the governing body of a municipal political 

subdivision that is the subject of an action based upon 

Section 14027. 

(c) The fact that members of a protected class 

are not geographically compact or concentrated may not 

preclude a finding of racially polarized voting, but may 

be a factor in determining an appropriate remedy. 

(d) Proof of an intent on the part of the 

voters or elected officials to discriminate against a 

protected class is not required. 

14029. Upon a finding of a violation of 

• Section 14027, the court shall implement appropriate 

remedies, including the imposition of district-based 

elections in place of at-large districts, that are 

tailored to remedy the violation. 

14030. In any action to enforce Section 14027, 

the court shall allow the prevailing plaintiff party, 

other than the state or political subdivision thereof, a 

reasonable attorney"s fee consistent with the standards 

established in Serrano v. Priest (1977) 20 Cal.3d 25, at 

pages 48 and 49, as part of the costs. Prevailing 

plaintiff parties, other than th~ state or political 

subdivision thereof, shall recover their expert witness 

fees and expenses as part of the costs. 
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56807 
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• 56807 
02/20/01 1 :01 PM 
RN0100690 PAGE 1 

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST 

Bill No. 

as introduced, Polanco. 

General Subject: Elections: rights of voters. 

Existing law provides for political 

subdivisions that encompass municipal areas of 

• representation within the state. With respect to these 

municipal areas, public officials are generally elected by 

all of the voters of the political subdivision (at-large) 

or from districts formed within the political subdivision 

(district-based). 

• • 

Existing law generally allows the voters of the 

entire political subdivision to determine whether the 

elected public officials are elected by divisions or by 

the entire political subdivision. 

This bill would provide that a municipal 

political subdivision may not be subdivided in a manner 

that results in·a denial or abridgment of the right of a 

registered voter to vote on account of membership in a 
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• 56807 
02/20/01 1 :01 PM 
RN0100690 PAGE 2 

minority race, color or language group. 

This bill would provide that a violation of its 

provisions shall be established if it is shown that 

racially polarized voting, as defined, occurs in elections 

for governing board members of a municipal political 

subdivision. It would provide that an intent to 

discriminate against a protected class, as defined, is not 

required to establish a violation of this bill. 

This bill would authorize a court to impose 

appropriate remedies, including district-based elections, 

and to award a prevailing nonstate or nonlocal government 

plaintiff party reasonable attorney's fees consistent with 

• specified case law as part of the costs. 

• 

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal 

committee: no. State-mandated local program: no • 
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VICE CHAIR: -ASSEMBLYMEMBER 
CARL WASHINGTON 

.• ,ENATORS: 

Qial ifor11ia Jl.li\gislafurc 
BETTY KARNETTE 

BRUCE McPHERSON 

JOHN VASCONCELLO S 

JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON 
PRISON CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATIONS 

ASSEMBLYMEMBERS 

PATRICIA BATES 

DEAN FLOREZ 
JOHN L O NGVILLE 

May 2, 2001 

The Honorable Don Perata 

SENATOR RICHARD G. POLANCO 
CHAIRMA N 

,•, .: . ( ', ' __ ;.• _____ .- • .. ·:. 

'{?.,,'~$' 

Chair, Senate Elections & Reapportionment Committee 
State Capitol 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Senate Bill 976 (Polanco) 

Dear Senator Perata: 

ST A TE CAPITO L. 
ROOM 400 

SACRAME NT O . C A 9 58 I 4 
<9 16 ) ::;2 '1-6 175 

19 16 > ::;27 ,8 817 FAX 

G WYNNA C IJYRD 
f' f<l ~ICIPAL CONSU i .TA NT 

Due to a previous commitment in my district, I am unable to attend the Senate Elections & . 
Reapportionment Committee hearing on May 2nd

, 2001. I would like the Chair's permission for 
a member of my staff, Saeed Ali, to present my Senate Bill 976 before your committee. 

Your favorable consideration is very much appreciated. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

(j:~ 
RICHARD G. POLANCO 
Majority Leader 

RGP:ib 
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·US Code: Title 42, Sectio-73b Page 1 of 5 

US Code as of.' 0 I 105/99 

Sec. 1973b. Suspension of the use of tests or devices in determining eligibility to vote 

• (a) Action by State or political subdivision for declaratory 
judgment of no denial or abridgement; three-judge district 
court; appeal to Supreme Comi; retention of jurisdiction by 
three-judge court 

o ( 1) To assure that the right of citizens of the United States to vote is not denied or 
abridged on account ofrace or color, no citizen shall be denied the right to vote in any 
Federal, State, or local election because of his failure to comply with any test or device in 
any State with respect to which the determinations have been made under the first two 
sentences of subsection (b) of this section or in any political subdivision of such State (as 
such subdivision existed on the date such determinations were made with respect to such 
State), though such determinations were not made with respect to such subdivision as a 
separate unit, or in any political subdivision with respect to which such determinations 
have been made as a separate unit, unless the Unjted States District Court for the District 
of Columbia issues a declaratory judgment under this section. No citizen shall be denied 
the right to vote in any Federal, State, or local election because of his failure to comply 
with any test or device in any State with respect to which the determinations have been 
made under the third sentence of subsection (b) of this section or in any political 
subdivision of such State (as such subdivision existed'on the date such determinations 
were made with respect to such State), though such detenninations were not made with 
respect to such subdivision as a separate unit, or in any political subdivision with respect 
to which such determinations have been made as a separate unit, unless the United States 
District Court for the District of Columbia issues a declaratory judgment under this 
section. A dedaratory judgment under this section shall issue only if such court 
determines that during the ten years preceding the filing of the action, and during the 
pcndency of such action -

■ (A) no such test or device has been used within such State or 
political subdivision for the purpose or with the effect of 
denying or abridging the right to vote on account of race or 
color or (in the case of a State or subdivision seeking a 
declaratory judgment under the second sentence of this 
subsection) in contravention of the guarantees of subsection 
(f)(2) of this section; 

■ (B) no final judgment of any court of the United States, other 
than the denial of declaratory judgment under this section, has 
determined that denials or abridgements of the right to vote on 
account of race or color have occurred anywhere in the territory 
of such State or political subdivision or (in the case of a State 
or subdivision seeking a declaratoryjud1:,rment under the second 
sentence of this subsection) that denials or abridgements of the 
right to vote in contravention of the guarantees of subsection 
(f)(2) of this section have occurred anywhere in the territory of 
such State or subdivision and no consent decree, settlement, or 
agreement has been entered into resulting in any abandonment of a 
voting practice chanenge4 on such grounds; and no declaratory 
judgment under this section shall be entered during the pendency 

http ://www4. law .cornell .edu/uscode/4211973 b~ text.html 5/2/01 
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·US Code : Title 42, Secti01.73b . 

of an action commenced before the filing of an action under this 
section and alleging such denials or abridgements of the right to 
vote; 

■ (C) no Federal examiners under subchapters I-A to I-C of this 
chapter have been assigned to such State or political 
subdivision; 

■ (D) such State or political subdivision and all governmental 
units within its territory have complied with section 1973c of 
this title, including compliance with the requirement that no 
change covered by section 1973c of this title has been enforced 
without preclearance under section 1973c of this title, and have 
repealed all changes covered by section 1973c of this title to 
which the Attorney General has successfully objected or as to 
which the United States District Court for the District of 
Columbia has denied a declaratory judgment; 

■ (E) the Attorney General has not interposed any objection (that 
has not been overturned by a final judgment of a court) and no 
declaratory judgment has been denied under section 1973c of this 
title, with respect to any submission by or on behalf of the 
plaintiff or any governmental unit within its territory under 
section 1973c of this title, and no such submissions or 
declaratory judgment actions are pending; and 
(F) such State or political subdivision and all governmental 
units within its territory -

■ (i) have eliminated voting procedures and methods of election 
which inhibit or dilute equal access to the electoral process; 

■ (ii) have engaged in constructive efforts to eliminate 
intimidation and harassment of persons exercising rights 
protected under subchapters I-A to 1-C of this chapter; and 
(iii) have engaged in other constructive efforts, such as 
expanded opportunity for convenient registration and voting for 
every person of voting age and the appointment of minority 
persons as election officials throughout the jurisdiction and 
at all stages of the election and registration process. 

Page 2 of 5 

o (2) To assist the court in determining whether to issue a declaratory judgment under this 
subsection, the plaintiff shall present evidence of minority participation, including 
.evidence of the levels of minority group registration and voting, changes in such levels 
over time, and disparities between minority-group and non-minority-group participation. 

o (3) No declaratory judgment shall issue under this subsection with respect to such State 
or political subdivision if such plaintiff and governmental units within its territory have, 
during the period beginning ten years before the date the judgment is issued, engaged in 
violations of any provision of the Cqnstitution or laws of the United States or any State 
or political subdivision with respect to discrimination in voting on account of race or 
.color or (in the case of a State or subdivision-seeking a declaratory judgment under the 
second sentence of this subsection) in contravention of the guarantees of subsection (f) 

. (2) of this section unless the plaintiff establishes that any such violations were trivial, 
were promptly corrected, and were not repeated. 

o ( 4) The State or political subdivision bringing such action shall publicize the intended 
commencement .md any proppsed settlement of such action in the media serving such 
State or political subdivision and in appropi:i_ate United States post offices. Any 
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aggrieved party may as of right intervene at any stage in such action. 
o (5) An action pursuant to this subsection shall be heard and detennined by a comt of 

three judges in accordance with the provisions of section 2284 of title 28 and any appeal 
shall lie to the Supreme Court. The court shall retain jurisdiction of any action pursuant 
to this subsection for ten years after judgment and shall reopen the action upon motion of 
the Attorney General or any aggrieved person alleging that conduct has occurred which, 
had that conduct occurred during the ten-year periods referred to in this subsection, 
would have precluded the issuance of a declaratory judgment under this subsection. The 
court, upon such reopening, shall vacate the declaratory judgment issued under this 
section if, after the issuance of such declaratory judgment, a final judgment against the 
State or subdivision with respect to which such declaratory judgment was issued, or 
against any governmental unit within that State or subdivision, determines that denials or 
abridgements of the right to vote on account of race or color have occurred anywhere in 
the territory of such State or political subdivision or (in the case of a State or subdivision 
which sought a declaratory judgment under the second sentence of this subsection) that 
denials or abridgements of the right to vote in contravention of the h:ruarantees of 
subsection (f)(2) of this section have occurred anywhere in the territory of such State or 
subdivision, or if, after the issuance of such declaratory judgment, a consent decree, 
settlement, or agreement has been entered into resulting in any abandonment of a voting 
practice challenged on such grounds. 

o (6) If, after two years from the date of the filing of a declaratory judgment under this 
subsection, no date has been set for a hearing in such action, and that delay has not been 
the result of an avoidable delay on the part of counsel for any party, the chief judge of the 
United States District Court for the District of Columbia may request the Judicial 
Council for the Circuit of the District of Columbia to provide the necessary judicial 
resources to expedite any action filed under this section. If such resources are unavailable 
within the circuit, the chief judge shall file a certificate of necessity in accordance with 
section 292(d) of title 28. 

o (7) The Congress shall reconsider the provisions of this section at the end of the fifteen
year period following the effective date of the amendments made by the Voting Rights 
Act Amendments of 1982. 

o (8) The provisions of this section shall expire at the end of the twenty-five-year period 
following the effective date of the amendments made by the Voting Rights Act 
Amendments of 1982. 

o (9) Nothing in this section shall prohibit the Attorney General from consenting to an 
entry of judgment if based upon a showing of objective and compelling evidence by the 
plaintiff, and upon investigation, he is satisfied that the State or political subdivision has 
complied with the requirements of subsection (a)(l) of this section. Any aggrieved party 
may as of right intervene at any stage in such action. 

• (b) Required factual determinations necessary to allow suspension 
of compliance with tests and devices; publication in Federal 

· Register · 
The provisions of subsection ( a) of this section shall apply in any State or in any political 
subdivision of a State which (1) the Attorney General determines maintained on November 1, 
1964, any test or device, and with respect to which (2) the Director of the Census determines 
that less than 50 per centum of the persons of voting age residing therein were registered on 
November 1, .1964, or that less than 50 per centum of such persons voted in the presidential 
election of November 1964. On and; after August 6, 1970, in addition to any State or political 

. . 
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subdivision of a State detennined to be subject to subsection ( a) of this section pursuant to the 
previous sentence, the provisions of subsection (a) of this section shall apply in any State or 
any political subdivision of a State which (i) the Attorney General determines maintained on 
November I, 1968, any test or device, and with respect to which 

o (ii) the Director of the Census detennines that less than 50 per centum of the persons of 
voting age residing therein were registered on November l, 1968, or that less than 50 per 
centwn of such persons voted in the presidential election of November 1968. On and 
after August 6, 1975, in addition to any State or political subdivision of a State 
determined to be subject to subsection (a) of this section pursuant to the previous two 
sentences, the provisions of subsection (a) of this section shall apply in any State or any 
political subdivision of a State which (i) the Attorney General determines maintained on 
November 1, 1972, any test or device, and with respect to which (ii) the Director of the 
Census determines that less than 50 per centum of the citizens of voting age were 
registered on November 1, 1972, or that less than 50 per centum of such persons voted in 
the Presidential election of November 1972. 
A detennination or certification of the Attorney General or of the Director of the Census 
under this section or under section 1973d or 1973k of this title shall not be reviewable in 
any court and shall be effective upon publication in the Federal Register. 

• (c) "Test or device" defined 
The phrase "test or device" shall mean any requirement that a person as a prerequisite for voting 
or registration for voting (1) demonstrate the ability to read, write, understand, or interpret any 
matter, (2) demonstrate any educational achievement or his knowledge of any particular 
subject, (3) possess good moral character, or (4) prove his qualifications by the voucher of 
registered voters or members of any other class. 

• (d) Required frequency, continuation and probable recurrence of . 
incidents of denial or abridgement to constitute forbidden use 
oftests or devices 
For purposes of this section no State or political subdivision shall be determined to have 
engaged in the use of tests or devices for the purpose or with the effect of denying or abridging 
the right to vote on account of race or color, or in contravention of the guarantees set forth in 
subsection (f)(2) of this section if 

o (1) incidents of such use have been few in number and have been promptly and 
effectively corrected by State or local action, (2) the continuing effect of such incidents 
has been eliminated, and (3) there is no reasonable probability of their recurrence in the 
future. 

• (e) Completion of requisite grade level of education in 
American-flag schools in which the predominant classroom 
language was other than English 

o ( l) Congress hereby declares that to .secure the rights under the fourteenth amendment of 
persons educated in American-flag schools in which the predominant classroom 
-language was other than English, it is necessary to prohibit the States from conditioning 

· the right to vote of such persons on ability to read, write, understand, or interpret any 
matter in the English language. 

o (2) No person who demonstrates that he has successfully completed the sixth primary 
. grade in a public school in, or a private school accredited by, any State or territory, the 

District of Columbia, or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico in which the predominant 
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• 

classroom language was other than English, shall be denied the right to vote in any 
Federal, State, or local election because of his inability to read, write, understand, or 
interpret any matter in the English language, except that in States in which State law 
provides that a different level of education is presumptive ofliteracy, he sha11 
demonstrate that he has successfully completed an equivalent level of education in a 
public school in, or a private school accredited by, any State or territory, the District of 
Columbia, or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico in which the predominant classroom 
language was other than English. 

• (f) Congressional findings of voting discrimination against 
language minorities; prohibition of English-only elections; 
other remedial measures 

o (1) The Congress finds that voting discrimination against citizens of language minorities 
is pervasive and national in scope. Suchminority citizens are from environments in 
which the dominant language is other than English. In addition they have been denied 
equal educational opportunities by State and local governments, resulting in severe 
disabilities and continuing illiteracy in the English language. The Congress further finds 
that, where State and local officials conduct elections only in English, language minority 
citizens are excluded from participating in the electoral process. In many areas of the · 
country, this exclusion is aggravated by acts of physical, economic, and political 
intimidation. The Congress declares that, in order to enforce the guarantees of the 
fourteenth and fifteenth amendments to the United States Constitution, it is necessary to 
eliminate such discrimination by prohibiting English-only elections, and by prescribing 
other remedial devices . 

o (2) No voting qualification or prerequisite to voting, or standard, practice, or procedure 
shall be imposed or applied by any State or political subdivision to deny or abridge the 
right of any citizen of the United States to vote because he is a member of a language 
minority group. 

o (3) In addition to the meaning given the tenn under subsection (c) of this section, the 
term "test or device" shall also mean any practice or requirement by which any State or 
political subdivision provided any registration or voting notices, forms, instructions, 
assistance, or other materials or information relating to the electoral process, including 
ballots, only in the English language, where the Director of the Census determines that 
more than five per centum of the citizens of voting age residing in such State or political 
subdivision are members of a single language minority. With respect to subsection (b) of 
this section, the term 11test or device", as defined in this subsection, shall be employed 
only in making the determinations under the third sentence of that subsection. 

o (4) Whenever any State or political subdivision subject to the prohibitions of the second 
sentence of subsection ( a) of this section provides any registration or voting notices, 
forms, instructions, assistance, or other materials or infonnation relating to the electoral 
process, including ballots, it shall provide them in the language of the applicable 
language minority group as well as in the English language: Provided, That where the 
language of the applicable minority group is oral or unwritten or in the case of Alaskan 

. Natives and American Indians, if the predominate language is historically unwritten, the 
State or political subdivision is only required to furnish oral instructions, assistance, or 
other infonnation relating to registration and voting . 
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JOHN SERRANO, JR., et al., Plaintiffs and Appellants, v. IVY BAKER PRIEST, * as State 
Treasurer, etc., et al., Defendants and Appellants 

* Although the former state Treasurer (now deceased) is not a party to this appeal, we 
continue to use the title Serrano v. Priest for purposes of consistency and convenience. 

L.A. No. 30398 

Supreme Court of California 

20 Cal. 3d 25; 569 P.2d 1303; 1977 Cal. LEXIS 168; 141 Cal. Rptr. 315; 7 ELR 20795 

October 4, 1977 

SUBSEQUENT HISTORY: [***l] 

The petition of the defendants and appellants for a rehearing was denied November 17, 1977, 
and the opinion was modified to read as printed above. Bird, C. J., and Manuel, J. , did not 
participate therein. Sullivan, J., * and Wright, J., + participated therein. Clark, J., and 
Richardson, J., were of the opinion that the petition should be granted. Clark, J., did not 
concur in the modification, 

* Retired Associate Justice of the Supreme Court sitting under assignment by the Chairperson 
of the Judicial Council. 

· + Retired Chief Justice of California sitting under assignment by the Acting Chairperson of the 
Judicial Council. 

PRIOR HISTORY: 

f. Superior Court of Los Angeles County, No. C 938254, Bernard S. Jefferson, Judge. 

DISPOSITION: The order concerning attorneys' fees filed August 1, 1975 is affirmed. The 
cause is remanded to the trial court with directions to hear and determine plaintiffs' motions 
for attorneys' fees filed in this court on January 28, 1977, July 7, 1977, and October 31, 
1977, in conformity with the views herein expressed and to make and enter all necessary and 
appropriate orders. 

CASE SUMMARY 

PROCEDURAL POSTURE: Appellants, state officials, and respondents, public interest 
groups, sought review of a decision of the Superior Court of Los Angeles County 
(California), which awarded attorney fees in •favor of respondents regarding respondents' 
successful lawsuit that held California's public school. system in violation of California's 
constitution . 
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OVERVIEW: Respondents, public interest groups, had previously successfully sued the 
state, which resulted in the court finding that the public school financing system was 
unconstitutional. Respondents filed their first of several motions for attorney fees. Based 
upon its equitable powers, the trial court awarded attorney fees to respondents' counsel 
based on the private attorney general theory. Appellants, state officials, and · 
respondents, respectfully, sought review of the award and amount of the attorney fees. 
The court adopted the private attorney general theory for California as it applied to 
vindication of a strong state constitutional public policy. The court affirmed the award of 
attorney fees, articulating that the private attorney general theory encouraged suits 
effectuating a strong public policy by awarding substantial attorney fees to those who 
successfully brought such suits and thereby brought about benefits to a broad class of 
citizens. The court withheld judgment on the issue of whether the private attorney 
general theory could be applied to a strong statutory policy. The court remanded for the 
trial court to determine respondents' remaining motions for attorney fees. 

OUTCOME: The court affirmed the award and amount of respondent's attorney fees 
under the private attorney general theory because the previous litigation vindicated a 
strong constitutional public policy and the result of the litigation benefited a broad class 
of persons. The court remanded to the trial court with directions to hear and determine 
respondents' remaining motions for attorney fees in conformity with the court's opinion. 

CORE TERMS: private attorney, educational, substantial benefit, equitable, common fund, 
public policy, school children, constitutional rights, award of fees, funding, equal protection, 
public interest, vindicated, concrete, urge, grounded, italics, funded, charitable, bestowed, 
class action, sum of money, benefited, financing, allowance, awarding, saving, specifically 
provided, educational program, public education 

CORE CONCEPTS - • Hide Concepts 

ii Civil_Procedure __ : __ Costs & Attorney Fees __ :_Attorney Fees 
.t..cal. Code of Civ. Proc. § 1021 provides in relevant part except as attorney's fees are 

specifically provided for by statute, the measure and mode of compensation of 
attorneys and counselors at law is left to the agreement, express or implied , of the 
parties. 

~ Civil .Procedure.: Costs&_Attorney Fees __ : ___ Attorney Fees 
.t..Appellate decisions in this state have created two nonstatutory exceptions to the 

general rule of Cal. Code of Civ. Proc. §_1021, each of which is based upon inherent 
equitable powers of the court. The first of these is the well-established common fund 
principle: when a number of persons are entitled in common to a specific fund, and an 
action brought by a plaintiff or plaintiffs for the benefit of all results in the creation or 
preservation of that fund, such plaintiff or plaintiffs may be awarded attorney's fees out 
of the fund. The second principle, of more recent development, is the so-called 
substantial benefit rule: when a class action or corporate derivative action results in · 
the conferral of substantial benefits, whether of a pecuniary or nonpecuniary nature, 
upon the defendant in such an action, that defendant may, in the exercise of the 
court's equitable discretion, be required to yield some of those benefits in the form of 
a.n award of attorney's fees. • 

~ Civil Procedure : Cost~ &AttorneyJ=ees __ :_Att9_r_r1eyj=:ees 
.!.Although American courts, in contrast to those of England, have never awarded 

counsels'fees as a routine component of costs, at least one exception to this rule has 
become as well e_stablished as the rule itself: that one who expends attorneys' fees in 
winning a suit which creates a fund from which others derive benefits, may require 
those passive beneficiaries to bear a: fair share of the litigation costs . 
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~ Civ.iLProcedure .. : __ Costs.& Attorney Fees :.Attorney _Fees 
±Fees are awarded under this rationale out of a fund recovered or maintained by the 

plaintiff, on the theory that all who will participate in the fund should pay the cost of its 
creation or protection and that this is best achieved by taxing the fund itself for 
attorney's fees. · 

~ Civi 1 . .Procedure_: _ Costs & Attorney Fees _: __ Attorney Fees 
±.The courts have fashioned another nonstatutory exception to the general rule on the 

award of attorneys fees. This exception, which may be viewed as an outgrowth of the 
common fund doctrine, permits the award of fees when the litigant, proceeding in a 
representative capacity, obtains a decision resulting in the conferral of a substantial 
benefit of a pecuniary or nonpecuniary nature. In such circumstance, the court, in the 
exercise of its equitable discretion, thereupon may decree that under dictates of justice 
those receiving the benefit should contribute to the costs of its production. 

~ .CivJLProcedure : Costs & Attorney_fee~: Attorney Fees 
..t..The high court, choosing to treat the substantial benefit rule as a part of the common 

· fund exception, had clearly indicated that fees could be awarded under this rationale 
only from the fund or property itself or directly from the other parties enjoying the 
benefit. 

I Civil Procedure : Costs _St. Attorney_ Fees : Attorney Fees 
.!a Reimbursement of attorneys fees is proper in cases where the litigation has conferred a 

substantial benefit on the members of an ascertainable class, and where the court's 
jurisdiction over the subject matter of the suit makes possible an award that will 
operate to spread the costs proportionately among them, 

~ Civil.Procedure __ : Costs_&_Attorney_Fees : Attorney Fees 
;krn spite of variations in emphasis, there are three basic factors to be considered in 

awarding fees on the private attorney general theory. These are in general: (1) the 
strength or societal importance of the public policy vindicated by the litigation, (2) the 
necessity for private enforcement and the magnitude of the resultant burden on the 
plaintiff, (3) the number of people standing to benefit from the decision. 

I CJ.v..iLPrn.;;:_e_dyrn_:_CQS.t.S..Bi. . .81.t.QrJJe_y_ ___ fees : Attorn.~y _ _E~~s. 
.t.The starting point of every fee award, once it is recognized that the court's role in 

equity is to provide just compensation for the attorney, must be a calculation of the 
attorney's services in terms of the time he has expended on the case. Anchoring the 
analysis to this concept is the only way of approaching the problem that can claim· 
objectivity, a claim which is obviously vital to the prestige of the bar and the courts. 

~ Civil Procedure·: Costs & Attorney Fees : Attorney fees 
.1;.While as the courts have indicated the factof public or foundational support should not 

have any relevance to the question of eligibility for an award, it may properly be 
considered in determining the size of the award. · 

Wlll Civil Proc_eoure __ : Costs & Attorney Fees : Attorney Fees 
~ CiviL.Procedure __ : __ Appeals .: _Standards .of.Review.: C::leC:1rly Erroneous RevJew -
;t..The experienced trial judge is the best judge of the value of professional services 

rendered in his court, and while his judgment is of course subject to review, it will not 
be disturbed unless the appellate court is convinced that it is clearly wrong. 

COUNSEL: Sidney M. Wolinsky, Danie:I M. Luevano, Rosalyn Chapman, Philip E. Goar, John E. 
McDermott, [***2] Rose Matsui Ochi, David A. Bi_nder, Harold W. Horowitz, Jerome L . 
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Levine, Michael H. Shapiro, E. Robert Wallach, Richard A. Rothschild, Mary S. Burdick and 
Diane Messer for Plaintiffs and Appellants . 

Bayard F. Berman, William T. Rintala, Henry Shields, Robert G. Sproul, Jr., James J. 
Brosnahan, Jr., Edward W. Rosston, David M. Heilbron, Stuart C. Walker, Robert E. 
Cartwright, Edward I. Pollock, Arne Werchick, Sanford M. Gage, Leroy Hersh, Ned Good, 
David 8. Baum, Robert G. Beloud, Roger H. Hedrick, Leonard Sacks, Stephen I. Zetterberg, 
Antonio Rossmann, Carlyle W. Hall, Jr., Brent N. Rushforth and John R. Phillips as Amici 
Curiae on behalf of Plaintiffs and Appellants. 

Evelle J. Younger, Attorney General, N. Eugene Hill, Assistant Attorney General, John J. Klee, 
Jr., Ronald V. Thunen, Jr., Thomas E. Warriner and Richard M. Skinner, Deputy Attorneys 
General, for Defendants and Appellants. 

JUDGES: Opinion by Sullivan, J., * with Tobriner, Acting C. J., Mosk, J., Wright, J., + and 
Kaus, J., ++ concurring. Separate dissenting opinion by Richardson, J., with Clark, J., 
concurring. Separate dissenting opinion by Clark, J. 

* Retired Associate Justice of the Supreme Court sitting under assignment by the Chairperson 
of the Judicial Council. [***3] 

+ Retired Chief Justice of California sitting under assignment by the Acting Chairperson of the 
Judicial Council. 

++ Assigned by the Chairperson of the Judicial Council. 

OPINIONBY: SULLIVAN 

OPINION: [*31] . [**1304] In Serrano v. Priest- {1976) 18 Cal.3d 728 Ll.35 Cal.Rptr. 
345, 557 P.2d 9291 (hereafter cited as Serrano II) we affirmed a judgment of the Los Angeles 
County Superior Court, entered on September 3, 1974, which held essentially (1) that the 
then-existing California public school financing system was invalid as in violation of state 
constitutional provisions guaranteeing equal protection of the laws, and (2) that the said 
system must be brought into constitutional compliance within a period of six years from the 
date of entry of judgment, the trial court retaining jurisdiction for the purpose of granting any 
necessary future relief. nl That judgment is now final. 

- - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

nl A more complete summary of the trial court judgment was set forth in Serrano II: "The 
trial court held that the California public school financing system for elementary and 
secondary schools as it stood following the adoption of S.B. 90 and A.B. 1267, while not in 
violation of the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the federal 
Constitution; was invalid as in violation of former article I, sections 11 and 21 , of the 
California Constitution (now art. IV, § 16 and art. I, § 7 respectively ... ), our state equal 
protection provisions. Indicating the respects in which the system before it was violative of 
our state constitutional standard, the court set a period of six years from the date of entry of 
judgment as a reasonable time for bringing the system into constitutional compliance; it 
further held and ordered that the existing system should continue to operate until such 
complianc.e had been achieved. The judgment specifically provided that it was not to be 
construed to require the adoption of any particular system of school finance, but only to 
require that the plan adopted comport with the requirements of state equal protection 
provisions. Finally, the trial court retained jurisdiction of the action and over the parties 'so 
that any of such parties may apply for appropriate relief in the event that relevant 
circumstances develop, such as a failure by the legislative and executive branches of the 
state government to take the necessaty steps to design, enact into law, and place into 
operation, within a reasonable time from the date of entry of this Judgment, a California 
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Public School Financing System for public elementary and secondary schools that will fully 
comply with the said equal-protection-of-the-law provisions of the California 
Constitution."' (Serrano II at pp. 748-750.) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [***4] 

Within a month after the entry of the foregoing judgment and prior to the filing of 
defendants' appeals, plaintiffs' attorneys (Public Advocates, Inc. and Western Center on Law 
and Poverty) made separate motions for an award of reasonable attorneys fees "against 
defendants Priest [then the state Treasurer], Riles [then and presently the state 
Superintendent of Public Instruction] and Flournoy [then the state Controller] in their official 
capacities as officials of the State of California." The motions were not based upon statute but 
were instead addressed to the equitable powers of the court. Three theories, to be examined 
in detail by us below, were advanced in support of the award: the so-called "common [*32] 
[**1305] fund" theory, the "substantial benefit" theory, and the "private attorney general" 

theory. 

A hearing on the issue of entitlement to fees was held on January 6, 1975, and on January 27 
the trial court entered an interim order in which it announced its intention to award 
reasonable attorneys fees to plaintiffs' counsel on the private attorney general theory only, 
declining to. apply the other two theories advanced. The matter was continued [***5] until 
April 14, 1975, for briefing and argument upon the issue of the amount of fees to be 
awarded. On that date the court received testimony and, upon stipulation of the parties, 
additional evidence by affidavit. At the conclusion of this hearing the court announced its 
intention to award $ 400,000 as reasonable attorneys fees to Public Advocates, Inc. and $ 
400,000 as reasonable attorneys fees to Western Center on Law and Poverty. Upon timely 
request by Public Advocates, Inc. the court ordered the preparation of findings of fact and 
conclusions of law. On August 1, 1975, the court filed its "Order Concerning Attorneys' Fees," 
which was consistent in all relevant respects with its previous rulings, n2 as well as its 
"Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law Concerning the Award of Attorneys' Fees" -- of 
which there were 219 of the former and 28 of the latter. 

- - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - ..: - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n2The order provided in relevant part: It Is Hereby Ordered that Public Advocates, Inc. and 
Western Center on Law and Poverty, attorneys for Plaintiffs, are each entitled under the 
private attorney general doctrine to receive reasonable attorneys' fees from the defendants, 
Jesse M. Unruh [present state Treasurer], Kenneth Cory [present state Controller], and 
Wilson C. Riles, in their representative capacities. [ para. ] It Is Further Ordered that$ 
400,000 is a reasonable attorneys' fee for the representation by Public Advocates, Inc. of the 
plaintiffs from the beginning of the instant action through April 14, 1975. [ para. ] It Is 
Further Ordered that $ 400,000 is a reasonable attorneys' fee for the representation by 
Western Center on Law and Poverty of the plaintiffs from the beginning of the instant action 

. through April 14, 1975." 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [***6] 

Two notices of appeal from the order were fiLed, one by Public Advocates, Inc. and Western 
Center on Law and Poverty, as "counsel for plaintiffs," and one by defendants Unruh, Cory, 
and Riles .. On October 1, 1975, we transferred the appeal to this court and ordered it 
consolidated with the then-pending appeal in Serrano II. The latter appeal having been fully 
briefed, however, we proceeded to hear argument and render our decision in Serrano II, 
deferring our consideration of the instant appeal until the judgment in Serrano II had become 
fi na I. 

On January 28, 1977, after the rendition of our decision in Serrano II but prior to the 
issuance of the remittitur, a motion was filed in thi~ court [*33] for reasonable attorneys' 
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fees in connection with the appeal of this cause. This motion was filed by 
"respondents" (designated in the caption as plaintiffs John Serrano, Jr. et al.) by their 
attorneys, Public Advocates, Inc. and Western Center on Law and Poverty. Prior to issuance of 
the Serrano II remittitur we modified our judgment to reserve jurisdiction for the purpose of 
passing upon this motion in conjunction with the instant appeal. 

I 

We summarize the [***7] contentions advanced in the briefs of the parties: n3 

Defendants contend that the award of attorneys fees was improper on any of the grounds 
considered. Thus, they urge that whereas the trial court was correct in determining that such 
an award cannot be sustained on either the common fund theory or [**1306] the 
substantial benefit theory, it erred in concluding that an award should be made on the private 
attorney general theory. Additionally they argue that even if such an award based on any of 
these theories were proper in a case in which the prevailing litigant had incurred an 
obligation to pay for legal services, it could not be justified in a case in which, as here, the 
plaintiffs had incurred no obligation for such services which were provided without charge by 
organizations receiving public or tax-exempt charitable funding. n4 In any event, defendants 
urge, the award in this case is excessive. Finally, defendants also oppose the granting of the 
motion for attorneys fees on appeal. 

- - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n3 In addition to the briefs of the parties, briefs amicus curiae have been filed by the Bar 
Association of San Francisco and the San Francisco Lawyers' Committee for Urban Affairs 
(joint brief); the Los Angeles County Bar Association; the Woodland Hills Residents 
Association; Robert E. Cartwright, Edward I. Pollock, Arne Werchick, Sanford M. Gage, Leroy 
Hersh, Ned Good, David B. Baum, Robert G. Beloud, Roger H. Hedrick, Leonard Sacks and 
Stephen I. Zetterberg (joint brief); and Center for Law in the Public Interest. [***8] 

n4 Public Advocates, Inc. is a nonprofit legal corporation supported by tax-exempt charitable 
funds. Western Center on Law and Poverty is a public interest law center funded by the Legal 
Services Corporation. (See 42 U.S.C. § 2996 et seq.) Neither may accept fees from clients. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Plaintiffs and their attorneys, while agreeing with the trial court's award of fees on the private 
attorney general theory, contend that the court erred in refusing to base its award 
additionally on the common fund and substantial benefit theories. The fact that plaintiffs are 
represented by organizations receiving public or other tax-exempt funding, they urge, should 
have no effect upon their eligibility for the [*34] award. Public Advocates, Inc., in an 
argument in which Western Center on Law and Poverty does not join, also urges that the 
award is inadequate. Finally, plaintiffs and their attorneys contend that their motion for 
attorneys fees on appeal should be granted on each of the three theories here in question. 

II 

Recently in D'Amico v. BoardQfMedical Examiners (1974) 11 Cal.3d 1 [112 Cal.RP.t r,_ 
[***9] 78§.,52.0P,2_d _ _1Q1, we had occasion to point out: + " Section 1021 of the Code of 

Civil Procedure provides in relevant part: 'Except as attorney's fees are specifically provided 
for by statute, the measure and mode of compensation of attorneys and counselors at law is 
left to the agreement, express or implied, of the parties ... .' No state statute provides for 
the award of attorney's fees in a case of this nature, and there has been no express or 
implied agreement concerning attorney's fees in this case. However, + appellate decisions in 
this state have created two nonstatutory exceptions to the general rule of section 1021, each 
of which is based upon inherent equitable powers o~ the court. The first of these is the well-
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established 'common fund' principle: when a number of persons are entitled in common to a 
specific fund, and an action brought by a plaintiff or plaintiffs for the benefit of all results in 
the creation or preservation of that fund, such plaintiff or plaintiffs may be awarded 
attorney's fees out of the fund. (See, e.g., Estate of Stauffer (1959) 53 Cal.2d 124, 132 [346 
P.2d]_4J3J; _E_:;tate of Re,c;;1(1'e __ (1948) 31 Cal.2d 669, 671-672 [l91 P.2d 745]; see generally 
[***10] 4 Witkin, Cal. Procedure (2d ed. 1971) Judgment, §§ 129-133, pp. 3278-3283.) 

The second principle, of more recent development, is the so-called 'substantial benefit' rule: 
when a class action or corporate derivative action results in the conferral of substantial 
benefits, whether of a pecuniary or nonpecuniary nature, upon the defendant in such an 
action, that defendant may, in the exercise of the court's equitable discretion, be required to 
yield some of those benefits in the form of an award of attorney's fees. (See, e.g., Kn.Qf[v_, 
C.ity_e_t,. __ Qf.S.a.nErno.cisco (1969) 1 Cal.App.3d 184, 203-204 [81 Cal.Rptr. 68:3];. fletcher v. 
A. J. Industries, Inc. (1968) 266 Cal.App.2d .. 3l3,3l8:-.3.2.5_.LZ2 .. Cfll,Rptr_._J46]; see also 
Sprague v. Ticonic Bank (1939-)-3.07 U.S. 161 [83 L.Ed. 1184, 59 S.Ct. 777]: see generally 4 
Witkin, Cal. Procedure, supra, Judgment, § 134, pp. 3283-3284.)" (Id., at p. 25.) Mindful of 
these observations, we proceed first to determine whether the trial court was correct in 
concluding that an award of reasonable attorneys [**1307] fees could not be supported in 
the instant case under either of the aforementioned exceptions to the rule [***11] of 
section 1021. 

[*35] (a) The Common Fund Theory 

+"Although American courts, in contrast to those of England, have never awarded counsels' 
fees as a routine component of costs, at least one exception to this rule has become as well 
established as the rule itself: that one who expends attorneys' fees in winning a suit which 
creates a fund from which others derive benefits, may require those passive beneficiaries to 
bear a fair share of the litigation costs." ( Quinn v. State of California (1975) 15 _Cal.3d 162, 
167 [124 Cal.Rptr. 1, 539 P.2d]61]; fns. omitted.) This, the so-called "common fund" 
exception to the American rule regarding the award of attorneys fees (i.e., the rule set forth 
in section 1021 of our Code of Civil Procedure), is grounded in "the historic power of equity to 
permit the trustee of a fund or property, or a party preserving or recovering a fund for the 
benefit of others in addition to himself, to recover his costs, including his attorneys' fees, 
from the fund of property itself or directly from the other parties enjoying the 
benefit." ( Alyeska Pipeline Co. v. Wilderness Society (1975) 421 U.S. 240. 257 [44 L.Ed.2d 
141, [***12] 153, 95 S.Ct. 1612]: fn. omitted.) 

First approved by this court in the early case of E_QK._1,/_,__Hafe & Norcross S. M. Co. (1895) 108 
Cal. 475 [41 P. 328]. the "common fund" exception has since been applied by the courts of 
this state in numerous cases. (See, e.g., Glendale City Emoloyees'Assn,1 Jnc. v. City of 
Glendale (1975)15_Cal.3d 328. 341,Jn. 19 [124 Cal.RQtr. 513, 540 P.2d 609): Estate of 
Reade, supra, 31 Cal.2d 669, 671-672: Winslow v . Harold G. Ferguson Corp. (1944}25 
Cal.2d 274, 277 ['153 P.2~L7_14J; EiJtme.cS_!;l;_C, __ f'igt__f1_q_(lfs. _ _y,_pe_terson ( 1936) 5 Cal.2d 601, 
607155 .P.2d_867J_; Estat·e of Kann (1967) 253 Cal.App.2d 212, 223 [61 Cal.Rptr. 122]; see 
generally Dawson, Lawyers and Involuntary Clients: Attorney Fees from Funtls (1974) 87 
Harv.L.Rev. 1597.) In all of these cases, however, the activities of the party awarded fees 
have resulted in the preservation or recovery of a certain or easily calculable sum of money -
out of which sum or "fund" the fees are to be paid. nS We can find no such "fund" in this 
case . 

. - - - - - - -:- - - - - - - - -- - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - -

n5 °¾"Fees r:Jre awarded under this rationale out of a fund recovered or maintained by the 
plaintiff, on the theory that all who will participate in the fund should pay the cost of its 
creation or protection and that this is best achieved by taxing the fund itself for attorney's 
fees." (Comment, Court Awarded Attorney's Fees and Equal Access to the Courts (1974) 122 
U.Pa.L.Rev. 636, 694-695 [cited hereafter as Comment, Equal Access].) 

. . .. . . ·. . 
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [***13] 

In relevant findings of fact the trial court found that plaintiffs "have proven that the sum of 
money available for public education in California is not being spent in accordance with the 
California Constitution" [*36] and "have protected the sum of money available for public 
education" in the state. Plaintiff urges that these findings are tantamount to a determination 
that a fund of money for educational use was created by their efforts. The trial court, 
however, concluded otherwise, reasoning that whatever additional monies are made available 
for public education as a result of the Serrano judgment will flow from legislative 
implementation of the judgment, not from the judgment itself. That judgment requires 
substantial equality in educational opportunity for the school children of this state without 
regard to the taxable wealth per student in the particular district in which a student lives. It 
does not require any particular level of expenditure. n6 Accordingly, it cannot be said that the 
efforts of plaintiffs [**1308] have created or preserved any "fund" of money to which they 
should be allowed recourse for their fees. · 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - · - - - - ~ - - - - - -

n6 In footnote 28 of our Serrano II opinion we quoted the following passage from the trial 
court's memorandum opinion: "What the Serrano [I] court imposed as a California 
constitutional requirement is that there must be uniformity of treatment between the children 
of the various school districts in the State because all the children of the State in public 
schools are persons similarly circumscribed. The equal-protection-of-the-laws provisions of 
the California Constitution mandate nothing less than that all such persons shall be treated 

. alike. If such uniformity of treatment were to result in all children being provided a low
quality educational program, or even a clearly inadequate educational program, the California 
Constitution would be satisfied. This court does not read the Serrano [I] opinion as requiring 
that there is any constitutional mandate for the State to provide funds for each child in the 
State at some magic level to produce either an adequate-quality educational program or a 
high-quality educational program. It is only a disparity in treatment between equals which 
runs afoul of the California constitutional mandate of equal protection of the laws." As our 
opinion in Serrano II makes clear, this is a correct characterization. 

· - - - - - - ,. - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - ;. - - - - - - - - - - [***14] 

Plaintiffs place great emphasis on the trial court's finding that under the 1972 and 1973 
legislation which we have referred to in our Serrano II opinion as "S.B. 90 and A.B. 
1267" (see Serrano II at pp. 736-737, 741-744), passed in response to our decision in 
Serrano I, an annual pool of some $ 550 million has come into existence for purposes of 
education and property tax relief. Moreover, they point out, it is quite likely that under 
subsequent legislation substantial further sums of money will become available for these 
purposes. Again, however, we point out that any such increases in the total educational 
budget, while they may be termed a "response" to our Serrano decisions, are by no means 
required by them. It is for the Legislature to determine, in its conjoined political wisdom, 
whether the achievement of that degree of equality of educational opportunity which is 
required by the state Constitution is to be accompanied by an overall increase in educational 
funding. 

[*37] Finally, even if it were determined that the monies to become available for education 
in the wake of Serrano should be considered a "fund"· for these purposes, [***15] plaintiffs 
and their attorneys nowhere suggest that payment should be made to them out of such 
monies. n7 Instead they seem to indicate, with perhaps intentional vagueness, that their fees 
should be paid by "the State." Apparently their primary authority in this respect is the case of 
Brewer v. School Boa.rd of CftY. of Norfolk, Virginia (4th Cir. 1972) 456 F.2d 943 (cert. den. 
(1972) 406 U.S. 933 [32 L.Ed.2d 136, 92 S.Ct. 1778]), in which the Court of Appeals ordered 
the award of reasonable attorneys fees against a school district after determining that its 
desegregation plan was inadequate insofar as it fail~d to provide a practical method of free 
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transportation for students assigned to schools beyond normal walking distance from their 
homes. There the court, stating that this was a case for "at least a quasi-application of the 
'common fund' doctrine" -~_56 __ f,2.d .atp. 951},. reasoned that whereas each of the students 
involved had secured a right worth approximately$ 60 per year to each of them, it would 
"defeat the basic purpose of the relief provided" to impose a charge against them for a 
proportionate share of the attorneys fees ( id., at p. 952). "The only feasible [***16] 
solution in this particular situation," the court held, "would seem to be in requiring the school 
district itself to supplement its provision of free transportation with payment of an 
appropriate attorney's fee to plaintiffs' attorneys for securing the addition of such a provision 
to the plan of desegregation." (Id.) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n7 such an award, of course, would necessarily bring about a diminution in educational 
funding, a result which plaintiffs and their attorneys might be presumed to oppose. Moreover, 
an award of this kind would essentially constitute the acceptance of a fee from a client, and 
thus could not be accepted by either of the law firms representing plaintiffs. (See fn. 4, ante; 
see also Comment, Equal Access, supra, 122 U.Pa.L.Rev. 636, 695; cf. Scmders v. City of Los 
Angeles (l$)]_Qj 3 Cal.3d 252. 263 ['90 Cal,8.P.tLl69.,-4ZSP.2d2.filli.. National Coun. of Com. 
f':1ent?J.I H. C. Inc. v. Weinberger_{O.._PcC• 1974) 387 F.Supp. 991, 994-995.) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

We, along with the concurring judge in Brewer [***17] (Winter, Cir. J., cone. specially, 
456 F.2d at pp. 952-9~ [**1309] are of the view that the Brewer case, to the extent 
that it relies upon the terminology used, represents an improper application of the "common 
fund" theory. (See also Dawson, Lawyers and Involuntary Clients in Public Interest Litigation 
(1975) 88 Harv.L.Rev. 849, 895-896; Comment, Equal Access, supra, 122 U.Pa.L.Rev. 636, 
695-696.) In any event it is not consistent with the law of this state. We hold that here, 
where plaintiffs' efforts have not effected the creation or preservation of an identifiable "fund" 
of money out of which [*38] they seek to recover their attorneys fees, the "common fund" 
exception is inapplicable. The trial court was correct in so concluding. 

(b) The Substantial Benefit Theory 

As we indicated in our opinion in D'Amico v. Board of Medical Examiners, supra. 11 Cal.3d 1. 
25, +the courts have fashioned another nonstatutory exception to the general rule on the 
award of attorneys fees. This exception, which may be viewed as an outgrowth of the 
"common fund" doctrine, permits the award of fees when the litigant, proceeding in a 
representative [***18] capacity, obtains a decision resulting in the conferral of a 
"substantial benefit" of a pecuniary or nonpecuniary nature. In such circumstance, the court, 
in the exercise of its equitable discretion, thereupon may decree that under dictates of justice 
those receiving the benefit should contribute to the costs of its production. Although of fairly 
recent development in California, this exception to the general rule is now well established in 

· our law. 

Although the seminal California case on this subject, Fletcher v. A. .J. Industrie;i,, _supra, 266 
Cal,App.2d 31~ arose in the context of corpa,rate litigation, n8 more recent decisions have 
applied the "substantial benefit" theory in a wide variety of circumstances, including those 
involving governmental defendants. Thus in Knoffv. Citv etc. of San Francisco,_.;;1.1pra, 1 

· Cal.App.3d 184, a class action, the plaintiffs had secured the issuance of a writ of mandate 
requiring the board of supervisors to order a full investigation into the loss of property taxes 
during certc1in previous years, including the identification of taxable property which had 
escaped taxation for any reason, and to take appropriate action to recover the [***19] 
taxes due. The Court of App.eal affirmed a judgment awarding the plaintiffs their attorneys 
fees out of tax revenues to be collected "in consequence of ... compliance" with the writ of 
mandate ( lQ'_. __ .;1tp-'-203), [ *39] citing Fletcher for_ the proposition that the award was 
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proper even in the absence of an existing "fund." 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n8 In Fletcher, a stockholders derivative action, the plaintiffs had obtained an order 
approving a settlement guaranteeing a beneficial change in corporate management and 
procedures as well as the arbitration of certain claims of managerial misconduct, with the 
possibility of future monetary awards. The Court of Appeal, affirming a trial court order 
awarding attorneys fees and costs to the plaintiffs, held that although no specific "fund" had 
been created out of which such fees could be awarded on the "common fund" theory, the 
benefit conferred on the corporation and shareholders justified a shifting of the monetary 
burden of producing that benefit to all those who would enjoy it. The court placed significant 
reliance upon certain dicta in the United States Supreme Court's decision in Sprague v. 
Ticonic Nat. Baok,supra. 307 U.S. 161. 166-167 [83 L.Ed. 1184, 1186-11-8]1, (See generally 
Dawson, Lawyers and Involuntary Clients: Attorney Fees from Funds, supra, 87 Harv.L.Rev. 
1597, 1609-1611.) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [***20] 

In the more recent case of Mandel v, Hodges (1976) 54 Cal.App.3d_ 596 (127 _Cal,l~ptr. 2441. 
the plaintiff, a state employee, had successfully challenged the state's practice of giving its 
employees time off with pay on Good Friday as a violation of constitutional prohibitions 
against the establishment of religion. The Court of Appeal, affirming an award of attorneys 
fees against the state, held that a substantial benefit had accrued to the state in the form of 
the future saving of funds formerly expended for work not performed, and that the trial court, 
exercising its equitable powers [**1310] in a suit brought in a representative capacity, had 
properly shifted the cost burden of producing that benefit to the party enjoying it . 

Finally, in Card v. Community Redevelopment Agency (1976) 61 Cal.App.3d 570( 131 
Cal.Rptr. 153], the plaintiff taxpayers had secured a judgment declaring invalid a city 
ordinance purporting to amend an existing r~development plan by including areas not 
covered by the original plan. As a result, certain property tax increment revenues otherwise 
payable to the redevelopment agency under the amending ordinance became available to 
various [***21] city and county taxing agencies. The Court of Appeal approved a portion 
of the judgment awarding attorneys fees to be paid by the various taxing agencies in 
proportion to their respective shares in the tax increment funds, holding that "[this] result 
substantially benefits the affected taxing agencies, named in the judgment (and through 
them their taxpayers), since it reduces both the occasion for the [redevelopment agency's] 
expenditure of such funds and the [agency's] source of such funds as well." (61 Cal.App .3d at 
p. 583.) 

(See fn. 10.) Relying on these and other n9 cases, plaintiffs and their attorneys urge that 
the award in this case was justified on the [*40] "substantial benefit" rationale and thatthe 
trial court erred in concluding otherwise. n10 In urging that such a benefit was conferred 
upon the state as a result of this litigation, they make reference to various factual findings of 
the trial court on the general subject, the most significant of which are [**1311] set forth 
in the margin. nll To the extent, however, [*41] that the subject findings are susceptible 
of the reading that substantial benefits in the form of [***22] increased educational 
opportunities have been bestowed upon the school children of this state as a necessary result 
of the Serrano decision -- or that benefits in the form of tax savings have been bestowed 
upon the taxpayers -- they are without support. The fundamental holding of Serrano -- i.e., 
that the existing school finance system, insofar as it operates to deny equality of educational 
opportunity to the school children of this state, is thereby violative of state equal-protection 
guarantees -- does nothing in and of itself to assure that concrete "benefits" will accrue to 
anyone. Only in the event that: implementing legislation, in establishing the equality of 
educational opportunity required by Serrano, does so at a level higher than that presently 
enjoyed by the least favored student under the pre~ent system will concrete "benefits" accrue 
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to any school child; only in the event that that level rises above the level of opportunity 
available to the most favored student under the present system will the required "benefits" 
accrue to all of the school children. By the same token, relative "benefits" to taxpayers will 
depend wholly upon the tax structure [***23] that the Legislature chooses to establish in 
order to finance its new system. In short, concrete "benefits" can accrue to the state or its 
citizens in the wake of Serrano only insofar as the Legislature, in its implementation of the 
command of equality which that case represents, chooses to bestow them. n12 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n9 Among the federal decisions relied upon by plaintiffs and their attorneys are Hall v. Cole 
{1973) 412 U.S. 1 [36 L.Ed.2d ZQ2_,_ 93 S.Ct. 1943], and Newman v. State otA.Jf;!_bam_q_ _(M,D, 
Al~., 1972)_3-~iLE,Swp_p,__278. In Hall the United States Supreme Court held that a former 
union member whose legal action had had the effect of establishing certain rights of free 
speech within the union was entitled to attorneys fees on the "substantial benefit" theory 
because the plaintiff, "by vindicating his own right of free speech ... [had] necessarily 
rendered a substantial service to his union as an institution and to all of its members ... 
[and] reimbursement of [his] attorneys' fees out of the union treasury simply shifts the costs 
of litigation to 'the class that has benefited from them and that would have had to pay them 
had it brought the suit.'" (412 U.S. at pp. 8-9 [36 L.Ed.2d at p_,__]Q9-JL fn. omitted.) In 
Newman, where a class action brought by state prisoners had resulted in a holding that 
inadequate medical treatment afforded them constituted cruel and unusual punishment 
within the meaning of the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments, fees were awarded against 
the state on this theory "because of the positive benefit resulting to the plaintiffs and the 
members of plaintiffs' class." (349 F,SY.R.P,.atp,286, italics added.) However the judgment 
as it related to attorneys fees was subsequently vacated and remanded for reconsideration in 
light of the intervening decisions in Alveska Pipeline Co. v. Wilderness Society, sµpn;1 1 421 
U,_S, __ ,2!}_Q (to be discussed infra) and Edelman v. Jordan (1974) 415 U.S,_65J_l39 L.Ed.2d 
662, 94 S.Ct. 1347]. In Alyeska 'i'the high court, choosing to treat the "substantial benefit" 
rule as a part of the "common fund" exception, had clearly indicated that fees could be 
awarded under this rationale only "from the fund or property itself or directly from the other 
parties enjoying the benefit" {421 U.S. at p. 257 [44 L.Ed,2d at p. 153]. italics added, fn. 
omitted), thus suggesting that the approach adopted in Newman was erroneous under the 
federal rule. [***24] 

nl0 Although the trial court found that substantial benefits had been bestowed on the state's 
public school children and taxpayers by Serrano (see fn. 11, post, and accompanying text) it 
concluded that fees could not be awarded on the "substantial benefit" theory because no such 
benefit had accrued to "the defendants in this case." While we believe, as we explain infra, 
that the trial court properly declined to base its award on this theory, we are also convinced 
of the correctness of plaintiffs' argument that such an award does not depend upon 
substantial benefi to the defendant. Despite the fact that the trial court's position on this 
point may find some support in the language of D'Amico and other cases, we have concluded 
that the proper rule -- as reflected in the Court of Appeal cases we have reviewed -
½'"[permits] reimbursement [of attorneys fees] in cases where the litigation has conferred a 
substantial benefit on the members of an ascertainable class, and where the court's 
jurisdiction over the subject matter of the suit makes possible an award that will operate to 
spread the costs proportionately among then;:i." ( MJlfs_v_, __ E;_lectric Auto-Ute (1970) 396 U,S,. 
375, 393-394 [24 L.Ed.2d _593, 607, 90 S.Ct. 616]: see generally Comment, Equal Access, 
supra, 122 U.Pa.L.Rev. 636, 662-666.) [***25] 

n11 The cowt found, inter alia: "5. Plaintiffs have rendered substantial service to the State 
Defendants and to the taxpayers of the State generally by bringing defendants into 
compliance with the mandate of the State Constitution and by securing for defendants and 
taxpayers the benefits assumed to flow from a nondiscriminatory educational system." 

•, 

"139. The class of children directly benefited by Serrano consists of all children in the State of 
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California who are enrolled in and attending public elementary and secondary schools except 
those in the intervening defendant districts." 

"140. The plaintiff parent-taxpayers class benefited by Serrano consists of all parents of 
children in the California public school system who were also owners of real property 
assessed for taxes." 

"141. Millions of school children and taxpayers other than the named plaintiffs will benefit 
from the results obtained by plaintiffs in this litigation." 

"142. An award of attorneys' fee against the State Defendants will, in effect, spread the costs 
of the present litigation among those who have benefited from it." 

"164. Millions of school children and taxpayers of California will benefit in the years to come 
as a result of Serrano." 

"166. The benefits of equal education obtained by this case will be multiplied throughout the 
lives of the children of this state, leading to more equal job opportunities and greater ability 
to participate in the social, cultural and political activity of our society." 

"167. The State itself will benefit from the equalization and upgrading of education as a result 
of Serrano." · 

"176. The State Defendants to some extent benefit from the increased equity and rationality 
in the taxing system and from a more equitable educational system for the children of this 
State, both of which are results of Serrano." [***26] 

n12 We are aware, of course, that the Legislature has recently passed and the Governor 
signed into law an urgency measure directed toward meeting the demands of Serrano. 
(Stats. 1977, ch. 894.) To the extent that this measure will ultimately result in an 
improvement in educational opportunity for some or all of the state's school children, such 
improvement will have been brought about by legislative rather than judicial action. 

The trial court, in announcing its decision, stated the matter thus: "But one question in this 
particular case is although there has been a great benefit, undoubtedly, to all of the citizens 
of the State, has there been any creation of a type of fund or saving of money? On the 
contrary, all of the argument has been it is going to cost the taxpayers millions of dollars 
more in order to carry out the Court's decision. Now, it can do that if it is carried out in one 
way. I don't know what the Supreme Court will say, but I will carefully point out in the 
approach which I took, which was that the Constitution will guarantee equality of educational 

· opportunity but no minimum level, and the billions of dollars that we are talking about 
depends upon the decision to bring all school districts in terms of income up to where Beverly 
Hills is. That is a political decision, in my opinion, and not a constitutional one. If the financial 
affairs of the State won't support such a decision, then I could well see a different approach, 
in which all school districts would be at a much lower level to come within the State's 
finances." (Italics added.) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - --. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [***27] 

[*42] [**1312] It is also urged, however, that while Serrano may not have had the 
direct effect of producing increased educational opportunity or tax savings, it did produce 
benefits of_a conceptual or doctrinal character which are shared by the state as a whole. 
Certain findings of the trial court -- notably those numbered 5, 167, and 176 (set forth in fn. 
11, ante) -- support this contention. Common sense as weUspeaks in favor of the proposition 
that plaintiffs and their attorneys, as a result of the Serrano litigation, have rendered an 
enormous service to the state and all of its citizens by insuring that the state educational 
financing system shall be brought into conformity 1/\/ith the equal protection provisions of our 
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state Constitution so that the degree of educational opportunity available to the school 
children of this state will no longer be dependent upon the taxable wealth of the district in 
which each student lives. We have concluded, however, that to award fees on the 
"substantial benefit" theory on the basis of considerations of this nature -- separate and apart 
from any consideration of actual and concrete benefits bestowed -- would be to extend 
[***28] that theory beyond its rational underpinnings. n13 If the effectuation of 

constitutional or statutory policy, without more, is to serve as a sufficient basis for the award 
of attorneys fees in this state, the rationale for such awards must be found in a theory more 
directly concerned with considerations of this nature. It is to such a theory that we now turn. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n13 The decisions of the United States Supreme Court in Mills v. Electrf(: Auto-Lite, supra, 
396 U.S. 375, and Hall v. Cole, sJ1pra, 412 U.S. 1, are not inconsistent with this conclusion. 
In each of those cases a concrete benefit, in the form of informed corporate suffrage in Mills, 
and enhanced union free speech rights in Hall, had been achieved by the litigation and 
bestowed upon the entities against which fees were awarded. (Cf. generally Dawson, Lawyers 
and Involuntary Clients in Public Interest Litigation, supra, 88 Harv.L.Rev. 849, 863-870.) In 
the instant case, on the other hand, the command of equality emerging from the litigation 
will afford little more than philosophic comfort to anyone in the absence of a legislative 
decision to achieve that equality by raising the disadvantaged to the level of the favored, 
rather than vice versa. 

- - - - - .; - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [***29] 

III 

Iii D'Amico v. Board of Medical Examin~L.5, .SYPtqLlJ C91,.3rtl, plaintiffs had sought an award 
of fees not only on the "common fund" and "substantial benefit" theories but also on two 
additional theories, both of which were grounded largely on federal case law. The first of 
these, involving awards against an opponent who has maintained an unfounded action or 
defense '"in bad faith, vexatiously, wantonly or for oppressive reasons"' LU Cal.3d at p. 26), 
is not involved in the instant case and we do not address ourselves to it. However, the 
second, the [*43] so-called "private attorney general" concept, was adopted by the trial 
court as the basis for its award, and we are now called upon to determine its applicability in 
this jurisdiction. 

In addressing ourselves to the "private attorney general" theory in D'Amico, we said "This 
concept, as we understand it, seeks to encourage suits effectuating a strong congressional or 
national policy by awarding substantial attorney's fees, regardless of defendants' conduct, to 
those who successfully bring such suits and thereby bring about benefits to a broad class of 
citizens."(11_ Cal.3d at p. 27 .) Notlng, however, that [***30] such doctrine was then 
under examination by the United States Supreme Court, we thought it prudent to await "an 
announcement by the high court concerning its limits and contours on the federal level" (id.) 
before determining its possible applicability in this jurisdiction. · 

The announcement has now been made. In Alvesl<a Pipeline.Co. _v._ Wilderness Society, supra, 
421 U.S. 240, n14 [**1313] a five to two opinion authored by Justice White, the Supreme 
Court held that the awarding of attorneys fees on a "private attorney general" theory, in the 
absence of express statutory authorization, did not lie within the equitable jurisdiction of the 
federal courts. Such awards, the court held, "would make major inroads on a policy matter 
that CongrE!SS has reserved for itself." (421 U.S. at p. 269 [44 L.Ed.2d at p. 159].) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - ;. - - - - - - - - - - -

n14 The case involving this question which was before the high court at the time of D'Amico 
was later vacated on other grounds. C [3_r_i_idley v. Sc(100/ Board of Richmond, Virgini~r(E,P,V'iJ.-. 
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1971) 53 F.R.D. 28, revd. (4th Cir. 1972) 1Z2.F.2d .:U8, vacated on other grounds (1974) 
416 U.S. 696.[40.J,,Ed.2d 476, 94$,Ct. 2006].) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [***31] 

The high court rested its conclusion on two bases. The first, involving the interpretation of an 
1853 court costs act, need not long concern us here, for the act in question (presently 28 
U.S.C. §§ 1920, 1923) bears little resemblance to the governing statute in this state, ~J;ction 
1021 of the Code of Civil Procedure. In any event the fashioning of equitable exceptions to 
the statutory rule to be applied in California is a matter within the sole competence of this 
court. nlS The second basis on which the Supreme Court grounded its decision, however, 
dealing with the manageability and fairness of such awards in the absence of legislative 
guidance, goes directly to the heart of the determination here before us. The making of such 
awards in the absence of statutory authorization, the high court indicated, would leave the 
courts "free to [*44] fashion drastic new rules with respect to the allowance of attorneys' 
fees to the prevailing party ... or to pick and choose among plaintiffs and the statutes under 
which they sue and to award fees in some cases but not in others, depending upon the 
courts' assessment of the importance of the public policies involved in particular [***32] 
cases." (421 U.S. at Q. 269.(44 L.Ed.2d at pp. 159-160].) This, the court suggested, would 
represent an unacceptable and unwise intrusion of the judicial branch of government into the 
domain of the Legislature. 

- - .- - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - .:.Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n15 This was expressly recognized by the high court in Alyeska itself. (See 421 U.S._qt_p, 
259, fn. 3.l_[44 L.Ed.2d at p. 154].) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

It is with this consideration foremost in mind that we inust assess the arguments advanced 
· by plaintiffs and amici curiae in support of our adoption of the "private attorney general" 
concept in our state. Those arguments may be briefly summarized as follows: In the complex 
society in which we live it frequently occurs that citizens in great numbers and across a broad 
spectrum have interests in common. These, while of enormous significance to the society as a 
whole, do not involve the fortunes of a single individual to the extent necessary to encourage 
their private vindication in the courts. Although there are within the executive branch of the 
government offices and [***33] institutions (exemplified by the Attorney General) whose 
function it is to represent the general public in such matters and to ensure proper 
enforcement, for various reasons the burden of enforcement is riot always adequately carried 
by those offices and institutions, rendering some sort of private action imperative. Because 
the issues involved in such litigation are often extremely complex and their presentation 
time-consuming and costly, the availability of representation of such public interests by 
private attorneys acting pro bona pub/ico is limited . Only through the appearance of "public 
interest" law firms funded by public and foundation monies, argue plaintiffs and amici, has it 
been possible to secure representation on any large scale. The firms in question, however, 
are not funded to the extent necessary for the representation of all such deserving interests, 
and as a result many worthy causes of this nature are without adequate representation under 
present circumstances. One solution, so the .irgument goes, within the equitable powers of 
the judiciary to provide, is the award of substantial attorneys fees to those public-interest 
litigants and their attorneys [**1314] [***34] (whether private attorneys acting pro 
bono pub/ico or members of "public interest" law firms) who are successful in such cases, to 
the end that support may be provided for the representation of interests of similar character 
in future litigation. 

In the several cases in which the courts, persuaded by these and similar arguments, have 
granted fees on the "private attorney general" [*45] theory, various formulations of the 
rule have appeared. 'i'.In spite of variations in emph_asis, all of these formulations seem to 
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suggest that there are three basic factors to be considered in awarding fees on this theory. 
These are in general: (1) the strength or societal importance of the public policy vindicated 
by the litigation, (2) the necessity for private enforcement and the magnitude of the resultant 
burden on the plaintiff, (3) the number of people standing to benefit from the decision. (See 
generally, Comment, Equal Access, supra, 122 U.Pa.L.Rev. 636, 666-674.) n16 Thus it seems 
to be contemplated that if a trial court, in ruling that a motion for fees upon this theory, 
determines that the litigation has resulted in the vindication of a strong or societally 
important [***35] public policy, that the necessary costs of securing this result transcend 
the individual plaintiff's pecuniary interest to an extent requiring subsidization, and that a 
substantial number of persons stand to benefit from the decision, the court may exercise its 
equitable powers to award attorney fees on this theory. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n16 A fourth factor, suggested by Justice Marshall in his dissenting opinion in Alyeska, was 
the extent to which "shifting [the cost of litigation] to the defendant would effectively place it 
on a class that benefits from the litigation." (421 U.S. at p. 285 1"44 L.Ed.2d .fil P~_169]. ) The 
majority, however, in responding to this suggestion, point out that to impose this limitation 
would result in an expanded version of the "substantial benefit" rule rather than a true 
"private attorney general" rationale. "When Congress has provided for allowance of attorneys' 
fees for the private attorney general," the majority stated, "it has imposed no such common
fund conditions upon the award. The dissenting opinion not only errs in finding authority in 
the courts to award attorneys' fees, without legislative guidance, to those plaintiffs the courts 
are willing to recognize as private attorneys general, but also disserves that basis for fee 
shifting by imposing a limiting condition characteristic of other justifications." (421 U.S. at p. 
265. fn. 39 [.'.44_L,,Ed,2datp.J5ZLJ We find this reasoning persuasive. The "private attorney 
general" theory must be accepted or rejected on its own merits -- i.e., as a theory rewarding 
the effectuation of significant policy -- rather than as a policy-oriented extension of the 
"substantial benefit" theory burdened with the limitations of that rationale. 

- - - - - ~. -- - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [***36] 

It is at once apparent that a consideration of the first factor may in instances present 
difficulties since it is couched in generic terms, contains no specific objective standards and 
nevertheless calls for a subjective evaluation by the judge hearing the motion as to whether 
the litigation before the court has vindicated a public policy sufficiently strong or important to 
warrant an award of fees. We are aware of the apprehension voiced in some critiques that 
trial courts, whose function it is to apply existing law, will be thrust into the role of making 
assessments of the relative strength or weakness of public policies furthered by their 
decisions and of determining at the same time which public policy should be encouraged by 
an award of fees, and which not -- a role closely approaching that of the legislative function. 
(See generally, Comment, [*46] Equal Access, supra, 122 U.Pa.L.Rev. 636, 670-671; 
Comment, The Supreme Court, 1974 Term (1975) 89 Harv.L.Rev. 1, 178-180.) n17 Since 
generally speaking the enactment of a statute entails in a sense the declaration of a public 
policy, it is arguable that, where it contains no provision for the awarding of attorney fees, 
[***37] the Legislature [**1315] was of the view that the public policy involved did not 

warrant such encouragement. A judicial evaluation, then, of the strength or importance of 
such statutorily based policy presents difficult and sensitive problems whose resolution by the 
courts may be of questionable propriety. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n17 Thus in rejecting the private attorney general theory in Alyeska, the high court declared 
that such a rule "would make major inroads on a policy matter that Congress has reserved 
for itself" and that federal courts "are not free to fashion drastic new rules with respect to the 
allowance of attorneys' fees to the prevailing party in federal litigation or to pick and choose 
among plaintiffs and the statutes under which they ?ue and to award fees in some cases but 
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not in others, depending upon the courts' assessment of the importance of the public policies 
involved in particular cases." ( A{y_e.S.!.<..fLPipetine._ Co. v. Wildernes..$._S..ocfe_ty_, __ svp.r.fl., 421 U.S. 

.• 240, 269 [44J,,.Ed.2d 14l,__159-16_QJJ 

• 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Such [***38] difficulties, however, are not present in the instant case. The trial court, in 
awarding fees to plaintiffs, found that the public policy advanced by this litigation was not 
one grounded in statute but one grounded in the state Constitution. Thus, the trial court 
concluded as a matter of law: "If as a result of the efforts of plaintiffs' attorneys rights 
created or protected by the State Constitution are protected to the benefit of a large number 
of people, plaintiffs' attorneys are entitled to reasonable attorney's fees from the defendants 
under the private attorney general equitable doctrine." (Italics added.) (See fn. 18.) Its . 
factual findings, which are not here challenged, establish that the interests here furthered 
were constitutional in stature. n18 Those findings also make clear that the benefits flowing 
from this adjudication are to be widely enjoyed among the citizens of this [*47] state n19 
and that the nature of the litigation was such that subsidization of the plaintiffs is justified in 
the event of their victory. n20 In these circumstances we conclude that an award of attorneys 
fees to plaintiffs and their attorneys was proper under [***39] the theory posited by the 
trial court. · 

- - - - - - :- - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n18 The trial court found, inter alia, that "[the] plaintiffs ... have proven that the sum of 
money available for public education in California is not being spent in accordance with the 
California Constitution" and that "[the] efforts of plaintiffs' attorneys ... have assured that 
the billions of dollars spent every year in California on education will be spent in accordance 
with the California Constitution." 

The determination that the public policy vindicated is one of constitutional stature will not, of 
course, _be in itself sufficient to support an award of fees on the theory here considered. Such 
a determination simply establishes the first of the three elements requisite to the award (i.e., 
the relative societal importance of the public policy vindicated). (See text accompanying fn. 
16, ante.) Only if it is also shown (2) that the necessity for private enforcement in the 
circumstances has placed upon the plaintiff a burden out of proportion to his individual stake 
in the matter, and (3) that the benefits flowing from such enforcement are to be widely 
enjoyed among the state's citizens -- only then will an award on the "private attorney 

. general" theory be justified. [***40] 

n19 The trial court found, for example, that "Serrano protects the right of every California 
child to receive a quality of education not dependent on the wealth of the school district in 
which he or she lives," and that "Serrano guarantees that the correlation between tax effort 

· and educational quality will be equal for all children ahd taxpayers throughout the State of 
California." 

n20 The trial court found, for example, that "[the] plaintiffs in Serrano individually did not 
have the resources to retain counsel to vindicate their rights to equitable educational and 
taxation systems," and that "[because] of the nature of the constitutional rights involved in 
this case, neither the California Attorney General nor any other public or governmental 
counsel could reasonably have been expected to institute litigation to vindicate the rights 
asserted by the plaintiffs in this case." 

- - - - - - - -: - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

So holding, we need not, and do not, address the question as to whether courts may award 
attorney fees under the "private attorney general" theory, where the litigation at hand has 
vindicated a public [***41] policy having a statutory, as opposed to, a constitutional basis . 
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The resolution of this question must be left for an appropriate case . 

In sum, we hold that in the light of the circumstance of the instant case, the trial court acted 
within the proper limits of its inherent equitable powers when it concluded that reasonable 
attorneys fees should be awarded to plaintiffs' attorneys n21 on the "private attorney 
general" theory. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n21 The propriety of a direct award to the plaintiffs' attorney, rather than to plaintiffs 
themselves, in the exercise of the court's equitable powers, is no longer questioned in the 
federal courts. (See Central R. R. & Banking Co. v. Pettus (1885) 113.U.S. 116, 124-125 [28 
J.,,l;:d,9_15., 918, 5 S.Ct. 387]; Brandenbergef_y, __ Tt/QWR$QD(9th Cir. 1974) 494 F.2d 885, 
889; Miller v. Amusement Enterprifif:;$_,}ac. (5th Cir. 1970) 426 F.2d 534, 539 [16 A.LR.fed_, 
613]; Townsend v. Edelman (7th Cir. 1975) 518 F.2d 116, 122-123; see Comment, Awards 
of Attorney's Fees to Legal Aid Offices (1973) 87 Harv.LRev. 411, 422.) The equity powers of 
California courts are no less expansive in this respect. (See Knoff v. City etc. of San 
Francisco, supra,1 __ Cal.App.3d 184, 203-204: Horn v. Swoap (1974) 41J:aLApp.3d 375. 383-
J$4 _ _LLL_6 Cal.Rptr. 113].) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [ ** *42] 

IV 

It should be clear from what we have said above that the eligibility of plaintiffs' [**1316] 
attorneys for the award of fees granted in this case is not affected under the "private attorney 
general" theory by the fact that plaintiffs are under no obligation to pay fees to their 
attorneys, or the further fact that plaintiffs' attorneys receive funding from charitable or 
[*48] public sources. Because the basic rationale underlying the "private attorney general" 

theory which we here adopt seeks to encourage the presentation of meritorious constitutional 
claims affecting large numbers of people, and because in many cases the only attorneys 
equipped to present such claims are those in funded "public interest" law firms, a denial of 
the benefits of the rule to such attorneys would be essentially inconsistent With the rule itself. 
(See generally Comment, Awards of Attorney's Fees to Legal Aid Offices, supra, 87 
Harv.L.Rev. 411.) The propriety of such awards under statutory provisions is already well
established in this state (see Horn v. Swoap1_s1,1pra,_41_C:al.Ap..Q,3d 375, 383-384: Troutv. 
Carleson (1974) 37 Cal.App.3d 337, 342-343.1112 Cal.Rptr. 282]), [***43] and similar 
considerations are applicable when the award is made under the court's equitable powers. 

V 

We reject the contention of Public Advocates, Inc. n22 that the fee awarded it was inadequate 
in light of all the circumstances. It is urged that the trial court, in limiting its award to Public 
Advocates to the admittedly substantial amount of$ 400,000, failed to take adequate 
account of the novelty and extreme difficulty of this litigation, its extremely contingent 
character, the significance of the issues determined, and the standard which the award in this 
case will set for similar awards in future cases. However, the record clearly indicates that the 
court considered all of these factors, among many others, in making its determination. 
Fundamental to.its determination -- and properly so n23 -- was a careful compilation of the 
time spent and reasonable hourly compensation of each attorney and certified law student 
involved in the presentation of the case. That compilation yielded a total dollar figure of$ 
571,172.50, of which$ 225,662.50 was applicable to Public Advocates, Inc., $ 320,710 to 
Western Center on Law and Poverty, and $ 24,800 to [*49] time [***44] spent by 
certified law students. Using these figures as a touchstone, the court then took into 
consideration various releva.nt factors, of which some militated in favor of augmentation and 
some in favor of diminution. Among these factors were: (1) the novelty and difficulty of the 
questions involved, and the skill-displayed in presenting them; (2) the extent to which the 
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nature of the litigation precluded other employment by the attorneys; (3) the contingent 
nature of the fee award, both from the point of view of eventual victory on the merits and the 
point of view of establishing eligibility for an award; (4) the fact that an award against the 
state would ultimately [**1317] fall upon the taxpayers; (5) the fact that the attorneys in 
question received public and charitable funding for the purpose of bringing law suits of the 
character here involved; n24 (6) the fact that the monies awarded would inure not to the 
individual benefit of the attorneys involved but the organizations by which they are 
employed; and (7) the fact that in the court's view the two law firms involved had 
approximately an equal share in the success of the litigation. Taking all of these factors into 
consideration, [***45] the court proceeded to make a total award in the amount of$ 
800,000, to be shared equally by each of the two law firms representing plaintiffs. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n22 As indicated above, Western Center on Law and Poverty does not join in this contention. 

n23 We are of the view that the following sentiments of the United States Court of Appeals 
· for the Second Circuit, although uttered in the context of an antitrust class action, are wholly 
apposite here: +"The starting point of every fee award, once it is recognized that the court's 
role in equity is to provide just compensation for the attorney, must be a calculation of the 
attorney's services in terms of the time he has expended on the case. Anchoring the analysis 
to this concept is the only way of approaching the problem that can claim objectivity, a claim 
which is obviously vital to the prestige of the bar and the courts." ( City of Detroit v. Grinnell 
Corp. (2d Cir. 1974) 495 F.2d 448, 470; see also Lindv Bros. Bldrs., Inc. of Phf/a. _v. American 
R. & S. San. Corp. (3d Cir. 197~A87_F.2dl61, 167-169; see generally Dawson, Lawyers 
and Involuntary Clients in Public Interest Litigation, supra, 88 Harv.L.Rev. 849, especially pp. 
925-929.) [***46] 

n24 +While as we have indicated the fact of public or foundational support should not have 
any relevance to the question of eligibility for an award, we believe that it may properly be 
considered in determining the size of the award. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

'+The "experienced trial judge is the best judge of the value of professional services rendered 
in his court, and while his judgment is of course subject to review, it will not be disturbed 
unless the appellate court is convinced that it is clearly wrong." ( tf.lHrison v. Bloomfield 
fJ._l!ildiag__lndustries, Inc. (6th Cir. 1970) 435 F.2d 1192, 1196; see Mandel v. Hodges, supra, 
54 Cal.App.3d 596. 624.) We find no abuse of discretion here. 

VI. 

As indicated at the outset of this opinion, in Serrano II we specifically reserved jurisdiction for 
the purpose of determining plaintiffs' motion filed in this court on January 28, 1977, for 
attorneys' fees for services rendered in connection with the Serrano II appeal-which appeal 
was prosecuted only by certain officers of the County of Los Angeles and certain intervening 
school districts. (See 18 [***47] Cal.3d at p. 777.) On July 7, 1977, plaintiffs filed a letter 
request, Which we treat as a supplementary motion, seeking additional fees for services 
rendered in opposing an unsuccessful petition for writ of certiorari filed by the aforesaid 
appellants_ in the United States Supreme Court. FinaHy, on October 31, 1977, plaintiffs filed a 
motion in this court for attorneys' fees for services [*SO] rendered in connection with the 
instant appeal-which appeal was prosecuted only by certain state officers. All of these 
motions are now before us for decision. We have determined, however, in the interest of 
avoiding further delay in the finality of the instant decision while permitting all parties to be 
fully heard in these matters, that all of the aforesaid motions should be remanded to the trial 
court with directions to hear and deter.mine them in light of the principles set forth in this 
opinion. (See Bozung v. Local Agency Formation Corn . .(197_5)__l3 _Ci;!l.3d 483, 485; No Oil, 
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Inc. v. City of Los Angeles (1975) 13 Cal.3d 486, 487.) In each instance, the award of 
attorneys' fees, if any, shall be made and assessed only against said defendants and 
appellants appealing [***48] in the respective appeal, or such of them as the trial court in 
the exercise of its equitable discretion shall determine. 

The order concerning attorneys' fees filed August 1, 1975 is affirmed. The cause is remanded 
to the trial court with directions to hear and determine plaintiffs' motions for attorneys' fees 
filed in this court on January 28, 1977, July 7, 1977, and October 31, 1977, in conformity 
with the views herein expressed and to make and enter all necessary and appropriate orders. 

DISSENTBY: RICHARDSON; CLARK 

DISSENT: RICHARDSON, J. I respectfully dissent. In the absence of any statutory authority 
therefor, the majority awards substantial attorneys' fees to plaintiffs on the ground that 
plaintiffs' counsel acted in the capacity of "private attorneys general" in vindicating 

· constitutional rights for a large segment of our state's population. I have previously, in my 
[**1318] dissenting opinion in Serrano II ( SeJ[sJ_JJQ_y,_pn:e$L(J_976) 18 Cal.3d 728, 777::. 

785 !'135 .. Cat.Rptr. 345, 557 P.2d 9291},. expressed the reasons for my disagreement with the 
majority's premise that plaintiffs were denied equal protection of the laws under the state 
Constitution. 

However, [***49] accepting as I must the Serrano II holding of a constitutional 
infringement, again with due deference, in considering the majority's proposed "private 
attorney general" doctrine, I find more persuasive the rationale of the United States Supreme 
Court expressed recently in A/yeska Pipeline Co. v. Wilderness Societ)(_.(J975) 421 U.S. 240 
[44 L.Ed.2d 141,95.S.Ct. 1612). in which it declined to approve the doctrine in the absence 
of statutory guidance in this area. In passing, I note a [*51] touch of irony in the fact that 
very recently we likewise and unanimously refused an invitation to adopt the identical 
"private attorney general" doctrine herein approved by the majority, observing that "the 
doctrine is currently under examination by the United States Supreme Court ... and, 
pending an announcement by the high court concerning its limits and contours on the federal 
level, we decline to consider its possible application in this state." ( D'Amico v. Board of 
Medical Examiners (1974) 11 Cal._3.dJ.,_27 [112 Cal.Rptr. 786, 520 P.2d 10].) The Supreme 
Court now has spoken, but the majority, ignoring its awaited reasoning and lessons, adopts a 
rule which the high [***SO] court carefully considered and rejected. To me, A/yeska's 
thesis is both compelling and fully applicable here for reasons which I briefly develop. 

First, the high court noted that "Although ... Congress has made specific provision for 
attorneys' fees under certain federal statutes, it has not changed the general statutory rule 
that allowances for counsel fees are limited to the sums specified by the costs statute." (421 
U.S._atpQ. 254-255 [44 L.Ed.2d at pp. 151-1521,) The high tribunal, cognizant of broad 
congressional authority over the matter of attorneys' fees and court costs, reasoned further 
that "Under this scheme of things, it is apparent that the circumstances under which 
attorneys' fees are to be awarded and the range of discretion of the courts in making those 
awards are matters for Congress to determine." ( Id .• at p. 262 [44 L.Ed,2ct .aLp, 156). fn. 
omitted.) 

Similarly, California, acting through its Legisl.ature in parallel fashion, has expressly limited 
the manner of the award of attorneys' fees. "Except as attorney's fees are specifically 
provided for by statute, the measure and mode of compensation ... is left to the agreement, 
express [***51] or implied, of the parties .... " (Code Civ. Proc.,§ lQ2J_, italics added.) 
As with the Congress under the federal scheme, the California Legislature has clearly and 
"specifically provided ... by statute" for attorneys' fees to be recovered in particular actions; 
as examples, in the Code of Civil Procedure, defamation (§ 836), condemnation, 
abandonment and dismissal.(§ 1268.610), wage claim in municipal court(§ 1031), partition 
(§ 874.010, subd. (a)), and, in the Chi.ii Code, dissolution of marriage(§ 4370). It has not 
elected as yet to provide for such recovery in action? such as the present one. The federal 

' . 
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and California patterns are closely parallel. I think the better procedure is to accept the 
Alyeska model and, by recognizing the demonstrated legislative interest, to refrain from 
developing our own nonstatutory bases for such awards, thus deferring to the Legislature in 
this area in the same manner as the Supreme Court has deferred to the Congress. 

[*52] Second, I am further persuaded of the wisdom of the Alyeska reasoning by the high 
tribunal's anticipation of the very considerable difficulty which courts would experience in 
attempting to "pick and [***52] choose," among the multitudinous enactments, those 
particular statutes in which the public policy at issue is sufficiently "important [**1319] " 
to justify recovery on a "private attorney general" theory. The Supreme Court voiced its 
legitimate concern in these words: "[It] would be difficult, indeed, for the courts, without 
legislative guidance, to consider some statutes important and others unimportant and to 
allow attorneys' fees only in connection with the former." (421 U.S. at IW,263-264 [44 
L.Ed.2d at p. 157].) We face identical obstacles which are not lowered because they are of 
state rather than federal origin. 

Furthermore, and finally, the majority's proposed refinement, limiting awards to cases 
involving constitutional rights, fails to avoid the pitfalls readily foreseen in Alyeska. A glance 
at our state Constitution discloses in article I alone, numerous "rights" of varying degrees of 
importance, ranging from the inalienable right to life, liberty and property(§ 1) to the right 
to fish in public waters(§ 25). Each of them presumably is a "constitutional" right. 

Will the ambit of "rights" to which the doctrine applies be narrow or wide ranging? The 
[***53] majority recognizes the need for refinement and limitation of the principle but 

defers the difficult inquiry for an appropriate case," finding that the present matter has a 
constitutional rather than a statutory basis. One's lingering unease is not entirely allayed, 
however, since the majority in Serrano II in the course of its determination of those rights 
which it deemed "fundamental" for equal protection purposes stated, "Suffice it to say that 
we are constrained no more by inclination than by authority to gauge the importance of 
rights and interests affected by legislative classifications wholly through determining the 
extent to which they are 'explicitly or implicitly guaranteed' ... by the terms of our 
compendious, comprehensive, and distinctly mutable state Constitution." ( £errnoo v. Priest, 
supra. 18 Cal.3d 728, 76L fn. omitted.) The inescapable meaning of the foregoing language 
is that the "importance," nature and quality of "constitutional rights," in the sense used by 
the majority, is "open ended" -- a right is not necessarily "fundamental" merely because it is 

· incorporated in the state Constitution. If such is the case, it is exceedingly difficult [***54] 
to understand why, for purposes of applying the "private attorney general" concept, 
vindication of every such "constitutional" right will be considered important enough to qualify 
for an award of attorneys' fees. 

[*53) In view of the foregoing considerations aqd uncertainties, and particularly because of 
the force and clear legislative expression of section 1021 of the Code of Civil Procedure, and 
the cogent analysis of the United States Supreme Court in Alyeska, it seems to me much 
wiser to await further legislative guidance on the matter of attorneys' fees. In the final 
analysis, and as a practical matter, it is the Legislature, presumably, that must find the funds 
to pay the bill. The absence of any specific legislative authorization is especially troublesome 
in this case, because substantial sums ($ 800,000) are awarded from the public treasury to 
publicly or charitably supported attorneys to .whom the plaintiffs themselves legally owe 
nothing for services. From a policy standpoint, other factors may render this result entirely 

. appropriate but those considerations should be legislatively expressed and defined. 

I would rev_erse the judgment and deny the motion for attorneys' [***55] fees on appeal. 

CLARK J., Dissenting. While joining the dissent of Justice Richardson, I add several 
considerations. Establishing .an open~ended monetary-reward program to subsidize lawyers 
who successfully prosecute constitutional litigation, the [**1320] majority opinion usurps 
the legislative function. · 

. . .. . . . 
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The majority opinion points to neither constitutional nor statutory requirement that attorneys 
be compensated for successfully pursuing constitutional litigation in behalf of what they deem 
to be the public interest. Moreover, in the instant case the majority opinion frankly concedes 
that neither taxpayer nor school child is assured of any concrete benefit by the Serrano II 
decision. n1 (Ante, p. 41.) Rather, the majority decide for policy reasons, usually reserved to 
the Legislature, that constitutional litigation should be promoted in circumstances where the 
only real winners can be the subsidized attorneys. If the majority's goal is to promote 
constitutional litigation, they have chosen a productive formula. The majority's view that 
vindication of constitutional rights is important and that litigation to that end should be 
encouraged is [*54] laudable. [***56] But the majority's financial backing of that view 
constitutes an improper judicial prerogative that is unacceptable. · 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

nl Essentially Serrano II requires a reallocation of tax resources and of educational funding. 
As pointed out in my dissent ( Sem:1noJI,_ 18Cal.3d 728,]85 __ [135 Cal.Rl}tr. 345, 557 P.2d 
929]), the reallocation will primarily involve taking from the poor and giving to t hose more 
economically fortunate. While some taxpayers and some students may be expected to profit 
by Serrano II and others suffer, members of the two groups cannot be precisely identified. 
The award of attorney fees runs against the stte generally with no effort to apportion it 
between winners or losers. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Until today, California judges have entertained neither the dream nor the power to endorse a 
particular social program, appropriate the requisite money from the public treasury to fund it, 
and then order payment to those deemed deserving. I have always thought such authority to 
be vested exclusively in the Legislature. [***57] However, if the judiciary is to partake of 
the legislative process, should we not do so in a deliberative, parliamentarian manner? 
Should we not appoint committees and hold public hearings to determine whether, in the 
absence of reward money, charitable foundations, public-spirited attorneys or tax funded law 
firms, like the one before us, will adequately seek to vindicate constitutional rights? We 
should also be informed whether the subsidy will likely produce results commensurate with 

· the costs, and whether other methods of financing constitutional litigation might be more 
effective. And the ultimate step in the budget-making process must be taken -- to determine 
whether other important social programs are more in need of limited tax funds. We, of 
course, have done none of these things because, unlike the Legislature, we are neither 
equipped nor empowered to do so. 

Finally; the majority in recognition of the dangers inherent in the private attorney general 
concept, purport to limit the concept to only those instances when constitutional rights are 
vindicated in the face of legislative or executive default. Not only is this a limitation without 
bounds, but the reward [***58] becomes nothing more -- nor is it less -- than a bounty for 
searching out and invalidating constitutionally vulnerable legislative or executive action. Our 
Constitution, of course, establishes a government of three equal branches -- legislative, 
executive, and judicial. Is it any more appropriate for the judiciary to offer a bounty for 
legislative or executive hide, than it is for thGse branches to seek ours? 
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PASSED 
AYES: 22 
NOES: 13 
NOTV: 5 

AYES 

Alarcon 
Alpert 

Bowen 

Burton 
Chesbro 
Costa 
Dunn 

Figueroa 

Karnette 

Kuehl 
Machado 

Murray 
O'Connell 

Ortiz 

Perata 
Polanco 

Romero 
Scott 

Soto 
Speier 
Torlaksori 
Vasconcellos 

CALIFORNIA SENATE 
Regular Session 2001-02, June 24, 2002 

Rollcall 10:18 AM 

F# 59 
UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
SB976 POLANCO 

NOES NOT VOTING 

Ackerman 

Battin 

Brulte 

Escutia 

Haynes 
Johannessen 
Johnson 

Knight 

Margett 
McClintock 

McPherson 
Monteith 
Morrow 

Oller 

Peace 

Poochigian 

Sher 

Vincent 
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SEQ. NO. 21 
AYES 46 
NOES 25 
NV 9 

ALQUIST 
ARONER 
CALDERON 
CANCIAMlLLA 
CARDENAS 
CARDOZA 
CHAN 
CHAVEZ 
CIIU 
COHN 
CORBETT 
CORREA 

AANESTAD 
ASHBURN 
BATES 
BOGH 
BRIGGS 
CAMPBELL,B 
CAMPBELL,J 

@ .CEDILLO 
DICKERSON 
HAVICE 

CALIFORNIA ASSEMBLY 
Regular Session 

2001-02 
VOTE TABULATION 

FILE49 
SR 976 POLANCO 

SENATE THIRD READING 
BY KEELEY 

DIAZ 
DUTRA 
FIREBAUGH 
FLOREZ 
FROMMER 
GOLDBERG 
HERTZBERG 
JACKSON 
KEELEY 
KEHOE 
KORETZ 
LONGVILLE 

COGDILL 
cox 

AYES -46 

LOWENTHAL 
MA'ITHEWS 
MIGDEN 
NAKANO 
NATION 
NEGRETE MCLEOD 
OROPEZA 
PAPAN 
PAVLEY 
REYES 
SALINAS 

NOES-25 

LEACH 
LEONARD 

DAUCHER 
HARMAN 
HOLLINGSWORTH 
LA SUER 

LESJJE 
MOUNTJOY 
PACIIECO,ROBERT 
PACHECO,ROD 

HORTON 
KELLEY 

NOT VOTING - 9 

LIU 
@MADDOX 

DATE: 06/20/2002 
TIME: 12:25:32 PM 

SHELLEY 
SIMITIAN 
STEINBERG 
STROM-MARTIN 
THOMSON 
VARGAS 
WASHINGTON 
WAYNE 
WIGGINS 
WRIGHT 
MR SPEAKER 

PESCETTI 
RICHMAN 
RUNNER 
STRICKLAND 
WYLAND 
ZETTEL 

MALDONADO 
WYMAN 

# VOTE ADDED UPON LIFTING OF CALL AT MEMBER'S DESK. 
1 VOTE ADDED, CHANGED, OR CORRECTED. 
@ MEMBER ABSENT OR EXCUSED. 

UNOFFICIAL BALLOT. SEQ. NO. 21 
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6/21/2002 

UNOFFICIAL BALLOT 

2001-2002 Votes - ROLL CALL 

MEASURE: 

TOPIC: 
DATE: 
LOCATION: 

MOTION: 

Corbett 
Shelley 

Harman 

- Vacancy 

• 

SB 976 

Elections: rights of voters. 
06/04/02 
ASM. JUD. 

Do pass as amended. 
(AYES 8. NOES 

Dutra 
Steinberg 

Bates 

4.) (PASS) 

AYES 

**** 

Jackson 
Vargas 

NOES 

**** 

Robert Pacheco 

ABSENT, ABSTAINING, OR NOT VOTING 

********************************* 

Longville 
Wayne 

Rod Pacheco 
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UNOFFICIAL BALLOT 

2001-2002 Votes - ROLL CALL 

MEASURE: 
TOPIC: 
DATE: 

LOCATION: 

MOTION: 

Longville 
Shelley 

Ashburn 

Leonard 

SB 976 

Elections: rights of voters. 
04/16/02 
ASM. E.,R. & C.A. 

Do pass and be re-referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 
(AYES 5. NOES 1.) (PASS) 

Cardenas 

AYES 

**** 

NOES 

**** 

Steinberg 

ABSENT, ABSTAINING, OR NOT VOTING 

********************************* 

Keeley 
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6/21/2002 

UNOFFICIAL BALLOT 

2001-2002 Votes - ROLL CALL 

MEASURE: 

TOPIC: 
DATE: 

LOCATION: 
MOTION: 

Longville 

Horton 

SB 976 

Elections: rights of voters. 
04/02/02 
ASM. E.,R. & C.A. 

Reconsideration granted. 
(AYES 4. NOES 0.) (PASS) 

Ashburn 

AYES 

**** 

NOES 

**** 

Cardenas 

ABSENT, ABSTAINING, OR NOT VOTING 

********************************* 
Leonard Shelley 
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6'/21/2002 Page 1 

UNOFFICIAL BALLOT 

2001-2002 Votes - ROLL CALL 

MEASURE: 
TOPIC: 
DATE: 
LOCATION: 
MOTION: 

Longville 

Ashburn 

Horton 

SB 976 

Elections: rights of voters. 
04/02/02 
ASM. E.,R. & C.A. 

Do pass and be re-referred to the Committee on Appropriations. 
(AYES 3. NOES 1.) (FAIL) 

Cardenas 

AYES 

**** 

NOES 

**** 

Keeley 

ABSENT, ABSTAINING, OR NOT VOTING 

********************************* 
Leonard Shelley 
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6/21/2002 

UNOFFICIAL BALLOT 

2001-2002 Votes - ROLL CALL 

MEASURE: 

TOPIC: 
DATE: 
LOCATION: 

MOTION: 

Alarcon 
Chesbro 
Figueroa 

. Murray 
Polanco 
Speier 

Ackerman 

Johnson 
Morrow 

Haynes 
Peace 

SB 976 

Elections: rights of voters. 
01/30/02 

SEN. FLOOR 

Senate 3rd Reading SB976 Polanco 
(AYES 24. NOES 10.) (PASS) 

AYES 

**** 

Alpert Bowen 
Costa Dunn 
Karnette Kuehl 
O'Connell Ortiz 
Romero Sher 
Torlakson Vasconcellos 

NOES 

**** 

Battin Brulte· 
Knight Mcclintock 
Poochigian 

ABSENT, ABSTAINING, OR NOT VOTING 

*****~~************************** 
Margett Monteith 
Scott 

Page 1 

Burton 
Escutia 
Machado 
Perata 

Soto 
Vincent 

Johannessen 
McPherson 

Oller 
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SH 976 Senate Bill - Vote Information http://info.sen.ca.gov/pub.en/sb _ ... 976 _ vote_ 200 I 05 30 __ I I I 9AM ___ sen_ floor.html 

I of I 

VOTES - ROLL CALL 
MEASURE: SB 976 
AUTHOR: Polanco 
TOPIC: Elections: rights of voters. 
DATE: 05/30/2001 
LOCATION: SEN. FLOOR 
MOTION: Senate 3rd Reading SB976 Polanco 

(AYES 16. NOES 10.) (FAIL) 

AYES 
**** 

Alarcon Chesbro Dunn Escutia 
Figueroa Karnette Kuehl Murray 
Peace Polanco Romero Scott 
Soto Speier Torlakson Vincent 

NOES 
**** 

Ackerman Brulte Haynes Johannessen 
Knight Mcclintock 
Oller Poochigian 

McPhe·rson Morrow 

ABSENT, ABSTAINING, OR NOT VOTING 
********************************* 

Alpert Battin Bowen Burton 
Costa Johnson Machado Margett 
Monteith O'Connell Ortiz 
Sher Vasconcellos 

Perata 

7/6/01 10:37 AM 
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6/21/2002 

UNOFFICIAL BALLOT 

2001-2002 Votes - ROLL CALL 

MEASURE: 

TOPIC: 
DATE: 
LOCATION: 

MOTION: 

Alpert 

Perata 

Brulte 

Polanco 

SB 976 

Elections: rights of voters. 
05/02/01 

SEN. E. & R. 

Do pass. 
(AYES 5 . NOES 

Burton 

Johnson 

3.) (PASS) 

AYES 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: JUIV 10, 2002 contact: Saeed Ali, 916·445-3456 

PRESS ADVISORY 

CALIFORNIA'S NEW VOTING RIGHTS ACT, SENATE BILL 976, SICNED INTO LAW 

SACRAMENT01 CA - Senator Richard G. Polanco (D-Los Angeles>, Senate Majority 
Leader, today announced that Governor Grav Davis had approved and signed 
senate Bill 976 into law. The law will go into effect on January 1, 2003. Senate 
Bill 976 addresses the problem of racial bloc voting in California - a state 
without a majority racial or ethnic group. 

senator Polanco thanked Governor Davis for his support and commented, 
"After the 2000 Census, it is clear that in California we are facing a unique 
situation where we are all minorities. we need statutes to ensure that our 
electoral system is fair and open. I authored this measure to identify the 
problem and provide the tools to provide a solution." 

senator Polanco added, "SB 976 is necessary because the federal voting Rights 
Act's remedy fails to redress California's problem of racial bloc voting. Federal 
case law requires that the minority community be geographically compact 
and sufficiently large to constitute a majority in a hypothetical election 
district. This geographic compactness standard requires that the minority 
population in such an election district constitute more than so percent of the 
eligible voter population. If the minority community were at 49 percent, then 
the federal courts cannot provide a remedy. such a bright-line test establishes 
an artificial threshold which often serves to deny minority voting rights in 
California simply because the minority community is not sufficiently compact." 

Renowned civil rights attorney, Mr. Joaquin Avila, drafted the measure and 
assisted in its passage. : 
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SENATE COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS AND REAPPORTIONMENT 
· · · Senator Don Perata, Chair ,,' :c 

BILL NO: 
AUTHOR: 
AMENDED: 
FISCAL: 

SUBJECT: 

S8976 
POLANCO 
AS TO BE AMENDED 
NO 

At large and district elections: rights of voters 

BACKGROUND: 

HEARi NG DATE: 5/2/01 
ANALYSIS BY: Darren Chesin 

Existing law provides that the governing boards of local political jurisdictions (i.e., 
cities, counties, and school or other districts) are generally elected by all of the 
voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or from districts formed within the 
political subdivision (district-based) or some combination thereof. 

Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire local political jurisdiction to 
determine via ballot measure whether the governing board is elected at-large or 
by districts. The processes for placing one of these measures on the ballot 
varies according to the type of jurisdiction. 

Most cities and school or other districts in California elect their governing boards 
using an at-large election system. The exceptions, those that elect by district, 
tend to be the very large cities and school districts. 

One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from at-large to district 
elections is the need to overcome a history or pattern of racial inequity. In some 
instances, election by districts may actually be required by the federal Voting 
Rights Act. In Gomez v. City of Watsonville (1988), the United States Supreme 
Court affirmed that the at-large elections of city council members in Watsonville, 
California had diluted the voting strength of the minority community, and ordered 
the city to switch to single-member district elections. In Thornburg v. Gingles 
(1986), the Supreme Court announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first 
must establish to prove such a claim. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were 
successful in establishing these conditim;,s, which were: 

~ The· minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it 
was possible to create a district in which the minority could elect its own 
candidate. 

• The minority community Was politically cohesive, in that minority voters 
usually supported minority candidates. 
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• There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, which 
usually (but not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates rather than 
for the minority candidates. 

PROPOSED LAW: 

This bill would establish criteria in state law through which the validity of local at
large election systems can be challenged in court. Specifically, this bill does all 
of the following: 

(a) Provides that a local political jurisdiction may not employ an at-large method 
of election if it results in the dilution or the abridgement of the rights of any 
registered voter who is a member of a minority race, color or language 
group, by impairing their ability to elect candidates of their choice or by 
impairing their ability to influence the outcome of an election. 

(b) Provides that a violation of this prohibition is established if it is shown that 
racially polarized voting occurs in elections for members of the governing 
body or in elections incorporating other electoral choices by the voters of the 
same jurisdiction. 

(c) Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which there is a difference in 
the choice of candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by the 
voters in the protected class, and in the choice of candidates and electoral 
choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the electorate. 

(d) Specifies the methodology by which racially polarized voting may be 
· established. 

( e} Specifies that the fact that members of a protected class are not 
geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a finding of 
racially polarized voting, but may be a factor in determining an appropriate 
remedy. 

(f) States that proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected officials to 
discriminate against a protected class is not required. 

(g) Delineates other factors that may be introduced as evidence in order to 
establish a violation. 

(h) Authorizes a court to impose appropriate remedies, including district-based 
elections, and to award a prevailing non-state or non-local government 
plairitiff party reasonable attorney's fees consistent with specified case law 
as part of the costs. 

SB 976 (Polanco) Page 2 
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. COMMENTS: · 

1. According to the author, this bill addresses the problems associated with 
block voting, particularly those associated with racial or ethnic groups. This is 
important for a state like California to•address due to its diversity. 

2. This bill establishes criteria when met, that would serve to prohibit the use of 
at-large elections in local jurisdictions. Unlike the preconditions established 
by the Supreme Court in Thornburg v. Gingles, this bill does not require that 
the minority community be geographically compact or concentrated. If a 
minority community is not sufficiently geographically compact to ensure that it 
can elect one of their members from a district, what is gained by eliminating 
the at-large election system? 

3. Several bills seeking to promote the use of district-based elections over at
large elections have been pursued in the past. Last year, AB 8 (Cardenas) 
which sought to eliminate the at-large election system within the Los Angeles 
Community College District, was vetoed by the Governor. In his veto 
message, the Governor stated that the decision to create single-member 
trustee areas is best made at the local level, not by the state. AB 172 
(Firebaugh) of 1999, which would have prohibited at-large elections for 
specified K-12 school districts, passed this committee but died in the Senate 
Committee on Education. 

POSITIONS: 

Sponsor: Joaquin Avila, former President, MALDEF; public interest attorney 

Support: None received 

Oppose: None received 

SB 976 (Polanco) Page 3 
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SENATE RULES COMMITTEE 
Office of Senate Floor Analyses 
1020 N Street, Suite 524 
(916) 445-6614 Fax: (916) 327-4478 

THIRD READING 

Bill No: SB 976 
Author: Polanco (D) 
Amended: 5/1/01 
Vote: 21 

SENATE ELECTIONS & REAP. COMMITTEE: 5-3, 5/2/01 
AYES: Alpert, Burton, Murray, Ortiz, Perata 
NOES: Brulte, Johnson, Poochigian 

SENATE FLOOR: 16-10, 5/30/01 

SB 976 

AYES: Alarcon, Chesbro, Dunn, Escutia, Figueroa, Kamette, Kuehl, 
Murray, Peace, Polanco, Romero, Scott, Soto, Speier, Torlakson, Vincent 

NOES: Ackerman, Brulte, Haynes, Johannessen, Knight, McClintock, 
McPherson, Morrow, Oller, Poochigian 

SUBJECT: Elections: rights of voters 

SOURCE: Author 

DIGEST: This bill establishes criteria in state law through which the 
validity of at-large election systems can be challenged in court. 

ANAL YSlS: Existing law provides that the governing boards of local 
political jurisdictions (i.e., cities, counti'es, and school or other districts) are 
generally elected by all of the voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or 
from districts formed within the political subdivision (district-based) or 
some combination thereof. 

Existing law generally permits thy voters of the entire local political 
jurisdiction to determine via ballot measure whether the governing board is 

CONTINUED 
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' . 
SB 976 
Page2 

elected at-large or by districts. The processes for placing one of these 
measures on the ballot varies according to the type of jurisdiction. 

Most cities and school or other districts in California elect their governing 
boards using an at-large election system. The exceptions, those that elect by 
district, tend to be the very large cities and school districts. 

One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from at-large to 
district elections is the need to overcome a history or pattern of racial 
inequity. In some instances, election by districts may actually be required 
by the federal Voting Rights Act. In Gomez v. City of Watsonville (1988), 
the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the at-large elections of city 
council members in Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength 
of the minority community, and ordered the city to switch to single-member 
district elections. In Thornburg v. Gingles (1986), the Supreme Court 
announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove 
such a c1aim. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in 
establishing these conditions, which were: 

1. The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically 
that it was possible to create a district in which the minmity could elect 
its own candidate. 

2. The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters 
usually supported minority candidates. 

3. There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, 
which usually (but not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates 
rather than for the minority candidates. 

Specifics of SB 976: 

1. Enacts the California Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

2. Provides that an at-large method of election may not be imposed or 
applied in a manner that results in the dilution or abridgement of the right 
of registered voters who are members of a protected class by impairing 
their ability to elect candidates of their choice or to influence the outcome 
of an election. 

CONTINUED 
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SB 976 
Page 3 

3. Provides that a violation of the bill is to be established if it is shown that 
racially polarized voting occurs in election for governing boards of a 
political subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral choices 
by the voters of the political subdivision: 

4. Specifies that the occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be 
determined from examining results of elections in which candidates are 
members of a protected class or elections involving ballot measures, or 
other electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges of members of 
the protected class. One circumstance that may be considered is the 
extent to which candidates who are members of a protected class have 
been elected to the governing body of a political subdivision that is the 
subject of an action based on this bill. In multi-seat at-large districts, 
where the number of candidates who are members of a protected class is 
fewer than the number of seats available, the relative group-wide support 
received by candidates from members of the protected class shall be the 
basis for the racial polarization analysis. 

5. States that proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected officials 
to discriminate against a protected class is not required. 

6. Specifies that other factors such as the history of discrimination, the use 
of electoral devices or other voting practices or procedures that may 
enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of access to those 
processes determining which groups of candidates will receive financial 
or other support in a given election, the extent to which members of the 
protected class bear the effects of past discrimination in areas such as 
education, employment, and health, which hinder their ability to 
participate effectively in the political process, and the use of overt or 
subtle racial appeals in political campaigns, may also be introduced as 
evidence but these factors are not necessary to establish a violation of this 

· section. 

7. Authorizes a court to impose approp.riate remedies, including district
. based elections, and to award a prevailing non-state or non-local 

government p1aintiff party reasonable attorney's fees consistent with 
specified case law as part of the costs. 

The bill defines: 

CONTINUED 
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SB 976 
Page4 

1. t<At-large method of election" as any of the following methods of electing 
members to the governing body of a political subdivision, and does not 
include any method of district-based elections: 

A. One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the members to 
the governing body. 

B. One in which the candidates are required to reside within given areas 
of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the 
members to the governing body. 

C. One which combines at-large elections with district-based elections. 

2. "District-based election" as a method of electing members to the 
governing body of a political subdivision in which the candidate must 
reside within an election district that is a divisible part of the political 
subdivision and is elected only by voters residing within that election 
district. 

3. "Political subdivision" as a geographic area of representation created for 
the provision of government services, including, but not limited to, a 
city, a school district, a community college district, or other district 
organized pursuant to state law. 

4. "Protected class" as a cJass of voters who are members of a minority race, 
color or language group, as this class is referenced and defined in the 
federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.). 

5. "Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there is a difference in 
the choice of candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by 
voters in the protected class, and in the choice of candidates and electoral 
choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the electorate. The 
methodologies for estimating group voting behavior as approved in 
applicable federal cases to enforce toe federal Voting Rights Act ( 42 

· U.S.C. Sec. 197Jet seq.) to establish racially polarized voting may be 
used ·for purposes of this section to prove that elections are characterized 
by racially polarized voting. 

Comments: 

CONTINUED 
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• 

SB 976 
Page 5 

According to the author, this bill addresses the problems associated with 
block voting, particularly those associated with racial or ethnic groups. This 
is important for a state like .California to address due to its diversity. 

FISCAL EFFECT: Appropriation: No Fiscal Com.: No Local: No 

SUPPORT: (Verified 1/8/02) 

Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund 

DL W :jk 1 /8/02 Senate Floor Analyses 
SUPPORT/OPPOSITION: SEE ABOVE 

**** END **** 
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r 

Assembly Elections, 
Reapportionment and Constitutional 
Amendments Committee 
,John Longville, Chair 

State Capitol, Room 3123 
319-2094 
319-2162 (fax) 

Bill No. ----'S=B;;;;;...;;..9..;..7 6;:;__ 
Intro /Amended Date: ____ _ 

Author Polanco ~·~·~-----5' 
---nr--lf j_J ~ \ i I\ 

Please note these important committee deadline elates: _ .... ........--_,. ____ ..... ..--

April 26 th last day for policy committees to hear and report Assembly fiscal bills for 
referral to fiscal committees. 
May 10th last clay for policy committees to hear and report to the floor nonfiscal 
Assembly bills. 
May 24111 last clay for policy committees to meet prior to June 11th

. 

June 1'~1 last day for fiscal committees to hear and report Assembly bills to the Floor 
J 3th · · · une committee meetmgs may resume. 
August 16th last day for policy committees to meet and repo1i Senate bills. 
August 31st end of session 

l) NEED fiOR BILL: 

Please present all the rdevant facts (BE SPECIFIC) that demonstrate the need for this 
bill. 

n,,/1::C 

2) SOURCE AND BACKGROUND OF BILL: 

a) Who is the person in your office to contact regarding this bill? (Please provide 

tclephonenumbt:rs.) 5 _~.ee& _;4t:, -4-1.f-'S 3 /.f-~~ 

b) What, if any, person, organization, or governmental entity requested introduction 

of this bill? . i A 1 ,:idk 
'---.Jo a.. b ev.' ''- u--,-( (:_ 

1 
~ Tl o r ~H?. ~ 

r c_7 
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I' 
• I 

c) Has a similar bill been before either this Session or a previous Session of the 
Legislature? If so, please identify the Session, bill number, and disposition of this 
bill. 

----------- .. - ·---·. ---------
., __ , _____ _ 

d) Ilave ll1ere been any interim hearings, a committee report, or issue in general on 
this bill? If so, please identify /1) 

e) Please list likely support and opposition. Attach copies of letters of support and 
opposition you have received. 

f' ~ /t-Lb, :f-t' f>-CL <.{_, ? +rt= 

f) Please attach copies of all Senate analyses (policy, fiscal, floor), if applicable. 

3) AMENDMENTS PRIOR TO HEARING: 

a) Do you plan any substantive amendments to this bill prior to hearing? 

YES NO 
---- ---

b) If the answer to question (a) is "YES" please explain briefly the substance of the 
amendments being prepared ( or attach a copy of the draft language that has been 
sent to Legislative Counsel). Atf-,c.~ 

c) Please send 8 copies of all amendments to the ER&CA Committee. The original 
copy must be signed by the meml\er. - CJ;// d., 

cl) : No substantive amendments shaJl be accepted after 5:00 p.m. on Monday the 
week prior to the hearing, and the amendments must be in Legislative 
Counsel form. D
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. , 

4) WITNESSES: 

Please list the witnesses you plan to have testify on the day of the hearing: 

-:;;; ~[;"--'~ _fJ_-_u-_,. /4_t{__. _____________ _ 

- "----------------------------------

This form must be filled out and returned within 5 business days. The Chair 

may withhold the hearing of a bill if the worksheet and accompanying 

information is not received within the required five-day period. Please send this 

form and all supporting documentation to the attention of Patricia Hawkins, 

State Capitol, room 3123. 

,) 
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SB 976 

senate Bill 976 addresses the problem of racial block 
voting, which is particularly harmful to a state like 
California due to its diversity. 

SB 976 provides a judicial process and criteria to determine 
if the problem of block voting can be established. once 
the problem is judicially established, the bill provides 
courts with the authority to fashion appropriate legal 
remedies for the problem. 

In California, we face a unique situation where we are all 
minorities. we need statutes to ensure that our electoral 
system is fair and open. This measure gives us a tool to 
move us in that direction: it identifies the problem, gives 
tools to deal with the problem and provides a solution. 

There is no known opposition to the measure. 
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Date of Hearing: Apri] 2, 2002 

SB 976 
Page 1 

ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS, REAPPORTIONMENT AND 
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS 

John Longville~ Chair 
SB 976 (Polanco)-As Amended: March 18, 2002 

SENATE VOTE: 24-10 

SUBJECT: Elections: rights of voters. 

SUMMARY: Establishes criteria by which local at-large elections may be found to have 
abridged the rights of certain voters and allows for remedies. Specifically, this bill: 

1) Provides that an at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied in a manner that 
results in the dilution or the abridgementofthe rights of voters who are members of a 
protected class by impairing their ability to elect candidates of their choice or their ability to 
influence the outcome of an election. 

2) Establishes that voter rights have been abridged if it is shown that racially polarized voting 
occurs in elections for members of the governing body of the political subdivision or in 
elections incorporating other electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision. 

3) Defines "racially polarized voting11 as voting in which there is a difference in the choice of 
candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the protected class, and in 
the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the 
electorate. 

4) Provides that the existence of racially polarized voting shall be determined from examining 
results of elections in which candidates are members of a protected class or elections 
involving ballot measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges of 
members of the protected class. In making such a determination the extent to which 
candidates who are members of a protected class and who are preferred by voters of the 
protected class have been elected to the governing body of the political subdivision in 
question shall be probative. · 

5) Establishes that methodologies for estimating group voting behavior, as approved in 
applicable federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (VRA), may be used to 
prove that elections are characterized by racially polarized voting . 

• 6) Specifies that proof of an intent on the part of voters or elected officials to discriminate 
against a protected class is not required and that the fact that members of a protected class are 
not geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a finding of racially polarized 
voting. 

7) · Specifies that other factors, including the use or electoral devices or other voting practices or 
procedures that may enhance the dilutive effects of at~large elections, are probative but not 
necessary factors to establish a violation of voting rights. · 
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SB 976 
Page 2 

8) Provides that upon a finding of racially polarized voting the court shall implement 
appropriate remedies, including the imposition of district-based elections. 

9) Provides reasonable attorney fees and litigation expenses for the prevailing plaintiff party in 
an enforcement action. Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any costs, unless the 
court finds the action to be frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation. 

10) Authorizes any voter who is a member of a protected class and who resides in a political 
subdivision that is accused of a violation of this legislation to file an action in the superior 
court of the county in which the political subdivision is located. 

EXISTING LAW: 

1) Provides for political subdivisions that encompass areas of representation within the state. 
With respect to these areas, public officials are generally elected by all of the voters of the 
political subdivision (at-large), from districts formed within the political subdivision (district
based), or by some combination thereof. 

2) Allows voters of the entire political subdivision to determine via a local initiative whether 
public officials are elected by divisions or by the entire political subdivision. 

FISCAL EFFECT: None 

COMMENTS: 

1) Purpose of the Bill: According to the author, SB 976 "addresses the problem of racial block 
voting, which is particularly harmful to a state like California due to its diversity. SB 976 
provides a judicial process and criteria to determine if the problem of block voting can be 
established. Once the problem is judicially established, the bill provides courts with the 
authority to fashion appropriate legal remedies for the problem. In California, we face a 
unique situation where we are all minorities. We need statutes to ensure that our electoral 
system is fair and open. This measure gives us a tool to move us in that direction: it 
identifies the problem, gives tools to deal with the problem and provides a solution." 

2) Legal History: In Thornburg v. Gingles (1986) 478 U.S. 30, the United States Supreme Court 
announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove that an election 
systein diluted the voting strength of a protected minority group: 

a) The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it was 
possible to create a district in which the minority could elect its own candidate . • 

b) The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters usually 
suppo1ied minority candidates'. 

c) There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, which usually (but 
not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates rather than for minority candidates. 

In Gomez v. City of Watsonville (1988) 863 F.2dl407, 1417, cert. denied, 489 US 1080, the 
· United States Supreme Court affirmed that at-large elections of city council members in 
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Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength of the minority community, and 
ordered the city to switch to single-member district elections. The plaintiffs in the 
Watsonville case were successful in establishing the tbree preconditions created in Gingles. 

3) Impact of this Bill: In Gingles, the Supreme Court established three conditions that a 
plaintiff must meet in order to prove that at-large districts diluted the voting strength of 
minority communities. This bill requires that only two of those conditions be met, and does 
not require that a minority community be sufficiently concentrated geographically to create a 
district in which the minority community could elect its own candidate. As such, tbis bill 
would presumably make it easier to successfully challenge at-large districts. Given that this 
bill applies to all local districts that elect candidates at-large, the impact of this bill could be 
significant. If the minority community is not sufficiently geographically compact, it is 
unclear what benefit would result from eliminating at-large elections. 

4) Previous Legislation: AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999, which sought to eliminate the at-large 
election system within the Los Angeles Community College District, was vetoed by the 
Governor. In his veto message, the Governor stated tbat the decision to create single
member districts was best made at the local level, and not by the state. AB 172 (Firebaugh) 
of 1999, proposed to prohibit at-large elections for specified K-12 school districts. That bill 
was approved by this committee, but was amended to an unrelated subject in the Senate 
Education Committee. 

REGISTERED SUPPORT I OPPOSITION: 

Support 

None on file. 

Opposition 

None on file. 

Analysis.Prepared by: Ethan Jones/ E., R. & C. A./ (916) 319-2094 
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Date of Hearing: April 16, 2002 

SB 976 
Page 1 

ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS, REAPPORTIONMENT AND 
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS 

John Longville, Chair 
SB 97 6 (Polanco) - As Amended: April 9, 2002 

SENATE VOTE: 24-10 

SUBJECT: Elections: rights of voters. 

SUMMARY: Establishes criteria by which local at-large elections may be found to have 
abridged the rights of certain voters and allows for remedies. Specifically, this bill: 

1) Provides that an at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied in a manner that 
results in the dilution or the abridgement of the rights of voters who are members of a 
protected class by impairing their ability to elect candidates of their choice or their ability to 
influence the outcome of an election. 

2) Establishes that voter rights have been abridged if it is shown that racially polarized voting 
occurs in elections for lllembers of the governing body of the political subdivision or in 
elections incorporating other electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision. 

3) Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which there is a difference in the choice of 
candidates or other electoral choices that are prefen-ed by voters in the protected class, and in 
the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the 
electorate. 

4) Provides that the existence of racially polarized voting shall be determined from examining 
results of elections in which candidates are members of a protected class or elections 
involving ballot measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges of 
members of the protected class. In making such a determination the extent to which 
candidates who are members of a protected class and who are preferred by voters of the 
protected class have been elected to the governing body of the political subdivision in 
question shall be probative. 

5) Establishes that methodologies for estimating group voting behavior, as approved in 
applicable federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (VRA), may·be used to 
prove that elections are characterized by racially polarized voting. 

6) Specifies that proof of an intent on the pa~t of voters or elected officials to discriminate 
agaii1st a protected class is not required and that the fact that members of a protected class are 
not geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a finding of racially polarized 
voting. 

7) Specifies that other factors, including the use or electoral devices or other voting practices or 
procedures that may enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, are probative but not 
necessary factors to establish a violation of voting rights. 
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8) Provides that upon a finding of racially polarized voting the com1 shall implement 
appropriate remedies, including the imposition of district-based elections. 

9) Provides reasonable attorney fees and litigation expenses for the prevailing plaintiff party in 
an enforcement action. Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any costs, unless the 
court finds the action to be frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation. 

10) Authorizes any voter who is a member of a protected class and who resides in a political 
subdivision that is accused of a violation of this legislation to file an action in the superior 
court of the county in which the political subdivision is located. 

EXISTING LAW: 

1) Provides for political subdivisions that encompass areas of representation within the state. 
With respect to these areas, public officials are generally elected by all of the voters of the 
political subdivision (at-large), from districts formed within the political subdivision (district
based), or by some combination thereof. 

2) Allows voters of the entire political subdivision to determine via a local initiative whether 
public officials are elected by divisions or by the entire political subdivision. 

FISCAL EFFECT: None 

COMMENTS: 

1) Purpose of the Bill: According to the author, SB 976 "addresses the problem of racial block 
voting, which is particularly harmful to a state like California due to its diversity. SB 976 
provides a judicial process and criteria to determine if the problem of block voting can be 
established. Once the problem is judicially established, the bill provides courts with the 
authority to fashion appropriate legal remedies for the problem. In California, we face a 
unique situation where we are all minorities. We need statutes to ensure that our electoral 
system is fair and open. This measure gives us a tool to move us in that direction: it 
identifies the problem, gives tools to deal with the problem and provides a solution." 

2) Legal History: In Thornburg v. Gingles (1986) 478 U.S. 30, the United States Supreme Court 
announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove that an election 
system diluted the voting strength of a protected minority group: 

a) The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it was 
possible to create a district in which the minority could elect its own candidate . 

• 

b) The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters usually 
supported minority candidates. 

c) Therewas racially polarized voting among the majority community, which usually (but 
not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates rather than for minority candidates. 

In Gomez v. City of Watsonville (i988) 863 F.2d1407, 1417, cert. denied, 489 US 1080, the 
United States Supreme Court affirmed that at-large elections of city council members in 
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Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength of the minority community, and 
ordered the city to switch to single-member district elections. The plaintiffs in the 
Watsonville case were successful in establishing the three preconditions created in Gingles. 

3) Impact of this Bill: In Gingles, the Supreme Court established three conditions that a 
plaintiff must meet in order to prove that at-large districts diluted the voting strength of 
minority c01mnunities. This bill requires that only two of those conditions be met, and does 
not require that a minority community be sufficiently concentrated geographically to create a 
district in which the minority community could elect its own candidate. As such, this bill 
would presumably make it easier to successfully challenge at-large districts. Given that this 
bill applies to all local districts that elect candidates at-large, the impact of this bill could be 
significant. If the minority community is not sufficiently geographically compact, it is 
unclear what benefit would result from eliminating at-large elections. 

4) Previous Legislation: AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999, which sought to eliminate the at-large 
election system within the Los Angeles Community College District, was vetoed by the 
Governor. In his veto message, the Governor stated that the decision to create single
member districts was best made at the local level, and not by the state. AB 172 (Firebaugh) 
of 1999, proposed to prohibit at-large elections for specified K-12 school districts. That bill 
was approved by this committee, but was amended to an umelated subject in the Senate 
Education Committee. 

REGISTERED SUPPORT/ OPPOSITION: 

Support 

None on file. 

Opposition 

None on file. 

Analysis Prepared by: Ethan Jones / E., R. & C. A. / (916) 319-2094 
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SENATE THIRD READING · 
SB 976 (Polanco) 
As Amended June 11, 2002 
Majority vote 

SENATE VOTE: 24-10 

ELECTIONS 5-1 

Ayes: Longville, Cardenas, Steinberg, 
Keeley, Shelley 

Nays: Ashburn 

JUDICIARY 8-4 

SB 976 
Page l 

Ayes: Corbett, Dutra, Jackson, Longville, 
Shelley, Steinberg, Vargas, Wayne 

Nays: Harman, Bates, Robert Pacheco, 
Rod Pacheco 

SUMMARY: Establishes criteria by which local at-large elections may be found to have 
abridged the rights of certain voters and allows for remedies. Specifically, this bill: 

1) Provides that an at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied in a manner that 
impairs the ability of a protected class to elect candidates of its choice or its ability to 
influence the outcome of an election, as a result of the dilution or the abridgment of the rights 
of voters who are members of a protected class . 

2) Establishes that voter rights have been abridged if it is shown that racially polarized voting 
occurs in elections for members of the governing body of the political subdivision or in 
elections incorporating other electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision. 

3) Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which there is a difference in the choice of 
candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the protected class, and in 
the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are prefen-ed by voters in the rest of the 
electorate. 

4) Provides that the existence of racially polarized voting shall be determined from examining 
results of elections in which at least one candidate is a member of a protected class or 
elections involving ballot measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights and 
privileges of members of a protected class. In making such a determinatlon the extent to 
which candidates who are members of a protected class and who are prefeITed by voters of 
the protected class have been elected to the governing body of the political subdivision in 
question shall be probative. · 

5) Establishes that methodologies for estimating group voting behavior, as approved in 
applicable federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (VRA), may be used to 
prove that elections are characterized by racially polarized voting . 

6) Specifies that proof of an intent on the part of voters or elected officials to discriminate 
against a protected class is pot required and that the fact that members of a protected class are 
not geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a finding of racially polarized 
voting. 
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7) Specifies that other factors, including the use of electoral devices or other voting practices or 
procedures that may enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, are probative but not 
necessary factors to establish a violation of voting rights .. 

8) Provides that upon a finding of racially polarized voting the court shall implement 
. appropriate remedies, including the imposition of district-based elections. 

9) Provides reasonable attorney fees and litigation expenses for the prevailing plaintiff party in 
ail enforcement action. Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any costs, unless the 
court finds the action to be frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation. 

10) Authorizes any voter who is a member of a protected class and who resides in a political 
subdivision that is accused of a violation of this legislation to file an action in the superior 
court of the county in which the political subdivision is located. 

EXISTING LAW: 

1) Provides for political subdivisions that encompass areas of representation within the state. 
With respect to these areas, public officials are generally elected by all of the voters of the 
political subdivision (at-large), from districts formed within the political subdivision (district
based), or by some combination thereof 

2) Allows voters of the entire political subdivision to determine via a local initiative whether 
public officials arc elected by divisions or by the entire political subdivision. 

FISCAL EFFECT: None 

COMMENTS: According to the author, this bill "addresses the problem of racial block voting, 
which is particularly harmful to a state like California due to its diversity. SB 976 provides a 
judicial process and criteria to determine if the problem of block voting can be established. Once 
the problem is judicially established, the bill provides courts with the authority to fashion 
appropriate legal remedies for the problem. In California, we face a unique situation where we 
are all minorities. We need statutes to ensure that our electoral system is fair and open. This 
measure gives us a tool to move us in that direction: it identifies the problem, gives tools to deal 
with the problem and provides a solution. 11 

In Thornburg v. Gingles (1986) 478 U.S. 30, the United States Supreme Court announced three 
preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove that an election system diluted the 
voting strength of a protected minority group: 

1) The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it was possible to 
create a district in which the minority could elect its own candidate. 

2) The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters usually supported 
minority candidates. 

3) There was racially polarized voting atnoi1g the majority community, which usually (but not 
necessarily always), voted for majority candidates rather than for minority candidates. 
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In Gomez v. City of Watsonville (1988) 863 F.2d 1407, 1417, cert. denied, 489 US 1080, the 
United States Supreme Court affim1ed that at-large elections of city council members in 
Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength of the minority community, and ordered 
the city to switch to single-member district elections. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were 
successful in establishing the three preconditions created in Gingles. 

As noted above, the Supreme Court in Gingles established three conditions that a plaintiff must 
meet in order to. prove that at-large districts diluted the voting strength of minority communities. 
This bill requires that only two of those conditions be met, and does not require that a minority 
community be sufficiently concentrated geographically to create a district in which the minority 
community could elect its own candidate. As such, this bill would presumably make it easier to 
successfully challenge at-large districts. Given that this bill applies to all local districts that elect 
candidates at-large, the impact of this bill could be significant. lf the minority community is not 
sufficiently geographically compact, it is unclear what benefit would result from eliminating at
large elections. 

AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999, which was vetoed, sought to eliminate the at-large election system 
within the Los Angeles Community College District. In his veto message, the Governor stated 
that the decision to create single-member districts was best made at the local level, and not by the 
state. AB 172 (Firebaugh) of 1999, which was vetoed, proposed to prohibit at-large elections for 
specified K-12 school districts. That bill was approved by the Assembly, but was amended to an 
unrelated subject in the Senate Education Committee . 

Analysis Prepared by: Willie Guerrero / E., R. & C. A. I (916) 319-2094 

FN: 0005396 
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Legislative Counsel of Califomia file:///CVWIN NT/Profiles/murphyph/Temp ... 2/Conilict Notification - S.B. 905 .htm 

1 of 1 

CONFLICT NOTIFICATION 
June 14, 2002 

S.B. 905 
The above measure, introduced by Senator Perata, which was set for hearing 
in the 

Assembly Elections, Reapportionment and 
Constitutional Amendments Committee 

appears to be in conflict with 

A.B. 2598 - Assembly Elections, Reapportionment and 
Constitutional Amendments Committee 
S.B. 585 (02:10 U) - Perata 
S.B. 1019 - Torlakson 

The enactmeilt of these measures in their present form may give rise to a 
serious legal problem which possibly can be avoided by appropriate 
amendments .. 

We urge you to consult our Corrections Section at 
Corrections.Section@le.ca.gov or 916-445-0430 at your earliest convenience. 

6/14/2002 2:52 PM 
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47B55 
06/06/02 9:02 AM 
RN0211642 PAGE 1 
Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 976 
AS AMENDED IN ASSEM.BLY APRIL 9, 2002 

Amendment 1 
Ori page 3, line 8, after 0 difference" insert: 

, as defined in case law regarding enforcement of the federal voting 
Rights Act {42 u.s.c. Sec. 1973 et seq.), 

Amendment 2 
On page 3, line 9, strike out the first 11 the'1 and insert: 

a 

Amendment 3 
On page 3, strike out lines 18 to 22, inclusive, and 

insert: 

applied in a manner that impairs the ability of a protected class to 
elect candidates of its choice or its ability to influence the 
outcome of an election, as a result of the dilution or the 
abridgment of the rights of voters who are members of a protected 
class, as defined pursuant to Section 14026. 

Amendment 4 
On page 3, line 33, strike out '1oandidates are members 11 

and insert: 

at least one candidate is a member 

Amendment 5 
on page 3, line 35, strike out "the" and insert: 

a 

Amendment 6 
On page 4, line 2, strike out ~Elections in multiseat 

at-large" and insert: 

14] UU .:! 

06 / 10/2002 MON 13: 5 3 [TX/ RX NO 7882] !41002 
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47855 
06/06/02 9:02 AM 
RN0211642 PAGE 2 
Su'bstantive 

In multi-seat at-large election 

Amendment 7 
On page 4, line 5, strike out ~the" and insert: 

a 

Amendment 8 
On page 4, line 19, strike out the first ''the" and 

insert: 

a 

Amendment 9 
On page 4, line 33, strike out "including pages 48 and 

49 11 and insert: 

48-49 

Amendment 10 
on page 5, line 1, strike out "the" and insert: 

a 

Amendment 11 
On page 5, lines 2 and 3, strike out "that is the subject 

of an action filed pursuant to" and insert:· 

where a violation of 

Amendment 12 
On page 5, line 3, after 11 14028" insert: 

is alleged 
- 0 :-

06/ 10 / 2002 MON 13:53 [TX/ RX NO 788 2] @ 003 
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30901 
04/09/02 11 :44 AM 
RN0207710 PAGE 1 
Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 976 
AS AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MARCH 18, 2002 

Amendment 
On page 3, line 20, strike out "provided in Section 

14028" and insert: 

defined in Section 14026 

Amendment 2 
On page 4, line 1, strike out "In" and insert: 

Elections in 
- 0 -

= = -= = = 
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30901 
04/09/02 11 :44 AM 
RN0207710 PAGE 1 
Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 976 
AS AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MARCH 18, 2002 

Amendment 1 
on page 3, line 20, strike out "provided in Section 

14028" and insert: 

defined in Section 14026 

Amendment 2 
On page 4, line 1, strike out "In" and insert: 

Elections in 
- 0 -

...... 
0\ 
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State CR pltol 
P.O. BOK 942849 

Sacramento, CA 94249-0096 
(916) 319·2094 

Fax: (916} 319-2162 

Willis Guerrero 
Chief Consults.nt 

Patricia I.. Hawkins 
Committee Secretary 

To: 

Date: 

RE: 

D 

~ 
D 
D 

Attachment( s) 

Elections, Reapportionment and 
Constitutional Amendments Committee 

John Longville, Chair 
Assemb!ymember, Sixty-Second District 

MEMORANDUM 

Legislative Counsel 

Draft bill as per attached 

Draft amendments as per attached 

Opinion as per attached WRITTEN VERBAL 

Members: 
Roy Ashburn, Vice Chair 

Sam Aanestad 
Bill Campbell 

Tony Cardenas 
Dennis Cardoza 
Lynn f.)aucher 

Marco A. Firebaugh 
Jerome Horton 

Christlns Kehoe 
8!11 Leonard 

George Nakano 
Jenny Oropez.i 
Kevin Sl1elle1• 
Juan Vargas 

6-,JE(l/4,~ If necessary, confer with 1tJ lvL-'l £----'---'"----'----------------

Confer with me before drafting. 

This is to authorize -=----------------------
to work with your office on the above legislation. 

I need request by __ _.l9~t-' :.......·,.,,,_9+.--. ·::__/'.....:o=---L-=::::-_· -------

Above requested by phone. 

-8~61t 

Prinledon Rscyc/ed Paper 
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Please draft amendments to SB 976 (Polanco) as follows: 

Page 3, Line 20; Stlike 11 1402811 and insert "14026". 

Page 4, Line 1: Strike 11In11 and insert "Elections in". 
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48654 
03/13/02 3:32 PM 
RN0206266 PAGE 1 
Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 976 
AS AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 1, 2001 

Amendment 1 
On page 2, lines 16 and 17, strike out", and does not 

include any method of district-based elections" 

Amendment 2 
On page 2, line 25, strike out "election"" and insert: 

elections" 

Amendment 3 
On page 3, line 12, strike out "minority"· 

Amendment ·4 
On page 3, line 12, after "language" insert: 

minority 

Amendment 5 
on page 3, line 35, strike out "registered" 

Amendment 6 
On page 3, line 37, strike out the second "of" and 

. insert: 

or 

Amendment 7 
On page 4, line 1, after the second 0 of" insert: 

the 

Amendment 8 
On page 4, line 3, after the period insert: 

-= """""! 
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48654 
. 03/13/02 3:32 PM 
RN0206266 PAGE 2 
Substantive 

Elections conducted prior to the filing of an action pursuant to 
Section 14027 and this section are more probative to establish the· 
existence of racially polarized voting than elections conducted 
after the filing of the action. 

Amendment 9 
On page 4, line 16, after "considered" insert: 

in determining a violation of Section 14027 and this section 

Amendment 10 
On page 4, line 17, after "class" insert: 

and who are preferred by voters of the protected class, as 
determined by an analysis of voting behavior, 

Amendment 11 
On page 4, line 27, after the comma insert: 

or a violation of Section 14027 and this section, 

Amendment 12 
On page 5, strike out lines 1 and 2 and insert: 

political campaigns are probative, but not necessary factors to 
establish a violation of Section 14027 and this section. 

Amendment 13 
On page 5, line 7, after "14027" insert: 

and Section 14028 

Amendment 14 
On page 5, line 11, after the comma insert: 

and litigation expenses including, but not limited to, expert 
witness fees and expenses 

Amendment .1 5 
On page 5, line 1.1, strike out "Prevailing plaintiff" 

strike out lines 12 and 13, and insert: 

Prevailing defindant parties shall not recover any costs, unless the 
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48654 
03/13/02 3:32 PM 
RN0206266 PAGE 3 
Substantive. 

court finds the action to be frivolous, unr~asonable, or without 
foundation. 

Amendment 16 
On page 5, line 15, after the second "Section" insert: 

2 

Amendment 17 
on page 5, below line 16, insert: 

14032. Any voter who is a member of the protected class 
and who resides in a political subdivision that is the subject of an 
action filed pursuant to Sections 14027 and 14028 may file an action 
pursuant to those sections in the sup~rior court of the county in 
which the political subdivision is located. 

- 0 -
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AUTHOR'S AMENDMENTS<c2> 

Committee on Elections, Reapportionment and Const itutional Amendments 

March 18, 2002 [ l ]<r> 

t_rr Mr. Speaker: The Chair of your Committee on Elections, Reapportionment 
· and Constitutional Amendments reports: 

i Senate Bill No. 976 

(l)With author's amendments with the recommendation: Amend, and re-refer 
to the conunittee. <l> 

, Cha ir [1] <r> 
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6/12/2002 

UNOFFIC I AL BALLOT 

2001-2002 Votes - ROLL CALL 

MEASURE: 

TOPIC: 

DATE: 

LOCATION: 

MOTION: 

Corbett 
Shelley 

Harman 

Vacancy 

SB 976 

Elections: rights of voters. 

06/04/02 

ASM. JUD. 

Do pass as amended. 

(AYES 8 . NOES 4 . ) 

Dutra 

Steinberg 

Bates 

(PASS) 

AYES 

**** 

NOES 

**** 

Jackson 

Vargas 

Robert Pacheco 

ABSENT, ABSTAINING, OR NOT VOTING 

********************************* 

Longville 

Wayne 

Rod Pacheco 

Page 1 
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CHAtR. BunGET SUBCOMMITTEE 

1 NO. 4 GENERt:L GOVERNMENT 

G!-p·trn, LATINO LEGISL.ATIVE 

C/\UCUS 

CHAIR, JOlNT·COMMITT!::E ON 

PRISON CON5TRUCTION 8( 

OPERATIONS 

•

IR. SUBCOMMITTEE ON 
FESSIONAL & VOCATIONAL 

NDAROS 

CHAIR, Su□cOMMITiEE ON THE 
AMERICAS 

Oialifornia ~tat£ ~£nzti£ 
~ cttnte 4Hl{n~nritlJ 1Uenber 

SENATOR RICHARD G. POLANCO 
TWENTY-SECOND SENATORIAL DISTRICT 

February 27, 2002 

Legislative counsel 
state capitol, Room 3021 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

RE: senate Bill 976, R.N. 0205380 

MEMBER 

B/\Nl<:ING , COMMERCE. A ND 

I N TERNA T IONAL TRAOE 

8UlJGET AND FISCAL REVIE\V 

BUSINESS A N D PROFESSIONS 

E) .ECTIONS A NO 

REAPP ORTION MENT 

HEA L TH AND HUMAN 5E:RV ICES 

LAB OR & INtlUSTf ?IAI_ RE:LATfQI\..S 

PU c:! L IC SAFETY 

• 1 am enclosing changes to the draft amendments. A mockup is also 
enclosed. Please provide me with new draft amendments reflecting 
tne changes. 

If you have any questions, please contact my Chief of staff, Saeed Ali, 
at 445-3456. 

Sincerely, 

RICHARD G. POLANCO 
senate Majority Leader 

RGP: sma 

CAPITOL OFFICE: STATE CAPITOL. ROOM 3 13 •SACRAMENTO.CALIFORNIA 95814-4906 • 1916.J _445-3456 PHON!:c • (9161 445·04 l 3 FAX 
DISTRICT OFFICE: 300 SOUTH SPRING STR.EET. S U ITE 8710 • LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90013 • <213) 620-2529 PHON!'. • (213) 617·0077 FAX 
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• 

To: 
Frorn.: 
Re: 
Date: 

Saeed Ali 
Joaquin G. Avjla 

W .n. LI U.&,;,j,l', 

Changes to Proposed Amendments - SB 976 
February 26, 2002 

Changes to Febr-ua.ry 18th Amendments 

LgJ IJIJ-'/ UUJ 

. Amendments Nos. 1 - 7 No changes / 

Amendment 8 - In third line the word ''that" should read "than" - the third line reads as follows; 
"existence of racially polarized voting than elections conducted" 

Ame:o.dment 9 - Should read: 
"On page 4, line 16, after ''considered" insert: 
in determining a viol.ation of Section 14027 and this section" 

Amendment 1 O - Should read: 
"On page 4, line 17, after "class" insert: 
and who are preferred by voters of the protected class, as determined by an 
analysis of voting behavior," 

Amendment 11 - Should read: 
"On page 41 line 27, after "voting," insert: 
or a violation of Section 14027 and this section," 

Amendment 12 -13 No changes 

Amendment 14 - Should read: 
"On page 5, line 9, after "fee" insert: 
and litigation expenses, including but not limited to expert witness fees and 
expenses" 

Amendment 15 - Should read: 
"On page 5, :Line 11, strike out ''Prevailing plaintiff' and strike out lines 12 and 13 

Amendment 16 - Should read: 
110:n page 5, line 11, after "costs." insert: 
Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any costs, unless the court finds the 
action to be frivolous, unreasonable, or with.out foundation." 

Amendment 17 - No change 

Amendment 18 • Delete the word ''registered" from the first U.ue. 
First line should read: "Section 14032. Any voter who is a member of the'' D
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/ ' , AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 1, 2001 

• SENATE BILL No. 976 

Introduced by Senator Polanco 

February 23, 2001 

An act to add Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025) to 
Division 14 of the Elections Code, relating to voting rights. 

LEGISLPtl'IVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST 

SB 976, as amended, Polanco. Elections: rights of voters. 
Existing law provides for political subdivisions that encompass 

HttlHieipal areas of representation within the state. With respect to these 
HttlHieipal areas, public officials are generally elected by all of the 
voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or from districts formed 

, . within the political subdivision (district-based). 
- Ex~sting law generally allows the voters of the entire political 

subdivision to determine whether the elected public officials are elected 
by divisions or by the entire political subdivision. 

• 

This bill would provide that a ffl:ttttieipal political sttbdi·1isiofl ffl:ft)' 
not be sttbdivided an at-large method of election, as defined, may not 
be imposed or applied in a manner that results in a deaial the dilution 
or abridgment of the right of a registered ·toter to vote on aeeount of 
membership in a minority mee, color or language grottp registered 
voters who are members of a protected class, as defined, by impairing 
their ability to elect candidates of their choice or to influence the 
outcome of an election. 

This bill would provide that a violation of its provisions shall be 
established if it is shown that racially polarized voting, as defined, 
occurs in elections for governing · board members of a municipal 
political subdivision, among other things. It would provide that an 
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SB 976 -2-

intent to discriminate against a protected class, as defined, is not 
.A required to establish a violation of this bill. 
9 This bill would authorize a court to impose appropriate remedies, 

including district-based elections, and to award a prevailing nonstate or 
nonlocal government plaintiff party reasonable attorney's fees 
consistent with specified case law as part of the costs. 

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no. 
State-mandated local program: no. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

A1s 
~16 

-117 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

~ 25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

• 

The people of the State of California do enact as follows: 

, SECTION 1. Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025) 
is added to Division 14 of the Elections Code, to read: 

CHAPTER 1.5. RIGHTS OF VOTERS 

14025. This act shall be known and may be cited as the 
California Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

14026. As used in this chapter: 
(a) "At large method of eleetiot1:" means aey fl.'l:eiliod of 

electing members to the go·temiH:g body ef a muH:ieiflal fJOlitieal 
sttbdi¥isioH: iH vthieh the ¥oters of the entife jttrisdietioH elect t:he 
members of the govCffting body, and does not include any method 
of district based eleetioas. 

( a) <'At-large method of election" means any of the following 
Y(lethods of electing members to the governing body of a political 
subdivisio:'f?nrd: dae& nat inBl1:uie 8lt'Y JH8#;od ~J di:,t1-iet ~aaod
iili~#o~i±J ~ 

( 1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the 
members to the governing body. 

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside within 
given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire 
jurisdiction elect the members to the governing body. 

( 3) One which combines at-large elections with district-based 
elections. retec..+icl"'l~J 

(b) "District-based'" eleeh00:' means a method of electing 
members to the governing body of a muHieiflal political 
subdivision in which the candidate must reside within an election 
district that is a divisible part of the fflttn:iei:flal political subdivision 

· and is elected only by voters residing within that election district. 
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C •• 

/". 1 -~ 4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

..-x-12 
13 
14 
15 

, 16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

. 25 
(.-.26 
•21 

28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 

~ 35 
36 

:,t.37 
38 
39 
40 

• 

-3- SB 976 

(e) "Mifl:ority ltlfl:gtmge grnup" mcafl:s persons who are 
A • It tf A • A • Al I N . f s . h nfflCfiCftfl:fl 18:ft, nStafl: nffiCflCftft, n aSi.ftft~flVC, or OpftfttS 
heritage. 

(d) "M1:1Hieipal political 
(c) "Political subdivision" means a geographic area of 

representation created for the provision of mtmieipal government 
services, including, but not limited to, a city, a school district, a 
community college district, or other local district district 
organized pursuant to state law. 

w 
( d) "Protected class" means a class of voters who are members 

of a[iB4mui.t¥,lrace, color or languag~roup, as this class is 
referenced an71 defined in the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. 
Sec. 1973 et seq.). 

(t) "R:aeiaUy polMized ·1otifl:g" meafls vetifl:g ifl •NB:i:ek t:kere is 
ll eeftsistent differeftee in the wa~· •raters of an idefttifiable class 
eased oa a miaority raee, color or ltmg1:1age grol:lp vote and the way 
the rest of Hte eleet'6fate vote ia a ffltiHieipal politiclll subdivisioa. 

14027. A m1:1Hieif)lll f)elitical sttbdivisioH: may Hot ee 
subdivided ia a mftfffl:er t:ktlt results in a clenilll or aeridgmeRt ef the 
right of flfty fegistered •1offif to vote on aeeot:tH:t of membership ia 
a miHority mce, colOf or language gft>t:tp. 

( e) "Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there is 
a difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral choices 
that are preferred by voters in the protected class, and in the choice 
qf candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in 
the rest of the electorate. The methodologies for estimating group 
voting behavior as approved in applicable federal cases to enforce 
the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.) to 
establish racially polarized voting may be used for purposes of this 
section to prove that elections are characterized by racially 
polarized voting. 

14027. An at-large method of election may not be imposed or 
applied in a manner that results in the dilution or the abridgment 
of the rights o/(¥8{Ji6't@~oters who are members of the protected 
class, as pro~l'iled in Section 14028, by impairing their ability to 
elect candidates of their choice/j,flheir ability to influence the 
outcome of an election. or 

14028. (a) A violation of Section 14027 is established if it is 
shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for 

98 
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SB 976 -4- tti..., 

. . ){:'1 members of the governing body~ ffll-lfl:ieipal political 
·;a 2

3 
subdivision political subdivision or in elections incorporating . . i-. ~ \ . 

W, other electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision.~ E\ec:h~~ ttw\~vc.t'('d ~nor: w ,h(.. ' ' 
4 (b) The oeet1ffenee of ra:eia.lly polari~ecl ¥oting shall be 0 ~.°""' cc.t\or\ v\)\'~uAn~ to ~ 0".'\L\O'l,l o. 
5 d · d f. · · l f l · · ··•h' h ~\S. ,_~,-\-,CV' °"'"' ~ 0

~'- °?'" 0~"e -to ete1;11merom examuttng fCSl-1 ts o e cet10n~ tn w te e.~+C,\,lo\is\r\"'"'~ e.x,<::>tel('lc,e_.o+ Y-o.c\C\\1'1 
6 caH:dtdntes ftfe fflCfflBefs of a pFotected class. Otte ClfCttmstnnce ~o\o..v-·,-i.ed vt>+\n°'I ¼o..11 e.\ec+·,oV\S 
7 that may he considered is the exteat to 'Nhieh cllltdidates ·.vho are co~\Jc.te.d o.~v- :=f\-'le.. ~d,"'-~ 0 ~ +he.. 
8 membCis of a pfOtected class hnYe beefl: elected to the govemiag °'-c. ·ho I') • 

9 body of a mttfl:ieipa.l political sttbdh•isioa that is the sttbjcet of ftft 
10 action basecl 'ltJ'Oft 8ectioH: 14027. ---..r'or o.. V\o\o-.tiol" ~ se ~ \'-\C?..1 

:,¼ 11 . (b) ~he occurrence ~f. racially polarized v~ting~hall ·_be ~~ ~,1,,_ Scc.+.i'on'J. c. ~ 
12 detenmned from examining results of elections m which - ;, 
13 candidates are members of a protected class or elections involving · 
14 ballot measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights 
15 and privileges of members of the protected class. One . . . . • 

'-¥- 16 circumstance that may be consideredrzs the extent to whicJr (ncke.:\-cvl'Y'\wHre o..v\t:A~\-•"~ o.C 5eck\OI-'" 

. .:fc 17 candidates who are members of a protected clas~ve been elected ,1.\o'2.-7 W'I({ #\is. sec:-+it>I" 
18 to the governing body of a political subdivision tat 1s the subject 'o.nd.. \ol\,\o o..re.. ~ref v ec:.\. \o "~vs C-t--t'.-
19 of an action based on Section 14027 and this section. In multi-seat ?rote.ct,ccl e,\c;,.,~> o..~e ;e,\-£,'¥"' '!n\ncd ~ 
20 at-large districts, where the number of candidates who are o..n ~\1 ~•,~ e~ v0.\-\~ \oe.h>-viox 
21 members of a protected class is fewer than the number of seats J 

22 available, the relative group-wide support received by candidates 
23 from members of the protected class shall be the basis for the racial 
24 polarization analysis. 

. 25 ( c) The fact that members of a protected class are not 
·- 26 geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a 

:f<.27 finding of racially polarized votin ut may e a actor m 
28 determining an appropriate remedy. 

• 

29 ( d) Proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected 
30 officials to discriminate against a protected class is not required. 
31 ( e) Other factors such as the history of discrimination, the use 
32 of electoral devices or other voting practices or procedures that 
33 may enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of 
34 access to those processes determining which groups of candidates 
35 will receive financial or other support in a given election, the 
36 extent to which members of the protected class bear the effects of 
37 past discrimination in areas such as education, employment, and 
38 health, which hinder their ability to participate effectively in the 
39 political process, and the use of overt or subtle racial appeals in 

98 
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• 

• 
Amendment 18 · 

On pages, below line 16, insert: 

14032. Any ra!•m= ■ J voter who is a member of the 
Protected class and who resides in a political subdivision that is 
the subject of an action filed pursuant to Sections 14027 and 14028 
may file an action pursuant to those sections in the superior court 
of the county in which the political subdivision is located. 

- 0 -

0 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

ASSEMBLY JUDICIARY COMMITTEE'S BACKGROUND 

INFORMATION WORKSHEET 

Author: _ _,_H....,..z,CL.>,/Qno:<!.... ........ {!f)~ _ ____,.,_....._?i.r....,,,!3""'--_ 

Who is the source of the bill? Are they the sponsor? What person, organization, or 
gov,4-nrnental entity requested introduction? 

µ{t.oy--- . 

Has a similar bill been before either this session or a previous session of the legislature? 
If so, please identify the session, bill number, summary of bill's contents, and disposition 
of the bill. (Use attachments if necessary) 

c) ( 

Have there been any interim hearings on the subject matter of the bill? If so, when? 
/I 

4. Please attach a sheet explaining in detail the problem or deficiency in the present / 
law which the bill seeks to remedy and how the bill resolves the problem. Please 
also list all witnesses you phm to have testify. 

5. Please attach copies of any background material in explanation of the bill, or state where 
such material is available for reference by committee staff which would he helpful to the 
analysis of the bill. 

6. Please attach copies oflettcrs of support or opposition from any group, organization, or 
governmental agency who has contacted you either in support or opposition to the bill. 

7. If you plan substantive amendments to this bill prior to hearing, please attach a detailed 
explanation of the substance of the amendments to be prepared. Please recall that all 
substantive amendments must be received by the committee in Legislative Counsel 
form. the Tuesday prior to the committee hearing. 

STAFF PERSON TO CONTACT : s a.-e £ d. At·,'· 
*****IMPORTANT NOTE***** 

THIS FORM MUST BE FILLED OUT AND RETURNED NO LATER THAN 7 DAYS 
AFTER RECEIPT OR THE BILL MAY BE PUT OVER AS AN AUTHOR'S RESET. 

*****PLEASE PROVID S 'APLED COPIES OF THIS SHEET AND ALL 
OTHER SUPPORTING UMENTATJON INCLUDINGLETTERS OF 

SUPPORTAND OPPOSITION ~ t q, 1--1:> '"bLt 

JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 
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' ... 
! 

SB 976 

senate Bill 976 addresses the problem of racial block 
voting, which is particularly harmful to a state like 
California due to its diversity. 

SB 976 provides a judicial process and criteria to determine 
if the problem of block voting can be established. Once 
the problem is judicially established, the bill provides 
courts with the authority to fashion appropriate legal 
remedies for the problem. 

In California, we face a unique situation where we are all 
minorities. we need statutes to ensure that our electoral 
system is fair and open. This measure gives us a tool to 
move us in that direction: it identifies the problem, gives 
tools to deal with the problem and provides a solution. 

There is no known opposition to the measure. 
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FILE COPY 
Date of Hearing: June 4, 2002 

SENATE VOTE: 24-10 

ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY 
Ellen M. Corbett, Chair 

SB 976 (Polanco)-As Amended: April 9, 2002 

SUBJECT: DISCRJMINATION: VOTING RIGHTS 

SB976 
Page 1 

KEY ISSUE: SHOULD THE STATE ENACT A VOTING RIGHTS ACT IN ORDER TO 
PROHIBIT AND REMEDY RACIALLY POLARIZED VOTING THAT ABRIDGES OR 
DILUTES THE RIGHT TO VOTE IN AT-LARGE ELECTION SYSTEMS? 

SYNOPSIS 

This hill, which was previously heard by the Elections, Reapportionment and Constitutional 
Amendments Committee, enacts a state voting rights act comparable to the federal voting rights 
act in order to address racial block voting in at-large elections. Unlike prior unsuccessful 
measures concerned with at-large election methods, this bill would not mandate that any 
political subdivision convert an at-large election system to a single-member district system. 
Rather, this bill simply prohibits the abridgement or dilution of minority voting rights. 

SUMMARY: Prohibits discrimination in at-large election districts. Specifically, this bill: 

1) Provides that an at-large method of election may not be employed by a political subdivision 
of the state in a manner that results in the dilution or the abridgment of the rights of voters 
who are members of a protected race, color or language class by impairing their ability to 
elect candidates oftheir choice or their ability to influence the outcome of an election. 

2) Prohibits racially polarized voting, as defined, in elections for members of the governing 
body of a political subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral choices by the 
voters of a political subdivision. 

3) Provides that a voter may sue to enforce and a court may remedy violations of the act. 

EXISTING LAW: 

1) Provides for political subdivisions and the election of public officials by all of the voters (at
large), or from districts formed within the political subdivision (district-based), or by some 

· combination thereof. (Elections Code sections 10505, 10508, and 10523; Government Code 
Sections 58000-58200.) 

2) Allows voters of the entire political subdivision to determine by local initiative whether 
public officials are elected by divisions or by the entire political subdivision. (Elections 
Code Section 9102.) · 

FISCAL EFFECT: As currentlyfo print, this bill is keyed non-fiscal. 
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SB 976 
Page 2 

COMMENTS: The author states that SB 976 "addresses the problem ofracial block voting, 
whioh is particularly harmful to a state like California due to its diversity. SB 976 provides a 
judicial process and criteria to determine if the problem of block voting can be established. Once 
the problem is judicially established, the bill provides comis with the authority to fashion 
appropriate legal remedies for the problem. In California, we face a unique situation where we 
are all minorities. We need statutes to ensure that our electoral system is fair and open. This 
measure gives us a tool to move us in that direction: it identifies the problem, gives tools to deal 
with the problem and provides a solution." 

This Bill Addresses Racially Polarized Voting if it Impairs the Right of Protected Groups to 
Influence the Outcome of an Election. This bill establishes a state Voting Rights Act much like 
the federal Voting Rights Act. Accordingly, it provides protections against the dilution or 
abridgement of the right to vote by members of the race, color and language groups recognized 
by the federal act. Restrictive interpretations given to the federal act, however, have put the cart 
before the horse by requiring that a plaintiff show that the protected class is geographically 
compact enough to permit the creation of a single-member district in which the protected class 
could elect its own candidate. This bill would avoid that problem. 

In Thornburg v. Gingles, 478 U.S. 30 (1986), the court created three requirements that a plaintiff 
must establish to prove that an election system diluted the voting strength of a protected minority 
group: (1) the minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters usually 
supported minority candidates; (2) there was racially polarized voting among the majority 
community, which usually voted for majority candidates rather than for minority candidates; and 
(3) the minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it was possible to 
create a district in which the minority could elect its own candidate. Prior to the Thornburg 
decision, there had been no requirement to show geographical compactness in order to show a 
violation of the federal voting rights act. 

This bill would allow a showing of dilution or abridgement of minority voting rights by showing 
the first two Thornburg requirements without an additional showing of geographical 
compactness. Under other decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court, the geographical compactness 
or concentration of the protected class within a political subdivision is a factor in determining 
whether a district may be drawn to allow that class of voters to elect the candidate of their 
choice. This bill recognizes that geographical concentration is an appropriate question at the 
remedy stage. However, geographical compactness would not appear to be an important factor 
in assessing whether the voting rights of a minority group have been diluted or abridged by an at
large election system. Thus, this bill puts the voting rights horse (the discrimination issue) back 
where it sensibly belongs in front of the cart (what type of remedy is appropriate once racially 
polarized voting has been shown). 

• 
This Bill Does Not Mandate the Abolition of At-large Election Systems. Unlike prior legislation 
regarding.at-large methods of election, discussed below, this bill does not mandate that any 
political subdivision convert at-large districts to single-member districts. Instead, this bill simply 
prohibits at•large election systems from being used to dilute or abridge the rights of voters in 
protected classes. 

Author's Technical Amendments. To c~arify that there is more than one protected class, the 
author properly wishes to change references to "the pr_otected class11 to "a protected class." 
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SB 976 
Page 3 

Similarly, to avoid confusion regarding the definition of racially polarized voting, the author 
appropriately suggests language referencing the standard under the federal voting rights act. 
Thus, proposed section 14025(3) on page 3, line 7 ff, should read as follows: (e) "Racially 
polarized voting'' means voting in which there is a difference, as defined in case law regarding 
enforcement of the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.), in the choice of 
candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the protected class, and in the 
choice of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the 
electorate. The methodologies for estimating group voting behavior as approved in applicable 
federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.) to establish 
racially polarized voting may be used for purposes of this section to prove that elections are 
characterized by racially polarized voting. 

In addition, to correct awkward syntax, the author prudently desires to reword section 14027 as 
follows: "An at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied in a manner that 
impairs the ability of a protected class to elect candidates of its choice or its ability to influence 
the outcome of an election, as a result of the dilution or the abridgment of the rights of voters 
who are members of a protected class, as defined in Section 14026." 

To clarify the intention of section 14028(b), the author properly proposes that the bill be 
amended as follows: (b) The occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be determined from 
examining results of elections in which at least one candidates are is a members of a protected 
class or elections involving ballot measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights and 
privileges of members of the protected class. One circumstance that may be considered in 
determining a violation of Section 14027 and this section is the extent to which candidates who 
are members of a protected class and who are preferred by voters of the protected class, as 
determined by an analysis of voting behavior, have been elected to the governing body of a 
political subdivision that is the subject of an action based on Section 14027 and this section. In 
Eleefitms In multiseat at-large election districts, where the number of candidates who are 
members of a protected class is fewer than the number of seats available, the relative groupwide 
support received by candidates from members of the protected class shall be the basis for the 
racial polarization analysis. 

The author also desires to correct the citation format in section 14030 to read: In any action to 
enforce Section 14027 and Section 14028, the court shall allow the prevailing plaintiff party, 
other than the state or political subdivision thereof, a reasonable attorney's fee consistent with 
the standards established in Serrano v. Priest (1977) 20 Cal.3d 25, i&eludiag pages 48 arul -49, 
and litigation expenses including, but not limited to, expert witness fees and expenses as part of 
the costs. Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any costs, unless the court finds the 
action to be frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation . 

• 
Finally, to clarify the syntax of section 14032, the author wisely suggests that it should read as 
follows: •~Any voter who is a member of a protected class and who resides in a political 

. subdivision where a violation of Sections 14027 and 14028 is alleged may file an action pursuant 
to those sections in the superior court of the county in which the political subdivision is located. 11 

Prior Related Legislation. AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999 sought to eliminate the at-large election 
system within the Los Angeles Commui:uty College District. That bill was vetoed by the 
Governor, who stated in his veto message that the decision to create single-member districts was 
best made at the local level. AB 172 (Firebaugh) of 1999 proposed to prohibit at-large elections 
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SB 976 
Page 4 

for specified K-12 school districts. After passing the Assembly, that bill was amended to an 
unrelated subject in the Senate. 

REGISTERED SUPPORT/ OPPOSITION: 

Support 

ACLU 
Joaquin Avila, Esq. 
Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF) 

Opposition 

None on file 

Analysis Prepared by: Kevin G. Baker/ JUD./ (916) 319~2334 
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Assembly Republican Bill Analysis 
Judiciary Committee 

SB 976 (POLANCO) 

ELECTIONS: RIGHTS OF VOTERS. 

Version: 4/9/02 Lasl Amended Vice-Chair: Tom Hannan 
Tax or Fee Increase: No 

SB 976 (Polanco) 

mm 

Vote: Majorit"y 
Oppose Creal.cs a separate criteria under state law for filing of civil rights actions 

in "at-large" district elections in addition to those currently provided for in 
federal law, in a manner which is certain to invite both increased litigation 
as well as dis puled "findings of fact" as a result of "probative declarations" 
included in the bill. 

NOTE #1: NO Senate Republicans voted in supporl of lhe bill (10 "Noes," 4 "Abs./N.V."). 

NOTE #2: April 9th amendments -- taken after the defoat of the bill in Committee on April bl -- arc 
purely teclmical and in no way address the substantive objections which underlie the "OPPOSE" 
recmnmendation on the bill. 

Policy uestion 

l: Should the State of California establish a new 
Voting Rights act to protect minority 
communities from polarized voling? 

2. Should an inequitable, onc-siLlcLI award of 
attorney's fees and cost lo prevailing plaintiffs 
be provided which is designed to encomage 
litie,atio11 of a frivolous nature or marginal 
value? 

Summa•·y 
Creates a new state Voting Rights Act (rcforrcd lo 
in the bill as the "California Voting Rights Act of 
200 l '') that establishes criteria in state law that 
enables the validily of at-large elections to be 
challenged in California state court heyond current 
U.S. Supreme Court interpretations to do all of the 
following: 

1) Provides lhal an ttl-hu:gi:: nrnlhod of election rnay 
not be imposed or applied in a manner that 

Senate Republican Floor Votes (24-10) 1/30/02 
Ayes: None 
Noes: All Rt::pnblicans Ex<.:epl 
Abs./ NV: Haynes, Margett, Monteith, Oller 

Assembly Republican Elections Votes (3-1) 4/2/02 
FAIL PASSAGE 

Ayes: None 
Noes: Ashburn 
Abs. /NV: Leonan.l 

Assembly Republican Elections Votes (5-1) 4/16/02 
/\yes: None 
Noes: Ashburn 
Abs./ NV: Leonard· 

Assembly Republican Judiciary Votes (0-0) 6/4/01 
Ayes: None 
Noes: None 
Abs. /NV: None 

results in the dilution or the abridgement of the 
rights of voters who are members of a protected 
class by impairing their ability to elect 
candidates of their choice or their ability to 
influence the outcome of an election. 

2) Establishes that volcr rights have been abridged 
ifil is shown thal racially polarized voling 
occurs in elections for members of the 
governing body of the political subdivision or in 
elections incorporating other electoral choices 
by the voters of the political subcli vision. 

3) Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in 
which there is a difference in the choice of 
camlidales or olher clcclornl choices thal tu:c 
prd't:rred by voters in the pruti::cled class, and in 
the choice of candidates and electoral choices 
that are preferred hy voters in the re~t of the 
electorate. 

4) Provides lhal the existt:nec of racially polarized 
voting shal.l be determined from examining 
results of elections in which candidates are 
members of a protected cla~s or elections 
involving ballot measures, or other electoral 
choices U1at aflccl lhc rights and privileges of 
members of lhc protected class. In malcing such 
a determinal.iun !ht: exlenl lo which candidates 
who are mem hers of a p rotected class and who 
m·c preferred by voters of the protected class 
have been elected to the governing body of the 
politi<.:al subdivision in question shall he 
probative. 

5) Establishes lhat r11ethodologics for estimating 
group voting behavior, as approved in 
applit:able federal cases to enforce the federal 
Voting Righls Act (YR.A), may be used to 
prove that elections a.re characterized by 
racially polarized voling. 

6). Specifies that proof of an intent on the part of 

Jtem 1 Page 2 
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Assembly Republican Bill Analysis 
vu tcrs or clcct<::d uflicials to cliscriminale ag-ainst 
a protected class is nul required and that Lhc fact 
tbat members of a protected class are not 

· geographically compact or concentrated may 
not preclude a finding of racially poforized 
voting. 

7) Specifies that other factors, including the llSt; or 
electoral devices or other voting practices or 
procedures that may enlumce the tliluti ve t:ffet:ts 
of at-large elections, are probative but not 
necessary factors to cstahlish a violation of 
voting rights. 

8) Provides that upon a finding of racially 
pulm'ized voting the court shall implement 
appropriate remedies, including the imposition 
of district-based elections. 

9) Provides "rea.~onahle attorney fees and litigation 
expernes" for the prevailing plaintiff party in an 
enforcement action. Prevailing defendant 
parties sball not recover any costs, unless the 
court finds the action to be frivolous, 
Luueasunabk, ur without foundation. 

I 0) Authorizes any voter who is a mernher of a 
protected class and who resides in a political 
subdivision that is accused of a violation of this 
legislation lo file an action in the superior court 
oftl1e county in which the political subdivision 
is located. 

Sup ort 
Mexicm1 American Legal Defense and Education 
Fund (MALDEll) 

0 osition 
None on file 

Arguments l11 Su ort of the Bill 

According to a statement from the author, SB 976 
"addresses the problem of racial block voting, 
which is particularly harmful to a stale like 
California due lo its diversity. SB 976 provides a 
judicial process and criteria lo determine if the 
problem of block voting can be established. On(;e 
the problem is judicially established, the bill 
provides courts with the authority to fashion 
appropriate legal remedies for the problem. In 
California, we face a unique situation where we arc 
all minorities. We need statutes to ensure that our 
eledoral systcin is fair and open. This measure 
gives us a Looi to move us in that direction: it 
identifies the problem, gives tools to deal with the 
problem and provides a solution." · 

Argllmcnts In O osition to the Bill 

1. The Federal Voting Rights ad already protects 

SB 976 (Polancol 
minorities from the deleterious e±focts of al
larg(; district voting (where such deleterious 
effects may be fom1d to occm), and this bill 
would urmecessarily - and in some cases 
inappropriately -- exceed the federally 
established criteria. 

2. The bill does not require geographic 
concentration of a minority lu establish a 
finding of racially polarized voling. Since the 
n:medy is generally to provide for single 
member district elections, the determination of 
any such racial polarized voting and crafting of 
an appropriate remedy under Lhis statutory 
language is potentially challengeable under 
constitutional law as vague and overbroad. 

3. The provisions which stale Lhat "Any voter of 
the protected class ... may lilc an action .. .in the 
superior court" (p. 5, lines 6-10), ,u1d which 
state that "ln any action ... t:b.e court shall allow 
the prevailing plaintiff patty ... reasonable 
allun1ey's fee ... and liLigation expenses 
including, but not liinited lo, expert witnes8 lcc8 
and expenses ... " (page 4, lines 3 1 -3 7) will 
invite litigation in virtually any conceivable 
circm11Stm1ce. When taken together with the 
statutory definitions of probative factors, tlie bill 
in its current form is at once unworkable and ill
advised as a matter of public policy, while 
potentially unavailing in seeking to address the 
very harms it })urpo11s to redress. 

4. If the panunount principk is lo allow lot;al 
co1111nunities to determine lht:ir d1oic~ of 
governance, including whether to use rrt-large 
districts or single-member districts, then stale 
legislation should not dictate such choice. 
Governor Davis reconfirmed this principle in 
vetoing AB 8 (Cardenas) of 200 l in stating dmt 
the decision to create single-member trustee 
areas is best made at the local level, not by the 
state. 

Fiscal Effect 

Unknown. 

Comments 

While it is always difficult to oppose a mcasme 
which seeks to ensme voting rights - lel alone a bill 
entitled the "California Voting Rights Act of 200 l" 
- this bill, however well-intentioned, simply does 
not merit support. Not only does it seek to exceed 
federal Voting lZighls law (both statutory and case 
law) in a manner which is 1,;urrcntly mmeccssary to 
address thc,,real issues ofvoler acct;ss, but the 
language of the hiH presents VERY REAL 
pro blcms in the areas 0f increased Ii ligation and 
probative findings written into the statutory law, not 
to mention the overall policy question of creating a 
body of law separate from the established federal 
~tand,ml. 

First, as noted in the "Arguments in Opposition," 
tb~ provisiom ofthe bi ll which proviuc that "Any 
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Ass_E:•.l"!~ly Repu_blican Bill Analysis 
voter of the protected class ... may iile an action .. .in 
the superior court" (p. 5, lines 6-10), and whid1 
state that "ln any action ... thc·court slmll u.llow the 
prevailing plaintiff pm1y ... a reasonable attorney's 
fee ... and litigation expenses including, but not 
limited to, expert witness fees and expenses ... " (p. 
4, lines 31-37) will invite litigation in virtually any 
conceivable circumstance, and are by themselves 
enough to garner an "Oppose unless amended" 
recommendation. When taken togelh<c:r with the 
"probative declarations" of the bill, however, there 
can be no question of the appropriateness behind tl1e 
"Oppose" rceommemlatiun. 

According to Dlack's Law Dictionary (6th ed.), 
"Probative evidence ... in the law of evidence, means 
having the effect of proof." Sin1ilarly, "Probative 
facts ... in the law of evidence, (are) facts which 
actually have effect of proving facts sought; 
cvidcntiary facts." Tit i~· bill provides that ALL of 
tliefollowbzg are "prob"tfre, but not necessmy 
J'aclors to establish II violation ... ": 

• " ... lhe nse or elccloral tkvices or olher voting 
practices or procedures that may enhance tl1e 
dilutive effects of at-large elections ... " 

• " ... denial of access to those processes 
determining which groups of candidates will 
n:ccive financial or other support in a given 
election ... " 

• " ... the exlent to which members of the 
protected class hear the effects of past 
discrimination in areas such as education, 
employment, and health, which hinder their 
ability to participate elfoctivciy in the political 
process, and ... " 

• " ... the use of overt or subtle racial appeals in 
political campaigns." 

A cardul reader of this language can only conclude 
that thest: criteria arc both unworkable and admit of 
wholly subjective analysis. l<'urthennure, as 

SB 976 (Polanco) 
Section 14029 of lhe bill (p11gc .,(!i"~cs 27~30) st~i-~; 
that "Upon a finding of a vioMion of Sec lion 14027 
mid Section 14028, the cornt shall implement 
appropriate remedies, including the imposition of 
district-based elections, that are tailored to remed y 
the violation," a court MUST act WI-IENEVER il is 
found to have established ANY of these criteria as 
havi11g existed. So not only is a court compelled to 
act upon the most problematic of criteria, but the 
profoundly liberal standing and pluinliff legal 
compensation provision of the bill all but invite _ 
lit igation whete it may not be wnrranled. Again, as 
noted at the beginning of these conunents, any hint 
of a violation of voting rights is a very serious issue 
which must be addressed; sadly, this bill is wholly 
inadequate to the task. 

Applicable federal la'I}-' 

In Thornburg v. Gingles (1986) the Supreme 
Court made three pn:c;on<litions c;rilerin lo prove a 
claim that 1Jie Voter Rights Act had been violated. 

1. Minorily community was sufficiently 
concentrated geographically so that a district 
could be created where a minority candidate 
could be eh:cted. 

2. The minority comnnmity showed <c:nough 
cohesiveness to elect a minority candidate. 

3. There was racially polarized voling that usually 
voted for majority candidates. 

NOTE ON HEAfilNG OF BILL IN l'OJ ,ICY 
COMMITTEE 

At the April l"t hearing of the E.lZCA Cornmillec on 
lhis bill, witnesses speaking in sup110Jt of the bi II. 
were questioned as to the particulars of how the bill 
would up,m1tc, and did not refute the contentions 
which rest at the heart of opposition to this measure. 

Policy Consultant: Richard Mersereau/Mark Redmond 6/ 1/02 . 
Fiscal Consultant: 

Hem l Page 4 
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MAY-31-02 FRI 03:07 PM 
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11 N O N 

The Honorublc Richard Polanco 
Stu1e Ci1pitol, Room 5046 
8acramcnto, CA 95814 

Mny 31, 2002 

FAX NO, P. 01 

C A U I (l~NI A "LCtHSl A'l'l V 11 C) rt'< CJ.: -·· ·-··--·-------- ·--------- ---···-·~·-·· ···-" 
Fr.\llt°i~fo l ..<1IM<'(I, ( ~·Rid ,1li ( l' ()1h't fm' 

Vi1)n\<.• S1Hall N,1varm, l.1~~1.\l,110 e A (l flm,1/ t. 

Ril,\ M. l'i;ri, /.cti.1!.1ti1•r /l ,1.ti.olc/11/ 

I I l7 EkVL'11tl1 St ret•c, S L11t~ ~ .l·I 

S.tn,um·am, CA !>,Sq 
·rd,•1,ho,ic: (<J 16) +P· io 1<i 
Rt~, (9 1 (,) -1~ 1 - 17-1 _I 

Re: S8 976 (Polanco) -- Support 

Dear Senator Polanco: 
\ 

The American Civil Liberties Union supports SB 976, your bill to provide state h'1w protection 
og;1inst tho voio dilution caused by racially polarized voting. When such voting patlems persist 
in at-large elections, they result in seven, u11tlerrepresentation of African-Americans, Latinos, 
nnd olhcr protected gronps on local governing boards. Statewide, the undenepresentation of 
rnlnority groups on t.hoso boards has been dismally and consistently low for decades. Where 
racially poJarizcd voting has led to the exclusion of minority-preferred candidates, this lnw 
provides for changes in the electoral system so that jt morn fairly represents the constituencies 
wilhin each jurisdiction. Thus, we support SB 976 becam,e it increases the opportunity to rully 
participate in the political process. 

Jfyou or yonr i,taff luwe any questions ol' comments, please call us. 

Since.rely yours, 

,0 ?ttt-U /,!,✓;; ·'. **/ 
Fl{;~·C(SCO L , jACO , 
Legislative Director 

VALERIE SMALL NAVARRO 
Legislative Advocate 

Cc: Mernbers and Consullant, Assembly Judiciaiy Committee 

----·---------------·-··- .. ---·---·- .., __ , .... •'••···-· ·~· .,.,,. ...... \ ,, , ...... ~ .... ,., .., ., ......... ,. - , ... . , .. . ....... ,----,---•-·---.-------·---·-----· .. -· .... · .. ···••.-•· ··· .... ,., ......... -···,-·--·-

ACl.ll n,, Nnw111H1<N C/'11.11'1111N111 

1)1111,thy M. Olu'li< h. f!x"111m (,1/w'M' 

if,(, 1 M,1•,1(111 :Scn·t·c •S11lr,• ,1(,11 
&m rr.m, l~,,I) .. CA '.,\1 fU ~ 

. <., ,,,) (, ., ,.,,,.).\ 

A.CUl .. ,n,, S1)()'l'rlf'RN (Al.ll'OnNlA 

J\,1rn,111_.l"R,pmin, /l."1'c111/11,• /lmY-1,,r 
· · , 6, (j H1•v1<rly fllv,l -

IA•I An,4tks •CA 9,,,.·1l(, 

(.' I j) ')// \l~OO 

ACLlJ Ol' $.,N D1i;Go ,i:;, lM l' E lllAI C.OIJN'l 11,~ 

l,in,\,1 llllls, l!xm1tili' Vitwlvr 
P.O. \lox ~ / 1 -I' 

S11n Do<·1,:<1· CA 9~ 1.1~•71 J 1 

(6, v>..: '\..! , 2 t ..!' t 

05 / 31/2002 FRI 14:57 ['l'X/RX NO 8576_1 '4]001 
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'J'h,::: l· k:innrnbk~ l~lh.:11 Corb(:tt, Chair 
Con-i1llll((:c- on the .Judiciary 
Cali romia .S(,l10 Asfl('fl'lhly 
l 0?.0 N Slrcc-1, Room I 04 
s~\Cnt)llGnlo, Ct\ ()5Hl.4 

Dear Ass~mhly Mc·nibcr Corbett: 

v• A FACSlMILE 

The Mox icon .J\l"ll('ric·nn Legal Dcfcm;o and Educ.u1ional Fund (MAL.DEF) 
sh'oJ1gly s11pf1Qr!s S~na1c Bill ')76, which would mnc11d state law to protect agaim;t 
the: voio dill1tion (,t111scd by racially pol.-1rb·.cd voting. When sucl1 voting putlcrns 
persist in ;,t-la.rgo ~~h:olioru{, I hoy r01n1lt jn scvL1rc unclcrrt~prcscn1ation of Latinos 
aod otf icr prolcck.t.l groti["l!s on local governing bo:Jnls. SI 1:itcwidc, the 
rc.·pn3~;011tu0011 of 1ninorily groups on 1]l(lsc boards has been dismally and 
consi.<;.ten1 ly low fo1· dccn<lcs. Wlwrc rnc.inlly pobrir.cd voilng has Jctl !o the 
oxclusion ~lr minority·-pr~:fcrred candiclnlcs, SB 976 would pn)vidc for changes in 
tlm dectornl sy:.kn1 so th.:it it mote fairly roproscnts the consiitmmcios wiLhin onch 
Jurisdiction. 

W1~ ho1w ih:Jt yo:1 wm stippor! thi:-l important Jcgisfation. Hyou have ~my 
qm:sliorn; ahout our positi~w, plcaso call me ::1t 916-443-7531, 

Sincerely, 

~~Ho~ 
Scmi0r .Policy Aualyst 

Sor1;1!or Rk,ha1'd Pola11i::.o 
K\~vin Bnk1w, Con;:;ultnnt, Assembly ComllJittco 011 the fodiciary 

Uel1·1Jn, t lnr;On r :f,T" A •ll.Jti,·1ir:rsar11 
P1·otuU.n,11 mu/ l~·omolln,r; 1:u_tino Ol oil I(i(Jhts 
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(2)REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES<c2> 

(2)Committee on Judiciary 

[t8] Date of Hearing: 

1 Mr. Speaker: Your Committee on Judiciary reports: 

June 04, 2002 [ ]<r> 

1Senate Bill No. 976 (8-4) 

(l)With amendments with the recommendation: Amend, and do pass, as 
amended. <l> 

----~----------,Chair 
CORBETT 

(5)Above bill(s) ordered to second reading. 
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,·. 

47855 
06/06/02 
RN0211642 

9:02 AM 
PAGE 1 

Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 976 
AS AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 9, 2002 

Amendment 1 
On page 3, line 8, after "difference" insert: 

, as defined in case law regarding enforcement of the federal Voting 
Rights Act (42 u.s.c. Sec. 1973 et seq.), 

Amendment 2 
On page 3, line 9, strike out the first "the'' and insert: 

a 

Amendment 3 
On page 3, strike out lines 18 to 22, inclusive, and 

insert: 

applied in a manner that impairs the ability of a protected class to 
elect candidates of its choice or its ability to influence the 
outcome of an election, as a result of the dilution or the 
abridgment of the rights of voters who are members of a protected 
class, as defined pursuant to Section 14026. 

Amendment 4 
On page 3, line 33, strike out "candidates are members" 

and insert: 

at least one candidate is a member 

Amendment 5 
On page 3, line 35, strike out "the" and insert: 

a 

Amendment 6 
On page 4, line 2, strike out "Elections in multiseat 

at-large" and insert: = = 
= 

--
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47855 
06/06/02 9:02 AM 
RN0211642 PAGE 2 
Substantive 

In multi-seat at-large election 

Amendment 7 
On page 4, line 5, strike out "the" and insert: 

a 

Amendment 8 
On page 4, line 19, strike out the first 11 the 11 and 

insert: 

a 

Amendment 9 
On page 4, line 33, strike out "including pages 48 and 

49 11 and insert: 

48-49 

Amendment 10 
On page 5, line 1, strike out "the" and insert: 

a 

Amendment 11 
On page 5, lines 2 and 3, strike out "that is the subject 

of an action filed pursuant to" and insert: 

where a violation of 

Amendment 12 
On page 5, line 3, after "14028 11 insert: 

is alleged 
- 0 -
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Judiciary 
Date of Hearing: 06/04/2002 
BILL NO. SB 976 SB 994 SB 1210 SB 1.271 
ACTION VOTED ON Do pass as Do pass as Do pass; re- Do pass, to 

amended amended and refer to Consent 
re-refer to Cmte on 
the Cmte on A.,E.,S.,T. 
Appr, Rec. & I. M 
Consent 

Aye . No Aye . No Aye . No Aye : No . . . 
Corbett (Chair) X : X : X . X . . . 
Harman (V. Chair) . X X . Not Voting X . . . . 
Bates . . X X . . Not Voting X . . 
Dutra X . X . X . X : . . . 
Jackson X : X . X . X . . . . 
Longville X : X . X . X . . . . 
Pacheco, Robert . X X . Not Voting X . . . . 
Pacheco, Rod . X X . Not Voting X : . . 
Shelley X : X : X : X : 
Steinberg X . X : X : X . . . 
Vargas X : X : X : X : 
Wayne X : X : X : X : 

Vacancy 
Ayes: 8 Ayes: 1.2 Ayes: 8 Ayes: 12 
Noes: 4 Noes: 0 Noes: 0 Noes: 0 

RECEIVED: ------
, Chair ---------------
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48654 
03/13/02 
RN0206266 

3:32 PM 
PAGE 1 

Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 976 
AS AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 1, 2001 

Amendment 1 
On page 2, lines 16 and 17, strike out", and does not 

include any method of district-based elections" 

Amendment 2 
On page 2, line 25, strike out "election"" and insert: 

elections" 

Amendment 3 
On page 3, line 12, strike out 11 minority 11 

Amendment 4 
On page 3, line 12, after "language" insert: 

minority 

Amendment 5 
On page 3, line 35, strike out "registered" 

Amendment 6 
On page 3, line 37, strike out the second "of" and 

insert: 

or 

Amendment 7 
On page 4, line 1, after the second "of" insert: 

the 

Amendment 8 
On page 4, line 3, after the period insert: = 

= 
= 
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48654 
03/13/02 
RN0206266 

3:32 PM 
PAGE 2 

Substantive 

Elections conducted prior to the filing of an action pursuant to 
Section 14027 and this section are more probative to establish the 
existence of racially polarized voting than elections conducted 
after the filing of the action. 

Amendment 9 
On page 4, line 16, after 11 considered11 insert: 

in determining a violation of Section 14027 and this section 

Amendment 10 
On page 4, line 17, after "class 11 insert: 

and who are preferred by voters of the protected class, as 
determined by an analysis of voting behavior, 

Amendment 11 
On page 4, line 27, after the comma insert: 

or a violation of Section 14027 and this section, 

Amendment 12 
On page 5, strike out lines 1 and 2 and insert: 

political campaigns are probative, but not necessary factors to 
establish a violation of Section 14027 and this section. 

Amendment 13 
On page 5, line 7, after 11 14027" insert: 

and Section 14028 

Amendment 14 
On page 5, line 11, after the comma insert: 

and litigation expenses including, but not limited to, expert 
witness fees and expenses 

Amendment •1 5 
On page 5, line 11, strike out "Prevailing plaintiff" 

strike out lines 12 and 13, and insert: 

. Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any costs, unless the 
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., . 

48654 
03/13/02 3:32 PM 
RN0206266 PAGE 3 
Substantive 

court finds the action to be frivolous, unreasonable, or without 
foundation. 

Amendment 16 
On page 5, line 15, after the second "Section'' insert: 

2 

Amendment 17 
On page 5, below line 16, insert: 

14032. Any voter who is a member of the protected class 
and who resides in a political subdivision that is the subject of an 
action filed pursuant to Sections 14027 and 14028 may file an action 
pursuant to those sections in the superior court of the county in 
which the political subdivision is located. 

- 0 -
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SENATE THIRD READING 
SB 976 (Polanco) 
As Amended June 11, 2002 
Majority vote 

SENATE VOTE: 24-10 

ELECTIONS 5-1 

Ayes: Longville, Cardenas, Steinberg, 
Keeley, Shelley 

Nays: Ashburn 

JUDICIARY 8-4 

~B\,~':l:1>'::~ 
Page 1 

Ayes: Corbett, Dutra, Jackson, Longville, 
Shelley, Steinberg, Vargas, Wayne 

Nays: Harman, Bates, Robert Pacheco, 
Rod Pacheco 

SUMMARY: Establishes criteria by which local at-large elections may be found to have 
abridged the rights of certain voters and allows for remedies. Specifically, this bill: 

1) Provides that an at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied in a manner that 
impairs the ability of a protected class to elect candidates of its choice or its ability to 
influence the outcome of an election, as a result of the dilution or the abridgment of the rights 
of voters who are members of a protected class. 

2) Establishes that voter rights have been abridged if it is shown that racially polarized voting 
occurs in elections for members of the governing body of the political subdivision or in 
elections incorporating other electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision. 

3), Defines 11racially polarized voting11 as voting in which there is a difference in the choice of 
candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by voters 1n the protected class, and in 
the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the 
electorate. 

4) Provides that the existence of racially polarized voting shall be determined from examining 
results of elections in which at least one candidate is a member of a protected class or 
elections involving ballot measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights and 
privileges 'of members of a protected class. In making such a determination the extent to 
which candidates who are members of a protected class and who are pref erred by voters of 
the protected class have been elected to the governing body of the political subdivision in 
question shall be probative. 

5) Establishes that methodologies for estimating group voting behavior, as approved in 
applicable federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (VRA), may be used to 
prove that elections are characterized by racially polarized voting. 0 

6) Specifies that proof of ap. intent on the part of voters or elected officials to discriminate 
against a protected class is not required and that the fact that members of a protected class are 
not geographically compact O(,coricentrated may,not preclude a finding of racially polarized 

· voting. 
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SB976 
Page 2 

7) Specifies that other factors, including the use of electoral devices or other voting practices or 
procedures that may enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, are probative but not 
necessary factors to establish a violation of voting rights. 

8) Provides that upon a finding of racially polarized voting the court shall implement 
appropriate remedies, including the imposition of district-based elections. 

9) Provides reasonable attorney fees and litigation expenses for the prevailing plaintiff party in 
an enforcement action. Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any costs, unless the 
court finds the action to be frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation. 

10) Authorizes any voter who is a member of a protected class and who resides in a political 
subdivision that is accused of a violation of this legislation to file an action in the superior 
court of the county in which the political subdivision is located. 

EXISTING LAW: 

l) Provides for political subdivisions that encompass areas of representation within the state. 
With respect to these areas, public officials are generally elected by all of the voters of the 
political subdivision (at-large), from districts formed within the political subdivision (district
based), or by some combination thereof. 

2) Allows voters of the entire political subdivision to determine via a local initiative whether 
public officials are elected by divisions or by the entire political subdivision. 

FISCAL EFFECT: None 

COMMENTS: According to the author, this bill "addresses the problem of racial block voting, 
which is particularly harmful to a state like California due to its diversity. SB 976 provides a 
judicial process and criteria to determine if the problem of block voting can be established. Once 
the problem is judicially established, the bill provides courts with the authority to fashion 
appropriate legal remedies for the problem. In California, we face a unique situation where we 
are all minorities. We need statutes to ensure that our electoral system is fair and open. This 
measure gives us a tool to move us in that direction: it identifies the problem, gives tools to deal 
with the problem and provides a solution." 

In Thornburg v. Gingles (1986) 478 U.S. 30, the United States Supreme Court announced three 
preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove that an election system diluted the 
voting strength of a protected minority group: • 

1) The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it was possible to 
create a district in which the minority could elect its own candidate. 

2) The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters usually supported 
minority .candidates. 

3) There was racially polarized'\,oting among the majority community, which usually (but not 
necessarily always), voted for majority candidates rather than for minority candidates. 
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SB 976 
Page 3 

In Gomez v. City of Watsonville (1988) 863 F .2d 1407, 1417, cert. denied, 489 US 1080, the 
United States Supreme Court affirmed that at-large elections of city council members in 
Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength of the minority community, and ordered 
the city to switch to single-member district elections. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were 
successful in establishing the three preconditions created in Gingles. 

As noted above, the Supreme Court in Gingles established three conditions that a plaintiff must 
meet in order to prove that at-large districts diluted the voting strength of minority communities. 
This bill requires that only two of those conditions be met, and does not require that a minority 
community be sufficiently concentrated geographically to create a district in which the minority 
community could elect its own candidate. As such, this bill would presumably make it easier to 
successfully challenge at-large districts. Given that this bill applies to all local districts that elect 
candidates at-large, the impact of this bill could be significant. If the minority community is not 
sufficiently geographically compact, it is unclear what benefit would result from eliminating at
large elections. 

AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999, which was vetoed, sought to eliminate the at-large election system 
within the Los Angeles Community College District. In his veto message, the Governor stated 
that the decision to create single-member districts was best made at the local level, and not by the 
state. AB 172 (Firebaugh) of 1999, which was vetoed, proposed to prohibit at-large elections for 
specified K-12 school districts. That bill was approved by the Assembly, but was amended to an 
unrelated subject in the Senate Education Committee. 

Analysis Prepared by: Willie Guerrero/ E., R. & C. A. / (916) 319-2094 

FN: 00053.96 
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SB 976 Senate Bill - Bill Analysis 

□ 

SENATE COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS AND REAPPORTIONMENT 
Senator Don Perata, Chair 

BILL NO: SB 976 HEARING DATE: 5/2/01 
AUTHOR: POLANCO ANALYSIS BY: Darren 
Chesin 
AMENDED: 5/1/01 
FISCAL: NO 

SUBJECT 

At large and district elections: rights of voters 

BACKGROUND 

Existing law provides that the governing boards of local 
political jurisdictions (i.e., cities, counties, and school 
or other districts) are generally elected by all of the 
voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or from 
districts formed within the political subdivision 
(district-based) or some combination thereof. 

Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire 
local political jurisdiction to determine via ballot 
measure whether the governing board is elected at-large or 
by districts. The processes for placing one of these 
measures on the ballot varies according to the type of 
jurisdiction. 

Most cities and school or other districts in California 
elect their governing boards using an at-large election 
system. The exceptions, those that elect by district, tend 
to be the very large cities and school districts. 

One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from 
at-large to district elections is the need to overcome a 
history or pattern of racial inequity. In some instances, 
election by districts may actually be required by the 
federal Voting Rights Act. In Gomez v. City of Watsonville 
(1988), the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the 
at-large elections of city council members in Watsonville, 
California had diluted the voting strength of the minority 
community, and ordered the city to switch to single~member 
district elections. In ___ ,r:h9;r:-nI:r1.1~g_ v. Gingles (1986), the 
Supreme Court announced three preconditions that a 

plaintiff first must establish to prove such a claim. The 

Page 1 of 4 

http://www.lcginfo.ca.gov/pub/bill/sen/sb---' .. ./sb _976 _cfa_ 20010502 _ 125026 _ sen'-comm.htm 6/ l /2002 
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SB 976 Senate Bill - Bill Analysis 

□ 

plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in 
establishing these conditions, which were: 

The minority community was sufficiently concentrated 
geographically that it was possible to create a district 
in which the minority could elect its own candidate. 

The minority community was politically cohesive, in that 
minority voters usually supported minority candidates. 

There was racially polarized voting among the majority 
community, which usually (but not necessarily always), 
voted for majority candidates rather than for the 
minority candidates. 

PROPOSED LAW 

This bill would establish criteria in state law through 
which the validity of local at-large election systems can 
be challenged in court. Specifically, this bill does all 
of the following: 

(a)Provides that a local political jurisdiction may not 
employ an at-large method of election if it results in 
the dilution or the abridgement of the rights of any 
registered voter who is a member of a minority race, 
color or language group, by impairing their ability to 
elect candidates of their choice or by impairing their 
ability to influence the outcome of an election. 

(b)Provides that a violation of this prohibition is 
established if it is shown that racially polarized 
voting occurs in elections for members of the governing 
body or in elections incorporating other electoral 
choices by the voters of the same jurisdiction. 

(c)Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which 
there is a difference in the choice of candidates or 
other electoral choices that are preferred by the voters 
in the protected class, and in the choice of candidates 
and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in 
the rest of the electorate. 

(d)Specifies the methodology by which racially polarized 
SB 976 (Polanco) 
Page 2 

voting may be established.• 

(e)Specifies that the fact that members of a protected 
class are not geographically compact or concentrated may 
not preclude a finding of racially polarized voting, but 
may be a factor in determining an appropriate remedy. 

(f)States that proof of an intent on the part of the 
voters or elected officials to discriminate against a 
protected class is not ~equired. 

Page 2 of 4 
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SB 976 Senate Bill - Bill Analysis 

u 

(g)Delineates other factors that may be introduced as 
evidence in order to establish a violation. 

(h)Authorizes a court to impose appropriate remedies, 
including district-based elections, and to award a 
prevailing non-state or non-local government plaintiff 
party reasonable attorney's fees consistent with 
specified case law as part of the costs. 

SB 976 (Polanco) 
Page 3 

COMMENTS 

1.According to the author, this bill addresses the problems 
associated with block voting, particularly those 
associated with racial or ethnic groups. This is 
important for a state like California to address due to 
its diversity. 

2.This bill establishes criteria when met, that would serve 
to prohibit the use of at-large elections in local 
jurisdictions. Unlike the ~reconditions established by 
the Supreme Court in Thornburg. v. Gingles , this bill does 
not require that the minority community be geographically 
compact or concentrated. If a minority community is not 
sufficiently geographically compact to ensure that it can 

'elect one of their members from a district, what is 
gained by eliminating the at-large election system? 

3.Several bills·seeking to promote the use of 
district-based elections over at-large elections have 

Page 3 of 4 
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SB 976 Senate Bill - Bill Analysis 
... 

been pursued in the past. Last year, AB 8 (Cardenas) 
which sought to eliminate the at-large election system 
within the Los Angeles Community College District, was 
vetoed by the Governor. In his veto message, the 
Governor stated that the decision to create single-member 
trustee areas is best made at the local level, not by the 
state. AB 172 (Firebaugh) of 1999, which would have 
prohibited at-large elections for specified K-12 school 
districts, passed this committee but died in the Senate 
Committee on Education. 

POSITIONS 

Sponsor: Joaquin Avila, former President, MALDEF; public 
interest attorney 

Support: Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational 
Fund 

Oppose: None received 

SB 976 (Polanco) 
Page 4 

Page4 of 4 
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SB 976 Senate Bi1l - Bill Analysis 

□ 

SENATE RULES COMMITTEE. 
Office of Senate Floor Analyses 
1020 N Street, Suite 524 
(916) 445-6614 Fax: (916) 
327-4478 

Bill No: SB 976 
Author: 
Amended: 
Vote: 

Polanco (D) 
5/1/01 
21 

THIRD READING 

SENATE ELECTIONS & REAP. CO[\l[MIT'J'EE 5-3, 5/2/01 
AYES: Alpert, Burton, Murray, Ortiz, Perata 
NOES: Brulte, Johnson, Poochigian 

SENATE FLOOR 16-10, 5/30/01 

SB 976 

AYES: Alarcon, Chesbro, Dunn, Escutia, Figueroa, Karnette, 
. Kuehl, Murray, Peace, Polanco, Romero, Scott, Soto, 
Speier, Torlakson, Vincent 

NOES: Ackerman, Brulte, Haynes, Johannessen, Knight, 
Mcclintock, McPherson, Morrow, Oller, Poochigian 

SUBJECT 

SOURCE 

Elections: rights of voters 

Author 

DIGEST This bill establishes criteria in state law 
through which the validity of at-large election systems can 
be challenged in court. 

ANALYSIS Existing law provides that the governing 
boards of local political jurisdictions (i.e., cities, 
counties, and school or other districts} are generally 
elected by all of the voters of the political subdivision 
(at-large) or from districts formed within the political 
subdivision (district-based) or some combination thereof. 
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n 

Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire 
local political jurisdiction to determine via ballot 
measure whether the governing board is elected at-large or 
by districts. The processes for placing one of these 
measures .on the ballot varies according to the type of 
jurisdiction. 

Most cities and school or other districts in California 
elect their governing boards using an at-large election 
system. The exceptions, those that elect by district , tend 
to be the very large cities and school districts. 

One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from 
at-large to district elections is the need to overcome a 
history or pattern of racial inequity. In some instances, 
election by districts may actually be required by the 
federal Voting Rights Act. In _92!ll~~- v. ___ City of \ll'_atsonville 
(1988), the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the 
at-large elections of city council members in Watsonville, 
California had diluted the voting strength of the minority 
community, and ordered the city to switch to single-member 
district elections. In Thornburg v ... Qingles_ (1986), the 
Supreme Court announced three preconditions that a 
plaintiff first must establish to prove such a claim. The 
plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in 
establishing these conditions, which were: 

l.The minority community was sufficiently concentrated 
geographically that it was possible to create a district 
in which the minority could elect its own candidate. 

2.The minority community was politically cohesive, in that 
minority voters usually supported minority candidates. 

3.There was racially polarized voting among the majority 
community, which usually (but not necessarily always), 
voted for majority candidates rather than for the 
minority candidates . 

Specifics of SB 976: 

l.Enacts the California Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

3 

SB 976 
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2.Provides that an at-large method of election may not be 
imposed or applied in a manner that results in the 
dilution or abridgement of the right of registered voters 
who are members of a protected class by impairing their 

· ability to elect candidates of their choice or to 
· influence ·the outcome of an elect ion. 

3.Provides that a violation of the bill is to be 
established if it is s·ho,,;,n that racially polarized voting 
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IJ 

occurs in election for governing boards of a political 
subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral 
choices by the voters of the political subdivision. 

4.Specifies that the occurrence of racially polarized 
voting shall be determined from examining results of 
elections in which candidates are members of a protected 
class or elections involving ballot measures, or other 
electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges 
of members of the protected class. One circumstance that 
may be considered is the extent to which candidates who 
are members of a protected class have been elected to the 
governing body of a political subdivision that is the 
subject of an action based on this bill. In multi-seat 
at-large districts, where the number of candidates who 
are members of a protected class is fewer than the number 
of seats available, the relative group-wide support 
received by candidates from members of the protected 
class shall be the basis for the racial polarization 
analysis. 

5.States that proof of an intent on the part of the voters 
or elected officials to discriminate against a protected 
class is not required. 

6.Specifies that other factors such as the history of 
discrimination, the use of electoral devices or other 
voting practices or procedures that may enhance the 
dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of access 
to those processes determining which groups of candidates 
will receive financial or other support in a given 
election, the extent to which members of the protected 
class bear the effects of past discrimination in areas 
such as education, employment, and health, which hinder 
their ability to participate effectively in the political 

4 

SB 976 
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process, and the use of overt or subtle racial appeals in 
political campaigns, may also be introduced as evidence 
but these factors are not necessary to establish a 
violation of this section. 

?.Authorizes a court to impose appropriate remedies, 
including district-based elections, and to award a 
prevailing non-state or non-local government plaintiff 
party reasonable attorney•s•fees consistent with 
specified case law as part of the costs. 

The bill defines: 

L"At-large method of election" as any of the following 
·methods of electing members to the governing body of a 
political-subdivision, and does.not include any method of 
district-based elections: 
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A. One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction 
elect the members to the governing body. 

B. One in which the candidates are required to reside 
within given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters 
of the entire jurisdiction elect the members to the 
governing body. 

C. One which combines at-large elections with 
district-based elections. 

l."District-based election" as a method of electing members 
to the governing body of a political subdivision in which 
the candidate must reside within an election district 
that is a divisible part of the political subdivision and 
is elected only by voters residing within that election 
district. 

2."Political subdivision" as a geographic area of 
representation created for the provision of government 
services, including, but not limited to, a city, a schoo l 
district, a community college district, or other district 
organized pursuant to state law. 

3."Protected class" as a class of voters who are members o f 
a minority race, color or language group, as this class 

SB ___ 976 
Page 

5 

is referenced and defined in the federal Voting Rights 
Act (42 u.s.c. Sec. 1973 et seq . ). 

4."Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there 
is a difference in the choice of candidates or other 
electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the 
protected class, and in the choice of candidates and 
electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the 
rest of the electorate. The methodologies for estimating 
group voting behavior as approved in applicable federal. 
cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. 
Sec. 1973 et seq.) to establish racially polarized voting 
may be used for purposes of this section to prove that 
elections are characterized by racially polarized voting. 

Comments 

According to the author, this•bill addresses the problems 
associated with block voting, particularly those associated 
¥ith racial or ethnic groups. This is important for a 
state like California to address due to its diversity. 

FISCAL EFFECT 
Local: No 

SUPPORT 

Appropriation: No Fiscal Com.: No 

(Verified 1/8/02) 
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Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund 

DLW:jk l/B/02 Senate Floor Analyses 

SUPPORT/OPPOSITION: SEE ABOVE 

**** END **** 
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SB 976 (Polanco) Oppose 
File Item# 
Senate Floor: 16-9 (Failed) 
(NO: Ackerman, Haynes, Johannessen, Knight, McClintock, McPherson, 
Morrow, Oller, Poochigian; ABS: Battin, Brulte, Johnson, Margett, Monteith) 
Senate Elections & Reapportionment: 5-3 
(NO: Brulte, Johnson, Poochigian) 
Vote requirement: 21 · 
Version Date: 5/ 1/01 

Quick Summary 

Creates a new state Voting Rights Act that goes far beyond current Supreme 
Court interpretations of the federal Voting Rights law. It will unnecessarily 
increase voting rights litigation in the state. As currently drafted, this bill is 
not supportable, however, the author has expressed a desire to work on a 
bipartisan approach to this .issue. 

Digest 
' ' 

Enacts the California Voting RfghU3 Act of 2001. 

Provides that a violation of its provisions shall be established if it is shown that 
racially polarized voting, as defined, occurs in elections for governing board 
members of a political subdivision. 

Provides that intent to discriminate against a protected class is not required to 
establish a violation of its provisions. 

Authorizes a court to impose appropriate remedies, including district-based 
elections, and to award a prevailing plaintiff party reasonable attorneys fees. 

Background 

Existin~ law provides f~r public officials in poiitical subdivisions ~enerally 
elected 1n at large elect10ns. · 

. . ' . . ' . ' ~ 

Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire political subdivision to 
decide the manner of election for the entire district. 

Most school boards and city councils are elected in at-large elections. D
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Using the federal Voting Rights Act, several lawsuits have forced local 
jurisdictions to change their voting procedurcEJ. In Thornburg v. Gingles, the 
U.S. Supreme Court set out a 'three-part'test 't6determine whether at-large 
elections violated the Voting Rights Act: 

1. The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it 
was possible to create a district in which the minority could elect its own 
candidate. 
2. The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters 
usually supported minority C$.ndidates. 
3. There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, which 
usually voted for majority candidates rather than for the minority candidates. 

Applying the Gingles test in Gomez v. City of Watsonville, the United States 
Supreme Court affirmed that the at-large elections for city council violated the 
Voting Rights Act by diluting Hispanic voting strength. The Court ordered 
single-member district electidns. 

Analysis 

This bill is unnecessary. The federal Voting Rights Act already protects 
minorities from harm created by at-large elections. 

This bill does not require geographic concentration for a finding of racially 
polarized voting. If a minority group is not geographically concentrated, how 
will single-member districts ;change the results? 

It also permits other factors to be considered including use of electoral devices 
or other voting practices or procedures; the extent to which members of the 
protected class bear the effects of past discrimim~.:tion in areas such as 
education, employment, and health, which hinder their ability to participate 
effectively in the political process, and the use ofo'vert or subtle racial appeals 
in political campaigns. , '• 

Add those factors to the provi~ions permitting attorneys' fees and this bill is the 
full-employment act for voting rights act lawyers and creates a whole new area 
for trial lawyers to have a field ·day. · 

Support & Opposition Received 

Support: Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF} 

Consultant: Cynthia Bryant 

I Whip Comments 
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♦ 

Last year, Governor Davis hi{the nail on the head when he vetoed AB 8 
(Cardenas), a similar measure that changed the voting methodology of the LA 
Community College District Board of Trustees from at-large to 7 trustee 
districts. In his veto message, the Governor cited local control. 

Under current law, generally, yoters of the entire local political jurisdiction can 
already vote to change their election methodology without legislative authority. 

While the intent allows for potentially greater representation, it does so at the 
expense of principle. Local control means allowing the local community to 
determine their choice of governance. 
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□ 

Date of Hearing: April 16, 2002 

__ $B 976 
Page 1 

ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS, REAPPORTIONMENT AND 
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS 

John Longville, Chair 
SB 976 (Polanco) - As Amended: April 9, 2002 

SENATE VOTij: 24-10 

SUBJECT Elections: rights of voters. 

SUMMARY Establishes criteria by which local at-large elections 
may be found to have abridged the rights of certain voters and 
allows for remedies. Specifically, this bill 

l)Provides that an at-large method of election may not be 
imposed or applied in a manner that results in the dilution or 
the abridgement of the rights of voters who are members of a 
protected class by impairing their ability to elect candidates 
of their choice or their ability to influence the outcome of 
an election. 

2)Establishes that voter rights have been abridged if it is 
shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for 
members of the governing body of the political subdivision or 
in elections incorporating other electoral choices by the 
voters of the political subdivision. 

3)Defines "racially polarized voting~ as voting in which there 
is a difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral 
choices that are preferred by voters in the protected class, 
and in the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are 
preferred by voters in the rest of the electorate. 

4)Provides that the existence of racially polarized voting shall 
be determined from examining results of elections in which 
candidates are members of a protected class or elections 
involving ballot measures, or other electoral choices that 
affect the rights and privileges of members of the protected 
class. In making such a determination the extent to which 
candidates who are members of a protected class and who are 
preferred by voters of the protected class have been elected 
to the governing body of the political subdivision in question 
shall be probative. 

SB 976 
Page 2 
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S)Establishes that methodologies for estimating group voting 
behavior, as approved in applicable federal cases to enforce 
the federal Voting Rights Act (VRA), may be used to prove that 
elections are characterized by racially polarized voting. 

6)Specifies that proof of an intent on the part of voters or 
elected officials to discriminate against a protected class is 
not required and that the fact that members of a protected 
class are not geographically compact or concentrated may not 
preclude a finding of racially polarized voting. 

?)Specifies that other factors, including the use or electoral 
devices or other voting practices or procedures that may 
enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, are 
probative but not necessary factors to establish a violation 
of voting rights. 

B)Provides that upon a finding of racially polarized voting the 
court shall implement appropriate remedies, including the 
imposition of district-based elections. 

9)Provides reasonable attorney fees and litigation expenses for 
the prevailing plaintiff party in an enforcement action. 
Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any costs, 
unless the court finds the action to be frivolous, 
unreasonable, or without foundation. 

l0)Authorizes any voter who is a member of a protected class and 
who resides in a political subdivision that is accused of a 
violation of this legislation to file an action in the 
superior court of the county in which the political 
subdivision is located. 

EXISTING LAW 

l)Provides for political subdivisions that encompass areas of 
representation within the state. With respect to these areas, 
public officials are.generally elected by all of the voters of 
the political subdivision (at-large), from districts formed 
within the political subdivision (district-based), or by some 
combination thereof. 

2)Allows voters of the entire political subdivision to determine 
via a local initiative whether public officials are elected by 
divisions or by the entire political subdivision. 

FISCAL EFFECT 

COMMENTS 

None 

SB 976 
Page 3 

l}Purpose of the Bill According to the author, SB 976 
"addresses the problem, of racial block voting, which is 

. particularly harmful to a state like California due to its 

http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/bill/sen/sb ,--'; . ./sb_976 _cfa _ 20020415 _ 103929 _ asm _ comm.htm 6/ 1/2002 
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diversity. SB 976 provides a judicial process and criteria to 
determine if the problem of block voting can be established. 
Once the problem is judicially established, the bill provides 
courts with the authority to fashion appropriate legal 
remedies for the problem. In California, we face a unique 
situation where we are all minorities. We need statutes to 
ensure that our electoral system is fair and open. This 
measure gives us a tool to move us in that direct.ion: it 
identifies the problem, gives tools to deal with the problem 
and provides a solution.~ 

2}Legal History : In Thorppurg v. Gingles (1986) 478 U.S. 30, the 
United States Supreme Court announced three preconditions that 
a plaintiff first must establish to prove that an eleetion 
system diluted the voting strength of a protected minority 
group: 

a) The minority community was sufficiently concentrated 
geographically that it was possible to create a district in 
which the minority could elect its own candidate. 

b) The minority community was politically cohesive, in that 
minority voters usually supported minority candidates. 

c) There was racially polarized voting among the majority 
community, which usually (but not necessarily always), 
voted for majority candidates rather than for minority 
candidates. 

In Gomez v. City 9f ____ ~atsonville (1988) 863 F.2d 1407, 1417, 
cert. denied, 489 US 1080, the United States Supreme Court 
affirmed that at-large elections of city council members in 
Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength of the 
minority community, and ordered the city to switch to 
single-member district elections. The plaintiffs in the 
Watsonville case were successful in establishing the three 

preconditions created in Gingles 

SB 976 
Page 4 

3)Impact of this Bill In Gingles , the Supreme Court 
established three conditions that a plaintiff must meet in 
order to prove that at-large districts diluted the voting 
strength of minority communities. This bill requires that 
only two of those conditions be met, and does not require that 
a minority community be sufficiently concentrated 
geographically to create a district in which the minority 
community could elect its own candidate. As such, this bill 
would presumably make it easier to successfully challenge 
at-large districts. Given that this bill applies to all local 

· districts that elect candidates at-large, the impact of this 
bill could be significant. If. the minority community is not 
sufficiently geographically compact, it is unclear what 
benefit would· result f_rom eliminating at-large elections. 
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4)Previous Legislation AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999, which sought 
to eliminate the at-large election system within the Los 
Angeles Community College District, was vetoed by the 
Governor. In his veto message, the Governor stated that the 
decision to create single-member districts was best made at 
the local level, and not by the state. AB 172 (Firebaugh) of 
1999, proposed to prohibit at-large elections for specified 
K-12 school districts. That bill was approved by this 
committee, but was amended to an unrelated subject in the 
Senate Education Committee. 

REGISTERED SUPPORT/ OPPOSITION 

Support 

None ori. file. 

Opposition 

None on file. 

Analysis Prepared by 
319-2094 

Ethan Jones/ E., R. & C. A. / (916) 
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SENATE THIRD READING 
SB 976 (Polanco) 
As Amended June 11, 2002 
Majority vote 

SENATE VOTE: 24-10 

ELECTIONS 5-l 

Ayes: Longville, Cardenas, Steinberg, 
Keeley, Shelley 

Nays: Ashburn 

Page I 

JUDICIARY 8-4 

Ayes: Corbett, Dutra, Jackson, Longville, 
Shelley, Steinberg, Vargas, Wayne 

Nays: Harman, Bates, Robert Pacheco, 
Rod Pacheco 

SUMMARY: Establishes criteria by which local at-large elections may be found to have 
abridged the rights of certain voters and allows for remedies. Specifically, this bill: 

1) Provides that an at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied in a manner that 
impairs the ability of a protected class to elect candidates of its choice or its ability to 
influence the outcome of an election, as a result of the dilution or the abridgment of the rights 
of voters who are members of a protected class. 

2) Establishes that voter rights have been abridged if it is shown that racially polarized voting 
occurs in elections for members of the governing body of the political subdivision or in 
elections incorporating other electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision. 

3}, Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which there is a difference in the choice of 
candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the protected class, and in 
the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the 
electorate. 

4) Provides that the existence ofracially polarized voting shall be determined from examining 
results of elections in which at least one candidate is a member of a protected class or 
elections involving ballot measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights and 
privileges of members of a protected class. In making such a determination the extent to 
which candidates who are members of a protected class and who are preferred by voters of 
the protected class have been elected to the governing body of the political subdivision in 
question shall be probative. 

5) Establishes that methodologies for estimating group voting behavior, as approved in 
applicable federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (VRA), may be used to 
prove that elections are characterized by racially polarized voting.. •· 

6) Specifies that proof of a~ intent on the part of voters or elected officials to discriminate 
against a protected class is not required and that the fact that members of a protected class are 
not geographically compactolbconcentrated may.notpreclude a finding of racially polarized 
voting. 
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SB 976 
Page 2 

7) Specifies that other factors, including the use of electoral devices or other voting practices or 
procedures that may enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, are probative but not 
necessary factors to establish a violation of voting rights. 

8) Provides that upon a finding of racially polarized voting the court shall implement 
appropriate remedies, including the imposition of district-based elections. 

9) Provides reasonable attorney fees and litigation expenses for the prevailing plaintiff party in 
an enforcement action. Prevailing defendant parties shall not recover any costs, unless the 
court finds the action to be frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation. 

10) Authorizes any voter who is a member of a protected class and who resides in a political 
subdivision that is accused of a violation of this legislation to file an action in the superior 
court of the county in which the political subdivision is located. 

EXISTING LAW: 

1) Provides for political subdivisions that encompass areas of representation within the state. 
With respect to these areas, public officials are generally elected by all of the voters of the 
political subdivision (at-large), from districts formed within the political subdivision (district
based), or by some combination thereof. 

2) Allows voters of the entire political subdivision to determine via a local initiative whether 
public officials are elected by divisions or by the entire political subdivision. 

FISCAL EFFECT: None 

COMMENTS: According to the author, this bill "addresses the problem of racial block voting, 
which is particularly harmful to a state like California due to its diversity. SB 976 provides a 
judicial process and criteria to determine if the problem of block voting can be established. Once 
the problem is judicially established, the bill provides courts with the authority to fashion 
appropriate legal remedies for the problem. In California, we face a unique situation where we 
are all minorities. We need statutes to ensure that our electoral system is fair and open. This 
measure gives us a tool to move us in that direction: it identifies the problem, gives tools to deal 
with the problem and provides a solution." 

In Thornburg v. Gingles (1986) 478 U.S. 30, the United States Supreme Court announced three 
preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove that an election system diluted the 
voting strength of a protected minority group: • 

1) The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it was possible to 
create a district in which the minority could elect its own candidate . 

2) The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters usually supported 
minority candidates. · 

3) There was racially polarized\.oting among the majority community, which usually (but not 
necessarily always), voted for majority ~andidates rather than for minority candidates. 
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SB 976 
Page 3 

In Gomez v. City of Watsonville (1988) 863 F.2d 1407, 1417, cert. denied, 489 US 1080, the 
United States Supreme Court affirmed that at-large elections of city council members in 
Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength of the minority community, and ordered 
the city to switch to single-member district elections. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were 
successful in establishing the three preconditions created in Gingles. 

As noted above, the Supreme Court in Gingles established three conditions that a plaintiff must 
meet in order to prove that at-large districts diluted the voting strength of minority communities. 
This bill requires that only two of those conditions be met, and does not require that a minority 
community be sufficiently concentrated geographically to create a district in which the minority 
community could elect its own candidate. As such, this bill would presumably make it easier to 
successfully challenge at-large districts. Given that this bill applies to all local districts that elect 
candidates at-large, the impact of this bill could be significant. If the minority community is not 
sufficiently geographically compact, it is unclear what benefit would result from eliminating at
large elections. 

AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999, which was vetoed, sought to eliminate the at-large election system 
within the Los Angeles Community College District. In his veto message, the Governor stated 
that the decision to create single-member districts was best made at the local level, and not by the 
state. AB 172 (Firebaugh) of 1999, which was vetoed, proposed to prohibit at-large elections for 
specified K-12 school districts. That bill was approved by the Assembly, but was amended to an 
unrelated subject in the Senate Education Committee. 

Analysis Prepared by:· Willie Guerrero/ E., R. & C. A. / (916) 3 I 9~2094 

FN: 0005396 
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Assembly Republican Bill Analysis _ SB 976 (Polanco) 
Elections, Reapportionment and Constitutional 
Amendments Committee 

SB 976 (POLANCO) 
ELECTIONS: RIGHTS OF VOTERS, 

Version: 4/9/02 Last Amended Vice-Chair: Roy Ashburn 
Tax or Fee Increase: No Vote: Majmity 

Oppose Creates a separate criteria under state law for filing of civil 1ighls actions 
in "at-large" district elections in addition to those currently provided for in 
federal law, in a manner which is certain to invite both increased litigation 
as well as disputed "findings of fact" as a result of "probative declarations" 
included in the bill. 

NOTE #1: NO Senate Republicans voted in support of the bill (10 "Noes," 4 "Abs./N.V."). 

NOTE 1/2: April 9th amendments -- taken after the defeat of the bill in Committee on April 1st -- arc 
purely technical mid in no way address the substantive objections which underlie the "OPPOSE" 
rec01mnendation on the bill. 

Policy Question 

Shoul<l the Stale of California establish a new 
Voting Rights act to protect minority conununities 
from polarized voting? 

Summary 

Creates a new state Voling Right::; Act (referred to 
in the bill as the "California Voting Rights Act of 
200 l ") that est ab lishcs c1iteria in state law that 
enables the validity of at-large elections to be 
challenged in California state courl beyond cun-ent 
U.S. Supreme Comi interpretations to <lo all of lhe 
folJowing: 

1) Provides that an at-large mclhuJ of election may 
not be imposed or applfoJ in a mmmer that 
results in the <lilLttion or the abridgement of the 
rights of voters who are members of a protected 
class by impairing their ability to elect 
canJiJatcs uftheir choice or their ability to 

Senate Republican Floor Votes (24-10) 1/30/02 
Ayes: None 
Noes: All Republicans .Except 
Abs./ NV: Haynes, MaTgett, Monteith, Oller 

Assembly Republican Elections Votes (3-1) 4/2/02 
FAIL PASSAGE 

Ayes: None 
Noes: Asl1burn 
Abs./ NV: Leonard 

Assembly Republican Elections Votes (5-1) 1/16/01 
Ayes: None 
Noes: Ashburn 
Abs. I NV: Leonard' 

Assembly Republican Votes (0-0) 1/1/01 · 
Ayes: None 
Noes: None 
Abs. I NV: Norn, 

influence the outcome of an election. 

2) Establishes that voter rights have been ab1idgc<l 
ifit is shown that racially polarized voting 
occurs in elections for members of the 
governing body of the political subdivision or in 
elections incorporating other electoral choices 
by the voters of the political subdivision. 

3) Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in 
which there is a difference in the choice of 
can<liuales or other electoral choices that are 
prcfcrrc<l by voters in the protected class, mid in 
the choice of candidatc::i an<l ekctoral choices 
that arc prcfcncd by volcrs in the rest ofthe 
clcctorntc. 

4) Provides that the existence ofracially polarized 
voting :mall be determined from examining 
results of elections in which candidates are 
members of a protected class or elections 
involving ballot measures, or other electoral 
choices that affect the rights mid privileges of 
members of the protected class. in making such 
a determination tl1e extent to which candidates 
who are members of a protected class and who 
are preferred by voters of the protected class 
have been elected to the governing body of the 
political subdivision in question shall be 
probative. 

5) Establishes tl1at mclho<lologi1:s for estimating 
group yoting bdiavior, as approvc<l in 
applicable federal cascs to enforce lhe fo<leral 
Voting Rights Ac~ (VRA), may be used to 
prove that elections are characteri;:ccl by 
raciaUy polarized voting. 

6) Specifies that proof of an intent on the part of 
voters or elected officials to discriminate 
against a protected class is not required and that 
the fact that members of a JHolected class are 
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!-_:;sembly Republican Bill Analysis 
not geographically compact or concentrated 
may not preclude a finding ofracially polarized 
voting. 

7) Specifies that other factors, including the use or 
electoral devices or other voting practices or 
procedures that may enhance the dilutive effects 
of at-large elections, arc probative but not 
necessary factors to establish a violation of 
voting rights. 

8) Provides that upon a finding of racially 
pola1ized voting the court shall implement 
appropriate remedies, including the imposition 
of district-based elections. 

9) Provides "reasonable attorney fees and litigation 
expenses" for the prevailing plaintiff party in an 
enforcement action. Prevailing defendant 
parties shall not recover any costs, unless the 
comt finds the action to be frivolous, 
umeasonablc, or without foundation. 

10) Authorizes any voter who is a member of a 
protected class and who resides in a political 
subdivision that is accused ofa violation ofthis 
legislation to file an action in the superior comt 
of the county in which the political subdivision 
is located. 

Support 

Mexican American Legal Defense and Education 
Fund (MALDEF) 

Opposition 

None on file 

Arguments In Support of the Bill 

According to a statement from the author, Sl3 976 
"addresses the problem of racial block voting, 
which is particularly hmmful to a state like 
California due to its diversity. SB 976 provides a 
judicial process and criteria to determine if the 
problem of block voting can be established. Once 
the problem is judicially established, the bill 
provides courts with the authority to fashion 
appropriate legal remedies for the problem. Tn 
California, we face a unique situation where we are 
all minorities. We need statutes to ensure that our 
electoral system is fair and open. This measure 
gives us a tool to move us in that direction: it 
identifies the problem, gives tools to deal with the 
problem and provides a solution." 

Arguments In Op osition to the Bill 

The Federal Voting Rights act already protects 
minorities from the deleterious effects of at-large 
district voting (where such deleterious effects may 
be found to occur), and this biB would 

SB 976 (Polanco} 
· tumecessarily - and in some cases inappropriately -
exceed the federally ei;tablishecl criteria. 

The bill docs not require geographic concentration 
of a 111in01ily to establish a fmding of racially 
polarized voting. 

The prnvisions which stale thal ".l\ny voter of tile 
protected class ... may file an aclion .. .in the superior 
court" (p. 5, lines 6-10), and which state that "In 
any action ... the court shall allow the prevailing 
plaintiff party ... a reasonable attorney's fee ... aud 
litigation expenses including, but not limited to, 
expert witness fees and expenses ... " (page 4, lines 
31-37) will invite litigation in virlually any 
conceivable circumstance. When taken together 
with the slalLttory definitions of probative factors, 
the bill in its ctuTenl form is al once unworkable m1d 
ill-auviscd as a maller of public policy, while 
polentially unavailing in seeking tu address the very 
haims it purports lo redress. 

Fiscal Effect 

Unknown. 

Comments 

While it is always difficult to oppose a measure 
which seeks to ensure voting rights - let alone a bill 
entitled the "California Voting Rights Act of2001" 
- this bill, however well-intentioned, simply does 
not merit support. Not only does it seek to exceed 
federal Voting Rights law (both statutory allCl case 
law) in a manner which is currently unnecessary to 
address the real issues of voter access, but the 
language of the bill presents VERY REAL 
problems in the areas of increased litigalion and 
probative findings written into the statutory law, not 
lo mention the overall policy question of creating a 
body oflaw scparale from the established federal 
standard. 

First, as noted in the "Arguments in Opposition," 
the provisions of the bill which provide that ".l\ny 
voter of the protected class ... may file an action ... in 
the superior comt" (p. 5, lines 6-10), and which 
state that "In any action ... the court shall allow the 
prevailing plaintiff party ... a reasonable attorney's 
foe ... and litigation expenses including, but not 
limited to, expeti witness fees and expenses ... " (p. 
4, lines 31-3 7) will invite litigation in vi1tually any 
conceivable circumst1111ce, and are by themselves 
enough to garner an "Oppose unless amended" 
recommernilation. When taken together with the 
"probative declarations" of the bill, however, there 
can be no question ofthe appropriateness behind the 
"Oppose" recommendation. 

According to Black's Law Dictionary (6th ed.), 
"Probative evidence ... in the law of evidence, means 
having the effect of proof." Similarly, "Probative 
facts ... in the law of evidence, (are) facts which 
aclLtaliy have effect of proving facts sought; 
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Assembly Republican Bill Analysis 
evidcntiary facts." This bill provides that ALL of 
the follo,vi11g are "pl'obative, but not 1iecessmy 
factm-s to establish a violatio11 ... ": 

• " ... the use of electoral devices or other voting 
practices or procedures that may enhance the 
dilutive effects of at-large elections ... " 

• " ... denial of access to those processes 
detennining which grnups of candidates wi II 
receive financial or other support in a given 
election ... " 

• " ... the extent to which members of the 
protected class bear the effects of past 
discrimination in areas such as education, 
employment, and health, which hinder their 
ability to participale effectively in the political 
process, and ... " 

• ".- .. the use of ovc11 or subtle racial appeals in 
political campaigns." 

A careful reader of this language can only conclude 
that these criteria are both unworkable and admit of 
wholly subjective analysis. Furthermore, as 
Section 14029 of the bill (page 4, lines 27-30) states 
that "Upon a finding of a violation of Section 14027 
and Section 14028, the court shall implement 
appropriate remedies, including the imposition of 
dislricl-based elections, that are tailored to remedy 
the violation," a court MUST act WHENEVER it is 
found to have established ANY oftbese clitcria as 
having existed. So not only is a court compelled to 
act upon the most problematic of criteria, but the 
profoundly liberal slanding and plaintiff legal 

Policy Consultant: Richard Mersereau 4/11/00 
Fiscal Consultant: 

SB 976 (Polanco) 
compensation provision of the bill all but invite -
litigation where it may not be warranted. Again, ai, 
noted at the beginning of these conm1ents, any hint 
of a violation of voting rights is a very serious issue 
which must be addressed; sadly, this bill is wholly 
inadequate to the Lask. 

Applicable federal law 

In Thornburg v. Gingles (1986) the Supreme 
Court made three preconditions criteria to prove 
claim that the Voter Rights Act had been violated. 

1. Minority community was sufficiently 
concentrated geographically so that a district 
could be created where a minority candidate 
could be elected. 

2. The minority community showed enough 
cohesiveness to elect a minority candidate. 

3. There was racially polarized voting that usually 
voted for majority candidates. 

NOTE. ON HEARING OF BILL IN POLICY 
COMMITTEE 

At the April 1•L hcaring oflhe ERCA Committee on 
this hill, witnesses speaking in support of the bill 
were questioned as to the particulars ofhuw the bill 
would operate, and did not refute the contentions 
which rest at the heart of opposition to this measure. 
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SENATE COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS AND REAPPORTIONMENT 

Measure: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

f • 

b. Has a similar bill been before either this session or a previous session of the Legislature? If so, 
please identify the session, bill number and disposition of the bill. ,., 

c. Has there been an interim committee report on the bill? If so, please identify the report. 
/I)~ 

What is the problem or deficiency in the present law which the bill seeks to remedy? 

~ fn~t,,/ ~-,,~-"? ~ 1~ ~~ ~A. 6/e>J.... whj,. 

Please attach copies of any background material in explanation of the bill, or state where such material 
is available for reference by committee staff. 

Please attach copies of letters of support or opposition from any group, organization, or governmental 
agency who has contacted you either in support or opposition to the bill. 

~{AU),.,.,~f 
I 

If you pian substantive amendments to this bill prior to heaiing, please explain briefly the substance of 
the amendments to be prepared. (Forward a signed original with 5 copies of amendments to 
committee staff no later than the Wednesday prior to your scheduled hearing date. If no hearing date 
has been set, kindly forward amendments at earliest opportunity.) 

List the witnesses you plan to have testify (attach separate sheet if necessary). 

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO: TH_E SENATE COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS AND REAPPORTIONMENT, 
ROOM 5046, STATE CAPITOL, (PHONE) 445-2601 (FAX) 4~J-2~96. I , 

1 

AUTHOR'S STAFF NAME and PHONE NUMBER: • ,?;lll..Cl _}\ l , lJ- .::1A-16~) 
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SENATE COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS AND REAPPORTIONMENT 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION REQUEST 

Measure: SB 976 Author: POLANCO 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Origin of the bill: ', :..i •c•c€-.·lv1:,,
0

· 

\ ·-~··:.'.. C ;,_ .. _ . : .' ... ' __ ~;fc.,.r.icc: 
a. Who is the source of the bill? What person, organization, or governmental entity requesti!d: 

introduction? ·· · . · · · 
,AA ... ,:r,,'4.g,'-'-·--- /4r;lt>- f-k~ ?~,-~l--1 /,t/t-t-bEF ~~ 

b. Has a similar bill been before either this session or a previous session of the Legislature? If so, 
please identify the session, bill number and disposition of the bill. 

<? 

c. Has there been an interim committee report on the bill? If so, please identify the report. 
/1/G> 

What is the problem or deficiency in the present law which the bill seeks to remedy? 

rl,; 6-ft-l ~-,.~ ~ t~ ~~ ~A l:,lc.rJ... V"llr11, 

Please attach copies of any background material in explanation of the bill, or state where such material 
is available for reference by committee staff. 

Please attach copies of letters of support or opposition from any group, organization, or governmental 
agency who has contacted you either in support or opposition to the bill. 

(;vrJ..<.o~, ',. f 
I 

If you plan substantive amendments to this bill prior to hearing, please explain briefly the substance of 
the amendments to be prepared. (Forward a signed original with 5 copies of amendments to 
committee staff no later than the Wednesday prior to your scheduled hearing date. If no hearing date 
has been set, kindly forward amendments at earliest opportunity.) 

6. List the witnesses you plan to have testify (attach separate sheet if necessary). 

' . .:ro "--t,e,,.,.'.... 4v, I~ 

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO: THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS AND REAPPORTIONMENT, 
ROOM 5046, STATE CAPITOL, (PHONE) 445-260,1 (FAX) 445-2496. 

AUTHOR'S STAFF NAME and PHONE NUMBER: _________________ _ 
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BILL NO: 
AUTHOR: 
AMENDED: 
FISCAL: 

SUBJECT: 

SB976 
POLANCO 
AS TO BE AMENDED 
NO 

At large and district elections: rights of voters 

BACKGROUND: 

HEARING DATE: 5/2/01 
ANALYSIS BY: Darren Chesin 

Existing law provides that the governing boards of local political jurisdictions (i.e., 
cities, counties, and school or other districts) are generally elected by all of the 
voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or from districts formed within the 
political subdivision (district-based) or some combination thereof. 

Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire local political jurisdiction to 
determine via ballot measure whether the governing board is elected at-large or 
by districts. The processes for placing one of these measures on the ballot 
varies according to the type of jurisdiction. 

Most cities and school or other districts in California elect their governing boards 
using an at-large election system. The exceptions, those that elect by district, 
tend to be the very large cities and school districts. 

One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from at-large to district 
elections is the need to overcome a history or pattern of racial inequity. In some 
instances, election by districts may actually be required by the federal Voting 

. Rights Act. ln Gomez v. City of Watsonville (1988), the United States Supreme 
Court affirmed that the at-large elections of city council members in Watsonville, 
California had diluted the voting strength of the minority community, and ordered 
the city to switch to single-member district elections. In Thornburg v. Gingles 
(1986), the Supreme Court announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first 
must establish to prove such a claim. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were 
successful in establishing these conditions,.which were: 

• The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it 
was possible to create a district in which the minority could elect its own 
candidate. 

• The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters 
usually supported minority candidates. 
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• There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, which 
usually (but not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates rather than 
for the minority candidates. 

PROPOSED LAW: 

This bill would establish criteria in state law through which the validity of local at
large election systems can be challenged in court. Specifically, this bill does all 
of the following: 

(a) Provides that a local political jurisdiction may not employ an at-large method 
of election if it results in the dilution or the abridgement of the rights of any 
registered voter who is a member of a minority race, color or language 
group, by impairing their ability to elect candidates of their choice or by 
impairing their ability to influence the outcome of an election. 

{b) Provides that a violation of this prohibition is established if it is shown that 
racially polarized voting occurs in elections for members of the governing 
body or in elections incorporating other electoral choices by the voters of the 
same jurisdiction .. 

{c) Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which there is a difference in 
the choice of candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by the 
voters in the protected class, and in the choice of candidates and electoral 
choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the electorate. 

(d) Specifies the methodology by which racially polarized voting may be 
established. 

{ e) Specifies that the fact that members of a protected class are not 
geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a finding of 
racially polarized voting, but may be a factor in determining an appropriate 
remedy. 

{f) States that proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected officials to 
discriminate against a protected class is not required. 

(g) Delineates other factors that may be introduced as evidence in order to · 
establish a violation. 

(h). Authorizes a court to impose appropriale remedies, including district-based 
elections, and to award a prevailing non-state or non-local government 
plaintiff party reasonable attorney's fees consistent with specified case law 
as part of the costs. 

SB 976 (Polanco) Page 2 
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COMMENTS: 

1. According to the author, this bill addresses the problems associated with 
block voting, particularly those associated with racial or ethnic groups. This is 
important for a state like California to address due to its diversity. 

2. This bill establishes criteria when met, that would serve to prohibit the use of 
at-large elections in local jurisdictions. Unlike the preconditions established 
by the Supreme Court in Thornburg v. Gingles, this bill does not require that· 
the minority community be geographically compact or concentrated. If a 
minority community is not sufficiently geographically compact to ensure that it 
can elect one of their members from a district, what is gained by eliminating 
the at-large election system? 

· 3. Several bills seeking to promote the use of district-based elections over at
large elections have been pursued in the past. Last year, AB 8 (Cardenas) 
which sought to eliminate the at-large election system within the Los Angeles 
Community College District, was vetoed by the Governor. In his veto 
message, the Governor stated that the decision to create single-member 
trustee areas is best made at the local level, not by the state. AB 172. 
(Firebaugh) of 1999, which would have prohibited at-large elections for 
specified K-12 school districts, passed this committee but died in the Senate 
Committee on Education. 

POSITIONS: 

Sponsor: Joaquin Avila, former President, MALDEF; public interest attorney 

Support: None received 

Oppose: None received 

SB 976 (Polanco) Page 3 
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Date of Hearing: April 2, 2002 

ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS, REAPPORTIONMENT AND 
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS 

John Longville, Chair 
SB 976 (Polanco) - As Amended: March 18, 2002 

SENATE VOTE: 24-10 

SUBJECT: Elections: rights of voters. 

Su:MMARY: Establishes criteria by which local at-large elections may be found to 
have abridged the rights of certain voters and allows for remedies. Specifically, 
this bill: 

1) Provides that an at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied in a 
manner that results in the dilution or the abridgement of the rights of voters 
who are members of a protected class by impairing their ability to elect 
candidates of their choice or their ability to influence the outcome of an 
election. 

2) Establishes that voter rights have been abridged if it is shown that racially 
polarized voting occurs in elections for members of the governing body of the 
political subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral choices by 
the voters of the political subdivision. 

3) Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which there is a difference in 
the choice of candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by 
voters in the protected class, and in the choice of candidates and electoral 
choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the electorate. 

4) Provides that the existence of racially polarized voting shall be determined 
from examining results of elections in which candidates are members of a 
protected class or elections involving ballot measures, or other electoral 
choices that affect the rights and privileges of members of the protected 
class. In making such a determination the extent to which candidates who are 
members of a protected class and who are preferred by voters of the protected 
class have been elected to the governing body of the political subdivision in 
question shall be probative. 

5) Establishes that methodologies for estimating group voting behavior, as 
approved in applicable federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act 
(VRA}, may be used to prove that elections are characterized by racially 
polarized voting. 

6} Specifies that proof of an intent on the part of voters or elected officials to 
discriminate against a protected class is not required and that the fact that 
members of a protected class are not geographically compact or concentrated may 
not preclude a finding of racially polarized voting. 

7) Specifies that other factors, including the use or electoral devices or other 
voting practices or procedures that may enhance the dilutive effects of at
large elections, are probative but.not necessary factors to establish a 
violation of voting rights. 

8) Provides that upon a finding of racially polarized voting the court shall 
implement appropriate remedies, including the imposition of district-based 
elections. 

9) Provides reasonable attorney fees and litigation expenses for the prevailing 
plaintiff party in an enforc~ment action. Prevailing defendant parties shall 
not recover any costs, unless; the court finds the action to be frivolous, 
unreasonable, or without foundation. 
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SB 976 
Page 2 

10) Authorizes any voter who is a member of a protected class and who resides in a 
political subdivision that is accused of a violation of this legislation to 
file an action in the superior court of the county in which the political 
subdivision is located. 

EXISTING LAW: 

1) Provides for political subdivisions that encompass areas of representation 
within the state. With respect to these areas, public officials are generally 
elected by all of the voters of the political subdivision (at-large), from 
districts formed within the political subdivision (district-based), or by some 
combination thereof. 

2) Allows voters of the entire political subdivision to determine via a local 
initiative whether public officials are elected by divisions or by the entire 
political subdivision. 

FISCAL EFFECT: None 

COMMENTS: 

1) PuEpose of the Bill: According to the author, SB 976 "addresses the problem 
of racial block voting, which is particularly harmful to a state like 
California due to its diversity. SB 976 provides a judicial process and 
criteria to determine if the problem of block voting can be established. Once 
the problem is judicially established, the bill provides courts with the 
authority to fashion appropriate legal remedies for the problem. In 
California, we face a unique situation where we are all minorities. We need 
statutes to ensure that our electoral system is fair and open. This measure 
gives us a tool to move us in that direction: it· identifies the problem, gives 
.tools to deal with the problem and provides a solution." 

2) Legal H_istory: In Thornburg._y. Gingles (1986) 478 U.S. 30, the United States 
supreme Court announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first must 
establish to prove that an election system diluted the voting strength of a 
protected minority group: 

a) The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that 
it was possible to create a district in which the minority could.elect 
its own candidate. 

b) The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters 
usually supported minority candidates. 

c) There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, which 
usually (but not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates 
rather than for minority candidates . 

• 
In Gomez v. City of Watsonville (1988) 863 F.2d 1407, 1417, cert. 
denied, 489 US 1080, the United Sta,tes Supreme Court affirmed that at
large elections of city council members in Watsonville, California had 
diluted the voting strength of the minority community, and ordered the 
city to switch to single-member district elections. The plaintiffs in 
the Watsonville case were successful in establishing the three 
preconditions created in Gingles. 
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SB 976 
Page 3 

3) Impact of this Bill: In Gingl~~. the Supreme Court established three 
conditions that a plaintiff must meet in order to prove that at-large 
districts diluted the voting strength of minority communities. This bill 
requires that only two of those conditions be met, and does not require that 
a minority community be sufficiently concentrated geographically to create a 
district in which the minority community could elect its own candidate. As 
such, this bill would presumably make it easier to successfully challenge at
large districts. Given that this bill applies to all local districts that 
elect candidates at-large, the impact of this bill could be significant. If 
the minority community is not sufficiently geographically c ompact, it is 
unclear what benefit would result from eliminating at-large elections. 

4) Previous L~gislation: AB a' (Cardenas) of 1999, which sought to eliminate the 
at-large election system within the Los Angeles Community College District, 
was vetoed by the Governor. In his veto message, the Governor stated that 
the decision to create single-member districts was best made at the local 
level, and not by the state. AB 172 (Firebaugh) of 1999, proposed to 
prohibit at-large elections for specified K-12 school districts. That bill 
was approved by this committee, but was amended to an unrelated subject in 
the Senate Education Committee. 

REGISTERED SUPPORT/ OPPOSITION: 

Support 

None on file. 

Opposition 

None on file. 

Analysis Prepared by: Ethan Jones /E.,R.&C.A./(916) 319-2094 D
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Date of Hearjng: April 16, 2002 

SB 976 
Page 1 

ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS, REAPPORTIONMENT AND 
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS 

John Longville, Chair 
SB 976 (Polanco) -As Amended: April 9, 2002 

SENATE VOTE: 24-10 

SUBJECT: Elections: rights of voters. 

SUMMARY: Establishes criteria by which local at-large elections may be found to have 
abridged the rights of certain voters and allows for remedies. Specifically, this bill: 

1) Provides that an at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied in a manner that 
results in the dilution or the abridgement of the rights of voters who are members of a 
protected class by impairing their ability to elect candidates of their choice or their ability to 
influence the outcome of an election. 

2) Establishes that voter rights have been abridged if it is shown that racially polarized voting 
, occurs in elections for members of the governing body of the political subdivision or in 
elections incorporating other electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision. 

3) Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which there is a difference in the choice of 
candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the protected class, and in 
the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the 
electorate. 

4) Provides that the existence of racially polarized voting shall be determined from examining 
results of elections in which candidates are members of a protected class or elections 
involving ballot measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges of 
members of the protected class. In making such a determination the extent to which 
candidates who are members of a protected class and who are preferred by voters of the 
protected class have been elected to the governing body of the political subdivision in 
question shall be probative. , 

5) Establishes that methodologies for estimating group voting behavior, as approved in 
applicable federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (VRA), may be used to 
prove that elections are characterized by racially polarized voting. 

6) Specifies that proof of an intent on the part df voters or elected officials to discriminate 
against a protected class is not required and that the (act that members of a protected class are 
not geo'graphically compact or concentrated may not preclude a finding of racially polarized 
voting. 

7) Specifies that other factors, including the use or electoral devices or other voting practices or 
procedures that may enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, are probative but not 
necessary factors to establish a violation of voting rights. 
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SB 976 
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8) Provides that upon a finding of racially polarized voting the court shall implement 
appropriate remedies, including the imposition of district-based elections. 

9) Provides reasonable attorney fees and litigation expenses for the prevailing plaintiff party in 
an enforcement action. Prevailing defendant parties shal1 not recover any costs, unless the 
court finds the action to be frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation. 

10) Authorizes any voter who is a member of a protected class and who resides in a political 
subdivision that is accused of a violation of this legislation to file an action in the superior 
court of the county in which the political subdivision is located. 

EXISTING LAW: 

1) Provides for political subdivisions that encompass areas ofrepresentation within the state. 
With respect to these areas, public officials are generally elected by all of the voters of the 
political subdivision (at-large), from districts formed within the political subdivision (district
based), or by some combination thereof. 

2) Allows voters of the entire political subdivision to determine via a local initiative whether 
public officials are elected by divisions or by the entire political subdivision. 

FISCAL EFFECT: None 

COMMENTS: 

1) Purpose of the Bill: According to the author, SB 976 11 addresses the problem of racial block 
voting, which is particularly harmful to a state like California due to its diversity. SB 976 
provides a judicial process and criteria to determine if the problem of block voting can be 
established. Once the problem is judicially established, the bill provides courts with the 
authority to fashion appropriate legal remedies for the problem. In California, we face a 
unique situation where we are all minorities. We need statutes to ensure that our electoral 
system is fair and open. This measure gives us a tool to move us in that direction: it 
identifies the problem, gives tools to deal with the problem and provides a solution.'' 

2) Legal History: In Thornburg v. Gingles (1986) 478 U.S. 30, the United States Supreme Court 
announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove that an election 
system diluted the voting strength of a protected minority group: 

a) The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it was 
possible to create a district in which the minority could elect its own candidate . 

• 
b) The minority community was politically cohesivt;, in that minority voters usually 

supported minority candidates. 

c) There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, which usually (but 
not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates rather than for minority candidates. 

•, 

In Gomez v. City of Watsonville (1988) 863 F.2d 1407, 1417, cert. denied, 489 US 1080, the 
United States Supreme Court affirmed that ai-large elections of city council members in 
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Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength of th~ minority community, and 
ordered the city to switch to single-member district elections. The plaintiffs in the 
Watsonville case were successful in establishing the three preconditions created in Gingles. 

3) Impact of this Bill: In Gingles, the Supreme Court established three conditions that a 
plaintiff must meet in order to prove that at-large districts diluted the voting strength of 
minority communities. This bill requires that only two of those conditions be met, and does 
not require that a minority community be sufficiently concentrated geographically to create a 
district in which the minority community could elect its own candidate. As such, this bill 
would presumably make it easier to successfully challenge at-large districts. Given that this 
bill applies to all local districts that elect candidates at-large, the impact of this bill could be 
significant. If the minority community is not sufficiently geographically compact, it is 
unclear what benefit would result from eliminating at-large elections. 

4) Previous Legislation: AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999, which sought to eliminate the at-large 
election system within the Los Angeles Community College District, was vetoed by the 
Governor. In his veto message, the Governor stated that the decision to create single
member districts was best made at the local level, and not by the state. AB 172 (Firebaugh) 
of 1999, proposed to prohibit at-large elections for specified K-12 school districts. That bill 
was approved by this committee, but was amended to an unrelated subject in the Senate 

. Education Committee. 

REGISTERED SUPPORT/ OPPOSITION: 

Support 

None on file. 

Opposition 

None on file. 

Analysis Prepared by: Ethan Jones/ E., R. & C. A. / (916) 319-2094 
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~ 
SENATE BILL · No. 976 

Inh·oduced by Senator Polanco 

February 23, 2001 

An act to add Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 1402S) to 
Division 14 of the Elections Code, relating to voting rights. 

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL:S DIGEST 

SB 976; as introduced'. Polanco. Elec:Lions: rights of voters. 
Existing law provides for political subdivisions that encompass 

municipal areas; of representation within the state. With respect to these 
municipa( areas, public officials are generally elected by all of the 
voters of the political sub&vision (at-large) or from districts formed 
within the political subdivision (district-based). 

Existiug !aw generally allows the voters of the entire political 
subdivision tci determine whether the elected public officials are elected 
by divisions or by the entire political ~ubdivision. · 

This bill would provide that. a municijJal political subdivision may · 
not be subdivided in a manner that results in a denial or abridgment of 
the right of a registered voter to vote on account of membership in a 
minority race, color or language group. · · 

This bill would provide that a violation · of its provisions shall . be 
established if it is shown that raci~lly polarized voting, as defined, 
occurs in elections for governing board members of a municipal 
political subdivision . It would provide that an intent to discriminate 
against a protected class, as defined, is not required ,to establish :a · 
. violation of this bill. · 

_This bill would authorize a court to impose appropriate remedies, 
including district-based elections, and to award a prevailing nonstate or 
nonlocal government plaintiff party · reasonable attome}"s fees 
consistent wi th specified case law as part of the costs. 

99 
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])·~··~-flti-!~l~i!!1; 
nO,··· /~\sJi1}: tti#ii6lf(6i': .>c'~ii:•:;;, Vote:.· -rnajori({. ,:· Ap&r;Qpriation:. 

. -Stc),te-mandatei:l local_ progfa.m: -ntl." · . " .. ~·=:_?//.~-/ .. '.<:~-?~//~ >-:, ., ... 

. ,' · ... ·· ', .. 

__ The people' of the State of California ai·~~ii;;~ifo_ll~ws:-•:: 

i ·,;;~~~it\:•!f fi~ih?~;~;~i2b1titi\iii1B',if 
4 CttAPh~i i::S:'.:'iMdtibiV.6tER~ . . •·· ·:.:":-.',~1/:~c" • -~ .-.\ ,·:· . 
5 ·•-····· ··-·••.s.'.,<J:.::: 
6 140;25: • This acf ~hiit: Be :k.11<lfy; @cl ni~)Ib¥'"J{ilJt[lx;:th'¢:':} 

· 7 California Voting ~igh.t:, Act of [?001 .. · ·, · ·_ · · ··•· · · 

_ . --~ · :~o~?At ·1~;~~Ls~e~~!~is~~~!~;ou'.'. · m~~~- · _.·,-:·,.;:4~:;dfj!?J<'.t}';;:_3·~\, 
S,~ 10 '· electing . _ e;0 0\i;e_i·t1ing<bpqy.cl;a . _ _ ·al __ -_. · .> . __ , _ · · ._ 

.·~ ·i·-' , li .. :~!~;;;o;\~ w~kh,~;'.°1i:d~~i~r~B1?~0:~:1M;~v:f ~EJJ%{ if·. 
14 (b) ':District-based ei"eciio~" .m~a~s a 111erh · ~of .;el~cting . . ! . , _> ·. - -

.li• ~~if6]t~K~\ti~~~~;1ii~~f ~1:~1,;~~~2 

I 9 · · (c)°._ ·::.Vlinority · Janguagt ,grouji•' -means perso!)S . \¥ho ·. are··, 
20 American India~ Asian Am~rican;A)a~kan Native,_or-p~ ', ·._ ' •'. 
21 heritage. VJ h.:A •~~ ~,;Jlc,. ~• ~~: :'.') __ 
22 
23 
24·' 
2-5 
26 

~ '/J . .,.'\ /J . A;() ,,,;:il. <...._/ '. r (20 5r £ c.-r1 V F u ye..;:_ /' I r ◄ / 

·~ 0 8 r:-t S-:{ -f'/V 6- ; SB 976 

14028. (a) A violation of Section 14027 is established ifit is 
2 shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for 
3 members of the governing body of a nu1Hi@if3al political 
4 subdivision. 
5 (b) The occurren~e of racially polarized voting shall be 
6 determined from examining re.suits of elections in which 
7 candidates are members of a protected class_ One circL1mstance 
8 that may be considered is the extent to which candidates who are 
9 members of a protected class have been elected to the governing 

IO body of a-tffl:!Hi,;;ipal political subdivi_sion that is the subject of an 
11 action based upon Section 14027. ~ -I-M4 >~ , 

.12 (c) The fact that members of a protected· class are not 
13 geograpl:iically compact or concentrated may not precl ude a 
14 finding of racially .polarized voting, but may be a factor ih 
I 5 determining an appropriate remedy. . _ 
l 6 ~ d~ Proof_ of _an_ intent o_n the part 9f the v~ters or el~cted · ~ 
l 7 officials to d1scnrnmate agamst a protected class 1s not reqrnred. ~ 
18 14029. Cpon a finding of a violation of Section 14027,~!>~ 
19 coult shall implement appropriate ·remedies, including the 
20 imposition of district-based elections~, 
21 that are tailored to remedy the violation. 
22 14030. In any ·acti on to enforce Section 1402 7, the court shall 
23 allow the prevailing plaintiffparty,.other than the state or political 
24 subdivision thereof, a reasonable attorney's fee consistent with the 
25 standards established in Serrano v. Priest ( 1977) 20 Cal.3d 25, at 
26 · pages 48 and 49, as part of the costs. Prevailing pla\ntiff pmties," 
27 other than the state or political subdivision thereof, shall recover. 
28 their expert.witness fees and expe·oses as part of the costs. 
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BILL NUMBER: SB 976 

BILL TEXT 

INTRODUCED 

INTRODUCED BY Senator Polanco 

FEBRUARY 23, 2001 

An act to add Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025) to 

Division 14 of the Elections Code, relating to voting rights. 

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST 

SB 976, as introduced, Polanco. Elections: rights of voters. 

Existing law provides for political subdivisions that encompass 

municipal areas of representation within the state. With respect to 

these municipal areas, public officials are generally elected by all 

of the voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or from 

districts formed within the political subdivision (district-based). 

Existing law generally allows the voters of the entire political 

subdivision to determine whether the elected public 9fficials are 

elected by divisions or by the entire political subdivision. 

This bill would provide that a municipal political subdivision may 

not be subdivided in a manner that results in a denial or abridgment 
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of the right of a registered voter to vote on account of membership 

in a minority race, color or language group. 

This bill would provide that a violation of its provisions shall 

be established if it is shown that racially polarized voting, as 

defined, occurs in elections for governing board members of a 

municipal political subdivision. It would provide that an intent to 

discriminate against a protected class, as defined, is not required 

to establish a violation of this bill. 

This bill would autho1ize a court to impose appropriate remedies, 

including district-based elections, and to award a prevailing 

nonstate or nonlocal government plaintiff party reasonable attorney's 

fees consistent with specified case law as part of the costs. 

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no. 

State-mandated local program: no. 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS: 

SECTION 1. Chapter 1.5 ( commencing with Section 14025) is added to 

Division 14 of the Elections Code, to read: 

CHAPTER 1.5. RIGHTS OF VOTERS 

14025 .. This act shall be known and may be cited as the California 

Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

14026. As used in this chapter: 
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(a) 11At la-rge method of e1ection" means any method of electing 

members to the governing body of a municipal political subdivision in 

1.vhieh the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the members of the 

governing body, and does not include any method of district based 

elections. 

a) "At-large method of election" means any of the following 
methods of electing members to the governing body of a political 
subdivision, and does not include any method of district-based 
elections: 

(1) One in which the voters of the entire political 
subdivision elect the members to the governing body. 

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside within 
given areas of the political subdivision and the voters of the 
entire political subdivision elect the members to the governing 
body. 

(3) One which combines at-large elections with district
based elections. 

(b) "District-based election" means a method of electing members 

to the governing body of a municipal political subdivision in which 

the candidate must reside within an election district that is a 

divisible part of the municipal polltical subdivision and is elected 

only by voters residing within that election district. 

(c) "Minority language group" means persons who are American 

Indian, Asian American, Alaskan Native, or of Spanish heritage", as these groups are referenced 
and d~fined in the federal Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. 1973, et seq .. 

( d) "Municipal p Political subdivision11 means a geographic area of 

representation created for the provision of municipal government 

services, including, but not limited to, a city, t school district, a 

community college district, or other looal- district orga11ized pursuant to the laws of the State of 
California. 

( e) 11Protected class" means a class of voters who are members of a 
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minority race, color or language group, as this class is referenced and d~fined in the federal 
Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973, et seq .. 

(f) 11Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there is a 

consistent difference in the way voters ofan identifiable class 

based on a minority race, eolor or language group vote and the v,ray 

the rest of the electorate vote in a municipal political subdivision. a difference in the choice of 
candidates or other electoral choices between those who are members of a protected class that 
are pr~ferred by the voters in the protected class, and those who are not members of the 
protected class that are preferred by the rest of the electorate. The methodologies as approved in 
applicable federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act, 42 US.C. Sec.1973, et. seq. to 
establish racially polarized voting may be used for purposes of this section to prove that 
elections are characterized by racially polarized voting. 

14027. A municipal political subdivision may not be subdivided in 

a manner that results in a denial or abridgment of the right of any 

registered voter to vote on account of membership in a minority race, 

color or language group. An at-large method of election may not 9-:{mposed or applied in a . 
manner that results in the dilution or the abridgement of the rig'& any registered vo_[er who is. 
a member of the protected class, as provided in section 14028. ·•'"f2~ , ✓ . . '=<-: 

14028. (a) A violation of Section 14027 is established if it is 4 
shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for members .J 
of the governing body of a municipal political subdivision or in elections incorporating other· 
electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision. 

(b) The occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be 

determined from examining results of elections in which candidates 

are members of a protected class. One circumstance that may be 

considered is the extent to which candidates who are members of a 

protected class have been elected to the gove~ing body of a 

municipal political subdivision that is the subject of an,action 

based upon Section 14027 and this section. 

( c) The fact that members of a protected class are not 
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geographically compact or concentrated may not prec]ude a finding of 

racially polarized voting, but may be a factor in detennining an 

appropriate remedy. 

(d) Proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected 

officials to discriminate against a protected class is not required. 

(e) Other factors such as the history of discrimination, the use of electoral devices which 
enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of access tdcandidate slating groups, the 
extent to which members of the protected class bear the effects of past discrimination in areas 
such as education, employment, and health, which hinder their ability to participate effectively in 
the political process, and the use of overt or subtle racial appeals in political campaigns, may 
also be introduced as evidence but these factors are not necessary to establish a violation of this 
section. 

14029. Upon a finding of a violation of Section 14027 and section 14028, the court 

shall implement appropriate remedies, including the imposition of 

district-based elections in place of at lflf'ge distriets, that are 

tailored to remedy the violation. 

14030. In any action to enforce Section 14027, the court shall 

allow the prevailing plaintiff party, other than the state or 

political subdivision thereof, a reasonable attorney's fee consistent 

with the standards established in Serrano v. Priest (1977) 20 Cal.3d 

25, atincluding pages 48and 49, as part of the costs. Prevailing plaintiff 

parties, other than the state or political subdivision thereof, shall 

recover their expert witness fees and expenses as part of the costs. 

14031 The California Voting Rights Act of 2001 is enacted to enforce Article 1, Section 7 and 
Article 2, Section 2 of the Calfornia State Constitution. 
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7/26/2002 Page 1 

ANALYSIS SUMMARY 

Bill: SB 976 2001-2002 

VERSION STORED RECORD ANALYZING BILL 
DATE DATE NUMBER OFFICE AUTHOR 

-------- -------- --------- -------------------- -------------------------- --
06/21/02 06/21/02 21847 SEN. F. A. Polanco 
06/11/02 06/12/02 21130 ASM. BILL ANALYSIS Polanco 
04/09/02 06/03/02 20528 ASM. JUD. Polanco 
04/09/02 04/15/02 16133 ASM. E. , R. & C.A. Polanco 
03/18/02 04/02/02 15395 ASM. E . ,R. & C.A. Polanco 
01/09/02 01/09/02 14059 SEN. F. A. Polanco 
06/01/01 06/01/01 6362 SEN. F. A. Polanco 
05/08/01 05/08/01 4321 SEN. F. A. Polanco 
05/01/01 05/02/01 3580 SEN . E. & R. Polanco 
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7/26/2002 

2001-2002 

BILL NUMBER 
AUTHOR 
TOPIC 
TYPE OF BILL 

S.B. No. 976 
Polanco 

COMPLETE BILL HISTORY 

Elections: rights of voters. 

INACTIVE BILL 
NON-APPROPRIATION 
NON-STATE-MANDATED LOCAL PROGRAM 
NON-TAX-LEVY 

BILL HISTORY 
2002 

NON-URGENCY 
MAJORITY VOTE 
NON-FISCAL 

Page 1 

July 
July 
June 
June 

9 Chaptered by Secretary of State. Chapter 129, Statutes of 2002. 
9 

27 
24 

June 20 
June 20 

June 12 
June 11 
June 10 
Apr. 17 

Apr. 9 

Mar. 18 

Mar. 7 
Feb. 15 

Jan. 30 
Jan. 30 

2001 
Aug. 28 
Aug. 27 
June 6 

May 30 

May 7 

May 3 

May 1 

Apr. 16 
Apr. 11 

Approved by Governor. 
Enrolled. To Governor at 1 p.m. 
Senate concurs in Assembly amendments. (Ayes 22. Noes 13. Page 
4916.) To enrollment. 
In Senate. To unfinished business. 
Read third time. Passed. (Ayes 47. Noes 25. Page 6921.) To 
senate. 
Read second time. To third reading. 
Read second time. Amended. To second reading. 
From committee: Do pass as amended. (Ayes 8. Noes 4.} 
From committee: Do pass, but first be re-referred to Com. on JUD. 
(Ayes 5. Noes 1.) Re-referred to Com. on JUD. 
From committee with author's amendments. Read second time. 
Amended. Re-referred to committee. 
From committee with author's amendments. Read second time. 
Amended. Re-referred to committee. (Corrected March 20. 
Hearing postponed by committee. 
To Corns. on E.,R. & C.A. and JUD. 
In Assembly. Read first time. Held at Desk. 
Read third time. Passed. (Ayes 24. Noes 7. Page 3313.) To 
Assembly. 

Read second time. To third reading. 
From inactive file to second reading file. 
Placed on inactive file on request of Senator Polanco. 
Read third time. Refused passage. (Ayes 16. Noes 10. Page 
1272.) Motion to reconsider made by Senator Polanco. 
Reconsideration granted. 
Read second time. To third reading. 
From committee:. Do pass. (Ayes 5·. Noes 3. Page 895.) 
From committee with author's amendments. Read second time. 
Amended. Re-referred to committee. 
Hearing postponed by committee, Set for hearing May 2. 

Set for hearing April 18. 
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7/26/2002 Page 2 

Mar. 15 To Com. on E. & R. 
Feb. 26 Read first time. 
Feb. 25 
Feb. 23 

From print. May be acted upon on or after March 27. 

Introduced. To Corn. on RLS. for assignment. To print. 
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7/26/2002 Page 1 

UNOFFICIAL BALLOT 

Bill: SB 976 2001-2002 

Author: Polanco 
Topic: Elections: rights of voters. 

06/24/02 SEN. FLOOR 

Unfinished Business SB976 Polanco 

AYES 22 NOES 13 (PASS) 

06/20/02 ASM. FLOOR 
SB 976 Polanco Senate Third Reading By Keeley 

AYES 47 NOES 25 (PASS) 

06/04/02 ASM. JUD. 
Do pass as amended. 

AYES B NOES 4 (PASS) 

04/16/02 ASM. E.,R. & C.A. 
Do pass and be re-referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

AYES 5 NOES 1 {PASS} 

04/02/02 ASM. E.,R. & C.A. 
Reconsideration granted. 

AYES 4 NOES O (PASS) 

04/02/02 ASM. E.,R. & C.A. 
Do pass and be re-referred to the Committee on Appropriations. 

AYES 3 NOES 1 (FAIL) 

01/30/02 SEN. FLOOR 
Senate 3rd Reading SB976 Polanco 

AYES 24 NOES 10 (PASS) 

05/30/01 SEN. FLOOR 
Senate 3rd Reading SB976 Polanco 

AYES 16 NOES 10 (FAIL) 

05/02/01 SEN. E. & R. 
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Do pass. 

AYES 5 NOES 3 (PASS) 
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TIMOTHY A. DeWITT, STEPHEN J. DeWITT , Plaintiffs , v. PETE 
WILSON, Governor of the State of California; MARCH FONG EU, Secretary of State 

of the State of California, Defendants. · 

No. CIV-S-93-535 EJG/JFM 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF 
CALIFORNIA 

B56 F. Supp. 1409; 1994 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 13411 

June 23, 1994, Decided 
june 27, 1994, Filed 

CORE TERMS: redistricting, Voting Rights Act , reapportionment, compactness, 
gerrymandering, voting, voter, majority-minority, contiguity, summary judgment, 
geographical, district boundaries, compact, congressional districts, community 
of interest, narrowly tailored, political process, federal law, chall enging, 
irregular, candidates, drawing, region, census, geographically, cont iguous, 
miles, Fifteenth Amendments, Rights Act, congressional district 

JUDGES: [**l] Before: HUG, Circuit J udge, GARCIA, and BURRELL, Distri ct 
Judges. 

OPINIONBY: PROCTER HUG, JR. 

OPINION: [*1410] MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 

HUG, Circuit Judge: 

Plaintiffs, residents of California qualified and duly registered to vote in 
the State, filed suit in the district court for the Eastern District of 
California on March 30, 1993, challenging California's 1992 redistricting plan, 
adopted by the State in Wilson v. Eu, 1 Cal . 4th 707, B23 P.2d 545 (Cal. 1992). 
Plaintiffs raiseQ three causes of action challenging the constitutionality of 
the redistricting plan. Claims one and two challenged the constitutionality of 
California Election Code, section 25003, a term limitation statute, and sect i on 
6402(b), a statute permitting candidates to run for only one congressional seat. 
The third claim for relief alleges that California's redistricting plan relied 
on race-conscious reapportionment and diluted white voter strength in violation 
of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendment s. 

The court, sitting with a single judge, dismissed causes one and two as 
nonjusticiable. Pursuant to 28 u.s.c. @ 2284(a), [**2] the court certified 
the reapportionment claim to be heard by a three judge district court. Pursuant 
to 28 u.s.c.@ 2284(b) (1), the Chief Judge of the United States Court of Appeals 
for the Ninth Judicial Circuit appointed this panel to hear this cas.e. 
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The parties filed cross motions for swnmary judgment. The motions were heard 
on January 7, 1994. After considering the parties' written and oral arguments, 
the record, and case law in this matter, we deny plaintiffs' motion for summary 
judgment and grant the State's motion for summary judgment. 

FACTS 

on September 23, 1991, Governor Wilson vetoed the California legislature's 
reapportionment plan. Recognizing the legislative impasse and the importance of 
having a plan in place prior to the upcoming 1992 elections, the California 
supreme Court issued a mandate and appointed three retired California judges to 
serve as Special Masters to resolve the election year crisis. 

The Masters were directed to hold public hearings to permit the presentation 
of evidence and argument with respect to proposed plans of reapportionment. 
Wilson, 823 P.2d at 547. The Masters[**3} were further directed to compile a 
report and recommendation on reapportionment, basing the report on the public 
hearings and the guiding principles of the Federal Voting Rights Act of 1965, as 
amended (42 U.S.C, @ 1973 et seq.), federal law pertinent to redistricting, the 
provisions of article XXI, section l of the California Constitution, and the 
criteria developed by an earlier panel of Special Masters for the 
reapportionment plans adopted by the California Supreme Court in 1973, see 
Legislature v. Reinecke, 10 Cal. 3d 396, 516 P.2d 6 1 110 Cal. Rptr. 718 {Ca. 
1973). Wilson, 823 P.2d at 549. 

The two relevant sections of the Voting Rights Act are sections 2 and 5. 
Section 2 of the voting Rights Act forbids state voting procedures which abridge 
voting rights "on account of race or color" and states that redistricting plans 
which provide "less opportunity (to minorities! than other members of the 
electorate to participate in the political process and to elect representatives 
of their choice" abridge voting rights. 42 U.S.C. @ 1973[**4] (Supp. 1994). 
section 5 of the Act prohibits a region subject to its provisions from 
implementing changes in any "standard, practice, or procedure with respect to 
voting" without authorization from the United States Attorney General. 42 U.S.C. 
@ 1973(c). Four California counties, Kings, Merced, Monterey, and Yuba, were 
subject to section 5; and, thus, the Masters had to devise a plan that would 
gain preclearance. 

[*1411] The state constitutional standards required that the Masters 
comply with the following redistricting procedures: 

{l) consecutively numbered single-member districts, (2) "reasonably equal" 
populations among districts of the same type, (3) contiguous districts, and (4) 
"respect" for the "geographical integrity of any city, county, or city and 
county, or of any geographical region' to the extent possible without violating 
the other standards. 

Cal. Const. art. XXI, ® 1. 

The redistricting criteria established in Reinecke called for: 

(1) equality of population, (2) contiguity and compactness of districts, (3) 
respect for county and city boundaries, (4) preservation of the integrity of the 
state's geographical regions, (5) consideration[**S] of the "community of 
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interests" of each area, (6) formation of state senatorial districts from 
adjacent assembly districts ("nesting"), and use of assembly district boundaries 
in drawing congressional district boundaries, and ( 7) reliance on the current 
census, and on undivided census tracts. 

Wilson, 823 P.2d at 549. 

With these criteria in mind, the Masters conducted six days of public 
hearings in Sacramento, San Francisco, San Diego, and Los Angeles, and reviewed 
the transcripts from 12 public hearings held by the California State senate on 
redistricting. They also considered 22 proposed redistricting plans submitted by 
various public and private organizations. The Masters did not adopt any one of 
the 22 proposed plans because each of them, in one manner or another, could not 
satisfy the redistricting criteria the California Supreme Court required to be 
followed. Thus, the Masters developed their own redistricting plan. 

In approving the Masters' Report, the California supreme Court stated: 

As the Report observes, population equality must be deemed the primary 
reapportionment criterion, being mandated by the provisions of the federal 
(**6]Constitution. Under the Masters' plans, each legislative district will 
vary by less than 1 percent from "ideal" equality, while each congressional 
district will vary by less than 0.25 percent.· We find these minor deviations are 
amply justified by "legitimate state objectives," namely, the need to form 
reasonably compact districts, to use census tracts rather than blocks in forming 
districts, and to comply with the Voting Rights Act. 

Wilson, 823 P.2d at SSl-52 (citations omitted). 

With regard to the Voting Rights Act, the California Supreme Court stated: 

The Report discusses at length the Masters' close attention to the provisions of 
the Voting Rights Act, observing that in view of present uncertainties 
concerning the scope and intent of the act, the Masters "endeavored to draw 
bowidaries that will withstand section 2 challenges under any foreseeable 
combination of factual circumstances and legal rulings." Their efforts, in this 
regard, were in part stimulated by the need to provide new dis.tricts for the 
fortHcoming June Primary Election. In that connection, the secretary of State in 
a brief filed herein urged the Masters to give[**7] the Voting Rights Act 
"the highest possible consideration in order to minimize the risk of challenge 
and resulting delay." 

Initially, the Masters attempted to reasonably accommodate the interests of 
every "functionally, geographically compact" minority group of sufficient voting 
strength to constitute a majority in a single-member district. 

As explained by the Masters, the functional aspect of geographical 
compactness takes into account the presence or absence of a sense of community 
made possible by open lines of access and communication. We approve the 
Masters' use of such an approach in determining the compactness of a particular 
minority group for purposes of assuring its protection under the Voting Rights 
Act. 

Id. at 549-50 (citations omitted). 
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Plaintiffs contend that because the Masters' redistricting plan considered 
race in redrawing the districts, that this constitutes (*1412] suspect 
"racial gerrymandering" actionable under the Equal protection Clause, as set 
forth in Shaw v. Reno, U.S. , 125 L. Ed. 2d 511, 113 s. Ct. 2816 {1993). 
Plaintiffs further contend that summary judgment should be granted in [**8] 
their favor because the Masters• plan is not, as required by Shaw, narrowly 
tailored to meet a compelling government interest. we disagree. 

In Shaw v. Reno, the Supreme court held that the appellants pled a cause of 
action under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment based on an 
allegation that the State of North Carolina had practiced racial gerrymandering 
when it reapportioned the State's voting districts. 125 L. Ed. 2d at 536. The 
two congressional districts challenged in Shaw were drawn to create two majority 
black districts in the state. The plaintiffs in Shaw alleged that the state had 
created an unconstitutional racial gerrymander. Their claim was that the North 
Carolina General Assembly deliberately "created two Congressional Districts in 
which a majority of black voters was concentrated arbitrarily--without regard to 
any other considerations, such as compactness, contiguousness, geographical 
boundaries, or political subdivisions with the purpose to create Congressional 
Districts along racial lines and to assure the election of two black 
representatives to Congress." .Id. at 522(**9] (quotations omitted). 

The first district challenged in Shaw was somewhat hook shaped. At one end it 
shot out with finger-like extensions. Id. at 521. It has been compared to a 
"Rorschach ink-blot test" and "bug splattered on a windshield" Id. 

The second majority black district challenged in Shaw was 16 miles long and 
for much of its length was no wider than an interstate highway. Id. The district 
wound its way, in snake-like fashion, gobbling up black enclaves. Id. It passed 
through 10 counties, divided towns, and, at one point, remained contiguous only 
because it intersected at a single point with two other districts before 
crossing over them. Id. · 

The Court in Shaw defined racial gerrymandering as "the deliberate and 
arbitrary distortion of district boundaries ... for [racial) purposes." Id. at 
524 (quoting Davis v. Bandemer, 478 U.S. 109, 92 L. Ed. 2d 85, 106 S. Ct. 2797 
(1986)). nl It then held that the appearance of the anomalous district 
boundaries was sufficient to state a claim under the Equal [**10] Protection 
Clause for racial gerrymandering. 

- - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - -

nl To the extent that Hays v. Louisiana, 839 F. Supp. 1188 (W.D. La. 1993), 
gives a broader meaning to racial gerrymandering, we disagree. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Shaw held when districts are drawn in such an extremely irregular fashion as 
to be unexplainable, other than being based solely on race, a claim under the 
Equal Protection Clause for racial gerrymandering can be stated. Shaw, 125 L. 
Ed. 2d at 536. Redistricting based solely on race affronts our sense of voter 
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equality because it creates districts with residents who have little in common 
with each other except the color of their skin. It fails to take into account 
geographic and political boundaries, age, economic status, and the community in 
which the people live. Id. at 529. Redistricting based solely on race assumes 
that members of the same race think alike, share the same political i nterests, 
and prefer the[**ll) same candidates at the polls, not because of shared 
community interests, but only because of their skin pigmentation. It is the 
equivalent of political apartheid. When a district is drawn in such a manner 
that it rationally can only be understood as race-based, then a cause of action 
arises under the Equal Protection Clause. Id. at 536. Thus, if an allegation of 
deliberate and arbitrary redistricting based solely on race is not contradicted 
by the State, then it must be determined whether the redistricting plan is 
narrowly tailored to further a compelling governmental interest. Id. 

[*1413) The Court in Shaw specifically noted that "we express no view as 
to whether the intentional creation of majority-minority districts, without 
more, always gives rise to an equal protection claim. We hold only that on the 
facts of this case, plaintiffs have stated a claim sufficient to defeat the 
state appellees' motion to dismiss." Id, at 530 (quotation omitted). 

The narrow holding of Shaw is that "a plaintiff challenging a reapporti onment 
statute under the Equal Protection Clause may state a claim by (•*12) 
alleging that the legislation, though race neutral on its face, rationally 
cannot be understood as anything other than an effort to separate voters i nto 
different districts on the basis of race, and that the separation lacks 
sufficient justification." Id. Shaw applies to redistricting plans that on their 
face are so dramatically irregular that they can only be explained as attempts 
to segregate by the races for purposes of voting without regard for traditional 
redistricting principles. Id. at 525. · 

The California redistricting plan does not fit within the narrow holding of 
Shaw. As the California Supreme Court noted, the Masters' Report sought to 
balance the many traditional redistricting principles, including the 
requirements of the voting Rights Act. Wilson, 823 P . 2d at 549. No bizarre 
boundaries were created. The effort to comply with the Voting Rights Act 
emphasized geographical compactness, which "takes into account the presence or 
absence of a sense of community made possible by open lines of access and 
communication.II Id. This case., therefore, involves the constitutionality 
[**13]of a redistricting plan that created majority-minority districts in a 
manner that was consistent with traditional redistricting principles, not based 
solely on race, and not involving extremely irregular district boundaries. It 
involves the question left open by the Court in Shaw. 

As the Court noted in Shaw, 

A reapportionment statute typically does not classify persons at all; it 
classifies tracts of land, or addresses. Moreover, redistricting differs from 
other kinds of state decision making in that the legislature always is aware of 
race when it draws district lines, just as it is aware of age, economic status, 
religious and political persuasion, and a variety of other demographic factors. 

Id. at 528. Thus, in redistricting, consciousness of race does not give rise to 
a claim of racial gerrymandering when race is considered along with traditional 
redistricting principles, such as compactness, contiguity, and political 
boundaries. 
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Redistricting had been used to dilute minority voting power by spreading 
minority voters throughout different districts or packing minority voters into a 
single district. Id. at 524. It is this problem the voting Rights Act sought 
[**14]to remedy. Consciousness of race in redistricting through the creati on 
of majority-minority districts, properly performed, alleviates this inequity. 
Thus, the supreme court has stated that 

it [isl permissible for a State, employing sound districting principles such as 
compactness and population equality, to attempt to prevent racial minori ties 
from being repeatedly outvoted by creating districts that will afford fair 
representation to the members of those racial groups who are sufficiently 
numerous and whose residential patterns afford an opportunity of creating 
districts in which they will be in the majority. · 

United Jewish Organizations, Inc. v. Carey, 430 U.S. 144, 168, 51 L. Ed. 2d 229, 
97 S. Ct. 996 (1977). 

The Masters did not draw district lines based deliberately and solely on 
race, with arbitrary distortions of district boundaries. The Masters, in 
formulating the redistricting plan, properly looked at race, not as the sole 
criteria in drawing lines but as one of the many factors to be considered. We 
agree with the California Supreme Court that the Masters' Report evidences a 
judicious and proper balancing [**15] of the many factors appropriate to 
redistricting, one of which was the consideration of the application of the 
Voting Rights Act's objective of assuring that minority [*1414] voters are 
not denied the chance to effectively influence the political process. 

The Masters' Report carefully analyzed and reconciled the redistricting 
requirements of the State Constitution, the Reinecke case, and the Voting Rights 
Act. see Wilson, app. I, 823 P.2d at 571-75. In addition to the fundamental 
requirement of population equality, the Masters noted the state requirements of 
contiguity, geographic integrity, community of interest, and compactness. In 
discussing the application of the latter four traditional redistricting 
principles, the Masters' Report states: 

These four criteria all are addressed to the same goal, the creation of 
legislative districts that are effective, both for the represented and the 
representative. The constitutional requirement of "contiguity" is not an 
abstract or geometric technical phrase. It assumes meaning when seen in 
combination with concepts of "regional integrity" and "community of interest." 
... "The territory included[**l6] within a district should be contiguous 
and compact, taking into account the availability of transportation and 
communication." In addition, "social and economic interests common to the 
population of an area {e.g.] an urban area, a rural area, an industrial area or 
an agricultural area" should be considered . 

. . . . Compactness does not refer to geometric shapes but to the ability of 
citizens to relate to each other and their representatives and to the ability of 
representatives to relate effectively to their constituency. Further, it speaks 
to relationships that are facilitated by shared interests and by membership in a 
political community, including a county or city. 

Id. at 574-75 (citations and footnotes omitted). 
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In discussing the particular relationship of these criteria to the Voting 
Rights Act, the Masters• Report states: 

We find no conflict between the Act and the above state criteria. Indeed, 
quite the contrary. As has already been noted, the Act protects only 
"geographically compact" minority groups. The major divisions of the state as we 
have defined them above divide no such minority groups. (The boundary mountain 
ranges, for example, are virtually unpopulated[**l7] areas with few roads 
crossing them; 50 to 100 miles separates populated areas on either side of these 
ranges.) Similarly, the values expressed in the concept of contiguity, community 
of interest, and respect for local government boundaries--the concept of 
"functional cornpactness"--is completely consistent with the concept of 
"geographically compact" minority districts. Indeed, use of these criteria 
reinforces the Act's guarantee to minority groups to have an equal opportunity 
"to participate in the political process." As suggested above, political 
effectiveness can be enhanced by membership and participation in community 
affairs: candidates for public office can be recruited and nurtured, local media 
may be better utilized (including the foreign language press), grassroots 
organizing and campaigning are more viable. As suggested in the June 1980 ballot 
arguments in favor of Article XXI, use of these criteria can avoid the creation 
of "districts that are confusing, unfair and unrepresentative." 

In sum, we find the criteria underlying the drawing of district boundaries, 
i.e., criteria feed in the federal and state constitutions, in the Act, and in 
the decision of the California Suprerne[**l8] Court in Reinecke IV, supra, 
not only reconcilable, but compatible. The criteria have guided our 
deliberations and informed our decisions. 

Id. at 575 {citations omitted). 

Adhering to their definitions of contiguity and compactness, the Masters 
refused to create districts that wound in snake-like fashion or resembled a 
"Rorschach inkblot test" found objectionable in Shaw. This is exemplified in the 
Masters' refusal to create a district which ran along the Sierra Nevadas where 
no road exists and where populated areas were separated by 130 miles, and their 
refusal to "extend a long arm between the Richmond District and 'Chinatown• in 
order to bring these two areas into the same district." Wilson, 823 P.2d at 
577-78, 581 n.44. The [*1415] Masters noted that these were only two of the 
many examples of bizarrely shaped districts suggested to them, and that a cogent 
justification for any bizarre-shaped district would be necessary before they 
could recommend them. Id. at 577 n.24. Thus, the Masters did not redistrict 
based solely on race, but showed depth and insight in considering race as a 
component of traditional redistricting[**l9) principles. 

We conclude that the Masters' redistricting plan, as approved by the 
California Supreme court, is not racial gerrymandering, but rather a thoughtful 
and fair example of applying traditional redistricting principles, while being 
conscious of race. Thus, we find that the plaintiffs have failed to state a 
claim of racial gerrymandering. We conclude that in the context of 
redistricting, where race is considered only in applying traditional 
redistricting principles along with the requirements of the Voting Rights Act, 
that strict scrutiny is not required. However, if it were required, we conclude 
that this California redistricting plan has been narrowly tailored to meet a 
compelling state interest. · 
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The Court has repeatedly emphasized that legislative reapportionment is 
primarily a matter for state determination. Moat recently, in Voinovich v. 
Quilter, 122 L. Ed. 2d 500, 513, 113 S. Ct. 1149 (1993), the Court stated: 

Of course, the federal courts may not order the creation of majority-minority 
districts unless necessary to remedy a violation of federal law . But that does 
not mean that the State's powers are similarly limited. Quite[**20] the 
opposite is true: Federal courts are barred from intervening in state 
apportionment in the absence of a violation of federal law precisely because it 
is the domain of the States, and not the federal courts, to conduct 
apportionment in the first place. Time and again we have emphasized that 
"'reapportionment is primarily the duty and responsibility of the State through 
ite legislature or other body, rather than of a federal court.'" 

Id. at 513 (citations omitted). Unless the Voting Rights Act itself is found to 
be unconstitutional or unless the creation of majority-minority districts, i n 
implementation of that Act, is found to be unconstitutional, it is difficult to 
see how California's carefully drawn plan, utilizing traditional redistricting 
principles, while seeking to comply with the requirements of the Voting Rights 
Act, can violate the Equal Protection Clause, We conclude that the redistricting 
plan adopted by the California Supreme Court appropriately balances the 
traditional reapportionment principles, does not involve racial gerrymandering, 
and does not violate the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments. 

The appellants also[**21] contend that the reapportionment plan violates 
the Equal Protection Clause by unduly minimizing white voter strength. The 
asserted basis for this contention is that even though the districts are equated 
as to population, the registered voters in the white majority districts far 
exceed those in the majority-minority districts, giving greater impact to a vote 
in the latter districts. There is no merit to this contention; population, not 
voter registration, is the appropriate basis for apportioning distri cts. 
Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533, 568, 12 L. Ed. 2d 506, 84 S. Ct. 1362 (1 964). 

ORDER 

For the foregoing reasons, plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment is DENIED 
and defendants' motion for summary judgment is GRANTED. The clerk is directed to 
enter judgment for the defendants. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: June 23, 1994 

PROCTER HUG, JR., JUDGE 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT 

Dated: June 27, 1994 

EDWARD J. GARCIA, JUDGE 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

Dated: June 27, 1994 
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TIMOTHY A. DeWITT, STEPHEN J. DeWITT, Plaintiffs, v. PETE 
WILSON, Governor of the State of California; MARCH FONG EU, Secretary of State 

of the State of California, Defendants. 

No. CIV-S-93-535 EJG/JFM 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF 
CALIFORNIA 

856 F. Supp. 1409; 1994 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 13411 

June 23, 1994, Decided 
June 27 1 1994 1 Filed 

CORE TERMS: redistricting, Voting Rights Act, reapportionment, compactness, 
gerrymandering, voting, voter, majority-minority, contiguity, summary judgment, 
geographical, district boundaries, compact, congressional districts, community 
of interest, narrowly tailored, political process, federal law, challenging, 
irregular, candidates, drawing, region, census, geographically, contiguous, 
miles, Fifteenth Amendments, Rights Act, congressional district 

JUDGES: [**l] Before: HUG, Circuit Judge, GARCIA, and BURRELL, District 
Judges. 

OPINIONBY: PROCTER HOG, JR. 

OPINION: [*1410] MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 

HUG, Circuit Judge: 

Plaintiffs, residents of California qualified and duly registered to vote in 
the State, filed suit in the district court for the Eastern District of 
California on March 30, 1993, challenging California's 1992 redistricting plan, 
adopted by the State in Wilson v. Eu, l Cal. 4th 707, 823 P.2d 545 (Cal. 1992). 
Plaintiffs raised three causes of action challenging the constitutionality of 
the redistricting plan. Claims one and two challenged the constitutional ity of 
California Election Code, section 25003, a term limitation statute, and section 
6402(b), a statute permitting candidates to run for only one congressional seat. 
The third claim for relief alleges that California's redistricting plan relied 
on race-conscious reapportionment and diluted white voter strength in violation 
of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments. 

The court, sitting with a ·single judge, dismissed causes .one and two as 
nonjusticiable. Pursuant to 28 u.s.c. @ 2284(a), [**2] the court certified 
the reapportionment claim to be heard by a three judge district court. Pursuant 
to 28 U.S.C.@ 2284(b) (l), the Chief Judge of the United States Court of Appeals 
for the Ninth Judicial Circuit appointed this panel to hear this case. 
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The parties filed cross motions for summary judgment. The motions were heard 
on January 7, 1994. After considering the parties' written and oral arguments, 
the record, and case law in this matter, we deny plaintiffs' motion for summary 
judgment and grant the State's motion for summary judgment. 

FACTS 

On September 23, 1991, Governor Wilson vetoed the California legislature's 
reapportionment plan. Recognizing the legislative impasse and the importance of 
having a plan in place prior to the upcoming 1992 elections, the California 
Supreme Court issued a mandate and appointed three retired California judges to 
serve as Special Masters to resolve the election year crisis. 

The Masters were directed to hold public hearings to permit the presentation 
of evidence and argwnent with respect to proposed plans of reapportionment. 
Wilson, 823 P.2d at 547. The Masters[**3] were further directed to compile a 
report and recommendation on reapportionment, basing the report on the public 
hearings and the guiding principles of the Federal Voting Rights Act of 1965, as 
amended (42 u.s.c. @ 1973 et seq.), federal law pertinent to redistricting, the 
provisions of article XXI, section 1 of the California Constitution, and the 
criteria developed by an earlier panel of Special Masters for the 
reapportionment plans adopted by the California Supreme Court in 1973, see 
Legislature v. Reinecke, 10 Cal. 3d 396, 516 P.2d 6, 110 Cal. Rptr. 718 (Ca. 
1973). Wilson, 823 P.2d at 549. 

The two relevant sections of the Voting Rights Act are sections 2 ands. 
Section 2 of the voting Rights Act forbids state voting procedures which abridge 
voting rights "on account of race or color" and states that redistricting plans 
which provide "less opportunity [to minorities] than other members of the 
electorate to participate in the political process and to elect representatives 
of their choice" abridge voting rights. 42 u.s.c. @ 1973 [**4] (Supp. 1994). 
section 5 of the Act prohibits a region subject to its provisions from 
implementing changes in any "standard, practice, or procedure with respect to 
voting• without authorization from the United States Attorney General. 42 U.S.C. 
@ 1973(c). Four California counties, Kings, Merced, Monterey, and Yuba, were 
subject to section S; and, thus, the Masters had to devise a plan that would 
gain preclearance. 

[*1411] The state constitutional standards required that the Masters 
comply with the following redistricting procedures: 

(1] consecutively numbered single-member districts, (2) •reasonably equalTI 
populations among districts of the same type, (3) contiguous districts, and (4) 
"respect" for the "geographical integrity of any city, county, or city and 
county, or of any geographical region' to the extent possible without violating 
the other standards. 

Cal. Const. art. XXI, @ 1. 

The redistricting criteria established in Reinecke called for: 

(1) equality of population, (2) contiguity and compactness of districts, (3) 
respect for county and city boundaries, (4) preservation of the integrity of ·the 
state's geographical regions, (5) consideration(**S] of the "community of 
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interests" of each area, (6) formation of state senatorial district s from 
adjacent assembly districts {"nesting"), and use of assembl y district boundaries 
in drawing congressional district boundaries, and (7) reliance on the current 
census, and on undivided census tracts. 

Wilson, 823 P.2d at 549. 

With these criteria in mind, the Masters conducted six days of public 
hearings in Sacramento, San Francisco, San Diego, and Los Angeles, and reviewed 
the transcripts from 12 public hearings held by the California State Senate on 
redistricting. They also considered 22 proposed redistricting plans submitted by 
various public and private organizations. The Masters did not adopt any one of 
the 22 proposed plans because each of them, in one manner or another, could not 
satisfy the redistricting criteria the California Supreme Court required to be 
followed. Thus, the Masters developed their own redistricting plan. 

In approving the Masters• Report_, the California Supreme Court stated: 

As the Report observes, population equality must be deemed the primary 
reapportionment criterion, being mandated by the provisions of the federal 
[**6)Constitution. Under the Masters• plans, each legislative district will 
vary by less than l percent from "ideal" equality, while each congressional 
district will vary by less than 0.25 percent. We find these minor deviations are 
amply justified by "legitimate state objectives," namely, the need to form 
reasonably compact districts, to use census tracts rather than blocks in forming 
districts, and to comply with the Voting Rights Act. 

Wilson, 823 P.2d at 551-52 (citations omitted). 

With regard to the Voting Rights Act, the California Supreme court stated: 

The Report discusses at length the Masters' close attention to the provisions of 
the Voting Rights Act, observing that in view of present uncertainties 
concerning the scope and intent of the act, the Masters "endeavored to draw 
boundaries that will withstand section 2 challenges under any foreseeable 
combination of factual circumstances and legal rulings." Their efforts, in this 
regard, were in part stimulated by the need to provide new districts for the 
forthcoming June Primary Election. In that connection, the Secretary of State in 
a brief filed herein urged the Masters to give[**7] the Voting Rights Act 
"the highest possible consideration in order to minimize the risk of challenge 
and resulting delay." 

Initially, the Masters attempted to reasonably accommodate the interests of 
every "functionally, geographically compact" minority group of sufficient voting 
strength to constitute a majority in a single-member district. 

As explained by the Masters, the functional aspect of geographical 
compactness takes into account the presence or absence of a sense of community 
made possible by open lines of access and communication. We approve the 
Masters' use of such an approach in determining the compactness of a particular 
minority group for purposes of assuring its protection under the Voting Rights 
Act. 

Id. at 549-50 (citations omitted). 
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Plaintiffs contend that because the Masters' redistricting plan considered 
race in redrawing the districts, that this constitutes [*1412] suspect 
"racial gerrymandering" actionable under the Equal protection Clause, as set 
forth in Shaw v. Reno, U.S. , 125 L. Ed. 2d 511, 113 S. Ct. 2816 (1993). 
Plaintiffs further contend that summary judgment should be granted in [**8) 
their favor because the Masters' plan is not, as required by Shaw, narrowly 
tailored to meet a compelling government interest. We disagree. 

In Shaw v. Reno, the Supreme court held that t he appellants pled a cause of 
action under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment based on an 
allegation that the State of North Carolina had practiced racial gerrymandering 
when it reapportioned the State's voting districts. 125 L. Ed. 2d at 536. The 
two congressional districts challenged in Shaw were drawn to create two majority 
black districts in the state. The plaintiffs in Shaw alleged that the stat e had 
created an unconstitutional racial gerrymander. Their claim was that the North 
Carolina General Assembly deliberately ncreated two Congressional District s in 
which a majority of black voters was concentrated arbitrarily--without regard to 
any other considerations, such as compactness, contiguousness, geographical 
boundaries, or political subdivisions with the purpose to create Congressional 
Districts along racial lines and to assure the election of two black 
representatives to Congress.'' Id. at 522 [**9] (quotations omitted) . 

The first district challenged in Shaw was somewhat hook shaped. At one end i t 
shot out with finger-like extensions. Id. at 521. It has been compared to a 
"Rorschach ink-blot test" and "bug splattered on a windshield" Id. 

The second majority black district challenged in Shaw was 16 miles long and 
for much of its length was no wider than an interstate highway. Id. The district 
wound its way, in snake-like fashion, gobbling up black enclaves. Id. It passed 
through 10 counties, divided towns, and, at one point, remained contiguous only 
because it intersected at a single point with two other districts before 
crossing over them. Id. 

The Court in Shaw defined racial gerrymandering as "the deliberate and 
arbitrary distortion of district boundaries ... for [racial] purposes." Id. at 
524 (quoting Davis v. Bandemer, 478 U.S. 109, 92 L. Ed. 2d 85, 106 s. Ct. 2797 
(1986)). nl It then held that the appearance of the anomalous district 
boundaries was sufficient to state a claim under the Equal [**10] Protection 
Clause for racial. gerrymandering. 

- - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - -

nl To the extent that Hays v. Louisiana, 839 F. Supp. 1188 (W.D. La. 1993 ) , 
gives a broader meaning to racial gerrymandering, we disagree. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Shaw held when districts are drawn in such an extremely irregular fashion as 
to be unexplainable, other than being based solely on race, a claim under the 
Equal Protection Clause for racial gerrymandering can be stated. Shaw, 125 L. 
Ed. 2d at 536. Redistricting based solely on race affronts our sense of voter 
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equality because it creates districts with residents who have little in cormnon 
with each other except the color of their skin. It fails to take into account 
geographic and political boundaries, age, economic status, and the community in 
which the people live. Id. at 529. Redistricting based solely on race assumes 
that members of the sarne race think alike, share the sarne political interests, 
and prefer the[**ll] same candidates at the polls, not because of shared 
community interests, but only because of their skin pigmentation. It is the 
equivalent of political apartheid. When a district is drawn in such a manner 
that it rationally can only be understood as race-based, then a cause of action 
arises under the Equal Protection Clause. Id. at 536. Thus, if an a l legation of 
deliberate and arbitrary redistricting based solely on race is not contradicted 
by the State, then it must be determined whether the redistricting plan is 
narrowly tailored to further a compelling governmental interest. Id. 

[*1413] The Court in Shaw specifically noted that "we express no view as 
to whether the intentional creation of majority-minority districts, without 
more, always gives rise to an equal protection claim. We hold only that on the 
facts of this case, plaintiffs have stated a claim sufficient to defeat the 
state appellees' motion to dismiss." Id. at 530 (quotation omitted). 

The narrow holding of Shaw is that "a plaintiff challenging a reapportionment 
statute under the Equal Protection Clause may state a claim by [**12] 
alleging that the leg~slation, though race neutral on its face, rationally 
cannot be understood as anything other than an effort to separate voters into 
different districts on the basis of race, and that the separation lacks 
sufficient justification." Id. Shaw applies to redistricting plans that on their 
face are so dramatically irregular that they can only be explained as attempts 
to segregate by the races for purposes of voting without regard for traditional 
redistricting principles. Id. at 525. 

The California redistricting plan does not fit within the narrow holding of 
Shaw. As the California Supreme Court noted, the Masters' Report sought to 
balance the many traditional redistricting principles, including the 
requirements of the voting Rights Act. Wilson, 823 P.2d at 549. No bizarre 
boundaries were created. The effort to comply with the Voting Rights Act 
emphasized geographical compactness, which "takes into account the presence or 
absence of a sense of community made possible by open lines of access and 
communication." Id. This case, therefore, involves the constitutionality 
[**13]of a redistricting plan that created majority-minority districts in a 
manner that was consistent with traditional redistricting principles, not based 
solely on race, and not involving extremely irregular district boundaries. It 
involves the question left open by the Court in Shaw. 

As the Court noted in Shaw, 

A reapportionment statute typically does not classify persons at all; it 
classifies tracts of land, or addresses. Moreover, redistricting differs from 
other kinds of state decision making in that the legislature always is aware of 
race when it draws district lines, just as it is aware of age, economic status, 
religious and political persuasion, and a variety of other demographic factors. 

Id. at 528. Thus, in redistricting, consciousness of race does not give rise to 
a claim of racial gerrymandering when race is considered along with traditional 
redistricting principles, such as compactness, contiguity, and political 
boundaries. 
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Redistricting had been used to dilute minority voting power by spreading 
minority voters throughout different districts or packing minority voters into a 
single district. Id. at 524. It is this problem the Voting Rights Act sought 
[*•l4]to remedy. Consciousness of race in redistricting through the creation 
of majority-minority districts, properly performed, alleviates this inequity. 
Thus, the Supreme Court has stated that 

it [is} permissible for a State, employing sound districting principles such as 
compactness and population equality, to attempt to prevent racial minorities 
from being repeatedly outvoted by creating districts that will afford fair 
representation to the members of those racial groups who are sufficiently 
numerous and whose residential patterns afford an opportunity of creating 
districts in which they will be ~n the majority. · 

United Jewish Organizations, Inc. v. Carey, 430 U.S. 144, 168, 51 L. Ed. 2d 229, 
97 S. Ct. 996 (1977). 

The Masters did not draw district lines based deliberately and solely on 
race, with arbitrary distortions of district boundaries. The Masters, in 
formulating the redistricting plan, properly looked at race, not as the sole 
criteria in drawing lines but as one of the many factors to be considered. We 
agree with the California Supreme Court that the Masters' Report evidences a 
judicious and proper balancing (**15] of the many factors appropriate to 
redistricting, one of which was the consideration of the application of the 
voting Rights Act's objective of assuring that minority (*1414] voters are 
not denied the chance to effectively influence the political process. 

The Masters' Report carefully analyzed and reconciled the redistricting 
requirements of the State Constitution, the Reinecke case, and the Voting Rights 
Act. See Wilson, app. I, 823 P.2d at 571-75. In addition to the fundamental 
requirement of population equality, the Masters noted the state requirements of 
contiguity, geographic integrity, community of interest, and compactness. In 
discussing the application of the latter four traditional redistricting 
principles, the Masters' Report states: 

These four criteria all are addressed to the same goal, the creation of 
legislative districts that are effective, both for the represented and the 
representative. The constitutional requirement of •contiguity" is not an 
abstract or geometric technical phrase. It assumes meaning when seen in 
combination with concepts of •regional integrity" and •community of interest." 
... "The territory included[**16] within a district should be contiguous 
and compact, taking into account the availability of transportation and 
communication." In addition, "social and economic interests corranon to the 
population of an area [e.g.] an urban area, a rural area, an industrial area or 
an agricultural area" should be considered . 

• . . . Compactness does not refer to geometric shapes but to the ability of 
citizens to relate to each other and their representatives and to the ability of 
representatives to relate effectively to their constituency. Further, it speaks 
to relationships that are facilitated by shared interests and by membership in a 
political community, including a county or city. 

Id. at 574-75 (citations and footnotes omitted). 
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In discussing the particular relationship of these criteria to t he Voting 
Rights Act, the Masters' Report states: 

We find no conflict between the Act and the above state criteria. Indeed, 
quite the contrary. As has already been noted, the Act protects only 
"geographically compact" minority groups. The major divisions of the state as we 
have defined them above divide no such minority groups. (The boundary mountain 
ranges, for example, are virtually unpopulated[**17] areas with few roads 
crossing them; 50 to 100 miles separates populated areas on either side of these 
ranges.) Similarly, the values expressed in the concept of contiguity, community 
of interest, and respect for local government boundaries--the concept of 
"functional compactness"--is completely consistent with the concept of 
"geographically compact" minority districts. Indeed, use of these criteria 
reinforces the Act's guarantee to minority groups to have an equal opportunity 
"to participate in the political process." As suggested above, political 
effectiveness can be enhanced by membership and participation in community 
affairs: candidates for public office can be recruited and nurtured, local media 
may be better utilized (including the foreign language press), grassroots 
organizing and campaigning are more viable. As suggested in the June 1980 ballot 
arguments in favor of Article XXI, use of these criteria can avoid the creation 
of "districts that are confusing, unfair and unrepresentative.• 

In sum, we find the criteria underlying the drawing of district boundaries, 
i.e., criteria feed in the federal and state constitutions, in the Act, and in 
the decision of the California Supreme[**lB] Court in Reinecke IV, supra , 
not only reconcilable, but compatible. The criteria have guided our 
deliberations and informed our decisions. 

Id. at 575 (citations omitted). 

Adhering to their definitions of contiguity and compactness, the Masters 
refused to create districts that wound in snake-like fashion or resembled a 
•Rorschach inkblot test" found objectionable in Shaw. This is _exemplified in the 
Masters' refusal to create a district which ran along the Sierra Nevadas where 
no road exists and where populated areas were separated by 130 miles, and their 
refusal to "extend a long arm between the Richmond District and 'Chinatown' in 
order to bring these two areas into the same district." Wilson, 823 P.2dat 
577-78, 581 n.44. The [*1415] Masters noted that these were only two of the 
many examples of bizarrely shaped districts suggested to them, and that a cogent 
justification for any bizarre-shaped district would be necessary before they 
could recommend them. Id. at 577 n.24. Thus, the Masters did not redistrict 
based solely on race, but showed depth and insight in considering race as a 
component of traditional redistricting[**l9) principles. 

We conclude that the Masters' redistricting plan, as approved by the 
California Supreme Court, is not racial gerrymandering, but rather a thoughtful 
and fair example of applying traditional redistricting principles, while being 
conscious of race. Thus, we find that the plaintiffs have failed to state a 
claim of racial gerrymandering. We conclude that in the context of 
redistricting, where race is considered only in applying traditional 
redistricting principles along with the requirements of the Voting Rights Act, 
that strict scrutiny is not required. However, if it were required, we conclude 
that this California redistricting plan has been narrowly tailored to meet a 
compelling state interest. 
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The Court has repeatedly emphasized that legislative reapportionment is 
primarily a matter for state determination. Most recently, in Voinovich v. 
Quilter, 122 L. Ed. 2d 500, 513, 113 s. Ct. 1149 (1993), the Court stated: 

Of course, the federal courts may not order the creation of majority-minority 
districts unless necessary to remedy a violation of federal law. But that does 
not mean that the State's powers are similarly limited. Quite[**20] the 
opposite is true: Federal courts are barred from intervening in state 
apportionment in the absence of a violation of federal law precisely because it 
is the domain of the States, and not the federal courts, to conduct 
apportionment in the first place. Time and again we have emphasized that 
"'reapportionment is primarily the duty and responsibility of the State through 
its legislature or other body, rather than of a federal court.'" 

Id. at 513 (citations omitted). Unless the Voting Rights Act itself is found to 
be unconstitutional or unless the creation of majority-minority districts, in 
implementation of that Act, is found to be unconstitutional, it is difficult to 
see how California's carefully drawn plan, utilizing traditional redistricting 
principles, while seeking to comply with the requirements of the Voting Rights 
Act, can violate the Equal Protection Clause. We conclude that the redistricting 
plan adopted by the California Supreme Court appropriately balances the 
traditional reapportionment principles, does not involve racial gerrymandering, 
and does not violate the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments. 

The appellants also[**21] contend that the reapportionment plan violates 
the Equal Protection Clause by unduly minimizing white voter strength. The 
asserted basis for this contention is that even though the districts are equated 
as to population, the registered voters in the white majority districts far 
exceed those in the majority-minority districts, giving greater impact to a vote 
in the latter districts. There is no merit to this contention; population, not 
voter registration, is the appropriate basis for apportioning districts. 
Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533, 568, 12 L. Ed. 2d 506, 84 s. ct. 1362 (1964). 

ORDER 

For the foregoing reasons, plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment is DENIED 
and defendants' motion for summary judgment is GRANTED. The clerk is directed to 
enter judgment for the defendants. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: June 23, 1994 

PROCTER HUG, JR., JUDGE 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT 

Dated: June 27, 1994 

EDWARD J. GARCIA, JUI;)GE 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

Dated: June 27, 1994 
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Chesin; Darren 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Ali, Saeed 
Tuesday, May 01, 2001 6:30 PM 
Chesin, Darren 

Subject: Senate Redistricting Guidelines: Corrected 

Senate redistricHng 

guideline .• , 

My apologies. I sent you an early draft. Please throw out that one and use this one. Thanks. 

Saeed M. Ali, Principal Consultant 
Senate Majority Leader & Latino Legislative Caucus 
Capitol, Room 400 
Sacramento CA 95814 
T: 916-445-3456 
F: 916-327-8817 
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RE: Senate Requirements for Public Plan Submissions, amended for May 2, 2001 
hearing 

The amended version is improved over its earlier version by dropping such egregious criteria as 
Congressional seniority, constraints on minority voting rights, etc., it still has several flaws. 
These should be addressed before the document is adopted. 

Recommendations 
1. Item #4 should have additional language in order to make it clear that the map drawn can in 

some cases split a city or a county to avoid a federal Voting Rights Act Section2 or a Section 
5 violation. We believe that the following amendment accomplishes that goal by specifying 
the approach used in the 1991 California redistricting process by the Special Masters, as it 
was upheld by the U.S. Supreme Couii: 

4) California's Constitution requires that the number of unnecessary city and //(\ 
county splits be minimized. The approach specified in the Report and /~ "v

1 < 
Recommendations of the Special Masters on Reapportionment, approved by the (/\/ J 

California State Supreme Court in Wilson v. Eu, 4 Cal. Rpr. 2nd 379, 1 Cal 4'h 707 (Cal. lj' )~ 
1992), should be followed. Plans must be accompanied with a listing of and an ("\ l.J 
explanation for any city and county splits. i /) ) 

{./" 

2. Item #5 that counts the number of people who will be "vote deferred" should be deleted. l;' , r.J
This criteria was not used in 1991 by the Special Master and could potentially be misused if ( l t' 
it is used to undercut other traditional redistricting criteria. ..> 

3. Item #7 is not sufficient to protect the rights of minorities. Our proposal is given below. 

4) Four counties within California are designated as "covered" jurisdictions under 
Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act. For purposes of congressional and state legislative 
redistrictings, Section 5 provides that any such redistricting, which includes all or a part of 
one of the four counties, cannot have the intent or the effect of retrogressing or reducing a· 
minority community's position, consistent with applicable constitutional standards, with 
respect to its opportunity to exercise the electoral franchise effectively. The covered 
counties are Kings, Merced, Monterey and Yuba. All submitted plans must include 
written annotations for the plan's effects on minority voters in these four counties. 

All districts within a statewide plan should conform to the standards and criteria utilized in 
the Report and Recommendations o(the Special Masters on Reapportionment, approved by 
the California State Supreme Court in Wi!son v. Eu, 4 Cal. Rpr. 2nd 379, 1 Cal 4th 707 (Cal. 
1992), with the exception of the.formation ofstate senatorial districtsfrom adjacent assembly 
distritts (nesting) and with the exception of limiting the use of incumbency protection and 
political party affiliation as a factor in redistricting. 

Our proposal allows a clearer interpretation of federal voting rights law. It also ensures that the 
positive guidelines used in the 1991 re~istricting special master 5 will be included in the state 
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redistricting criteria. This includes the criteria that the special master approved concerning 
minority influence district. 

In conclusion, these changes are essential to assuring that all Californians have the most positive 
voting rights language designed to protect their voting rights. 
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58429 

insert: 

04/30/01 3:06 PM 
RN0112871 PAGE 1 
Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 976 

Amendment 
on page 2, strike out lines 9 to 13, inclusive, and 

(a) "At-large method of election" means any of the 
following methods of electing members to the governing body of a 
political subdivision, and does not include any method of 
district-based elections: 

(1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction 
elect the members to the governing body. 

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside 
within given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire 
jurisdiction elect the members to the governing body. 

(3) One which combines at-large elections with 
district-based elections. 

Amendment 2 
On page 2, line 15, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 3 
On page 2, line 17, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 4 
on page 2, strike out lines 19 to 21, inclusive, in line 

22, strike out "(d) "Municipal political" and insert: 

(c) "Political 

Amendment 5 
On page 2, line 23, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 6 
On page 2, line 25, strike out "local district" and 

insert: 

district organized pursuant to state law 

Amendment•? 

-
;;;;;.;;; = 
;;;;;.;;; 
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58429 
04/30/01 3:06 PM 
RN0112871 PAGE 2 
Substantive 

On page 2, line 26, strike out "(e)" and insert: 

( d) 

Amendment 8 
On page 2, line 27, after "group" insert: 

, as this class is referenced and defined in the federal Voting 
Rights Act (42 u.s.c. Sec. 1973 et seq.) 

Amendment 9 
On page 2, strike out lines 28 to 35, inclusive, and 

insert: 

(e) "Racially polarized voting" means voting in which 
there is a difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral 
choices that are preferred by voters in the protected class, and in 
the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by 
voters in the rest of the electorate. The methodologies for 
estimating group voting behavior as approved in applicable federal 
cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (42 u.s.c. Sec. 1973 
et seq,) to establish racially polarized voting may be used for 
purposes of this section to prove that elections are characterized 
by racially polarized voting. 

14027. An at-large method of election may not be imposed 
or applied in a manner that results in the dilution or the 
abridgment of the rights of registered voters who are members of the 
protected class, as provided in Section 14028, by impairing their 
ability to elect candidates of their choice of their ability to 
influence the outcome of an election. 

Amendment 10 
On page 3, lines 3 and 4, strike out "municipal political 

subdivision" and insert: 

political subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral 
choices by the voters of the political subdivision 

Amendment 11 
On page 3, strike out lines 5 to 11, inclusive, and 

insert: 

(b) The occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be 
determined from examining results of elections in which candidates 
are members of a protected class or elections involving ballot 
measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights and 
privileges of members of the protected class. One circumstance that 
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Substantive 

may be considered is the extent to which candidates who are members 
of a protected class have been elected to the governing body of a 
political subdivision that is the subject of an action based on 
Section 14027 and this section. In multi-seat at-large districts, 
where the number of candidates who are members of a protected class 
is fewer than the number of seats available, the relative group-wide 
support received by candidates from members of the protected class 
shall be the basis for the racial polarization analysis. 

Amendment 12 
On page 3, between lines 17 and 18, insert: 

(e) Other factors such as the history of discrimination, 
the use of electoral devices or other voting practices or procedures 
that may enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial 
of access to those processes determining which groups of candidates 
will receive financial or other support in a given election, the 
extent to which members of the protected class bear the effects of 
past discrimination in areas such as education, employment, and 
health, which hinder their ability to participate effectively in the 
political process, and the use of overt or subtle racial appeals in 
political campaigns, may also be introduced as evidence but these 
factors are not necessary to establish a violation of this section. 

Amendment 13 
On page 3, line 18, after "14027 11 insert: 

and Section 14028 

Amendment 14 
on page 3, line 20, strike out "in place of at-large 

districts" 

Amendment 15 
On page 3, line 25, strike out "at" and insert: 

including 

Amendment 16 
On page 3, below line 28, insert: 

14031. This chapter is enacted to implement the 
guarantees of Section 7 of Article I and of Section of Article II of 
the California Constitution. 

- 0 -
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Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 976 

Amendment 1 
On page 2, strike out lines 9 to 13, inclusive, and 

(a) "At-large method of election" means any of the 
following methods of electing members to the governing body of a 
political subdivision, and does not include any method of 
district-based elections:. 

(1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction 
elect the members to the governing body, 

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside 
within given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire 
jurisdiction elect the members to the governing body. 

(3) One which combines at-large elections with 
district-based elections. 

Amendment 2 
On page 2, line 15, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 3 
On page 2, line 17, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 4 
On page 2, strike out lines 19 to 21, inclusive, in line 

22, strike out "(d) "Municipal political" and insert: 

(c) "Political 

Amendment 5 
On page 2, line 23, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 6 
On page 2, line 25, strike out "local district" and 

insert: 

district organized pursuant to state law 

Amendment•? 

= 
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On page 2, line 26, strike out "(e)" and insert: 

( d) 

Amendment 8 
On page 2, line 27, after "group" insert: 

, as this class is referenced and defined in the federal Voting 
Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq,) 

Amendment 9 

insert: 
On page 2, strike out lines 28 to 35, inclusive, and 

(e) "Racially polarized voting" means voting in which 
there is a difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral 
choices that are preferred by voters in the protected class, and in 
the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by 
voters in the rest of the electorate. The methodologies for 
estimating group voting behavior as approved in applicable federal 
cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (42 u.s.c. Sec. 1973 
et seq.) to establish racially polarized voting may be used for 
purposes of this section to prove that elections are characterized 
by racially polarized voting. 

14027. An at-large method of election may not be imposed 
or applied in a manner that results in the dilution or the 
abridgment of the rights of registered voters who are members of the 
protected class, as provided in Section 14028, by impairing their 
ability to elect candidates of their choice of their ability to 
influence the outcome of an election. 

Amendment 10 
On page 3, lines 3 and 4, strike out "municipal political 

subdivision" and insert: 

political subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral 
choices by the voters of the political subdivision 

Amendment 11 
. On page 3, strike out lines 5 to 11, inclusive, and 

insert: 

(b) The occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be 
determined from examining results of elections in which candidates 
are members of a protected class or elections involving ballot 
measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights and 
privileges of members of the protected class. One circumstance that 
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may be considered is the extent to which candidates who are members 
of a protected class have been elected to the governing body of a 
political subdivision that is the subject of an action based on 
Section 14027 and this section. In multi-seat at-large districts, 
where the number of candidates who are members of a protected class 
is fewer than the number of seats available, the relative group-wide 
support received by candidates from members of the protected class 
shall be the basis for the racial polarization analysis. 

Amendment 12 
On page 3, between lines 17 and 18, insert: 

(e) Other factors such as the history of discrimination, 
the use of electoral devices or other voting practices or procedures 
that may enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial 
of access to those processes determining which groups of candidates 
will receive financial or other support in a given election, the 
extent to which members of the protected class bear the effects of 
past discrimination in areas such as education, employment , and 
health, which hinder their ability to participate effectively in the 
political process, and the use of overt or subtle racial appeals in 
political campaigns, may also be introduced as evidence but these 
factors are not necessary to establish a violation of this section. 

Amendment 13 
On page 3, line 18, after 11 14027 11 insert: 

and Section 14028 

Amendment 14 
On page 3, line 20, strike out "in place of at-large 

districts" 

Amendment 15 
On page 3, line 25, strike out "at" and insert: 

including 

Amendment 16 
On page 3, below line 28, insert: 

14031. This chapter is enacted to implement the 
guarantees of Section 7 of Article I and of Section of Article II of 
the California Constitution. 
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BILL NUMBER: SB 976 INTRODUCED 

BILL TEXT 

INTRODUCED BY Senator Polanco 

FEBRUARY 23, 2001 

An act to add Chapter 1.5 ( commencing with Section 14025) to 

Division 14 of the Elections Code, relating to voting rights. 

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST 

SB 976, as introduced, Polanco. Elections: rights of voters. 

Existing law provides for political subdivisions that encompass 

municipal areas of representation within the state. With respect to 

these municipal areas, public officials are generally elected by all 

of the voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or from 

districts formed within the political subdivision (district-based). 

Existing law generally allows the voters of the entire political 

subdivision to detennine whether the elected public officials are 

elected by divisions or by the entire political subdivision. 

This bill would provide that a municipal political subdivision may 

not may dilute or abridge be subdivided in a manner that results in a denial or abridgment 

ef the right of a registered voter to vote on account of membership 

· in a minority race, color or language group. 

This bill would provide that a violation of it$ provisions shall 

be established if it is shown that racially polarized votip_g, as 

defined, occurs in elections for governing board members of a 

municipal political subdivision. It would provide that an intent to 

State Voting Rights Act- April 25, 2001 Draft-1 
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M.iy 2, 2001 Uy Ji'ax: (9.l 6) 445-2496 

The llonorablc Richard Polanco 
Scnale ComniiUcc on Elections and Rcapporlionmcnt 
California Stale Scnalc 
St!.ltc Capitol, Room 5046 
8a1.wamcn1o, CA 95814 

l{c: SB. 976 (Pobtnro) ~ Su))port 

Dear Scm1tor P('ll..inco: 

Tho Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDHF) 
~up ports SB 976, your bi II lo provide state Jaw protection against the vole 
dilution c~H1scd by nicinlly polarized V<>ting. When sL1ch voting pallcrns persist 
in at-large elections, 1hcy result in severe underrepresentation of Latinos and 
other proLcctcd groups on loca1 governing boards, Statewide, tho 
underrepresentation of n-iinority grnups on those boards has bcon disma11y and 
con~istcntly low for decades. Where racially polarized voling has led to the 
cxchl.sion ofrninority-1m.::fcrrcd Ci:!nclidr1los, this law provides for chm1gcs in the 
cloclornl system so I.hat it more fairly represents the constituencies within each 
jurisdictjon. Thus, SB 976 is consistent with our programmatic goal of 
i11crcasing 1hc opporLuniiy to fully parlic.ipalo in the political process , 

We apprcciatu the opportunity to lend our supporl to this bill. Please add our 
names to the li:sl of supporting organizations1 community leaders and lcgislalors 
who view this hill as a posi( ivc stop toward increasing political participation 
among full enfranchisement of all our citizens. 

cc: Senate Commi(t(:lC on Elections and H.cappc,lrlionmcnl 
ScnatorDon Pcm1ai Chair · 
Darren Chcsi11, Co1ist1ltu11t 

Cefobraliit(J Our 32n,t Annive1'S(U'U 
_} 'lroloctintJ and Prcnnot'lno lJr1.linn Oi,,,,; 1 FM11fi fo 
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discriminate against a protected class, as defined, is not required 

to establish a violation of this bill. 

This bill would authorize a court to impose appropriate remedies, 

including district-based elections, and to award a prevailing 

nonstate or nonlocal government plaintiff party reasonable attorney's 

fees consistent with specified case law as part of the costs. 

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no. 

State-mandated local program: no. 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS: 

SECTION 1. Chapter 1.5 ( commencing with Section 14025) is added to Division 14 of the 

Elections Code, to read: 

CHAPTER 1.5. RIGHTS OF VOTERS 

14025. This act shall be known and may be cited as the California 

. Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

14026. As used in this chapter: 

(a) "At large method of eleetion" means any method of electing 

members to the governing body of a municipal political subdivision in 

which the voters of the entirejurisdietion elect the members of the 

governing body, and does not include any method of district based 

elections. 

a) "At-large method of election" means any of the following 
methods of electing members to the governing body of a political 
subdivision, and does not include any method of district-based 
elections: · 

(1) One in which the voters of the entire political 
subdivision elect the members ~o the governing body. 

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside.within 
given areas of the political subdivision and the voters of the 
entire political subdivision elect the members to the governing 
body. 

State Voting Rjghts Act - April 25, 2001 Draft- 2 
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(3) One which combines at-large elections with district
based elections. 

(b) "District-based election11 means a method of electing members 

to the governing body of a municipal political subdivision in which 

the candidate must reside within an election district that is a 

divisible part of the municipal political subdivision and is elected 

only by voters residing within that election district. 

(c) "Minority language group11 means persons •.vho are American 

Indian, Asian American, Alaskan Native, or of Spanish heritage", as these gr-et,tps are J'CjeP-e-need 
and defined in the.federa.l Voting Righi8 Act, 42 U.S. C. 1973, et seq .. 

(61 (c) "Municipal p Political subdivision" means a geographic area of 

representation created for the provision of muruoipal government 

services, including, but not limited to, a city, a school district, a 

community college district, or other looa-l district organizedpursuant to the laws of the State cf 
California. 

( e) "Protected class" means a class of voters who are members of a 

minority race, color or language group, as this class is r~ferenced and defined in the federal . . 
Voting Rights Act, 42 US. C. Sec. 1973, et seq. · 

(±)."Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there is 

consistent difference in the way voters of an identifiable class 

based on a minority race, color or lan!,'Uage group vote and the v;ay 

the rest of the electorate vote in a municipal political subdivision. 

a difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral choices betH1een these ,vhe are 
members 0:la protected class that are preferred by #te voters in the protected class, and in the 
choice of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the 
electorate. those who ere net members &/the protected elttss that ere pre-Jerrod by the rest &/the 
electofflte. The methodologies for estimating group voting behavior as approved in applicable 
federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973, et; seq. to establish 
racially polarized voting may be used for purposes of this section to prove that elections are 
characterized by racially polarized voting. 

14027. ,", municipal political subdivision may not be subdivided in 

a manner.that results in a denial or abridgment of the right of any 

registered voter to vote on account of membership in a minority race, 

State Voting Rjghts Act - April 25, 2001 Draft- 3 
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color or language group. An at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied in a 
manner that results in the dilution or the abridgement of the rights of any registered voter who is 
a member of the protected class, as provided in section 14028, by impairing their ability to elect 
candidates of their choice or by impairing their ability to influence the outcome of an election. 

14028. (a) A violation of Section 14027 is established ifit is 

shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for members 

of the governing body of a llliH1ieipa:1 political subdivision or in elections inc01porating other 
electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision. 

(b) The occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be 

determined from examining results of elections in which candidates 

are members of a protected class or elections involving ballot r,eferendu, initiatiP~; mea~·ures, 
or other electoral choices which affect the rights and privileges o.f members of the protected 
class. One circumstance that may be 

considered is the extent to which candidates who are members of a 

protected class have been elected to the governing body of a 

munieipal political subdivision that is the subject of an action 
based upon Section 14027 and this section. In multi-seat at-large elections, where the number · 
of candidates who are members of a protected class is fewer than the number of seats 
available, the relative group-wide support received by those candidate(s)from members of the 
protected cla,Ys s.l!!!:!]_be the basis.for the racial polarization analysis. · 

( c) The fact that members of a protected class are not 

geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a finding of 

racially polarized voting, but may be a factor in detennining an 

appropriate remedy. 

( d) Proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected 

officials to discriminate against a protected class is not required. 

(e) Other factors such as the history of discrimination, the use of electoral device:cJ:such-as
__un.uffl:a#y-la•r-ge-ekGtitJn--distJ:iG,~'!f(d-o,:ity-t10te--1:!!!]Uir-em-ent§.L~r othe1· voting practices or · 

. proceaures tTiiiTiifiijJ\VhTclf"'ennancet/iea,Ilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of access to 
those processe.v determining which groups of candidates will receive financial or other support · 
in a given elect7on candidate slating groups, the extent to which members of the protected class 
bear the effects of past discrimination in areas such as education, employment, and health, · 
which hinder their ability to participate ~ffectively in the political process, and the use of overt 
or subtle racial appeals in political campaigns, may also be introduced as evidence but these 
factors are not necessary to establish a violation of this section. 

14029. Upon a finding of a violation of Section 14027 and section 14028, the court 

shall implement appropriate remedies, including the imposition of 

State Voting Rjghts Act - April 25, 2001 Draft- 4 
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district-based elections in plaee of at large districts, that are 

tailored to remedy the violation. 

14030. In any action to enforce Section 14027, the court shall 

allow the prevailing plaintiff party, other than the state or 

political subdivision thereof, a reasonable attorney's fee consistent 

with the standards established in Serrano v. Priest (1977) 20 Cal.3d 

25, at including pages 48 and 49, as part of the costs. Prevailing plaintiff 

parties, other than the state or political subdivision thereof, shall 

recover their expert witness fees and expenses as part of the costs. 

14031 The California Voting Rights Act of 2001 is enacted to enforce Article I, Section 7 and · 
Article 2, Section 2 of the California State Constitution. 

State Voting R~ghts Act - April 25, 2001 Draft- 5 
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RICHARD POLANCO 
22ND SENATE DISTRICT 

. .,-' 

. /'.' ',-,; ,;,.;•"¢ 
~ . ~<:!?'~ . 

Saeed Ali· 
Latino Legislative Caucus 

Consultant 
State Capitol, Room 2032 445-3456 
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Get a Document- by Citation - 20 Cal. 3d 25 

Service: LEXSEE® 
Citation: 20 Cal. 3d 25 

20 Cal. 3d 25, *; 569 P.2d 1303, **; 
1977 Cal. LEXIS 168, ***; 141 Cal. Rptr. 315 

Page 1 of22 

JOHN SERRANO, JR., et al., Plaintiffs and Appellants, V. IVY BAKER PRIEST, * as State 
Treasurer, etc., et al., Defendants and Appellants 

* Although the former state Treasurer (now deceased) is not a party to this appeal, we 
continue to use the title Serrano v. Priest for purposes of consistency and convenience. 

L.A. No. 30398 

Supreme Court of California 

20 Cal. 3d 25; 569 P.2d 1303; 1977 Cal. LEXIS 168; 141 Cal. Rptr. 315; 7 ELR 20795 

October 4, 1977 

SUBSEQUENT HISTORY: [***1] 

The petition of the defendants and appellants for a rehearing was denied November 17, 1977, 
and the opinion was modified to read as printed above. Bird, C. J., and Manuel, J., did not 
participate therein. Sullivan, J., * and Wright, J., + participated therein. Clark, J., and 
Richardson, J., were of the opinion that the petition should be granted. Clark, J., did not 
concur in the modification. 

* Retired Associate Justice of the Supreme Court sitting under assignment by the Chairperson 
of the Judicial Council. 

+ Retired Chief Justice of California sitting under assignment by the Acting Chairperson of the 
Judicial Council. 

PRIOR HISTORY: 

f Superior Court of Los Angeles County, No. C 938254, Bernard S. Jefferson, Judge, 

DISPOSITION: The order concerning attorneys' fees filed August 1, 1975 is affirmed. The 
cause is remanded to the trial court with directions to hear and determine plaintiffs' motions 
for attorneys' fees filed in this court on January 28, 1977, July 7, 1977, and October 31, 
1977, in conformity with the views herein expressed and to make and enter all necessary and 
appropriate orders. 

CASE SUMMARY 

PROCEDURAL POSTURE: Appellants, state officials, and respondents, public interest 
groups, sought review of a decision of the Superior Court of Los Angeles County 
(California), which awarded attorney fees in favor of respondents regarding respondents' 
successful lawsuit that held California's public school system in violation of California's 
constitution. · 

... /retrieve? m=5f4a54028fd69a2e640b771 b lbf5769d& _fintstr-FULL&docnum= 1 & _ startdoc= 14/11/01 
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Get a Document - by Citation - 20 Cal. 3d 25 Page 2 of22 

OVERVIEW: Respondents, public interest groups, had previously successfully sued the 
state, which resulted in the court finding that the public school financing system was 
unconstitutional. Respondents filed their first of several motions for attorney fees,.Jias.ed. 

,JJ.1J.Q□..its"equlta-ble · p,owers,-tl:i0-.tr.iaJ.court,awa-rEle0-a.ttor:ney .. fees .. to respondeAts' counsel
J;;i..ased..o.o~.the. .. Jlr.Lv..ate .. .a.ttQ!D.~.Y=9.eneral . .theory ... Appellants, state officials, and 
respondents, respectfully, sought review of the award and amount of the attorney fees. 
The court adopted the private attorney. general theory for California as it applied to 
vindication of a strong state constitutional public policy. The court affirmed the award of 
attorney fees, articulating that the private attorney general theory encouraged suits 
effectuating a strong public policy by awarding substantial attorney fees to those who 
successfully brought such suits and thereby brought about benefits to a broad class of 
citizens. The court.withheld judgment on the issue of whether the private attorney 
general theory could be applied to a strong statutory policy. The court remanded for the 
trial court to determine respondents' remaining motions for attorney fees. 

OUTCOME: The court affirmed the award and amount of respondent's attorney fees 
under the private attorney general theory because the previous litigation vindicated a 
strong constitutional public policy and the result of the litigation benefited a broad class 
of persons. The court remanded to the trial court with directions to hear an'd determine 
respondents' remaining motions for attorney fees in conformity with the court's opinion. 

CORE TERMS: private attorney, educational, substantial benefit, equitable, common fund, 
public policy, school children, constitutional rights, award of fees, funding, equal protection, 
public interest, vindicated, concrete, urge, grounded, italics, funded, charitable, bestowed, 
class action, sum of money, benefited, financing, allowance, awarding, saving, specifically 
provided, educational program, public education 

CORE CONCEPTS - ♦ Hide Concepts 

~ Civil Procedure : Costs & Attorney Fees : Attorney Fees 
.!Cal. Code of Civ. Proc. § 1021 provides in relevant part except as attorney1s fees are 

specifically provided for by statute, the measure and mode of compensation of 
attorneys and counselors at law is left to the agreement, express or implied, of the 
parties. 

~ CiYil Procedure : Costs & Attorney Fees : Attorney Fees 
.!Appellate decisions in this state have created two nonstatutory exceptions to the 

general rule of Cal. Code of Civ. Proc. § 1021, each of which is based upon inherent 
equitable powers of the court; The first of these is the well-established common fund 
principle: when a number of persons are entitled in common to a specific fund, and an 
action brought by a plaintiff or plaintiffs for the benefit of all results in the creation or 
preservation of that fund, such plaintiff or plaintiffs may be awarded attorney's fees out 
of the fund. The second principle, of more recent development, is the so-called 
substantial benefit rule: when a class action or corporate derivative action results in 
the conferral of substantial benefits, whether of a pecuniary or nonpecuniary nature, 
upon the defendant in such an action, that defendant may, in the exercise of the 
court's equitable discretion, be required to yield some of those benefits in the form of 
an award of attorney's fees. 

' . 
~ Civil Procedure : Costs & Attorney Fees : Attorney Fees 
.t..Although American courts, in contrast to those of England, have never awarded 

counsels' fees as a _routine component of costs, at least one exception to this rule has 
become as well established as the rule itself: that one who expends attorneys' fees in 
winning a suit which creates a fund from which others derive benefits, may require 
those passive beneficiaries to bear a fair share of the litigation .costs . 
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~ .CJyjJ Procedure : Costs & _t\Jtocney Fees : Attorney Fees 
± Fees are awarded under this rationale out of a fund recovered or maintained by the 

plaintiff, on the theory that all who will participate in the fund should pay the cost of its 
creation or protection and that this Is best achieved by taxing the fund itself for 
attorney's fees. 

~ Civil J?rocedure : !=osts & Attorney Fees : Attorney Fees 
.!.The courts have fashioned another nonstatutory exception to the general rule on the 

award of attorneys fees. This exception, which may be viewed as an outgrowth of the 
common fund doctrine, permits the award of fees when the litigant, proceeding in a 
representative capacity, obtains a decision resulting in the conferral of a substantial 
benefit of a pecuniary or nonpecuniary nature. In such circumstance, the court, in the 
exercise of its equitable discretion, thereupon may decree that under dictates of justice 
those receiving the benefit should contribute to the costs of its production. 

~ Civil Procedure : Costs & Attorney Fees : Attorney Fees 
.!.The high court, choosing to treat the substantial benefit rule as a part of the common 

fund exception, had clearly indicated that fees could be awarded under this rationale 
only from the fund or property itself or directly from the other parties enjoying the 
benefit. 

~ Civil Procedure : Costs & Attorney Fees : Attorney Fees 
.t. Reimbursement of attorneys fees is proper in cases where the litigation has conferred a 

substantial benefit on the members of an ascertainable class, and where the court's 
jurisdiction over the subject matter of the suit makes possible an award that will 
operate to spread the costs proportionately among them. 

I@ Civil Procedure : Costs & Attorney Fees : Attorney Fees 
.t..1n spite of variations in emphasis, there are three basic factors to be considered in 

awarding fees on the private attorney general theory. These are in general: (1) the 
strength or societal importance of the public policy vindicated by the litigation, (2) the 
necessity for private enforcement and the magnitude of the resultant burden on the 
plaintiff, (3) the number of people standing to benefit from the decision. 

l~ Civil_ Procedure : Costs & Attorney Fees : Attorney Fees 
±The starting point of every fee award, once it is recognized that the court's role in 

equity is to provide just compensation for the attorney, must be a calculation of the 
attorney's services in terms of the time he has expended on the case. Anchoring the 
analysis to this concept is the only way of approaching the problem that can claim· 
objectivity, a claim which is obviously vital to the prestige of the bar and the courts. 

~ Civil Procedure ·: Costs & Attorney Fees : Attorney Fees 
.t.While as the courts have indicated the fact of public or foundational support should not 

have any relevance to the question of eligibility for an award, it may properly be 
considered in determining the size of the award. 

~ Civil Procedure : Costs & Attorney Fees : •Attorney Fees 
~ Civil Procedure__: Ap~als : Standards of__B.~view.~lea.rlY- Erroneous Review 
.t..The experienced trial judge is the best judge of the value of professional services 

rendered In his court, and while his judgment is of course subject to review, it will not 
be disturbed unless the appellate court is convinced that it is clearly wrong. 

COUNSEL: Sidney M. Wolinsky, Daniel M. Luevano, Rosalyn Chapman, Philip E. Goar, John E. 
McDermott, [***21 Rose Matsui Ochi, David A. ~inder, Harold W. Horowitz, Jerome L. 

·. ~. . . 

.. ./retrieve? m=5f4a54028fd69a2e640b77l bl bf5769d& fmtstr=FULL&docnum= 1 & startdoc= 14/11/01 
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Levine, Michael H. Shapiro, E. Robert Wallach, Richard A. Rothschild, Marys. Burdick and 
Diane Messer for Plaintiffs and Appellants. 

Bayard F. Berman, William T. Rintala, Henry Shields, Robert G. Sproul, Jr., James J. 
Brosnahan, Jr., Edward W. Rosston, David M. Heilbron, Stuart C. Walker, Robert E. 
Cartwright, Edward I. Pollock, Arne Werchick, Sanford M. Gage, Leroy Hersh, Ned Good, 
David B. Baum, Robert G. Beloud, Roger H. Hedrick, Leonard Sacks, Stephen I. Zetterberg, 
Antonio Rossmann, Carlyle W. Hall, Jr., Brent N. Rushforth and John R. Phillips as Amici 
Curiae on behalf of Plaintiffs and Appellants. 

Evelle J. Younger, Attorney General, N. Eugene Hill, Assistant Attorney General, John J. Klee, 
Jr., Ronald V. Thunen, Jr., Thomas E. Warriner and Richard M. Skinner, Deputy Attorneys 
General, for Defendants and Appellants. 

JUDGES: Opinion by Sullivan, J., * with Tobriner, Acting C. J., Mask, J., Wright, J., + and 
Kaus, J., ++ concurring. Separate dissenting opinion by Richardson, J., with Clark, J., 
concurring. Separate dissenting opinion by Clark, J. 

* Retired Associate Justice of the Supreme Court sitting under assignment by the Chairperson 
of the Judicial Council. [***3] 

+ Retired Chief Justice of California sitting under assignment by the Acting Chairperson of the 
Judicial Council. 

++ Assigned by the Chairperson of the Judicial Council. 

OPINIONBY:SULLIVAN 

OPINION: (*31] [**1304] In Serrano v. Priest {1976} 18 Cal.3d 728 [135 Cal.Rptr. 
345. 557 P.2d 9291 (hereafter cited as Serrano II) we affirmed a judgment of the Los Angeles 
County Superior Court, entered on September 3, 1974, which held essentially (1) that the 
then-existing California public school financing system was invalid as in violation of state 
constitutional provisions guaranteeing equal protection of the laws, and (2) that the said 
system must be brought into constitutional compliance within a period of six years from the 
date of entry of judgm.ent, the trlal court retaining jurisdiction for the purpose of granting any 
necessary future relief. nl That judgment is now final.· 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Footnotes- - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

nl A more complete summary of the trial court judgment was set forth in Serrano II; "The 
trial court held that the California public school finahcing system for elementary and 
secondary schools as it stood following the adoption of S.B. 90 and A.B. 1267, while not in 
violation of the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the federal 
Constitution, was invalid as in violation of former article I, sections 11 and 21, of the 
California Constitution (now art. IV, § 16 and art. I, § 7 respectively ... ), our state equal 
protection provisions. Indicating the respects in which the system before it was violative of 
our state constitutional standard, the court set a period of six years from the date of entry of 
judgment as a reasonable time for bringing.the system Into constitutional compliance; it 
further held and ordered thatthe existing system should continue to operate until such 
compliance had been achieved. The judgment specifically provided that it was not to be 
construed to require the adoption of any particular system of school finance, but only to 
require that the plan adopted comport with the requirements of state equal protection 
provisions. Finally, the trial court retained jurisdiction of the action and over the parties 'so 
that any of such parti'3s may apply for appropriate relief in the event that relevant 
circumstances develop, such as a failure by the legislative and executive branches of the 
state government to take the necessary steps to design, enact into law, and place into 
operation, within a reasonable time from the date.of entry of this Judgment, a California 

.. ./retrieve? m=5f4a54028fd69a2e640b771 bl bf5769d& fintstpFULL&docnum= 1 & _startdoc= 14/11/01 
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Public School Financing System for public elementary and secondary schools that will fully 
comply with the said equal-protection-of-the-law provisions of the California 
Constitution."' (Serrano II at pp. 748-750.) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.End Footnotes- - - " - - - - - - - - - - - - - [ * * *4] 

Within a month after the entry of the foregoing judgment and prior to the filing of 
defendants' appeals, plaintiffs' attorneys (Public Advocates, Inc. and Western Center on Law 
and Poverty) made separate motions for an award of reasonable attorneys fees "against 
defendants Priest [then the state Treasurer], Riles [then and presently the state 
Superintendent of Public Instruction] and Flournoy [then the state Controller] in their official 
capacities as officials of the State of California," The motions were not based upon statute but 
were instead addressed to the equitable powers of the court. Three theories, to be examined 
in detail by us below, were advanced in support of the award: the so-called "common (*32] 
[**1305] fund" theory, the "substantial benefit" theory, and the "private attorney general" 

theory. 

A hearing on the issue of entitlement to fees was held on January 6, 1975, and on January 27 
the trial court entered an interim order in which it announced its intention to award 
reasonable attorneys fees to plaintiffs' counsel on the private attorney general theory only, 
declining to apply the other two theories advanced. The matter was continued [***5] until 
April 14, 1975, for briefing and argument upon the issue of the amount of fees to be 
awarded. On that date the court received testimony and, upon stipulation of the parties, 
additional evidence by affidavit. At the conclusion of this hearing the court announced its 
intention to award $ 400,000 as reasonable attorneys fees to Public Advocates, Inc. and $ 
400,000 as reasonable attorneys fees to Western Center on Law and Poverty. Upon timely 
request by Public Advocates, Inc. the court ordered the preparation of findings of fact and 
conclusions of law. On August 1, 1975, the court filed its "Order Concerning Attorneys• Fees," 
which was consistent in all relevant respects with its previous rulings, n2 as well as its 
"Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law Concerning the Award of Attorneys' Fees" -- of 
which there were 219 of the former and 28 of the latter. 

- - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - .: - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n2 The order provided in relevant part: It Is Hereby Ordered that Public Advocates, Inc. and 
Western Center on Law and Poverty, attorneys for Plaintiffs, are each entitled under the 
private attorney general doctrine to receive reasonable attorneys' fees from the defendants, 
Jesse M. Unruh [present state Treasurer], Kenneth Cory [present state Controller], and 
Wilson C. Riles, in their representative capacities. [ para. ] It Is Further Ordered that$ 
400,000 is a reasonable attorneys' fee for the representation by Public Advocates, Inc. of the 
plaintiffs from the beginning of the instant action through April 14, 1975. [ para. ] It Is 
Further Ordered that $ 400,000 is a reasonable attorneys' fee for the representation by 
Western Center on Law and Poverty of the plaintiffs from the beginning of the instant action 
through April 14, 1975." · 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [***6] 

Two notices of appeal from the order were•flled, one by Public Advocates, Inc. and Western 
center on Law and Poverty, as "counsel for plaintiffs," and one by defendants Unruh, Cory, 
and Riles. On October 1, 1975, we transferred the appeal to this court and ordered it 
consolidated with the then-pending appeal in Serrano II. The latter appeal having been fully 
briefed, however, we proceeded to hear argument and render our decision in Serrano II, 
deferring our consideration of the instant appeal until the judgment in Serrano II had become 
final. 

On January 28, l.977, after the rendition of our decision in Serrano II but prior to the 
issuance of the remittitur, a motion was filed in ttiis court (*33] for reasonable attorneys' 

1~"'~ .. ,,,,.9 =='-f.<1.~i:;.4()')Rfilf)QA?e:114Dh771hlbf5769d& fi:ntst.r=FULL&docnum=l&_startdoc=l4/l 1/01 
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fees in connection with the appeal of this cause. This motion was filed by 
"respondents" (designated in the caption as plaintiffs John Serrano, Jr. et al.) by their 
attorneys, Public Advocates, Inc. and Western Center on Law and Poverty. Prior to issuance of 
the Serrano II remittitur we modified our judgment to reserve jurisdiction for the purpose of 
passing upon this motion in conjunction with the instant appeal. 

We summarize the [***7] contentions advanced in the briefs of the parties: n3 

Defendants contend that the award of attorneys fees was improper on any of the grounds 
considered. Thus, they urge that whereas the trial court was correct in determining that such 
an award cannot be sustained on either the common fund theory or [**1306] the 
substantial benefit theory, it erred in concluding that an award should be made on the private 
attorney general theory. Additionally they argue that even if such an award based on any of 
these theories were proper in a case in which the prevailing litigant had incurred an 
obligation to pay for legal services, it could not be justified in a case in which, as here, the 
plaintiffs had incurred no obligation for such services which were provided without charge by 
organizations receiving public or tax-exempt charitable funding. n4 In any event, defendants 
urge, the award in this case is excessive. Finally, defendants also oppose the granting of the 
motion for attorneys fees on appea I. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n3 In addition to the briefs of the parties, briefs amicus curiae have been filed by the Bar 
Association of San Francisco and the San Francisco Lawyers' Committee for Urban Affairs 
Uoint brief); the Los Angeles County Bar Association; the Woodland Hills Residents 
Association; Robert E. Cartwright, Edward I. Pollock, Arne Werchick, Sanford M. Gage, Leroy 
Hersh, Ned Good, David B. Baum, Robert G. Beloud, Roger H. Hedrick, Leonard Sacks and 
Stephen I. Zetterberg (joint brief); and Center for Law in the Public Interest. [***8] · 

n4 Public Advocates, Inc. is a nonprofit legal corporation supported by tax-exempt charitable 
funds. Western Center on Law and Poverty is a public interest law center funded by the Legal 
Services Corporation. (See 42 U.S.C. § 2995 et seq.) Neither may accept fees from clients. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Plaintiffs and their attorneys, while agreeing with the trial court's award of fees on the private 
attorney general theory, contend that the court erred in refusing to base its award 
additionally on the common fund and substantial benefit theories. The fact that plaintiffs are 
represented by organizations receiving public or other tax-exempt funding, they urge, should 
have no effect upon their eligibility for the· [*34] award. Public Advocates, Inc., in an 
argument in which Western Center on Law and Poverty does not join, also urges that the 
award is inadequate. Finally, plaintiffs and their attorneys contend that their motion for 
attorneys fees on appeal should be granted on each of the three theories here in question. 

II 

Recently in D'Amico v. Board of Medical Examiners (1974) 11 Cal.3d 1 [112 Cal.Rptr. 
[***9]. 786, 520 P.2d 10], we had occasion to point out: +" Section 1021 of the Code of 

· Civil Procedure provides in relevant part: 'Except as attorney's fees are specifically provided 
for by statute, the measure and mode of compensation of attorneys and counselors at law is 
le~ to the agreement, express or implied, of the parties .... ' No state statute provides for 
the award of attorney's fees in a case of this nature, and there has been no express or 
implied agreement concerning attorney's fees In this case. However, +appellate decisions in 
this state have created two nonstatutory exceptions to the general rule of section 1021, each 
of which is based upon inherent equitable powers of the court. The first of these is the well-
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established 'common fund' principle: when a number of persons are entitled in common to a 
specific fund, and an action brought by a plaintiff or plaintiffs for the benefit of all results in 
the creation or preservation of that fund, such plaintiff or plaintiffs may be awarded 
attorney's fees out of the fund. (See, e.g., Estate of Stauffer (1959) 53 Cal.2d 124, 132 [346 
P.2d 748]; Estate of Reade (1948) 31 Cal.2d 669, 671-672 (191 P.2d 7451: see generally 
[***10] 4 Witkin, Cal. Procedure (2d ed. 1971) Judgment,§§ 129-133, pp. 3278-3283.) 

The second principle, of more recent development, is the so-called 'substantial benefit' rule: 
when a class action or corporate derivative action results in the conferral of substantial 
benefits, whether of a pecuniary or nonpecuniary nature, upon the defendant in such an 
action, that defendant may, in the exercise of the court's equitable discretion, be required to 
yield some of those benefits in the form of an award of attorney's fees. (See, e.g., Knoff v. 
City etc. of San Francisco (1969) 1 Cal.App.3d 184, 203-204 [81 Cal.Rptr. 683]; Fletcher v. 
A. J. Industries, Inc. (1968) 266 Cal.App.2d 313, 318-325 [72 Cal.Rptr. 146]; see also 
Sprague v. ncontc Bank (1939) 307 U.S. 161 [83 L.Ed. 1184, 59 s.ct. 777]: see generally 4 
Witkin, Cal. Procedure, supra, Judgment, § 134, pp. 3283-3284.)" (Id., at p. 25.) Mindful of 
these observations, we proceed first to determine whether the trial court was correct in 
concluding that an award of reasonable attorneys [**1307] fees could not be supported in 
the instant case under either of the aforementioned exceptions to the rule [***11] of 
section 1021. 

[*35] (a) The Common Fund Theory 

i'"Although American courts, In contrast to those of England, have never awarded counsels' 
fees as a routine component of costs, at least one exception to this rule has become as well 
established as the rule itself: that one who expends attorneys' fees in winning a suit which 
creates a fund from which others derive benefits, may require those passive beneficiaries.to 
bear a fair share of the litigation costs." ( Quinn v. State of California (1975) 15 Cal.3d 162, 
167 [124 Cal.Rptr. 1, 539 P.2d 761]; fns. omitted.) This, the so-called "common fund" 
exception to the American rule regarding the award of attorneys fees (i.e., the rule set forth 
in section 1021 of our Code of Civil Procedure), Is grounded in "the historic power of equity to 
permit the trustee of a fund or property, or a party preserving or recovering a fund for the 
benefit of others in addition to himself, to recover his costs, including his attorneys' fees, 
from the fund of property itself or directly from the other parties enjoying the 
benefit." ( Alyeska Pipeline Co. v. Wilderness Society (1975) 421 U.S. 240, 257 [44 L.Ed.2d 
141, [***12] 153, 95 S.Ct. 1612]: fn. omitted.) 

First approved by this court in the early case of Fox v. Hale & Norcross 5. M. Co. (1895) 108 
Cal. 475 [41 p, 328], the "common fund" exception has since been applied by the courts of 
this state in numerous cases. (See, e.g., Glendale City Employees' Assn., Inc. v. City of 
Glendale (1975) 15 Cal.3d 328. 341, fn. 19 [124 Cal.Rptr. 513. 540 P.2d 609]: Estate of 
Reade, supra. 31 Cal.2d 669, 671-672; Winslow v. Harold G. Ferguson Corp. (1944) 25 
Cal.2d 274, 277 [153 P.2d 714]: Farmers etc. Nat. Bank v. Peterson (1936} 5 Cal.2d 601, 
607 [55 P.2d 867]: Estate of Kann (1967) 253 Cal.App.2d 212,223 [61 Cal.Rptr. 1221: see 
generally Dawson, Lawyers and Involuntary Clients: Attorney Fees from Funds (1974) 87 
Harv.L.Rev. 1597.) In all of these cases, however, the activities of the party awarded fees 
have resulted in the preservation or recovery of a certain or easily calculable sum of money -
out of which sum or "fund" the fees are to be paid. nS We can find no such "fund" in this 
case. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes-· - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - -

n5 +"Fees are awarded under this rationale out of a fund recovered or maintained by the 
plaintiff, on the theory that all who wiU participate in the fund should pay the cost of its 
creation or protection and that this is best achieved by taxing the fund itself for attorney's 
fees." (Comment, Court Awarded Attorney's Fees and Equal Access to the Courts (1974) 122 
U.Pa.L.Rev. 636, 694-695 [cited hereafter as Comment, Equal Access].) 
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [***13] 

In relevant findings of fact the trial court found that plaintiffs "have proven that the sum of 
money available for public education in California Is not being spent in accordance with the 
Callfornia Constitution" [*36] and "have protected the sum of money available for public 
education" in the state. Plaintiff urges that these findings are tantamount to a determination 
that a fund of money for educational use was created by their efforts. The trial court, 
however, concluded otherwise, reasoning that whatever additional monies are made available 
for public education as a result of the Serrano judgment will flow from legislative 
implementation of the judgment, not from the judgment itself. That judgment requires 
substantial equality in educational opportunity for the school children of this state without 
regard to the taxable wealth per student in the particular district in which a student lives. It 
does not require any particular level of expenditure. n6 Accordingly, it cannot be said that the 
efforts of plaintiffs [**1308] have created or preserved any "fund" of money to which they 
should be allowed recourse for their fees. · 

- - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n6 In footnote 28 of our Serrano II opinion we quoted the following passage from the trial 
court's memorandum opinion: "What the Serrano (I] court imposed as a California 
constltutional requirement is that there must be uniformity of treatment between the children 
of the various school districts in the State because all the children of the State in public 
schools are persons similarly circumscribed. The equal-protection-of-the-laws provisions of 
the California Constitution mandate nothing less than that all such persons shall be treated 
alike. If such uniformity of treatment were to result in all children being provided a low
quality educational program, or even a clearly inadequate educational program, the California 
Constitution would be satisfied. This court does not read the Serrano [I] opinion as requiring 
that there is any constitutional mandate for the State to provide funds for each child in the 
State at some magic level to produce either an adequate-quality educational program or a 
high-quality educational program. It is only a disparity in treatment between equals which 
runs afoul of the California constitutional mandate of equal protection of the laws." As our .. 
opinion in Serrano II makes clear, this is a correct characterization. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [***14] 

Plaintiffs place great emphasis on the trial court's finding that under the 1972 and 1973 
legislation which we have referred to in our Serrano II opinion as "S.B. 90 and A.B. 
1267" (see Serrano II at pp. 736-737, 741-744), passed in response to our decision In 
Serrano I, an annual pool of some $ 550 million has come into existence for purposes of 
education and property tax relief. Moreover, they point out, It is quite likely that under 
subsequent legislation substantial further sums of money will become available for these 
purposes. Again, however, we point out that any such increases in the total educational 
budget, while they may be termed a "response" to our Serrano decisions, are by no means 
required by them. It is for the Legislature to determine, in its conjoined political wisdom, 
whether the achievement of that degree of equality of educational opportunity which is 
required by the state Constitution is to be accompanied by an overall increase in educational 
funding. 

[*37] Finally, even if it were determined that the monies to become available for education 
in the wake of Serrano should be considered a "fund" for these purposes, [***15] plaintiffs 
and their attorneys nowhere suggest that payment should be made to them out of such 
monies. n7 Instead they seem to indicate, with perhaps intentional vagueness, that their fees 
should be paid by "the State." Apparently their primary authority in this respect is the case of 
Brewer v. School Board of City of Norfolk, Virginia (4th Cir. 1972) 456 F.2d 943 (cert. den. 
(1972) 406 U.S. 933 [32 LEd.2d 136. 92 S.Ct. 1778]). in which the Court of Appeals ordered 
the award of reasonable attorneys fees against a school district after determining that its 
desegregation plan was inadequate insofar as It failed to provide a practical method offree 
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transportation for students assigned to schools beyond normal walking distance from their 
homes. There the court, stating that this was a case for "at least a quasi-application of the 
'common fund' doctrine" 056 F.2d at p, 951), reasoned that whereas each of the students 
involved had secured a right worth approximately $ 60 per year to each of them, it would 
"defeat the basic purpose of the relief provided" to impose a charge against them for a 
proportionate share of the attorneys fees ( id., at p. 952). "The only feasible [***16] 
solution in this particular situation," the court held, "would seem to be in requiring the school 
district itself to supplement its provision of free transportation with payment of an 
appropriate attorney's fee to plaintiffs' attorneys for securing the addition of such a provision 
to the plan of desegregation." (Id.) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - :... - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n7 Such an award, of course, would necessarily bring about a diminution in educational 
funding, a result which plaintiffs and their attorneys might be presumed to oppose. Moreover, 
an award of _this kind would essentially constitute the acceptance of a fee from a client, and 
thus could not be accepted by either of the law firms representing plaintiffs. {See fn. 4, ante; 
see also Comment, Equal Access~ supra, 122 U.Pa.L.Rev. 636, 695; cf. Sanders v. City of Los 
Angeles (1970) 3 Cal.3d 252, 263 [90 Cal.Rptr. 169,475 P.2d 201]; National Coun, of Com. 
Mental H. C. Inc. v. Weinberger (D.D.C, 1974) 387 F.Supp. 991, 994-995.) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

We, along with the concurring judge in Brewer [***17] (Winter, Cir. J., cone. specially, 
456 F.2d at pp. 952-954). [**1309] are of the view that the Brewer case, to the extent 
that it relies upon the terminology used, represents an improper application of the "common 
fund" theory. (See also Dawson, lawyers and Involuntary Clients in Public Interest Litigation 
(1975) 88 Harv.L.Rev. 849, 895-896; Comment, Equal Access, supra, 122 U.Pa.L.Rev. 636, 
695-696.) In any event it is not consistent with the law of this state. We hold that here, 
where plaintiffs' efforts have not effected the creation or preservation of an identifiable "fund" 
of money out of which [*38] they seek to recover their attorneys fees, the "common fund" 
exception Is inapplicable. The trial court was correct In so concluding. 

(b) The Substantial Benef;t Theory 

As we indicated in our opinion in D'Amico v. Board of Medical Examiners, supra. 11 Cal.3d 1. 
25. -:.'the courts have fashioned another nonstatutory exception to the general rule on the 
award of attorneys fees. This exception, which may be viewed as an outgrowth of the . 
"common fund" doctrine, permits the award of fees when the litigant, proceeding In a 
representative [***18] capacity, obtains a decision resulting in the conferral of a 
"substantial benefit" of a pecuniary or nonpecuniary nature. In such circumstance, the court, 
in the exercise of its equitable discretion, thereupon may decree that under dictates of justice 
those receiVing the benefit should contribute to the costs of its production. Although of fairly 
recent development in California, this exception to the general rule is now well established in_ 
our law. · 

Although the seminal California case on thi's subject, Fletcher v. A. J. Industries, supra. 266 
Cal.App.2d 313. arose in the context of corporate li_tigation, n8 more recent decisions have 
applied the "substantial benefit" theory in a wide variety of circumstances, including those 
involving governmental defendants. Thus in Knoffv. c;ty etc. of San Francisco, supra. 1 
Cal.App.3d 184. a class action, the plaintiffs had secured the issuance of a writ of mandate 
requiring the board of supervisors to order a full investigation into the loss of property taxes 
during certain previous years, including the identification of taxable property which had 
escaped taxation for any reason, and to take appropriate action to recover the [***19] 
taxes due. The Court of Appeal affirmed a judgment awarding the plaintiffs their attorneys 

. fees out of tax revenues to be collected "in consequence of ... compliance" with the writ of 
mandate ( id. at p. 203), [*39] citing Fletcher for the proposition that the award was 

·, : . 
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proper even in the absence of an existing "fund." 

- - '" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n8 In Fletcher, a stockholders derivative action, the plaintiffs had obtained an order 
approving a settlement guaranteeing a beneficial change in corporate management and 
procedures as well as the arbitration of certain clalms of managerial misconduct, with the 
possibility of future monetary awards. The Court of Appeal, affirming a trial court order 
awarding attorneys fees and costs to the plaintiffs, held that although no specific "fund" had 
been created out of which such fees could be awarded on the "common fund" theory, the 
benefit conferred on the corporation and shareholders justified a shifting of the monetary 
burden of producing that benefit to all those who would enjoy it. The court placed significant 
reliance upon certain dicta in the United States Supreme Court's decision in Sprague v. 
Ticonic Nat. Bank, supra, 307 U.S. 161, 166-167 [83 L.Ed. 1184, 1186-1187]. (See generally 
Dawson, Lawyers and Involuntary Clients: Attorney Fees from Funds, supra, 87 Harv.L.Rev. 
1597, 1609-1611.) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [***20] 

In the more recent case ofMandel v. Hodges (1976) 54 Cal.App.3d 596 [127 Cal.Rptr. 244], 
the plaintiff, a state employee, had successfully challenged the state's practice of giving its 
employees time off with pay on Good Friday as a violation of constitutional prohibitions 
against the establishment of religion. The Court of Appeal, affirming an award of attorneys 
fees against the state, held that a substantial benefit had accrued to the state in the form of 
the future saving of funds formerly expended for work not performed, and that the trial court, 
exercising its equitable powers [**1310] in a suit brought in a representative capacity, had 
properly shifted the cost burden of producing that benefit to the party enjoying it. 

Finally, in Card v. Community Redevelopment Agency (1976) 61 Cal.App.3d 570 [131 
Cal.Rptr. 153], the plaintiff taxpayers had secured a judgment declaring invalid a city 
ordinance purporting to amend an existing redevelopment plan by including areas not 
covered by the original plan. As a result, certain property tax increment revenues otherwise 
payable to the redevelopment agency under the amending ordinance became available to 
various [***21] city and county taxing agencies. The Court of Appeal approved a portion 
of the judgment awarding attorneys fees to be paid by the various taxing agencies in 
proportion to their respective shares in the tax increment funds, holding that "[this] result 
substantially benefits the affected taxing agencies, named in the judgment (and through 
them their taxpayers), since it reduces both the occasion for the [redevelopment agency's] 
expenditure of such funds and the [agency's] source of such funds as well." (61 Cal.App.3d at 
p. 583.) 

(See fn. 10.) Relying on these and other n9 cases, plaintiffs and their attorneys urge that 
the award in this case was justified on the [*40] "substantial benefit" rationale and that the 

- trial court erred in concluding otherwise. nl0 In urging that such a benefit was conferred 
upon the state as a result of this litigation, they make reference to various factual findings of 
the trial court on the general subject, the most significant of which are [**1311] set forth 
in the margin. nll To the extent, however, [*41] that the subject findings are susceptible 
of the reading that substantial benefits in the form of [***22] increased educational 
opportunities have been bestowed upon the school children of this state as a necessary result 
of the Serrano decision -- or that benefits in the form of tax savings have been bestowed 
upon the taxpayers -- they are without support. The fundamental holding of Serrano -- i.e., 
that the existing school finance system, insofar as it operates to deny equality of educational 
opportunity to the school children of this state, is thereby violative of state equal-protection 
guarantees -- does nothing in and of itself to assure that concrete "benefits" will accrue to 
anyone. Only in the event that implementing legislation, in establishing the equality of 
educational opportunity required by Serrano, does so at a level higher than that presently 
enjoyed by the least favored student under the present system will concrete "benefits" accrue 
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to any school child; only in the event that that level rises above the level of opportunity 
available to the most favored student under the present system will the required "benefits" 
accrue to all of the school children. By the same token, relative "benefits" to taxpayers will 
depend wholly upon the tax structure [***23] that the Legislature chooses to establish in 
order to finance Its new system. In short, concrete "benefits" can accrue to the state or its 
citizens in the wake of Serrano only insofar as the Legislature, in its implementation of the 
command of equality which that case represents, chooses to bestow them. n12 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n9 Among the federal decisions relied upon by plaintiffs and their attorneys are Hall v. Cole 
(1973) 412 U.S. 1 [36 L.Ed.2d 702. 93 S.Ct. 1943]. and Newman v. State of Alabama (M.D. 
Ala. 1972) 349 F.Supp. 278. In Hall the United States Supreme Court held that a former 
union member whose legal action had had the effect of establishing certain rights of free 
speech within the union was entitled to attorneys fees on the "substantial benefit'' theory 
because the plaintiff, "by vindicating his own right of free speech .•. [had] necessarily 
rendered a substantial service to his union as an institution and to all of its members ... 
[and] reimbursement of [his] attorneys' fees out of the union treasury simply shifts the costs 
of litigation to 'the class that has benefited from them and that would have had to pay them 
had it brought the suit."' (412 U.S. at pp. 8-9 [36 L.Ed;2d at p. 7091, fn. omitted.) In 
Newman, where a class action brought by state prisoners had resulted in a holding that 
inadequate medical treatment afforded them constituted cruel and unusual punishment 
within the meaning of the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments, fees were awarded against 
the state on this theory "because of the positive benefit resulting to the plaintiffs and the 
members of plaintiffs' class." (349 F.Supp. at p. 286, Italics added.) However the judgment 
as it related to attorneys fees was subsequently vacated and remanded for reconsideration in 
light of the intervening decisions in Alyeska Pioeline Co. v. Wilderness Society, supra. 421 · 
U.S. 240 (to be discussed infra) and Edelman v. Jordan (1974) 415 U.S. 651 (39 L.Ed.2d 
662, 94 S.Ct. 1347]. In Alyeska +the high court, choosing to treat the "substantial benefit" 
rule as a part of the "common fund" exception, had clearly indicated that fees could be 
awarded under this rationale only "from the fund or property itself or directly from the other 
parties enjoying the benefit" (421 U.S. at p. 257 [44 L.Ed.2d at p. 153], italics added, fn. 
omitted), thus suggesting that the approach adopted in Newman was erroneous under the 
federal rule. [***24] 

nl0 Although the trial court found that sut;,stantlal benefits had been bestowed on the state's 
public school children and taxpayers by Serrano (see fn. 11, post, and accompanying text) it 
concluded that fees could not be awarded on the "substantial benefit11 theory because no such 
benefit had accrued to "the defendants in this case." While we believe, as we explain infra, 
that the trial court properly declined to base its award on this theory, we are also convinced 
of the correctness of plaintiffs' argument that such an award does not depend upon 
substantial benefi to the defendant. Despite the fact that the trial court's position on this 
point may find some support in the language of D'Amico and other cases, we have concluded 
that the proper rule -- as reflected in the Court of Appeal cases we have reviewed --
+" [permits] reimbursement [of attorneys fees] In cases where the litigation has conferred a 
substantial benefit on the members of an ascertainable class, and where the court's 
jurisdiction over the subject matter of the suit makes possible an award that will operate to 
spread the costs proportionately among them. 11 

( Mills y. Electric Auto~Lite ( 1970) 396 U. s. 
375. 393-394 [24 L.Ed.2d 593. 607, 90 S.Ct. 6161; see generally Comment, Equal Access, 
supra, 122 U.Pa.L.Rev. 636, 662-666,) [***25] · 

nll The court found, inter alia: "5. Plaintiffs have rendered substantial service to the State 
Defendants and to the taxpayers of the State generally by bringing defendants into 
compliance with the mandate of the State Constitution and by securing for defendants and 
taxpayers the benefits assumed to f_low from a nondiscriminatory educational system." 

"139. The class of children directly benefited by S_errano consists of all children in the State of 
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California who are enrolled in and attending public elementary and secondary schools except 
those in the intervening defendant districts." 

"140. The plaintiff parent-taxpayers class benefited by Serrano consists of all parents of 
children in the California public school system who were also owners of real property 
assessed for taxes." 

"141. Millions of school children and taxpayers other than the named plaintiffs will benefit 
from the results obtained by plaintiffs in this litigation." 

"142. An award of attorneys' fee against the State Defendants will, in effect, spread the costs 
of the present litigation among those who have benefited from it." 

"164. Millions of school children and taxpayers of California will benefit in the years to come 
as a result of Serrano." 

"166. The benefits of equal education obtained by this case will be multiplied throughout the 
lives of the children of this state, leading to more equal job opportunities and greater ability 
to participate in the social, cultural and political activity of our society. 11 

"167. The State itself will benefit from the equalization and upgrading of education as a result 
of Serrano." · 

"176. The State Defendants to some extent benefit from the increased equity and rationality 
in the taxing system and from a more equitable educational system for the children of this 
State, both of which are results of Serrano." [***26] 

n12 We are aware, of course, that the Legislature has recently passed and the Governor 
signed into law an urgency measure directed toward meeting the demands of Serrano. 
(Stats. 1977, ch. 894.) To the extent that this measure will ultimately result in an 
improvement in educational opportunity for some or all of the state's school children, such 
improvement will have been brought about by legislative rather than judicial action. 

The trial court, in announcing Its decision, stated the matter thus: "But one question In this 
particular case is although there has been a great benefit, undoubtedly, to all of the citizens 
of the State, has there been any creation of a type of fund or saving of money? On the 
contrary, all of the argument has been it is going to cost the taxpayers millions of dollars 
more in order to carry out the Court's decision. Now, it can do that if it is carried out in one 
way. I don't know what the Supreme Court.will say, but I will carefully point out in the 
approach which I took, which was that the Constitution will guarantee equality of educational 
opportunity but no minimum level, and the billions of dollars that we are talking about 
depends upon the decision to bring all school districts in terms of income up to where Beverly 
Hills is. That is a political decision, in my opinion, and not a constitutional one. If the financial 
affairs of the State won't support such a decision, then I could well see a different approach, 
in which all school districts would be at a much lower level to come within the State's 
finances." (Italics added.) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [***27] 

[*42] .[~*1312] It is also urged, however, that while Serrano may not have had the 
direct effect of producing increased educational opportunity or tax savings, it did produce 
benefits of a conceptual or doctrinal character which are shared by the state as a whole. 
Certain findings of the trial court -- notably those numbered 5, 167, and 176 (set forth in fn. 
11, ante) -- support this contention. Common sense as well speaks in favor of the proposition 
that piaintiffs and their attorneys, as a result of the Serrano litigation, have rendered an 
enormous service to the state and all: ofits citizens by Insuring that the state educational 
financing system shall be brought into conformity yvith the equal protection provisions of our 
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state Constitution so that the degree of educational opportunity available to the school 
children of this state will no longer be dependent upon the taxable wealth of the district in 
which each student lives. We have concluded, however, that to award fees on the 
"substantial benefit" theory on the basis of considerations of this nature -- separate and apart 
from any consideration of actual and concrete benefits bestowed -- would be to extend 
[***28] that theory beyond its rational underpinnings. n13 If the effectuation of 

constitutional or statutory policy, without more, is to serve as a sufficient basis for the award 
of attorneys fees in this state, the rationale for such awards must be found in a theory more 
directly concerned with considerations of this nature. n is to such a theory that we now turn. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n13 The decisions of the United States Supreme Court in Mills v. Electric Auto-Lite, supra, 
396 U.S. 375, and Hall v. Cole, supra, 412 U.S. 1, are not inconsistent with this conclusion. 
In each of those cases a concrete benefit, in the form of informed corporate suffrage in Mills, 
and enhanced union free speech rights in Hall, had been achieved by the litigation and 
bestowed upon the entities against which fees were awarded. (Cf. generally Dawson, Lawyers 
and Involuntary Clients in PubUc Interest litigation, supra, 88 Harv.L.Rev. 849, 863-870.) In 
the instant case, on the other hand, the command of equality emerging from the litigation 
will afford little more than philosophic comfort to anyone in the absence of a legislative 
decision to achieve that equality by raising the disadvantaged to the level of the favored, 
rather than vice versa. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [***29] 

III 

In D'Amico v. Board of Medical Examiners, supra, 11 Cal.3d 1, plaintiffs had sought an award 
of fees not only on the "common fund" and "substantial benefit" theories but also on two 
additional theories, both of which were grounded largely on federal case law. The first of 
these, Involving awards against an opponent who has maintained an unfounded action or 
defense 1"in bad faith, vexatiously, wantonly or for oppressive reasons"' (11 Cal.3d at p. 26), 
is not involved in the instant case and we do not address ourselves to it. However, the 
second, the [ *43] so-called "private attorney general" concept, was adopted by the trial 
court as the basis for its award, and we are now called upon to determine its applicability in 
this jurisdiction. 

In addressing ourselves to the "private attorney general" theory in D'Amico, we said "This 
concept, as we understand it, seeks to encourage suits effectuating a strong congressional or 
national policy by awarding substantial attorney's fees, regardless of defendants' conduct, to 
those who successfully bring such suits and thereby bri_ng about benefits to a broad class of 
citizens." (11 Cal.3d at p. 27.) Noting, however, that [***30] such doctrine was then 
under examination by the United States Supreme Court, we thought it prudent to await "an 
announcement by the high court concerning its limits and contours on the federal level" (id.) 
before determining Its possible applicability in this jurisdiction. 

The announcement has now been made. In Alyeska Pipeline Co. v. Wilderness Society, supra. 
421 U.S. 240, n14 [**1313] a five to two opinion authored by Justice White, the Supreme 
court held that the awarding of attorneys fees on a "private attorney general" theory, in the 
absence of express statutory authorization, did not lie within the equitable jurisdiction of the 
federal courts. Such awards, the court held, "would make major Inroads on a policy matter 
that Congress has reserved for itself." (421 U.S. at p. 269 [44 L.Ed.2d at p. 159].) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n14 The case involving this question which was before the high court at the time of D'Amico 
was later vacated on other grounds. ( Bradley v. School Board ofRichmond. Virginia (E,D.Va . 
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1971) 53 F.R.D. 28. revd. (4th Cir. 1972) 472 F.2d 318, vacated on other grounds (1974) 
.ilfi U.S. 696 (40 L.Ed.2d 476, 94 S.Ct. 2006].} 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [***31] 

The high court rested its conclusion on two bases. The first, involving the interpretation of an 
1853 court costs act, need not long concern us here, for the act in question (presently 28 
U.S.C. §§ 1920, 1923) bears little resemblance to the governing statute in this state, section 
1021 of the Code of Clvil Procedure. In any event the fashioning of equitable exceptions to 
the statutory rule to be applied in California is a matter within the sole competence of this 
court. n15 The second basis on which the Supreme Court grounded its decision, however, 
dealing with the manageability and fairness of such awards in the absence of legislative 
guidance, goes directly to the heart of the determination here before us. The making of such 
awards in the absence of statutory authorization, the high court indicated, would leave the 
courts "free to [*44] fashion drastic new rules with respect to the allowance of attorneys' 
fees to the prevailing party ... or to pick and choose among plaintiffs and the statutes under 
which they sue and to award fees in some cases but not in others, depending upon the 
courts' assessment of the importance of the public policies Involved in particular [***32] 
cases." (421 U.S. at p. 269 (44 L.Ed.2d at pp. 159-160].) This, the court suggested, would 
represent an unacceptable and unwise intrusion of the judicial branch of government into the 
domain of the Leglslature. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n15 This was expressly recognized by the high court in A/yeska itself. (See 421 U.S. at p. 
259, fn. 31 [44 L.Ed.2d at p. 154].) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

It is with this consideration foremost in mind that we must assess the arguments advanced 
by plaintiffs and amici curiae in support of our adoption of the "private attorney general" 
concept in our state. Those arguments may be briefly summarized as follows: In the complex 
society in which we live it frequently occurs that citizens in great numbers and across a broad · 
spectrum have interests in common. These, while of enormous significance to the society as a 
whole, do not involve the fortunes of a single individual to the extent necessary to encourage 
their private vindication in the courts. Although there are within the executive branch of the 
government offices and (***33] institutions (exemplified by the Attorney General) whose 
function it is to represent the general public in such matters and to ensure proper 
enforcement, for various reasons the burden of enforcement is not always adequately carried 
by those offices and institutions, rendering some sort of private action imperative. Because 
the issues Involved in such litigation are often extremely complex and their presentation 
time-consuming and costly, the availability of representation of such public interests by 
private attorneys acting pro bono pub./ico is limited. Only through the appearance of "public 
interest" law firms funded by public and foundation monies, argue plaintiffs and amici, has it 
been possible to secure representation on any large scale. The firms in question, however, 
are not funded to the extent necessary for the representation of all such deserving interests, 
and as a resu It many worthy causes of this nature are without adequate representation under 
present circumstances. One solution, so the argument goes, within the equitable powers of 
the judiciary to provide, is the award of substantial attorneys fees to those public-interest 
litlg~nts and their attorneys [**1314] [***34] (whether private attorneys acting pro 
bono publico or members of "public interest" law firms) who are successful in such cases, to 
the end that support may be provided for the representation of interests of similar character 
In future litigation. · 

ln the several cases in which the courts, persuaded by these and similar arguments, have 
granted fees on the "private attorney general" [*45] theory; various formulations .of the 
rule have appeared. 'i'In spite of variations in .emphasis, all of these formulations seem to 
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suggest that there are three basic factors to be considered in awarding fees on this theory. 
These are in general: (1) the strength or societal importance of the public policy vindicated 
by the litigation, (2) the necessity for private enforcement and th~ magnitude of the resultant 
burden on the plaintiff, (3) the number of people standing to benefit from the decision. (See 
generally, Comment, Equal Access, supra, 122 U.Pa.L.Rev. 636, 666-674.) n16 Thus it seems 
to be contemplated that if a trial court, in ruling that a motion for fees upon this theory, 
determines that the litigation has resulted in the vindication of a strong or societally 
Important [***35] public policy, that the necessary costs of securing this result transcend 
the individual plaintiff's pecuniary Interest to an extent requiring subsidization, and that a 
substantial number of persons stand to benefit from the decision, the court may exercise its 
equitable powers to award attomey fees on this theory. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n16 A fourth factor, suggested by Justice Marshall in his dissenting opinion in Alyeska, was 
the extent to which 11shifting [the cost of litigation] to the defendant would effectively place it 
on a class that benefits from the litigation." (421 U.S. at p. 285 (44 L.Ed.2d at p. 169].) The 
majority, however, in responding to this suggestion, point out that to impose this limitation 
would result in an expanded version of the "substantial benefit" rule rather than a true 
"private attorney general" rationale. "When Congress has provided for allowance of attorneys' 
fees for the private attorney general," the majority stated, "It has Imposed no such common
fund conditions upon the award. The dissenting opinion not only errs in finding authority in 
the courts to award attorneys' fees, without legislative guidance, to those plaintiffs the courts 
are willing to recognize as private atton:1eys general, but also disserves that basis for fee 
shifting by imposing a limiting condition characteristic of other justifications." ( 421 U.S. at p. 
265, fn. 39 [44 L.Ed.2d at p, 157].) We find this reasoning persuasive. The "private attorney 
general" theory must be accepted or rejected on its own merits -- i.e., as a theory rewarding 

· the effectuation of significant policy -- rather than as a policy-oriented extension of the 
"substantial benefit" theory burdened with the limitations of that rationale. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [***36] 

It is at once apparent that a consideration of the first factor may in instances present 
difficulties since it is couched in generic terms, contains no specific objective standards and 
nevertheless calls for a subjective evaluation by the judge hearing the motion as to whether 
the litigation before the court has vindicated a public pollcy sufficiently strong or important to 
warrant an award of fees. We are aware of the apprehension voiced in some critiques that 
trial courts, whose function it is to apply existing law, will be thrust into the role of making 
assessments of the relative strength or weakness of public policies furthered by their 
decisions and of determining at the same time which public policy should be encouraged by 
an award of fees, and which not -- a role closely approaching that of the legislative function. 
(See generally, Comment, [*46] Equal Access, supra, 122 U.Pa.L.Rev. 636, 670-671; 
Comment, The Supreme Court, 1974 Term (1975) 89 Harv.L.Rev. 1, 178-180.) n17 Since 
generally speaking the enactment of a statute entails in a sense the declaration of a public 
policy, it is arguable that, where it contains no provision for the awarding of attorney fees, 
[***37] the Legislature [**1315] was of the view that the public policy involved did not 

. warrant such encouragement. A judicial evaluation, then, of the strength or importance of 
such statutorily based policy presents difficult and sensitive problems whose resolution by the 
courts may be of questionable propriety. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..: - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

nl 7 Thus In rejecting .the private attorney general theory in Alyeska, the high court declared 
that such a rule "would make major inroads on a policy matter that Congress has reserved 
for Itself" and that federal courts "are not free to fashion drastic new rules with respect to the 
allowance of attorneys' fees to the p:revailing party in federal litigation or to pick and choose 
among plaintlffs and the statutes .under which they sue and to award fees in some cases but 
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not in others, depending upon tile courts' assessment of the importance of the public policies 
involved in particular cases." ( Alyeska Pipeline Co. v. Wilderness Society, supra, 421 U.S. 
240, 269 [44 L.Ed.2d 141, 159-160].) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Such [***38] difficulties, however, are not present in the instant case. The trial court, in 
awarding fees to plaintiffs, found that the public policy advanced by this litigation was not 
one grounded in statute but one grounded in the state Constitution. Thus, the trial court 
concluded as a matter of law: "If as a result of the efforts of plaintiffs' attorneys rights 
created or protected by the State Constitution are protected to the benefit of a large number 
of people, plaintiffs' attorneys are entitled to reasonable attorney's fees from the defendants 
under the private attorney general equitable doctrine." (Italics added.) (See fn. 18.) Its 
factual findings, which are not here challenged, establish that the interests here furthered 
were constitutional in stature. n18 Those findings also make clear that the benefits flowing 
from this adjudication are to be widely enjoyed among the citizens of this [*47] state n19 
and that the nature of the litigation was such that subsidization of the plaintiffs Is justified in 
the event of their victory. n20 In these circumstances we conclude that an award of attorneys 
fees to plaintiffs and their attorneys was proper under [***39] the theory posited by the 
trial court. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n18 The trial court found, inter alia, that "[the] plaintiffs ... have proven that the sum of 
money available for public education in California is not being spent in accordance with the 
California Constitution" and that "[the] efforts of plaintiffs' attorneys ... have assured that 
the billions of dollars spent every year in California on education will be spent in accordance 
with the California Constitution." 

The determination that the public policy vindicated is one of constitutional stature will not, of 
course, be in itself sufficient to support an award of fees on the theory here considered. Such 
a determination simply establishes the first of the three elements requisite to the award (i.e., 
the relative societal importance of the public policy vindicated). (See text accompanying fn. 
16, ante.) Only if it is also shown (2) that the necessity for private enforcement in the 
circumstances has placed upon the plaintiff a burden out of proportion to his individual stake 
in the matter, and (3) that the benefits flowing from such enforcement are to be wldely 
enjoyed among the state's citizens -- only then will an award on the "private attorney 
general" theory be justified. [***40] 

n19 The trial court found, for example, that "Serrano protects the right of every California 
child to receive a quality of education not dependent on the wealth of the school district in 
which he or she lives," and that "Serrano guarantees that the correlation between tax effort 
and educational quality will be equal for all children and taxpayers throughout the State of 
California." 

n20 The trial court found, for example, that "[the] plaintiffs in Serrano individually did not 
have the resources to retain counsel to vindicate their rights to equitable educational and 
taxation systems," and that "[because] of the nature of the constitutional rights involved in 
this case, neither the California Attorney General nor any other public or governmental 
counsel could reasonably have been expected to institute litigation to vindicate the rights 
asserted by the plaintiffs in this case." 

- - - - - - - .:. - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

So holding, we need not, and do not, address the question as to whether courts may award 
attorney fees under the "private attorney general" theory, where the litigation at hand has 
vindicated a public [***41] policy having a statutory, as opposed to, a constitutional basis . 
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The resolution of this question must be left for an appropriate case. 

In sum, we hold that in the light of the circumstance of the instant case, the trial court acted 
within the proper limits of its inherent equitable powers when it concluded that reasonable 
attorneys fees should be awarded to plaintiffs1 attorneys n21 on the 11private attorney 
general" theory. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n21 The propriety of a direct award to the plaintiffs' attorney, rather than to plaintiffs 
themselves, in the exercise of the court's equitable powers, is no longer questioned in the 
federal courts. (See Central R. R. & Banking Co. v. Pettus (1885) 113 U.S. 116, 124-125 [28 
L.Ed. 915. 918. 5 S.Ct. 387]: Brandenberger v. Thompson (9th Cir. 1974) 494 F.2d 885, 
889; Miller v. Amusement Enterprises, Inc. (5th Cir. 1970) 426 F.2d 534. 539 [16 A.LR.Fed. 
613]: Townsend v. Edelman (7th Cir. 1975) 518 F.2d 116. 122-123; see Comment, Awards 
of Attorney's Fees to Legal Aid Offices (1973) 87 Harv.L.Rev. 411, 422.) The equity powers of 
California courts are no less expansive In this respect. (See Knoff v. City etc. of San 
Francisco, supra, 1 Cal.Ap_p_.Jd 184, 203-204; Horn v. Swoap (1974) 41 Cal.App.3d 375. 383-
384 (116 Cal.Rptr. 113].) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [***42] 

IV 

It should be clear from what we have said above that the eligibility of plaintiffs' [**1316] 
attorneys for the award of fees granted in this case is not affected under the "private attorney 
general" theory by the fact that plalntiffs are under no obligation to pay fees to their 
attorneys, or the further fact that plaintiffs' attorneys receive funding from charitable or 
[*48] public sources. Because the basic rationale underlying the "private attorney general" 

theory which we here adopt seeks to encourage the presentation of meritorious constitutional 
claims affecting large numbers of people, and because In many cases the only attorneys 
equipped to present such claims are those in funded "public interest" law firms, a denial of 
the benefits of the rule to such attorneys would be essentially inconsistent with the rule itself. 
(See generally Comment, Awards of Attorney's Fees to Legal Aid Offices, supra, 87 
Harv.L.Rev. 411.) The propriety of such awards under statutory provisions is already well
established in this state (see Horn v. Swoap, supra. 41 Ca1.App.3d 375, 383-384; Trout v. 
Carleson (1974) 37 Cal.App.3d 337. 342-343 [112 Cal.Rptr. 282]). [***43] and similar 
considerations are applicable when the award is made under the court's equitable powers. 

V 

We reject the contention of Public Advocates, Inc. n22 that the fee awarded it was inadequate 
in light of all the circumstances. It is urged that the trial court, in limiting its award to Public 
Advocates to the admittedly substantial amount of $ 400,000, failed to take adequate 
account of the novelty and extreme difficulty of this litigation, Its extremely contingent 
character, the significance of the issues determined, and the standard which the award in this 
case will set for similar awards in future cases. However, the record clearly indicates that the 
court considered all of these factors, among• many others, in making its determination. 
Fundamental to its determination -- and properly so n23 -- was a careful compilation of the 
time spent and reasonable hourly compensation of each attorney and certified law student 
involved in the presentation of the case. That compilation yielded a total dollar figure of$ 
571,172.50, of which$ 225;662.50 was applicable to Public Advocates, Inc.,$ 320,710 to 
Western Center on Law and Poverty, and $ 24,800 to [*49] time [***44] spent by 
certified law students .. Using these figures as a touchstone, the court then took into 
consideration various relevant factors, of which some militated in favor of augmentation and 
some in favor of diminution. Among these factors were: (1) the novelty and difficulty of the 
questions Involved, and the skill displayed in pres~nting them; (2) the extent to which the 
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nature of the litigation precluded other employment by the attorneys; (3) the contingent 
nature of the fee award, both from the point of view of eventual victory on the merits and the 
point of view of establishing eligibility for an award; (4) the fact that an award against the 
state would ultimately [**1317] fall upon the taxpayers; (5) the fact that the attorneys in 
question received public and charitable funding for the purpose of bringing law suits of the 
character here involved; n24 (6) the fact that the monies awarded would inure not to the 
individual benefit of the attorneys involved but the organizations by which they are 
employed; and (7) the fact that in the court's view the two law firms involved had 
approximately an equal share in the success of the litigation. Taking all of these factors into 
consideration, [***45] the court proceeded to make a total award in the amount of$ 
800,000, to be shared equally by each of the two law flrms representing plaintiffs. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n22 As indicated above, Western Center on Law and Poverty does not join in this contention. 

n23 We are of the view that the following sentiments of the United States Court of Appeals 
for the Second Circuit, although uttered in the context of an antitrust class action, are wholly 
apposite here: +"The starting point of every fee award, once It is recognized that the court's 
role in equity is to provide just compensation for the attorney, must be a calculation of the 
attorney's services in terms of the time he has expended on the case. Anchoring the analysis 
to this concept is the only way of approaching the problem that can claim objectivity, a claim 
which is obviously vital to the prestige of the bar and the courts." ( Citv of Detroit v. Grinnell 
Corp. (2d Cir. 1974) 495 F.2d 448, 470: see also Undy Bros. Bldrs., Inc. of Phi/a. v. American 
R. & 5. San. Corp. (3d Cir. 1973) 487 F.2d 161. 167-169: see generally Dawson, Lawyers 
and Involuntary Clfents in Public Interest Litigation, supra, 88 Harv.L.Rev. 849, especially pp. 
925-929.) [***46] 

n24 +While as we have Indicated the fact of public or foundational support should not have 
any relevance to the question of eligibility for an award, we believe that it may properly be 
considered In determining the size of the award. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

+The "experienced trial judge is the best judge of the value of professional services rendered 
in his court, and while his judgment is of course subject to review, it will not be disturbed 
unless the appellate court is convinced that it is clearly wrong." ( Harrison v. Bloomfield 
Building lQQJJstries, Inc. (6th ctr. 1970) 435 F.2d 1192. 1196; see Mandel v. Hodges. supra, 
54 Cal.App.3d 596. 624.) We find no abuse of discretion here. 

VI. 

As indicated at the outset of this opinion, in Serrano II we specifically reserved jurisdiction for 
the purpose of determining plaintiffs' motion filed In this court on January 28, 1977, for 
attorneys' fees for services rendered in connection with the Serrano II appeal-which appeal 
was prosecuted only by certain officers of the County of Los Angeles and certain intervening 
school districts. (See 18 [***47] Cal.3d at p. 777.} On July 7, 1977, plaintiffs filed a letter 
request, which we treat as a supplementary.motion, seeking additional fees for services 
rendered in opposing an unsuccessful petition for writ of certiorari filed by the aforesaid 
appellants in the United States Supreme Court. Final-ly, on October 31, 1977, plaintiffs filed a 
motion in this court for attorneys' fees for services [*SO] rendered in connection with the 
instant appeal-which appeal was prosecuted only by certain state officers. All of these 
motions are now before us for decision. We have determined, however, in the interest of 
avoiding further delay In the finality of the instant decision while permitting all parties to be 
fully heard in these matters, that all of the aforesaid motions should be remanded to the trial 
court with directions to hear and determine them in light of the principles set forth in this 
opinion. (See Bozung v. Local Agency Formation C~m. (1975) 13 Cal.3d 483, 485; No Oil, 
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Inc _ _v. City of Los Angeles (1975) 13 Cal.3d 486. 487.) In each instance, the award of 
attorneys' fees, if any, shall be made and assessed only against said defendants and 
appellants appealing [***48] in the respective appeal, or such of them as the trial court in 
the exercise of its equitable discretion shall determine. 

The order concerning attorneys' fees filed August 1, 1975 is affirmed. The cause is remanded 
to the trial court with directions to hear and determine plaintiffs' motions for attorneys' fees 
filed in this court on January 28, 1977, July 7, 1977, and October 31, 1977, in conformity 
with the views herein expressed and to make and enter all necessary and appropriate orders. 

DISSENTBY: RICHARDSON; CL.ARK 

DISSENT: RICHARDSON, J. I respectfully dissent. In the absence of any statutory authority 
therefor, the majority awards substantial attorneys' fees to plaintiffs on the grnund that 
plaintiffs' counsel acted in the capacity of "private attorneys general" in vindicating 
constitutional rights for a large segment of our state's population. I have previously, in my 
[**1318] dissenting opinion in Serrano II ( Serrano v. Priest (1976) 18 Cal.3d 728, 777-

785 [135 Ca1.Rptr. 345. 557 P.2d 929]), expressed the reasons for my disagreement with the 
majority's premise that plaintiffs were denied equal protection of the laws under the state 
Constitution. 

However, [***49] accepting as I must the Serrano II holding of a constitutional 
infringement, again with due deference, In considering the majority's proposed "private 
attorney general" doctrine, I find more persuasive the rationale of the United States Supreme 
Court expressed recently in A/yeska Pipeline Co. v. Wilderness Society (1975) 421 U.S. 240 
[44 L.Ed.2d 141. 95 S.Ct. 1612], in which it declined to approve the doctrine in the absence 
of statutory guidance in this area. In passing, I note a [*51] touch of irony in the fact that 
very recently we likewise and unanimously refused an invitation to adopt the identical 
"private attorney general" doctrine herein approved by the majority, observing that "the 
doctrine is currently under examination by the United States Supreme Court ..• and, 
pending an announcement by the high court concerning its limits and contours on the federal 
level, we decline to consider its possible application In this state." ( D'Amico v. Board of 
Medical Examiners (1974} 11 Cal.3d 1, 27 [112 cal.Rptr. 786, 520 P.2d 10].) The Supreme 
Court now has spoken, but the majority, ignoring its awaited reasoning and lessons, adopts a 
rule which the high [***50] court carefully considered and rejected. To me, Alyeska's 
thesis Is both compelling and fully applicable here for reasons which I briefly develop. 

First, the high court noted that "Although ... Congress has made specific provision for 
attorneys' fees under certain federal statutes, it has not changed the general statutory rule 
that allowances for counsel fees are limited to the sums specified by the costs statute." ( 421 
U.S. at pp. 254-255 [44 L.Ed.2d at pp. 151-152],) The high tribunal, cognizant of broad 
congressional authority over the matter of attorneys' fees and court costs, reasoned further 
that "Under this scheme of things, it is apparent that the circumstances under which 
attorneys' fees are to be awarded and the range of discretion of the courts in making those 
awards are matters for Congress to determine." ( Id., at p. 262 [44 L.Ed.2d at p. 156], fn. 
omitted.) 

Similarly, California, acting through its Legislature in parallel fashion, has expressly limited 
the manner of the award of attorneys' fees. "Except as attorney's fees are specifically 
provided for by statute, the measure and mode of compensation ... is left to the agreement, 
express [***51] or implied, of the parties .•.. " (Code Civ. Proc., § 1021, italics added.) 
As with the Congress under the federal scheme, the California Legislature has clearly and 
"specifically provided ~ .. by statute" for attorneys' fees to be recovered in particular actions; 
as examples, in the Code of Civil Procedure, defamation (§ 836), condemnation, 
abandonment and dis.missal (§ 1268.610), wage claim in municipal court(§ 1031), partition 
(§ 874.010, subd. (a)), and, in the Civil Code, dissolution of marriage(§ 4370). It has not 
elected as yet to provide for such recovery in actions such as the present one. The federal 
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and California patterns are closely parallel. I think the better procedure is to accept the 
A/yeska model and, by recognizing the demonstrated legislative interest, to refrain from 
developing our own nonstatutory bases for such awards, thus deferring to the Legislature in 
this area in the same manner as the Supreme Court has deferred to the Congress. 

[*52] ;5ec.ond, I am further persuaded of the wisdom of the Alyeska reasoning by the high 
tribunal's anticipation of the very considerable difficulty which courts would experience in 
attempting to "pick and [***52] choose," among the multitudinous enactments, those 
particular statutes in which the public policy at Issue is sufficiently "important [**1319) " 
to justify recovery on a "private attorney general" theory. The Supreme Court voiced its 
legitimate concern in these words: "[It] would be difficult, indeed, for the courts, without 
legislative guidance, to consider some statutes important and others unimportant and to 
allow attorneys' fees only in connection with the former." (421 U.S. at pp. 263-264 [44 
L.Ed.2d at p. 1571.} We face identical obstacles which are not lowered because they are of 
state rather than federal origin. 

Furthermore, and finally, the majority's proposed refinement, limiting awards to cases 
involving constitutional rights, fails to avoid the pitfalls readily foreseen in Alyeska. A glance 
at our state Constitution discloses in article I alone, numerous "rights" of varying degrees of 
importance, ranging from the inalienable right to life, liberty and property(§ 1) to the right 
to fish in public waters (§ 25). Each of them presumably is a "constitutional" right. 

Will the ambit of "rights" to which the doctrine applies be narrow or wide ranging? The 
· [***53) majority recognizes the need for refinement and limitation of the principle but 
defers the difficult inquiry for an appropriate case," finding that the present matter has a 
constitutional rather than a statutory basis. One's lingering unease is not entirely allayed, 
however, since the majority in Serrano II in the course of its determination of those rights 
which it deemed "fundamental" for equal protection purposes stated, "Suffice it to say that 
we are constrained no more by inclination than by authority to gauge the importance of 
rights and interests affected by legislative classifications wholly through determining the 
extent to which they are 'explicitly or implicitly guaranteed' ... by the terms of our 
compendious, comprehensive, and distinctly mutable state Constitution. 11 

( Serrano v. Priest, 
supra. 18 Cal.3d 728, 767, fn. omitted.) The inescapable meaning of the foregoing language 
is that the "importance," nature and quality of "constitutional rights," in the sense used by 
the majority, is "open ended" --- a right is not necessarily "fundamental" merely because it is 
Incorporated In the state Constitution. If such is the case, it is exceedingly difficult [***54] 
to understand why, for purposes of applying the "private attorney general" concept, 
vindication of every such "constitutional" right will be considered important enough to qualify 
for an award of attorneys' fees. 

[*53] In view of the foregoing considerations at'\d uncertainties, and particularly because of 
the force and clear legislative expression of section 1021 of the Code of Civil Procedure, and 
the cogent analysis of the United States Supreme Court in Alyeska, it seems to me much 
wiser to await further legislative guidance on the matter of attorneys' fees. In the final 
analysis, and as a practical matter, it is the Legislature, presumably, that must find the funds 
to pay the bill. The absence of any specific legislative authorization Is especially troublesome 
in this case, because substantial sums ($ 800,000) are awarded from the public treasury to 
publicly or charitably supported attorneys to whom the plaintiffs themselves legally owe 
nothing for services. From a policy standpoint, other factors may render this result entirely 
appropriate but those considerations should be legislatively expressed and defined. 

I would reverse the judgment and deny the motion for attorneys' [***55] fees on appeal. 

CLARK J., Dissenting. While joining the dissent of Justice Richardson, I add several 
considerations. Establishing an open-ended monetary-reward program to subsidize lawyers 
who successfully prosecute constitutional litigation, the [**1320] majority opinion usurps 
the legislative function. · 
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The majority opinion points to neither constitutional nor statutory requirement that attorneys 
be compensated for successfully pursuing constitutional litigation in behalf of what they deem 
to be the public interest. Moreover, In the instant case the majority opinion frankly concedes 
that neither taxpayer nor school child is assured of any concrete benefit by the· Serrano II 
decision. nl (Ante, p. 41.) Rather, the majority decide for policy reasons, usually reserved to 
the Legislature, that constitutional litigation should be promoted in circumstances where the 
only real winners can be the subsidized attorneys. If the majority's goal is to promote 
constitutional litigation, they have chosen a productive formula. The majority's view that 
vindication of constitutional rights is Important and that litigation to that end should be 
encouraged is [*54] laudable. [***56) But the majority's financial backing of that view 
constitutes an improper judicial prerogative that is unacceptable. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

nl Essentially Serrano II requires a reallocation of tax resources and of educational funding. 
As pointed out in my dissent ( Serrano II, 18 Cal.3d 728,785 [135 Cal.Rptr. 345, 55/' P.2d 
929]), the reallocation will primarily involve taking from the poor and giving to those more 
economically fortunate. While some taxpayers and some students may be expected to profit 
by Serrano II and others suffer, members of the two groups cannot be precisely identified. 
The award of attorney fees runs against the stte generally with no effort to apportion it 
between winners or losers. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·_ - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Until today, California judges have entertained neither the dream nor the power to endorse a 
particular social program, appropriate the requisite money from the public treasury to fund it, 
and then order payment to those deemed deserving. I have always thought such authority to 
be vested exclusively In the Legislature. [***57] However, if the judiciary is to partake of 
the legislative process, should we not do so in a deliberative, parliamentarian manner? 
Should we not appoint committees and hold public hearings to determine whether, in the 
absence of reward money, charitable foundations, public-spirited attorneys or tax funded law 
firms, like the one before us, will adequately seek to vindicate constitutional rights? We 
should also be informed whether the subsidy will likely produce results commensurate with 
the costs, and whether other methods of financing constitutional lltigation ·might be more 
effective. And the ultimate step in the budget-making process must be taken -- to determine 
whether other Important social programs are more in need of limited tax funds. We, of 
course, have done none of these things because, unlike the Legislature, we are neither 
equipped nor empowered to do so. 

Finally, the majority in recognition of the dangers inherent in the private attorney general 
. concept, purport to limit the concept to only those instances when constitutional rights are 
vindicated in the face of legislative or executive default. Not only is this a limitation without 
bounds, but the reward [***58] becomes nothing more -- nor is it less -- than a bounty for 
searching out and invalidating constitutionally vulnerable legislative or executive action. Our 
Constitution, of course, establishes a government of three equal branches -- legislative, 
executive, and judicial. ls it any more appropriate for the judiciary to offer a bounty for 
legislative or executive hide, than it is for those branches to seek ours? · 
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06373 -
insert: 

04/10/01 9:09 AM 
RN0110942 PAGE 1 
Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 976 

Amendment 1 
on page 2, strike out lines 9 to 13, inclusive, and 

{a) "At-large method of election" means any of the 
following methods of electing members to the governing body of a 
political subdivision, and does not include any method of 
district-based elections: 

(1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction 
elect the members to the governing body. 

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside 
within given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire 
jurisdiction elect the members to the governing body. 

(3) One which combines at-large elections with 
district-based elections. 

Amendment 2 
On page 2, line 17, strike out 11municipal 11 

Amendment 3 

eert: 
On page 2, line 22, strike out ""Municipal political" 

11Political 

Amendment 4 
On page 2, line 23, strike out 11 municipal 11 

Amendment 5 
On page 2, strike out lines 29 to 31, inclusive, and 

insert: 

and 

a difference in the choice of candidates between those who are 
members of a protected class that are preferred by the voters in the 
protected class, and those who are not members of the protected 
class that are preferred by the rest of the electorate. 

Arnendment.6 
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RN0110942 PAGE 2 
Substantive 

on page 2, lines 32 and 33, strike out 11 A municipal 
political subdivision may not be subdivided" and insert: 

An at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied 

Amendment 7 
On page 2, line 35, after "color" insert a comma 

Amendment 8 
On page 2, line 35, after "group" insert: 

, as provided in Section 14028 

Amendment 9 
On page 3, line 3, strike out 11 municipal 11 

Amendment 10 
On page 3, line 10, strike out "municipal" 

• Amendment 11 
On page 3, line 11, after "14027" insert: 

and this section 

Amendment 12 
On page 3, line 18, after 11 14027" insert: 

and this section 

Amendment 13 
On page 3, line 20, strike out "in place of at-large 

districts" 
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insert: 

04/10/01 9:09 AM 
RN0110942 PAGE 1 
Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 976 

Amendment 1 
On page 2, strike out lines 9 to 13, inclusive, and 

(a) "At-large method of election" means any of the 
following methods of electing members to the governing body of a 
political subdivision, and does not include any method of 
district-based elections: 

(1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction 
elect the members to the governing body. 

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside 
within given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire 
jurisdiction elect the members to the governing body. 

(3) One which combines at-large elections with 
district-based elections. 

Amendment 2 
On page 2, line 1 7, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 3 

e3ert: 
On page 2, line 22, strike out "IIMunicipal political" 

"Political 

Amendment 4 
On page 2, line 23, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 5 
On page 2, strike out lines 29 to 31, inclusive, and 

insert: 

and 

a difference in the choice of candidates between those who are 
members of a protected class that are preferred by the voters in the 
protected class, and those who are not members of the protected 
class that are preferred by the rest of the electorate. 

Amendment.6 
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RN0110942 PAGE 2 
Substantive 

On page 2, lines 32 and 33, strike out "A municipal 
political subdivision may not be subdivided" and insert: 

An at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied 

Amendment 7 
On page 2, line 35, after "color" insert a comma 

Amendment 8 
On page 2, line 35, after "group" insert: 

, as provided in Section 14028 

Amendment 9 
On page 3, line 3, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 10 
On page 3, line 10, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 11 
On page 3, line 11, after "14027" insert: 

and this section 

Amendment 12 
On page 3, line 18, after "14027" insert: 

and this section 

Amendment 13 
On page 3, line 20, strike out "in place of at-large 

districts" 
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insert: 

04/10/01 9:09 AM 
RN0110942 PAGE 1 
Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 976 

Amendment 1 
On page 2, strike out lines 9 to 13, inclusive, and 

(a) "At-large method of election" means any of the 
following methods of electing members to the governing body of a 
political subdivision, and does not include any method of 
district-based elections: 

(1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction 
elect the members to the governing body. 

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside 
within given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire 
jurisdiction elect the members to the governing body. 

{3) One which combines at-large elections with 
district-based elections. 

Amendment 2 
On page 2, line 17, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 3 

eert: 
On page 2, line 22, strike out ""Municipal political" 

"Political 

Amendment 4 
On page 2, line 23, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 5 
On page 2, strike out lines 29 to 31, inclusive, and 

insert: 

and 

a difference in the choice of candidates between those who are 
members of a protected class that are preferred by the voters in the 
protected class, and those who are not members of the protected 
class that are preferred by the rest of the electorate. 

Amendment.6 = Ee= 
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RN0110942 PAGE 2 
Substantive 

On page 2, lines 32 and 33, strike out "A municipal 
political subdivision may not be subdivided" and insert: 

An at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied 

Amendment 7 
on page 2, line 35, after "color" insert a comma 

Amendment 8 
On page 2, line 35; after "group" insert: 

, as provided in Section 14028 

Amendment 9 
On page 3, line 3, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 10 
On page 3, line 10, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 11 
On page 3, line 1 1 , after "14027" insert: 

and this section 

Amendment 1 2 
On page 3, line 1 8, after "14027" insert: 

and this section 

Amendment 13 
On page 3, line 20, strike out "in place of at-large 

districts" 
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RN0110942 PAGE 1 
Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 976 

Amendment 1 
on page 2, strike out lines 9 to 13, inclusive, and 

(a) "At-large method of election" means any of the 
following methods of electing members to the governing body of a 
political subdivision, and does not include any method of 
district-based elections: 

(1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction 
elect the members to the governing body. 

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside 
within given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire 
jurisdiction elect the members to the governing body. 

(3) One which combines at-large elections with 
district-based elections. 

Amendment 2 
on page 2, line 1 7, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 3 

.ert: 
On page 2, line 22, strike out ""Municipal political" 

"Political 

Amendment 4 
On page 2, line 23, strike out 11municipal" 

Amendment 5 
on page 2, strike out lines 29 to 31, inclusive, and 

insert: 

and 

a difference in the choice of candidates between those who are 
members of a protected class that are preferred by the voters in the 
protected class, and those who are not members of the protected 
class that are preferred by the rest of the electorate. 

Amendment.6 
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RN0110942 PAGE 2 
Substantive 

On page 2, lines 32 and 33, strike out "A municipal 
political subdivision may not be subdivided" and insert: 

An at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied 

Amendment 7 
On page 2, line 35, after 11 color 11 insert a comma 

Amendment 8 
on page 2, line 35, after "group" insert: 

, as provided in Section 14028 

Amendment 9 
On page 3, line 3, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 10 
On page 3, line 10, strike out "municipal" 

• Amendment 11 
On page 3, line 11, after 11 14027" insert: 

and this section 

Amendment 12 
On page 3, line 18, after "14027" insert: 

and this section 

Amendment 13 
On page 3, line 20, strike out "in place of at-large 

districts" 
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insert: 

04/10/01 9:09 AM 
RN0110942 PAGE 1 
Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 976 

Amendment 
On page 2, strike out lines 9 to 13, inclusive, and 

(a) "At-large method of election" means any of the 
following methods of electing members to the governing body of a 
political subdivision, and does not include any method of 
district-based elections: 

(1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction 
elect the members to the governing body. 

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside 
within given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire 
jurisdiction elect the members to the governing body. 

(3} One which combines at-large elections with 
district-based elections. 

Amendment 2 
On page 2, line 17, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 3 

.ert: 
On page 2, line 22, strike out ""Municipal political" 

11 Political 

Amendment 4 
On page 2, line 23, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 5 
on page 2, strike out lines 29 to 31, inclusive, and 

insert: 

and 

a difference in the choice of candidates between those who are 
members of a protected class that are preferred by the voters in the 
protected class, and those who are not members of the protected 
class that are preferred by the rest of the electorate. 

Amendment.6 
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RN0110942 PAGE 2 
Substantive 

On page 2, lines 32 and 33, strike out "A municipal 
political subdivision may not be subdivided" and insert: 

An at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied 

Amendment 7 
On page 2, line 35, after "color" insert a comma 

Amendment 8 
On page 2, line 35, after "group" insert: 

, as provided in Section 14028 

Amendment 9 
On page 3, line 3, strike out 11 municipal" 

Amendment 10 
On page 3, line 10, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 11 
On page 3, line 11 , after "1 4027" insert: 

and this section 

Amendment 12 
On page 3, line 18, after "14027" insert: 

and this section 

Amendment 13 
On page 3, line 20, strike out "in place of at-large 

districts" 
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RN0110942 PAGE 1 
Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 976 

Amendment 1 
On page 2, strike out lines 9 to 13, inclusive, and 

(a) "At-large method of election" means any of the 
following methods of electing members to the governing body of a 
political subdivision, and does not include any method of 
district-based elections: 

(1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction 
elect the members to the governing body. 

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside 
within given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire 
jurisdiction elect the members to the governing body. 

(3) One which combines at-large elections with 
district-based elections. 

Amendment 2 
On page 2, line 17, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 3 

.ert: 
on page 2, line 22, strike out ""Municipal political" 

"Political 

Amendment 4 
On page 2, line 23, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 5 
On page 2, strike out lines 29 to 31, inclusive, and 

insert: 

and 

a difference in the choice of candidates between those who are 
members of a protected class that are preferred by the voters in the 
protected class, and those who are not members of the protected 
class that are preferred by the rest of the electorate. 

Amendment.6 
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RN0110942 PAGE 2 
Substantive 

On page 2, lines 32 and 33, strike out "A municipal 
political subdivision may not be subdivided" and insert: 

An at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied 

Amendment 7 
On page 2, line 35, after "color" insert a comma 

Amendment 8 
On page 2, line 35, after "group" insert: 

, as provided in Section 14028 

Amendment 9 
On page 3, line 3, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 10 
On page 3, line 10, strike out "municipal" 

• Amendment 11 
On page 3, line 11 , after "1 4027" insert: 

and this section 

Amendment 12 
On page 3, line 18, after "14027" insert: 

and this section 

Amendment 13 
On page 3, line 20, strike out "in place of at-large 

districts" 
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06373 -
insert: 

04/10/01 9:09 AM 
RN0110942 PAGE 1 
Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 976 

Amendment 1 
On page 2, strike out lines 9 to 13, inclusive, and 

(a) "At-large method of election 11 means any of the 
following methods of electing members to the governing body of a 
political subdivision, and does not include any method of 
district-based elections: 

(1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction 
elect the members to the governing body. 

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside 
within given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire 
jurisdiction elect the members to the governing body. 

(3) One which combines at-large elections with 
district-based elections. 

Amendment 2 
On page 2, line 17, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 3 

e.iert: 
On page 2, line 22, strike out 1111 Municipal political" 

"Political 

Amendment 4 
On page 2, line 23, strike out 11 municipal" 

Amendment 5 

insert: 
On page 2, strike out lines 29 to 31, inclusive, and 

and 

a difference in the choice of candidates between those who are 
members of a protected class that are preferred by the voters in the 
protected class, and those who are not members of the protected 
class that are preferred by the rest of the electorate. 

Amendment.6 
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RN0110942 PAGE 2 
Substantive 

On page 2, lines 32 and 33, strike out "A municipal 
political subdivision may not be subdivided" and insert: 

An at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied 

Amendment 7 
On page 2, line 35, after "color" insert a comma 

Amendment 8 
On page 2, line 35, after "group" insert: 

, as provided in Section 14028 

Amendment 9 
On page 3, line 3, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 10 
On page 3, line 10, strike out 11 municipal 0 

Amendment 11 
On page 3, line 11 , after "1 4027" insert: 

and this section 

Amendment 12 
On page 3, line 18, after "14027 11 insert: 

and this section 

Amendment 13 
On page 3, line 20, strike out "in place of at-large 

districts" 
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It\ UA'lt/T I 11IE AP 1' : R, - l O' 0 I (TUE) 16: 2 3 
Apr-10-2001 05:33pm From-

)637 3 
04/10/01 9:09 AM 
RN0110942 PAGE 1 
Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 976 · 

Amendment 1 

P, 002 
T-074 P 002100a F~sa, 

on page 2, striKe out lines 9 to 13, inclusive, and 
insert: 

(a) "At-large method of election 11 means any of the 
following methods of electing members to the governing body of a 
political subdivision, and does not include any method of 
district-basea elections: 

· (1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction 
elect the members to the governing body. 

{2) one in which the candidates are required to reside 
within given areas of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire 
jurisdiction elect the members to the governing body, 

(3) One which combines at-large elections with 
district-based elections, 

·Amendment 2 
On page 2, line 17, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 3 
On page 2, line 22, strike out 11 t1Municipal political" and 

insert: 

''Poli tica1 

Amendment 4 
on page 2, line 23, strike out 0 municipal'* 

Amendment 5 
on page 2, strik~ out lines 29 to 31, inclusive, and 

insert: 

a difference in the choice of candidates between those who are 
members of a protected class that are preferred by the voters in the 
protected class, and those who are not members of the protected 
claas that are preferred by the rest.of the electorate, 

Amendment 6 
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RX DATE/TIME :APR. -10' 01 (TUE) 16:23 
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06373 
04/10/01 9:09 AM 
RN0110942 PAGE 2 
Substant.ive 

P, 003 
T-074 P.003/003 F-931 

On !?age 2, lines 32 and 33, strike out 11 A municipal 
political subdivision may not be subdivided" and insert: 

An at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied 

Amendment 7 
On page 2, line 35, after "color" insert a comma 

Amendment 8 
on page 2, line 35, after "group" insert: 

, as provided in Section 14028 

Amendment 9 
On page 3, line 3, strike out 11 municipal u 

Amendment 10 
on page 3, line 10, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 11 
On page 3, line 11 rafter 11 14027 11 insert: 

and this section 

Amendment 12 
On page 3, line 18, after "14027" insert: 

and this section 

Amendment 13 
on page 3, line 20, strike out "in place of at-large 

districts" 
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VICE CHAIR: 

ASSEMBLYMEMBER 
CARL WASHINGTON 

SENATORS: 

BETTY KARNETT E 

BRUCE McPHERSON 

.JOHN VASCONCELLOS 

ASSEMBLYMEMBERS: 
PATRICIA BATES 

DEAN FLOREZ 

JOHN LONGVILLE 

May 2, 2001 

QI al if !lrnia IileBis laturc 
JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON 

PRISON CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATIONS 

SENATOR RICHARD G. POLANCO 
CHA IRMAN 

::1c~~~ 

.... 

The Honorable Don Perata 
Chair, Senate Elections & Reapportionment Committee 
State Capitol 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Senate Bill 976 (Polanco) 

Dear Senator Perata: 

STATE CAPIT OL 
ROOM 400 

S A CRA ME:NTO, C A 9 58 14 
(9 16 ) 324-6 17 5 

(916i 327-8 8 1"/ FAX 

GWYNNA E BYRD 
PRIN CIPAL C ONSULTANT 

Due to a previous commitment in my district, I am unable to attend the Senate Elections & 
Reapportionment Committee hearing on May 211

\ 2001. I would like the Chair's pennission for 
a member of my staff, Saeed Ali, to present my Senate Bill 976 before your committee. 

Your favorable consideration is very much appreciated. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

@:~ 
RICHARD G. POLANCO 
Majority Leader 
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May 2, 2001 Uy Fax: (916) 445-2496 

The 1 Ionornblc .Rich<1l'd Polanco 
Scnnle Com1·nii1cc on Blccltons and Rcnppoitiomncnt 
Calit<m1hl State Scnalc 
State Capitol, Room 5046 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

l{c: SB 976 (Pohrnro) - 8 u 1>po1·t 

Dear Scnntor Polanco: 

The 1\foxican American Legal Dcfct1sc nnd Educationa! Fund (MAT...J)f.W) 
supporls SB 976, your bill (o provide state li:lw protection against the v<,te 
dilution caused by r.ici.i.lly polarized voting. Wben sL1ch voting patterns pr.'rsist 
in at-Jargc elections, 1hoy rnsult in scvcrn imdcrrcprcscntation of Latinos and 
other prOLcctcd groups 011 loca1 governing boards, Statewide, the 
t1t1dcrroprc.sc11tntfon of n1111ority gro11ps on those boards has been dismally and 
con~istcntly low for <lccadcs. Where ntciully polarized votlng has kd 10 tho 
cxclL1sion of minority-prcJcLTCd candicfotos, this la,v provides for changes in the 
c1t~cLon11 syslcrn so I.hat it more fairly roprcscnts the constituencies witl,in each 
jmisdictio11. Thus, SB 976 is consistent with om- programmatk goal of 
increasing the opporlu111ty to fully participate in the political process, 

We f.1pprceiate Lhc oppor!.unily to lend our support to this bill. Please add our 
names to the lisl of supporling organtzntions, community lec:1dcrs and lcgishilors 
who view fl1is hill as u positive step toward incrcas111g political participation 
nirnmg 1h11 on rranchiscrncnt of all OLtr ciLlzcns. 

Sincerely, 

I}~ ~&lL-· f/ J.f_;f6v 
Hlizabt5th GlJilfon 
Legi~hltiv~ Cmmscl 

cc: S1;;natc Commilt(;J◊ on Elodfons and Reapportionment 
Senator Don Pcrntn; Chair . 
n:nTcn Chcsin, C()11stlltant 
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SENATE RULES COMMITTEE 
Office of Senate Floor Analyses 
1020 N Street, Suite 524 
(916) 445-6614 Fax: (916) 327-4478 

Bill No: 
Author: 
Amended: 
Vote: 

SB 976 
Polanco (D) 
5/1/01 
21 

THIRD READING 

SENATE ELECTIONS & REAP. COMMITTEE: 5-3, 5/2/01 
A YES: Alpert, Burton, Murray, Ortiz, Perata 
NOES: Brulte, Johnson, Poochigian 

SUBJECT: Elections: rights of voters 

SOURCE: Author 

SB 976 

DIGEST: This bill establishes criteria in state law through which the 
validity of at-large election systems can be challenged in court. 

ANALYSIS: Existing law provides that the governing boards of local 
political jurisdictions (i.e., cities, counties, and school or other districts) are 
generally elected by all of the voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or 
from districts formed within the political subdivision ( district-based) or 
some combination thereof. 

Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire local political 
jurisdiction to determine via ballot measure whether the governing board is 
elected at-large or by districts. The processes for placing one of these 
measures on the ballot varies according to the type of jurisdiction . 

Most cities and school o.r other districts in California elect their governing 
boards using an at-large election system. The exceptions, those that elect by 
district, tend to be the very large cities and school districts. 
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One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from at-large to 
district elections is the need to overcome a history or pattern of racial 
inequity. In some instances, election by districts may actually be required 
by the federal Voting Rights Act. In Gomez v. City ofWatsonville (1988), 
the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the at-large elections of city 
council members in Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength 
of the minority community, and ordered the city to switch to single-member 
district elections. In Thornburg v. Gingles(l986), the Supreme Court 
announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove 
such a claim. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in 
establishing these conditions, which were: 

1. The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically 
that it was possible to create a district in which the minority could elect 
its own candidate. 

2. The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters 
usually supported minority candidates . 

3. There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, 
which usually (but not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates 
rather than for the minority candidates. 

Specifics of SB 976: 

1. Enacts the California Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

2. Provides that an at-large method of election may not be imposed or 
applied in a manner that results in the dilution or abridgement of the right 
of registered voters who are members of a protected class by impairing 
their ability to elect candidates of their choice or to influence the outcome 
of an election. 

3. Provides that a violation of the bill is to be established if it is shown that 
racially polarized voting occurs in election for governing boards of a 
political subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral choices 
by the voters of the political subdivision . 

4. Specifies that the occurrence df racially polarized voting shall be 
determined from examining results of elections in which candidates are 

. . 
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members of a protected class or elections involving ballot measures, or 
other electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges of members of 
the protected class. One circumstance that may be considered is the 
extent to which candidates who are members of a protected class have 
been elected to the governing body of a political subdivision that is the 
subject of an action based on this bill. In multi-seat at-large districts, 
where the number of candidates who are members of a protected class is 
fewer than the number of seats available,' the relative group-wide support 
received by candidates from members of the protected class shall be the 
basis for the racial polarization analysis. 

5. States that proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected officials 
to discriminate against a protected class is not required. 

6. Specifies that other factors such as the history of discrimination, the use 
of electoral devices or other voting practices or procedures that may 
enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of access to those 
processes determining which groups of candidates will receive financial 
or other support in a given election, the extent to which members of the 
protected class bear the effects of past discrimination in areas such as 
education, employment, and health, which hinder their ability to 
participate effectively in the political process, and the use of overt or 
subtle racial appeals in political campaigns, may also be introduced as . 
evidence but these factors are not necessary to establish a violation of this 
section. 

7. Authorizes a court to impose appropriate remedies, including district
based elections, and to award a prevailing non-state or non-local 
government plaintiff party reasonable attorneyrs fees consistent with 
specified case law as part of the costs. 

The bill defines: 

1. "At-large method of election" as any of the following methods of electing 
members to the governing body of a political subdivision, and does not 
include any method of district-based elections: 

. A. One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the members to 
the governing body. 
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B. One in which the candidates are required to reside within given areas 
of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the 
members to the governing body. 

C. One which combines at-large elections with district-based elections. 

2. "District-based election" as a method of electing members to the 
governing body of a political subdivision in which the candidate must 
reside within an election district that is a divisible part of the political 
subdivision and is elected only by voters residing within that election 
district. 

3. "Political subdivision" as a geographic area of representation created for 
the provision of government services, including, but not limited to, a 
city, a scho9l district, a community college district, or other district 
organized pursuant to state law. 

4. "Protected class" as a class of voters who are members of a minority race, 
color or language group, as this class is referenced and defined in the 
federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.). 

5. "Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there is a difference in 
the choice of candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by 
voters in the protected class, and in the choice of candidates and electoral 
choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the electorate. The 
methodologies for estimating group voting behavior as approved in 
applicable federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act ( 42 
U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.) to establish racially polarized voting may be 
used for purposes of this section to prove that elections are characterized 
by racially polarized voting. · 

Comments: 

According to the author, this bill addre~ses the problems associated with 
block voting, particularly those associated with racial or ethnic groups. This 
is important for a state like California to address due to its diversity . 
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FISCAL EFFECT: Appropriation: No Fiscal Com.: No Local: No 

DL W :jk 5/8/01 Senate Floor Analyses 
SUPPORT/OPPOSITION: NONE RECEIVED 

**** END **** 
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SENATE RULES COMMITTEE 
Office of Senate Floor Analyses 
1020 N Street, Suite 524 
(916) 445-6614 Fax: (916) 327-4478 

Bill No: 
Author: 
Amended: 
Vote: 

SB 976 
Polanco (D) 
5/1/01 
21 

THIRD READING 

SENATE ELECTIONS & REAP. COMMITTEE: 5-3, 5/2/01 
A YES: Alpert, Burton, Murray, Ortiz, Perata 
NOES: Brulte, Johnson, Poochigian 

SENATE FLOOR: 16-10, 5/30/01 

SB 976 

. A YES: Alarcon, Chesbro, Dunn, Escutia, Figueroa, Kamette, Kuehl, 
Murray, Peace, Polanco, Romero, Scott, Soto, Speier, Torlakson, Vincent 

NOES: Ackerman, Brulte, Haynes, Johannessen, Knight, McClintock, 
McPherson, Morrow, Oller, Poochigian 

SUBJECT: Elections: rights of voters 

SOURCE: Author 

DIGEST: This bill establishes criteria in state law through which the 
validity of at-large election systems can be challenged in court. 

ANALYSIS: Existing law provides. that the governing boards of local 
political jurisdictions (i.e., cities, counties, and school or other districts) are 

. generally elected by all of the voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or 
from districts formed within the political subdivision (district-based) or 
some combination thereof. . 

Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire local political 
jurisdiction to determine via ballot measure·whether the governing board is 
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elected at-large or by districts. The processes for placing one of these 
.measures on the ballot varies according to the type of jurisdiction . . 

Most cities and school or other districts in California elect their governing 
boards using an at-large election system. The exceptions, those that elect by 
district, tend to be the very large cities and school districts. 

One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from at-large to 
district elections is the need to overcome a history or pattern of racial 
inequity: In some instances, election by districts may actually be required 
by the federal Voting Rights Act. In Gomez v. City ofW atsonville (1988), 
the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the at-large elections of city 
council members in Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength 
of the minority community, and ordered the city to switch to single-member 
district elections. In Thornburg v. Gingles(1986), the Supreme Court 
announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove 
such a claim. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in 
establishing these conditions, which were: 

1. The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically 
that it was possible to create a district in which the minority could elect 
its own candidate. 

2. The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters 
usually supported minority candidates. 

3. There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, 
which usually (but not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates 
rather than for the minority candidates. 

Specifics of SB 976: 

I. Enacts the California Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

2. Provides that an at-large method of election may not be imposed or 
appiied in a manner that results in the dilution or abridgement of the right 
of registered voters Who are members of a protected class by impairing 
their ability to elect candidates of their choice or to influence the outcome 
of an election. 
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• 3. Provides that a violation of the bill is to be established if it is shown that 

• 

• 

racially polarized voting occurs in election for governing boards of a 
political subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral choices 
by the voters of the political subdivision. 

4. Specifies that the occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be 
determined from examining results of elections in which candidates are 
members of a protected class or elections involving ballot measures, or 
other electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges of members of 
the protected class. One circumstance that may be considered is the 
extent to which candidates who are members of a protected class have 
been elected to the governing body of a political subdivision that is the 
subject of an action based on this bill. In multi-seat at-large districts, 
where the number of candidates· who are members of a protected class is 
fewer than the number of seats available, the relative group-wide support 
received by candidates from members of the protected class shall be the 
basis for the racial polarization analysis. 

5. States that proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected officials 
to discriminate against a protected class is not required. 

6. Specifies that other factors such as the history of discrimination, the use 
of electoral devices or other voting practices or procedures that may 
enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of access to those 
processes determining which groups of candidates will receive financial 
or other support in a given election, the extent to which members of the 
protected class bear the effects of past discrimination in areas such as 
education, employment, and health, which hinder their ability to 
participate effectively in the political process, and the use of overt or 
subtle racial appeals in political campaigns, may also be introduced as 
evidence but these factors are not necessary to establish a violation of this 
section. 

7. Authorizes a court to impose appr6priate remedies, including district
based elections, and to award a prevailing.non-state or non-local 
government plaintiff party reasonable attorney's fees consistent with 
specified case law as part of the costs . 
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Comments: 

SB976 
Page 5 

According to the author, this bill addresses the problems associated with 
block voting, particularly those associated with racial or ethnic groups. This 
is important for a state like California to address due to its diversity. 

FISCAL EFFECT: Appropriation: No Fiscal Com.: No Local: No 

DL W:jk 6/1/01 Senate Floor Analyses 
SUPPORT/OPPOSITION: NONE RECEIVED 

**** END **** 
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SENATE RULES COMMITTEE 
Office of Senate Floor Analyses 
1020 N Street, Suite 524 
(916) 445-6614 Fax: (916) 327-4478 

Bill No: 
Author: 
Amended: 
Vote: 

UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

SB976 
Polanco (D) 
6/11/02 
21 

SENATE ELECTIONS & REAP. COMMITTEE: 5-3, 5/2/01 
A YES: Alpert, Burton, Murray, Ortiz, Perata 
NOES: Brulte, Johnson, Poochigian 

SENATE FLOOR: 24-10, 1/30/02 

SB976 

A YES: Alarcon, Alpert, Bowen~·Burton, Chesbro, Costa, Dunn, Escutia, 
Figueroa, Karnette, Kuehl, Machado, Murray, O'Connell, Ortiz, Perata, 
Polanco, Romero, Sher, Soto, Speier, Torlakson, Vasconcellos, Vincent 

NOES: Ackerman, Battin, Brulte, Johannessen, Johnson, Knight, 
Mcclintock, McPherson, Morrow, Poochigian 

ASSEMBLY FLOOR: 47-25, 6/20/02 - See last page for vote 

SUBJECT: Elections: rights of voters 

SOURCE: Author 

DIGEST: This bill establishes criteria in state law through which the 
validity of at-large election systems can be challenged in court. 

Assembly Amendment allows a member of a protected class to file a court 
action pursuant to the bill under specified conditions and makes clarifying 
changes. 

ANALYSIS: Existing law provides that the. governing boards oflocal 
political jurisdictions (i.e., cities, counties, and school or other distiicts) are 
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generally elected by all of the voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or 
from districts formed within the political subdivision ( district-based) or 
some combination thereof. 

Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire local political 
jurisdiction to determine via ballot measure whether the governing board is 
elected at-large or by districts. The processes for placing one of these 
measur{:S on the ballot varies according to the type of jurisdiction. 

Most cities and school or c,ther districts_ in California elect their governing 
boards using an at-large election system. The exceptions, those that elect by 
district, tend to be the very large cities and school districts. 

One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from at-large to 
district elections is the need to overcome a history or pattern of racial 
inequity. In some instances, election by districts may actually be required 
by the federal Voting Rights Act. In Gomez v. City ofWatsonville (1988), 
the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the at-large elections of city 
council members in Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength 
of the minority community, and ordered the city to switch to single.-member 

· district elections. In Thornburg v. Gingles( 1986), the Supreme Court 
announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove 
such a claim. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in 
establishing these conditions, which were: 

1. The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically 
that it was possible to create a district in which the minority could elect 
its own candidate. 

2. The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters 
usually supported minority candidates. 

3. There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, 
which usually (but not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates 
rath!:!r than for the minority candidates. 

Specifics of SB 976: 

1. Enacts the California Voting Rights Act of 2001. 
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2. Provides that an at~large method of election may not be imposed or 
applied in a manner that impairs the ability of a protected class to elect 
candidates of its choice or its ability to influence the outcome of an 
election, as a result of the dilution or the abridgment of the rights of 
voters who are members of a protected class. 

3. Establishes that voter rights have been abridged if it is shown that . 
racially polarized voting occurs in elections for members of the 
governing body of the political subdivision or in elections incorporating 
other electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision. 

4. Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which there is a 
difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral choices that are 
preferred by voters in the protected class, and in the choice of candidates 
and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the 
electorate. 

5. Provides that the existence of racially polarized voting shall be 
determined from examining results of elections in which at least one 
candidate is a member of a protected class or elections involving ballot 
measures, or other electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges 
of members of a protected class. In making such a determination the 
extent to which candidates who are members of a protected class and 
who are preferred by voters of the protected class have been elected to 
the governing body of the political subdivision in question shall be 
probative. 

6. Establishes that methodologies for estimating group voting behavior, as 
approved in applicable federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights 
Act (VRA), may be used to prove that elections are characterized by 
racially polarized voting. 

7. Specifies that proof of an intent on the part of voters or elected officials 
to discriminate against a protected.class is not required and that the fact 
that members of a protected class are not geographically compact or 
. concentrated may not preclude a finding of racially polarized voting. 

8. Specifies that other factors, including the use of electoral devices or 
other voting practices or procedures that may enhance the dilutive 
~ffects of at-large elections, are probative but not necessary factors to 
establish a violation ofvoting rights. 
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9. Provides that upon a finding of racially polarized voting the court shall 
implement appropriate remedies, including the imposition of district
based elections. 

I 0. Provides reasonable attorney fees and litigation expenses for the 
prevailing plaintiff party in an enforcement action. Prevailing defendant 
parties shall not recover any costs, unless the court finds the action to be 
frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation. 

11. Authorizes any voter who is a member of a protected class and who 
resides in a political subdivision that is accused of a violation of this 
legislation to file an action in the superior court of the county in which 
the political subdivision is located. 

The bill defines: 

1. "At-large method of election" as any of the following methods of electing 
members to the governing body of a political subdivision . 

A. One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the members to 
the govem~ng body. 

B. One in which the candidates are required to reside within given areas 
of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the 
members to the governing body. 

C. One which combines at-large elections with district-based elections. 

2. "District-based elections11 as a method of electing members to the 
governing body of a political subdivision in which the candidate must 
reside within an election district that is a divisible part of the political 
subdivision and is elected only by voters residing within that election 
district. 

3. l'Political subdivision" as a geographic area of representation created for 
the provision of government services, including, but not limited to, a 

· city, a school district, a community college district, or other district 
organized pursuant to state law. 
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• - 4. "Protected class 11 as a class of voters who are members of a race, color or 
language minority group, as this class is referenced and defined in the 
federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.). 

• 

5. "Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there is a difference, 
as defined in case law regarding en,forcement of the federal Voting 
Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.), in the choice of candidates or 
other electoral choices that are preferred by voters in a protected class, 
and in the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by 
voters in the rest of the electorate. The methodologies for estimating 
group voting behavior as approved in applicable federal cases to enforce 
the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.) to establish 
racially polarized voting may be used for purposes of this section to 
prove that elections are characterized by racially polarized voting. 

AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999, which was vetoed, sought to eliminate the at-large 
· election system within the Los Angeles Community College District. In his 
veto message, the Governor stated that the decision to create single-member 
districts was best made at the local level, and not by the state . 

Comments: 

According to the author, this bill "addresses the problem of racial block 
voting, which is particularly h~ful to a state like California due to its 
diversity. SB 976 provides a judicial process and criteria to determine if the 
problem of block voting can be established. Once the problem is judicially 
established, the bill provides courts with the authority to fashion appropriate 
legal remedies for the problem. In California, we face a unique situation 
where we are all minorities. We need statutes to ensure that our electoral 
system is fair and open. This measure gives us a tool to move us in that 
direction: it identifies the problem, gives tools to deal with the problem and 
provides a solution." 

FISCAL EFFECT: Appropriation: No Fiscal Com.: No Local: No 

SUPPORT: (Verified 6/20/02) 

Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund 
American Civil Libertie~ Union 
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ASSEMBLY FLOOR: 

SB 976 
Page 6 

AYES: Alquist, Aroner, Calderon, Canciamilla, Cardenas, Cardoza, Chan, 
Chavez, Chu, Cohn, Corbett, Correa, Diaz, Dutra, Firebaugh, Florez, 
Frommer, Goldberg, Havice, Hertzberg, Jackson, Keeley, Kehoe, Koretz, 
Longville, Lowenthal, Matthews, Migden, Nakano, Nation, Negrete 
McLeod, Oropeza, Papan, Pavley, Reyes, Salinas, Shelley, Simitian, 
Steinberg, Strom-Martin, Thomson, Vargas, Washington, Wayne, 
Wiggins, Wright, Wesson 

NOES: Aanestad, Ashburn, Bates, Bogh, Briggs, Bill Campbell, John 
Campbell, Cogdill, Cox, Daucher, Harman, Hollingsworth, La Suer, 
Leach, Leonard, Leslie, Mountjoy, Robert·Pacheco, Rod Pacheco, 
Pescetti, Richman, Runner, Strickland, Wyland, Zettel 

DLW:jk 6/21/02 Senate Floor Analyses 
SUPPORT/OPPOSITION: SEE ABOVE 

**** END **** 
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SENATE RULES COMMITTEE 
Office of Senate Floor Analyses 
1020 N Street, Suite 524 
(916) 445-6614 Fax: (916) 327-4478 

Bill No:· 
Author: 
Amended: 
Vote: 

THIRD READING 

SB 976 
Po.lanco (D) / 1 1 _ . 
~701 , ~ (}/Ia --z...---

21 

SENATE ELECTIONS &REAP. COMMITTEE: 5-3, 5/2/01 
A YES: Alpert, Burton, Murray, Ortiz, Perata 
NOES: Brulte, Johnson, Poochi~ian 

. '),J-( .-- '7 1 I !:> 6. / o ·-Z---

S EN A TE FLOOR: le-=tt>;-S-/3-()/01 

SB 976 

AYES: Alarcon, Chesbro, Dunn seutia, Figueroa, Kamette, Kuehl, 
Nfug Peace, Polanc omero, Scott, Soto, Speier, Torlakson, Vincent 

NOES: Ackerman, e, ayne , Juhana-es~ight, McClintock, . 
. McPherson,}Aorrow, Oller, Poochigian . (: ·. ·- m,,... .· / ••.. , , ~ 

L.. ~ u # -( 7 .•~. '.l, t,;; .t, f ,),.it~.,, · ?-"'C,,· ~--... ~ ... "1,- . ,;I - ... ..,,... ' .• ~~ 

SUBJECT: Elections: rights of voters 

SOURCE: Author 

. DIGEST: " This bill establishes criteria in state law through which the C.14, 

validity of at-large election systems can be challenged in co~rt. ~· . Jr::,< ,dJJ, -~ o--L'\ ~ Cl~ &. ·~ ~-- t'!,-t ."..lf__ 1-,_,~ .~ ' s-- ~ - ~ .. C,,~ 

ANALYSIS: Existing law provides that the governing bo ds of local ~ 
political jurisdictions (i.e., cities, count1es, and school or other districts) are ~ 1:_, 
genera~ly ~lected by all _of :he voter~ ~fthe poI:it~c~l sub~iv~sion (at-large) or ;::::::J 
from districts formed w1thm the pohtical subd1v1s10n (d1stnct-based) or ;C cr-tJ.L 
some combination thereof (.~ 

• Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire local political ~ 
jurisdiction to determine via ballot measure whether the governing board is ·t:J.-.__fl· ~ 

CONTINUED~ 
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elected at-large or by districts. The processes for placing one of these 
measures on the ballot varies according to the type of jurisdiction. 

Most cities and school or other districts in California elect their governing 
boards using an at-large election system. The exceptions, those that elect by 
district, tend to be the very large cities and school districts. 

One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from at-large to· 
district elections is the need to overcome a history or pattern of racial 
inequity. In some instances, election by districts may actually be required 
by the federal Voting Rights Act. In Gomez v. City ofWatsonville (1988), 
the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the at-large elections of city 
council members in Wat~onville, California had diluted the voting strength 
of the minority community, and ordered the city to switch to single-member 
district elections. In Thornburg v. Gingles(l 98~}, the Supreme Court 
announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove 
such a claim. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in 
·establishing these conditions, which were: 

1. The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically 
that it was possible to create a district in which the minority could elect 
its own candidate. 

2. The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters 
usually supported minority candidates. 

3. There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, 
which usually (but not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates 
rather than for the minority candidates. 

Specifics of SB 976: 

1 . Enacts the Calif omia Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

2. Provides that an at-large method of election may not be imposed or 
applied in a mann that results in the dilution or abridgement of the right 
of regi~tered voters o are menjb.er-s--of a protected class by impairing 
their ability to elect ca id ,tes-◊"f their choice or to influence the outcome 
of an election. 
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3. Provides that a violation of the bill is to be established if it is shown that 
racially polarized voting occurs in election for governing boards of a 
political subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral choices 
by the voters of the olitical subdivision. 

4. Specifies that the occ rrence of racially polarized voting shall be 
determined from exa ·ning results of elections in which candidates are . 
members of a protecte class or elections involving ballot measures, or 
other electoral choices t at affect the rights and privileges of members of 
the protected class. One ircumstance that may be considered is the 
extent to which candidate who are members of a protected class have 
been elected to the governi g body of a political/subdivision that is the 
subject of an action based o this bill. In multi-1seat at-large districts, 
where the number of candida es who are members of a protected class is 
fewer than the number of seat available, thetfelative group-wide support 

· received by candidates from m mbers ofth91protected class shall be the 
basis for the racial polarization nalysis. 

5. States that proof of an intent on tH 
to discriminate against a protected 

f the voters or elected officials 
s not required. 

6. Specifies that other factors such as th istory of discrimination, the use 
of electoral devices or other voting pr tices or procedures that may 
enhance the dilutive effects of at-larg e ections, denial of access to those 
processes determining which groups f c ndidates will receive financial 
or other support'in a given election, e ex ent to which members of the 
protected class bear the effects of p t disc · mination in areas such as 
educati~n, employment, and health, which h'nder their ability to 
participate effectively in the politic 1 process, and the use of overt or 
subtle racial appeals in political ca paigns, m y also be introduced as 
evidence but these factors are not ecessary to tablish a violation of this 
section. 

7. Authorizes a court to impose ap opriate remedies, including district
. based elections, and to award a evailing non-state r non-local 
government plaintiff party reaso able attorney's fees pnsistent with 
specified case law as part of the osts. \ 
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1. "At-large method of election" as any of the following methods of electing 
members to the governing body of a political subdivision, aBd--er~ot 
incl.t1d~n~hruLo.f.dis.tric.t::.based electum.s~ 

A. One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the members to 
the governing body. 

B. One in which the candidates are required to reside within given areas 
of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the 
members to the governing body. 

C. One which combines at-large elections with district-based elections. 

2. "District-based electiort" as a method of electing members to the 
governing body of a political subdivision in which the candidate must 
reside within an election district that is a divisible part of the political 
subdivision and is elected only by voters residing within that election 
district. 

3. "Political subdivision" as a geographic area of representation created for 
the provision ·or government services, including, but not limited to, a 
city, a school district, a community college district, or other district 
organized pursuant to state law. 

4. "Protected class" as a class of voters who are members of a ~.ty race, 
color or Ian ua~group, as this class is referenced and defined in the 

~~ federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.). 
,--------.._,, 

5. "Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there is a differenc~ in 
the choice,of candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by 
voters in t~ protected class, and in the choice of candidates and electoral 
choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the electorate. The 
methodologies for estimating group voting behavior as approved in / 
applicable federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act ( 42 
U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.) to establish racially polarized voting may be ;· 
used f?r purpose_s of this_ sec~ion to prove that elections are characterized 

b. y racially polarized votmg. ; . . __ 6'--,,J ,_,,,,_ ~·. ~3 ~~---
.JJ. J~ J-,,... c-~.-1!- J4,._J rV-;J , -J - . " ~ 

I)-~ ~t ·. -- JL u-½ ~? k" · P 'f '2-- u~ s ..._ -~ 
6( V-.. tJe~ ~ .. _ ... 0 

- . CONTINUED 
.,/<-e... . Vi'7 3 IL.f- S¢tf).1 
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Page 5 

According to the author, this bill addres roblems associated with 
block voting, particularly those associated th racial or ethnic groups. This 
is important for a state like California to J dr s due to its diversity. 

FISCAL EFFECT: ApproP,riation: No Fiscal Com.: No Local: No 
I 

- Jo ( c,=(_/' 

SUPPORT:· (Verified 02) · . 

Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund 
C7.,,.,_e~ ~ l.,kc.,.:Jt:- U.-..C---

DL W:jk 1/8/02 Senate Floor Analyses 
SUPPORT/OPPOSITION: SEE ABOVE 

**** END ****. 
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SENATE THIRD READING 
SB 976 (Polanco) 
As Amended June 11, 2002 
Majority vote 

SENATE VOTE:24-10 

ELECTIONS 

!Ayes: I Longville, 
I I Steinberg, 
I I Shelley 

5-1 

Cardenas, 
Keeley, 

JUDICIARY 8-4 

SB 976 
Page 1 

!Ayes: I Corbett, Dutra, Jackson, 
I !Longville, Shelley, 
I !Steinberg, Vargas, Wayne 

I 
I 
I 

I I I I I 
1-----+--------------------- ----+-----+--------------------------1 
!Nays: !Ashburn !Nays: !Harman, Bates, Robert I 
I I I I Pacheco, I 
I I I I Rod Pacheco I 

SUMMARY: Establishes criteria by which local at-large elections 
may be found to have abridged the rights of certain voters and 
allows for remedies. Specifically, this bill: ·----"2l.lProvides that an at-large method of election may not be 

imposed or applied in a manner that impairs the ability of a 
protected class to elect candidates of its choice or its 
ability to influence the outcome of an election, as a result 
of the dilution or the abridgment of the rights of voters who 
are members of a protected class. 

'3)Establishes that voter rights have been abridged if it is 
shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for 
members of the governing body of the political subdivision or 
in elections incorporating other electoral choices by the 
voters of the political subdivision. 

Y)Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which there 
\ is a difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral 

choices that a·re preferred by voters in the protected· class, 
and in the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are 
preferred by voters in the rest of the electorate. 

~Provides that the existence of racially polarized voting shall 
' be determined from examining re·sults of elections in which at 
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least one candidate is a member of a protected class or 
elections involving ballot measures, or other electoral 
choices that affect the rights and privileges of members of a 
protected class. In making such a determination t he extent to 
which candidates who are members of a protected class and who 
are preferred by voters of the protected class have been 
elected to the governing body of the political subdivision in 
question shall be probative. 

,,)Establishes that methodologies for estimating group voting 
behavior, as approved in applicable federal cases to enforce 
the federal Voting Rights Act (VRA), may be used t o prove that 
elections are characterized by r acial l y.polarized voting. 

l}specifies that proof of an intent on the part of voters or 
elected officials to discriminate against a protected class is 
not required and that the fact that members of a p r otected 
class are not geographica l ly compact or concentrat ed may not 
preclude a finding of racially polarized voting. 

SJ1'specifies that other fac t ors, including the use of electoral 
devices or other voting practices or procedures t hat may 
enhance the dilutive effects of at-lar ge elections , are 
probative but not necessary fac tors t o establish a violati on 
of voting rights. 

Cjs)Provides that upon a find i ng of racially polarized voting 
\ court shall implement appropriate remedies, including t h e 

imposition of district-based elections. 

the 

( j)Provides reasonable attorney fees and litigation expenses f o r 
the prevailing plaintiff party i n an enforcement action. 
Prevailing defendant part i es shall not recover any costs, 
unless the court finds the action to be frivolous, 
unreasonable, or without foundation. 

1p)Authorizes any vot er who is a member of a protected class and 
who resides in a political subdi vision that is accused of a 
violation of this legislation to file an action in the 
superior court of the county in which the political 
subdivision is located. 

EXISTING LAW: 

l) Provides for political subdivis'ions t hat encompass areas of 
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minority community, and ordered the city to swi tch to 
single-member district elections. The plaintiffs in the 
Watsonville case were successful in establishing the three 
preconditions created in Gingles. 

·As noted above, the Supreme Court in Gingles established three 
conditions that a plaintiff must meet in order to prove that 
at-large districts diluted the voting strength of minority 
communities. This bill requires that only two of those 
conditions be met, and does not require that a minority 
community be sufficiently concentrated geographically to create 
a district in which the minority community could elect its own 
candidate. As such, this bill would presumably make it easier 
to successfully challenge at-large districts. Given that t his 
bill applies to all local districts that elect candidates 
at-large, the impact of this bill could be significant. If the 
minority community is not sufficiently geographically compact, 
it is unclear what benefit would resul t from eliminating 
at-large election~s~-~--------------_, ___ _ 
.., ...... -·-.. - .. ------------
AB 8 (Cardenas) of 1999, which was vetoed, sought to eliminate 
the at-large election system within the Los Angeles Community 
College District. In his veto message, the Governor stated that 
the decision to creat e single-member districts was best made at ,, 

,..., the loca~leve~ and not by the state._,/AJ3i72(FJ.reBaugif)c5t ____ .., 
1999, which was vetoed, proposed to prohibit at-large elections 
for specified K-12 school districts. That bi l l was approved by 
the Assembly, but was amended to an unrelated subject in the 
Senate Education Committee. 

Analysis Prepared ;12y: 
(916) 319-2094 

Willie Guerrero/ E., R. & C. A. / 

FN: 00 0 5396 
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representation within the state. With respect to these areas, 
public officials are generally elected by all of the voters of 
the political subdivision (at-large), from districts formed 
within the political subdivision (district-based), or by some 
combination thereof. 

2)Allows voters of the entire political subdivision to determine 
via a local initiative whether public officials are elected by 
divisions or by the entire political subdivision. 

FISCAL EFFECT: None 

cor,'IJ:;lENTs·:J According to the author, this bill "addresses the 
problem of racial block voting, which is particularly harmful to 
a state like California due to its diversity. SB 976 provides a 
judicial process and criteria to determine if the problem of 
block voting can be established. Once the problem is judicially 
established, the bill provides courts with the authority to 
fashion appropriate legal remedies for the problem. In 
California, we face a unique situation where we are all 
minorities. We need statutes to ensure that our electoral 
system is fair and open. This measure gives us a tool to move 
us in that direction; it identifies the problem, gives tools to 
deal with the problem and provides a so l ution." 
'--
In Thornburg ~ Gingles (1986) 478 U.S. 30, the United States 
Supreme Court announced three precondit i ons that a plaintiff 
first must establish to prove that an election system diluted 
the voting strength of a protected minority group: 

l)The minority community was sufficiently concentrated 
geographically that it was possible to create a district in 
which the minority could elect its own candidate. 

2)The minority community was politically cohesive, in that 
minority voters usually supported minority candidates. 

3)There was racially polarized voting among the majority 
community, which usually {but not necessarily always), voted 
for majority candidates rather than for minority candidates. 

In Gomez~ City of Watsonvilie (1988) 863 F.2d 1407, 1417, 
cert. denied, 489 US 1080,•the United States Supreme Court 
affirmed that at-large elections of city council members in 
Watsonville, California had dilut'ed the voting strength of the 
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1. "At-large method of election" as any of the following methods of electing 
members to the governing body of a political subdivision, and does not 
include any method of district-based elections: 

A. ne in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the members to 
t e governing body. 

B. On in which the candidates are requtred to reside within given areas 
oft -~ jurisdict. ion and the voter~ ;the entire jurisdiction elect the 
mem!J rs to the governing body'°tic 

2. "District-based lection" as am hod of electing members to the 
governing body · a political s division in which the candidate must 
reside within an el ction distri t that is a divisible part of the political 
subdivision and is e cted on by voters residing within that election 
district. 

3. "Political subdivision" a a geographic area of representation created for 
the provision of govemm nt services, including, but not limited to, a 
city, a school district, a c9 unity college district, or other district 
organized pursuant to s7e I w. · · 

4. "Protected class 0 as a c ass ofv ters who are members of a minority race, 
color or language gro , as this c ss is referenced and defined in the 
federal Voting Rights Act (42 'U.S .. Sec. 1973 et seq.). 

5. "Racially polarized otingftmeans voti gin which there is a difference in 
the choice of candid tes or other elector :l choices that are preferred by 
voters in the protec ed class, and in the ch6\ce of candidates and electoral 

· choices that are pre erred by voters in the rest of the electorate. The 
methodologies for stimating group voting ·behavior as approved in 
applicable federal ases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act ( 42 
U.S.C; Sec. 1973 e seq.) to establish racially polarized voting may be 
used for purposes o . his section to prove that elections are characterized 
by racially polarized voting. 

CONTINUED 
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C V L 

LlllliRTlES 

U N O N 

The Honorable Richard Polanco 
State Capitol, Room 5046 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

May 7, 2001 

CALHORN IA LEGISlATIVF. ()r;v1cr. 

FnuKisco L<Jl>,Ko, l.egiil,11ivo Dire1'/ rJ1' 

V,ilcrie S1rnill Nuvnrro, I "'.~1'.1l,1tir·e A ,!rn,;11e 
Rit,t M. Eg1·i, l,egi.<l,11i11e Assist11J1/ 

z 1 27 Flcvcnth S!'rcc~, Suitt,5.H • 

Sucrnrnl'nto, CA 95H 1~ 

.Telephone: (9 r6) 44 ;!-to.',6 

bx: (916) 442-174.~ 

Re: SB 976 (Polanco) -- Support 

Dear Senator Polanco: 

The American Civil Liberties Union supports SB 976, your bill to provide state law protection 
against the vote dilution caused by racially polaiized voting. When such voting patterns persist . 

._in at-large elections, they result in severe unden-epresentatlon of African-Americans, Latinos, 
and other protected groups on local governing boards. Statewide, the ~deffepresentation of 
minority groups on those boards has been dismally and consistently low for decades. Where 
racially polarized voting has led to the exclusion of minority-preferred candidates, this law 

, provides for changes in the electoral system so that it more fairly rcprest:nts the constituencies 
within eachjurisdiction. Thus, we support SB 976 because it increases the opportunity to fully 
participate in the political process. · 

If you or your staff hav..e any questions or comments, please call us. 

Sincerely yours, 

,-/, ttA,/4£~-6}'1',,,.d,;7 rJ:~1sco L<flAco 
Legislative Director 

VALERIE SMALL NAVARRO 
Legislative Advocate 
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SB 976 
Page 2· 

One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from at-large to 
district elections is the need to overcome a history or pattern of racial 
inequity. In some instances, election by districts may actually be required 
by the federal Voting Rights Act. In Gomez v. City 0$3/atsonville (1988), 
the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the at-large elections of city 
council men1bers in Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength 
of the minority c01nmunity, and ordered the city to switch to single-member 
district elections. In Thornburg v. Ginglesb986), the Supreme Court 
announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove 
such a c1aim. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in 
establishing these conditions, which were: 

1. The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically 
that it was possible to create a district in which the minority could elect 
its own candidate. 

2. The 1ninority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters 
usually supported minority candidates . 

3. There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, 
which usually (but not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates 
rather than for the minority candidates. 

Specifics of SB 976: 

1. Enacts the California Voting Rights Act of 2001. 
6e_ 

2. Provides that an at-large method of election may not f,imposed or 
applied in a manner that results in the dilution or abridgement of the right 
of registered voters who are members of a protected class by impairing 
their ability to elect candidates of their choice or to influence the outcome 
of an election. 

3. Provides that a violation of the bill is to be established if it is shown that 
racially polarized voting occurs in election for governing boards of a 
political subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral choices 
by the voters of the political subdivision . 

4. Specifies that the occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be 
determined from examining results of elections in which candidates are 

CONTINUED 
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SB 976 
Polanco (D) 
5/1/01 
21 

SENATE ELECTIONS & REAP. COlv1IVIITTEE: 5-3, 5/2/01 
A YES: Alpert, Burton, Mun-ay, Ortiz, Perata 
NOES: Bn1lte, Johnson, Poochigian 
lll1 
ttlli 

Elections: rights of voters 

Author 

/ , : This bill estabb~e/criteria in state law through which the ~\ 
1CRJ1 __, validity of ~I at-large elecJ.'.~~ systems can be challenge? in court. ~ 

[Ii?*~~-~: Existing law provides that'the goven1ing boards oflocal 
political jurisdictions (i.e., cities, counties, and school or other districts) are 
generally elected by all of the voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or 
from districts formed within the political subdivision ( district-based) or 
some combination thereof. 

Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire local political 
jurisdiction to determine via ballot measure whether the governing board is 
elected at-large or by districts. The processes for placing one of these 
measures on the ballot varies according to the type of jurisdiction. 

Most cities and school or other districts in Cali fomia elect their governing 
boards using an at-large· election ~ystem. The exceptions, those that elect by 
district, tend to be the very large cities and school districts. 
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SB 976 
Page 2 

One of the most frequently dted reasons for changing from at-large to 
district elections is the need to overcome a history or patte111 of racial 
inequity. In s01ne instances, election by districts may actually be required 
by the federal Voting Rights Act. In Gomez v. City ofWatsonville (1988), 
the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the at-large elections of city 
council members in Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength 
of the minority community, and ordered the city to switch to single-member 
district elections. In Thornburg v. Gingles(l986), the Supreme Court 
announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove 
such a claim. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in 
establishing these conditions, which were: 

1. The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically 
that it was possible to create a district in which the minority could elect 
its own candidate. 

2. The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters 
usually supported minority candidates . 

3. There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, 
which usually (but not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates 
rather than for the minority candidates. 

Specifics o.f SB 976: , s: t ; • 11 ,J . 1, .1 /c / ,.,) .. ,;·,.,/''.::tt.1•·,r? / 
I ~,:.,.,w.1-flf!i %,:;;,,.,'.•·,•·;:1t~ .. :~c; 1 . ::/::::,:1,;··:~:::'"· •;:}.,.:,.;: >i'.t:.:_j ,\:./' .... ,i::tl:,~-,:;,:,~~~),,,,.,.~, -P.>~-c! . .l::i::=1·"', 

1. Prdv~cs that a..leeal political j ffi"isdiction may not 'employ-an at-large 
methoG"· 'election if it results in the dilution or the,abfidgement of the . 
rights of an registered voter who is a member erra' minority race, color 
or language gr ~' by impairing their abi~ elect candidates of their 
choice or by impah'ng th~ir ability to i fluence the outcome of an 
election. 

2. Provid~s that a violation of th' 1?_roliibition is established if it is shown 
that ra~ially polariz_ed votin o~curs~1 el~c~ions for members of~ the 
governmg body or 111 ele 10ns mcorp.m:. ~.tmg m: o.thneer electoral ch01ces by 
the voters of the sam;J risdiction. . . ~ 

3. Defines "racially /o1arized voting" as voting in wlaj.ch there is a 
difference in the ~ho1ce of candidates or other clectoraLchoices that are 
.Preferred by the voters in the protected cla,ss, and in the choice of 
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• 
SB 976 
Page 3 

candidates and electoral choices that are pr~y-v-0tsrs--in--the rest of 
-+l=i:e-~IBG-ter-a~--- . 
Ji) ,_,z,,.z.._ /.J .. A ~-------··------~ 

4. Specifies__!he; -·etnodology by which racially polarized voting maybe 
____.e.sta:b"l'fsfle d. / 

- I . 
5. Specifies that the act that me1;1bers of a protected class are not 

geographically co :ipact or c ncentrated may not preclude a finding of 
racially polarized v ting, b may be a factor in detennining an 
appropriate remedy. 

6. States that proof of an · , t t on the part of the voters or elected officials 
to discriminate against · tected class is not required. 

tJ _ __... ----.. Wi)eli11-e-a,te£..01:he_J;ra.G,tt):~ _ 

1 

at may be introduced as evidence in order to 
ef ~ul est~lr1fvl0lation. - .. _ 

8. Authorizes a court t ·. pose appropriate remedies, including district-

•

0>1' based elections, and to ward a, prevailing non-state or non-local 
ll government plaintiff p rty reasonable attorney's fees consistent with 

specified case law as part of the costs. 

<J-&:-Cn" ;:;iL.-. -Llr 
~ Comments: 

• 

According to the author, this bill addresses the problems associated with 
block voting, particularly those associated with racial or ethnic groups. This . 
is important for a state like California to address due to its diversity. 

Appropriation: No Fiscal Com.: No Local: No 

(Verified >) 

> / 
(Verified >) 

> 

: > 
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SENATE FLOOR ANALYSES CJRKSH-E~ CONSULTANT: _________ _ 
.,, 

THIRD READING 

Bill No.: 

Author: 

Amended: 

Vote Required: : ~:;?, .. { 
1 . 

SEN, APPROP, COM,: Vote ____ , Date ______ / 28.8 / NONFISCAL 

SEN. FLOOR: Vote ____ , Date ____ / ASSY FLOOR: Vote ____ , Date ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

SOURCE: 

DIGEST: 

ANALYSIS: 
(jJ 

FISCAL EFFECT: Appropriation: f(/J) 

Verification Date '5 / 3 lo; SUPPORT: ----'""",+-"""""'2'---------

OPPOSITION: Verifification Dat.e 6/3 ltJ / -.,:.., --"'-7,,___,_ _____ _ 

ARGUMENTS IN SUPPORT: 

ARGUMENTS IN OPPOSITION: 

Local: 
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BILL NO: 
AUTHOR: 
AMENDED: 
FISCAL: 

SUBJECT: 

SB976 
POLANCO 
AS TO BE AMENDED 
NO 

At large and district elections: rights of voters 

BACKGROUND: 

HEARING DATE: 5/2/01 
ANALYSIS BY: Darren Chesin 

I 
Existing law provides that the governing boards of local political jurisdictions (i.e., 
cities, counties, and school or other districts} are generally elected by all of the 
voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or from districts formed within the 
political subdivision (district-based) or some combination thereof. 

Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire local political jurisdiction to 
determine via ballot measure whether the governing board is elected at-large or 
by districts. The processes for placing one of these measures on the ballot 
varies according to the type of jurisdiction. 

Most cities and school or other districts in California elect their governing boards 
using an at-large election system. The exceptions, those that elect by district, 
tend to be the very large cities and school districts. 

One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from at-large to district 
elections is the need to overcome a history or pattern of racial inequity. In some 
instances, election by districts may actually be required by the federal Voting 
Rights Act. In Gomez v. City of Watsonville (1988), the United States Supreme 
Court affirmed that the at-large elections of city council members in Watsonville, 
California had diluted the voting strength of the minority community, and ordered · 
the city to switch to single-member district elections. In Thornburg v. Gingles 
( 1986), the Supreme Court announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first 
must establish to prove such a claim. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were 
successful in establishing these conditions, which were: 

• The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it 
was possible to create a district in which the minority could elect its own 
candidate. 

l) • The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters 
JI usually supported minority candidates. 
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• There was racially polarized voting among the majority community; which 
usually (but not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates rather than 
for the minority candidates. 

PROPOSED LAW: ...... , ~········'"'•·" -··"'.,~, .. ~.~-.... ........ ..., 

,:;.-bii1';,,ou1d.;;tabush-crlt;na in state law th ,:~g~ :~t!Jh!tYa lidity~) 
larg!!,~.~c!!9JL§Y.StE3'!1~~.S§I_QQ.~~b_all~~Ja~<!J!)J~21LrL .. ffiPecifically, this bill does all 
o;,.. -e»f¢1owrryg: ./ c· 1 Q 

. ,cft __ f.._~ c.'1? ,,~.> I.. 7 "') ( .. 

(a) Provides that a local political jurisdiction may not employ an at-large method 
of election if it results in the dilution or the abridgement of the rights of any 
registered voter who is a member of a minority race, color or language 
group, by impairing their ability to elect candidates of their choice or by 
impairing their ability to influence the outcome of an election. 

(b) Provides that a violation of this prohibition is established if it is shown that 
racially polarized voting occurs in elections for members of the governing 
body or in elections incorporating other electoral choices by the voters of the 
same jurisdiction. 

(c) Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which there is a difference in 
the choice of candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by the 
voters in the protected class, and in the choice of candidates and electoral 
choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the electorate. 

(d) Specifies the methodology by which racially polarized voting may be 
established. 

(e) Specifies that the fact that members of a protected class are not 
geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a finding of 
racially polarized voting, but may be a factor in determining an appropriate 
remedy. 

(f) States that proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected officials to 
discriminate against a protected class is not required. 

(g) Delineates other factors that may be introduced as evidence in order to 
establish a violation. 

(h) Authorizes a court to impose appropriate remedies, including district-based 
elections, and to award a prevailing non-state or non-local government 

. plaintiff party reasonable attorney's fees consistent with specified case law 
as part of the costs. 

SB 976 (Polanco) Page2 
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COMMENTS: 
r 

1 .. ~ccording to the author, this bill addresses the problems associated with 
il) l?lock voting, particul~rly tho~e a~sociated with racial ?r e~hnic _groups. This is 

{._,,.,,1 'important for a state hke Cal1forrna to address due to its d1vers1ty. 
·\ .. _.,,) 

2. This bill establishes criteria when met, that would serve to prohibit the use of 
at-large elections in local jurisdictions. Unlike the preconditions established 
by the Supreme Court in Thornburg v. Gingles, this bill does not require that 
the minority community be geographically compact or concentrated. If a 
minority community is not sufficiently geographically compact to ensure that it 
can elect one of their members from a district, what is gained by eliminating 
the at-large election system? 

3. Several bills seeking to promote the use of district-based elections over at
large elections have been pursued in the past. Last year, AB 8 (Cardenas) 
which sought to eliminate the at-large election system within the Los Angeles 
Community College District, was vetoed by the Governor. In his veto 
message, the Governor stated that the decision to create single-member 
trustee areas is best made at the local level, not by the state. AB 172 

. (Firebaugh) of 1999, which would have prohibited at-large elections for 
specified K-12 school districts, passed this committee but died in the Senate 
Committee on Education. 

yt&j POSITIONS: 

Sponsor: Joaquin Avila, former President, MALDEF; public interest attorney 

Support: None received 

Oppose: None received 

SB 976 (Polanco) Page 3 
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SENATE COMMITTEE: ON ELECTIONS AND REAPPORTIONMENT . 
Senator Don: Perata, Chair , ·• 

BILL NO: 
AUTHOR: 
AMENDED: 

· FISCAL: 

SUBJECT: 

SB 976 
POLANCO 
AS TO BE AMENDED 
NO 

At large and district elections: rights of voters 

BACKGROUND: 

HEARING DATE: 5/2/01 
ANALYSIS BY: Darren Chesin 

Existing law provides that the governing boards of local political jurisdictions (i.e., 
cities, counties, and school or other districts) are generally elected by all of the 
voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or from districts formed within the 
political subdivision (district-based) or some combination thereof. 

Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire local political jurisdiction to 
determine via ballot measure whether the governing board is elected at-large or 
by districts. The processes for placing one of these measures on the ballot 
varies according to the type of jurisdiction. 

Most cities and school or other districts in California elect their governing boards 
using an at-large election system. The exceptions, those that elect by district, 
tend to be the very large cities and school districts. · 

One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from at-large to district 
elections is the need to overcome a history or pattern of racial inequity. In some 
instances, election by districts may actually be required by the federal Voting 
Rights Act. In Gomez v. City of Watsonville (1988), the United States Supreme 
Court affirmed that the at-large elections of city council members in Watsonville, 
California had diluted the voting strength of the minority community, and ordered 
the city to switch to single-member district elections. In Thornburg v. Gingles 
( 1986), the Supreme Court announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first 
must establish to prove such a claim. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were 
successful in establishing these conditions, which were: 

• The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it 
was possible to create a district in which the minority could elect its own 
candidate. 

• The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters 
usually supported minority candidates. 
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• There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, which 
usually (but not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates rather than 
for the minority candidates. · 

PROPOSED LAW: 

This bill would establish criteria in state law through which the validity of local at
large election systems can be challenged in court. Specifically, this bill does all 
of the following: 

(a) Provides that a local political jurisdiction may not employ an at-large method 
of election if it results in the dilution or the abridgement of the rights of any 
registered voter who is a member of a minority race, color or language 
group, by impairing their ability to elect candidates of their choice or by 
impairing their ability to influence the outcome of an election. 

(b) Provides that a violation of this prohibition is established if it is shown that 
racially polarized voting occurs in elections for members of the governing 
body or in elections incorporating other electoral choices by the voters of the 
same jurisdiction. 

(c) Defines "racially polarized voting" as voting in which there is a difference in 
the choice of candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by the 
voters in the protected class, and in the choice of candidates and electoral 
choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the electorate. 

(d) Specifies the methodology by which racially polarized voting may be 
established. 

( e) Specifies that the fact that members of a protected class are not 
geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a finding of 
racially polarized voting, but may be a factor in determining an appropriate 
remedy. 

(f) States that proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected officials to 
discriminate against a protected class is not required. 

(g) Delineates other factors that may be introduced as evidence in order to 
establish a violation. 

(h) Au.thorizes a court to impose appropriate remedies, including district-based 
elections, and to award a prevailing non-state or non-local government 
plaintiff party reasonable attorney's fees consistent with specified case law 
as part of the costs. 

SB 976 (Polanco) Page2 
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COMMENTS: 

1. According to the author, this bill addresses the problems associated with 
block voting, particularly those associated with racial or ethnic groups. This is 
important for a state like California to address due to its diversity. 

2. This bill establishes criteria when met, that would serve to prohibit the use of 
at-large elections in local jurisdictions. Unlike the preconditions established 
by the Supreme Court in Thornburg v. Gingles, this bill does not require that 
the minority community be geographically compact or concentrated. If a 
minority community is not sufficiently geographically compact to ensure that it 
can elect one of their members from a district, what is gained by eliminating 
the at-large election system? 

3. Several bills seeking to promote the use of district-based elections over at
large elections have been pursued in the past. Last year, AB 8 (Cardenas) 
which sought to eliminate the at-large election system within the Los Angeles 
Community College District, was vetoed by the Governor. In his veto 
message, the Governor stated that the decision to create single-member 
trustee areas is best made at the local level, not by the state. AB 172 
(Firebaugh) of 1999, which would have prohibited at-large elections for 
specified K-12 school districts, passed this committee but died in the Senate 
Committee on Education. 

POSITIONS:. 

Sponsor: Joaquin Avila, former President, MALDEF; public interest attorney 

Support: None received 

Oppose: None received 

SB 976 (Polanco) Page 3 
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SB 976 (Polanco) 
File Item# 
Senate Elections & Reapportionment: X-X 
{AYE: NO: ABS:) 
Senate Appropriations: X-X 
(AYE: NO: ABS:] 
Vote requirement: 
Version Date: 2/23/01 {as proposed to be amended) 

Quick Summary 

Oppose 

Creates a new state Voting Rights Act that goes far beyond current Supreme 
Court interpretations of the federal Voting Rights law. It will unnecessarily 
increase voting rights litigation in the state. 

Digest 

Enacts the California Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

Provides that a violation of its provisions shall be established if it is shown that 
racially polarized voting, as defined, occurs in elections for governing board 
members of a political subdivision. 

Provides that intent to discriminate against a protected class is not required to 
establish a violation of its provisions. 

Authorizes a court to impose appropriate remedies, including district-based 
elections, and to award a prevailing plaintiff party reasonable attorneys fees. 

Background 

Existing law provides for public officials in political subdivisions are generally 
elected in at large elections. 

Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire political subdivision to 
decide the manner of election for the entire district. 

Most school boards and city councils -are elected in at-large elections. 

Using the federal Voting Rights Act, several lawsuits have forced local 
jurisdictions to change their voting procedures. In Thornburg v. Gingles, the 
U.S. Supreme Court set out a three-part test to determine whether at-large 
elections violated the Voting Rights Act: 

Elections & Reapportionment Committee Commentaries Page 5 of 18 
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1. The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically that it 
was possible to create a district in which the minority could elect its own 
candidate. 
2. The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters 

. usually supported minority candidates. 
3. There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, which 
usually voted for majority candidates rather than for the minority candidates. 

Applying the Gingles test in Gomez v. City of Watsonville, the United States 
Supreme Court affirmed that the at-large elections for city council violated the 
Voting Rights Act by diluting Hispanic voting strength. The Court ordered 
single-member district elections. 

Analysis 

This bill is unnecessary. The federal Voting Rights Act already protects 
minorities from harm created by at-large elections. 

This bill does not require geographic concentration for a finding of racially 
polarized voting. If a minority group is not geographically concentrated, how 
will single-member districts change the results? 

It also permits other factors to be considered including use of electoral devices 
or other voting practices or procedures; the extent to which members of the 
protected class bear the effects of past discrimination in areas such as 
education, employment, and health, which hinder their ability to participate 
effectively in the political process, and the use of overt or subtle racial appeals 
in political campaigns. 

Add those factors to the provisions permitting attorneys' fees and this bill is the 
full-employment act for voting rights act lawyers and creates a whole new area 
for trial lawyers to have a field day. 

Support & Opposition Received 

None received. 

Consultant: Cynthia Bryant 

--~f½r~~~~ 

- ~ f,VVl,O'HI\\ 0;t;. ~ ~ · 
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SB 976 
SENATE E&R COMMITTEE 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 2, 2001, 9:30 A.M. 
ROOM 3191 

STATEMENT 

MY NAME IS SAEED ALI AND, WITH THE CHAIR'S PERMISSION, I AM 
PRESENTING THIS MEASURE AT THE REQUEST OF SENATOR POLANCO 
WHO IS ABSENT TODAY. 

THIS BILL ADDRESSES THE PROBLEM OF RACIAL BLOC VOTING. BLOCK 
VOTING, PARTICULARLY WHEN ASSOCIATED WITH RACIAL OR ETHNIC 
GROUPS IS HARMFUL TO A STATE LIKE CALIFORNIA DUE TO ITS -
DIVERSITY. 

SN 976 PROVIDES A JUDICIAL PROCESS AND CRITERIA TO DETERMINE 
IFTHE PROBLEM OF BLOCK VOTING CAN BE ESTABLISHED. THEN, 
THE BILL PROVIDES COURTS WITH APPROPRIATE LEGAL REMEDIES 

· FOR THE PROBLEM. ONE OF THE REMEDIES IS .ELECTION BY DISTRICT. 

SPECIFICALLY, THIS BILL DOES ALL OF THE FOLLOWING: 

1. PROVIDES THAT A LOCAL POLITICAL JURISDICTION MAY NOT 
DILUTE OR ABRIDGE THE RIGHTS OF ANY REGISTERED VOTER WHO 
IS A MEMBER OF A MINORITY RACE, COLOR OR LANGUAGE GROUP, 
BY IMPAIRING THEIR ABILITY TO ELECT CANDIDATES OF THEIR 
CHOICE OR BY IMPAIRING THEIR ABILITY TO INFLUENCE THE 
OUTCOME OF AN ELECTION. 

2. PROVIDES THAT A VIOLATION OF THIS PROHIBITION IS 
ESTABLISHED IF IT IS SHOWN THAT RACIALLY POLARIZED VOTING 
OCCURS IN ELECTIONS FOR MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNING BODY 
OR IN ELECTIONS INCORPORATING OTHER ELECTORAL CHOICES 
BY THE VOTERS OF THE SAME JtJRISDICTION. · 

3. DEFINES "RACIALLY POLARIZED VOTING" AS VOTING IN WHICH 
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN THE CHOICE OF CANDIDATES OR 
OTHER ELECTORAL CHOICESTHAT ARE PREFERRED BY THE 
VOTERS IN THE PROTECTEp CLASS, AND IN THE CHOICE OF 
CANDIDATES AND ELECTORAL CHOICES THAT ARE PREFERRED BY. 
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VOTERS IN THE REST OF THE ELECTORATE. 

4. SPECIFIES THE METHODOLOGY BY WHICH RACIALLY POLARIZED 
VOTING MAY BE ESTABLISHED. 

5. SPECIFIES THAT THE FACT THAT MEMBERS OF A PROTECTED 
CLASS ARE NOT GEOGRAPHICALLY COMPACT OR CONCENTRATED 
MAY NOT PRECLUDE A FINDING OF RACIALLY POLARIZED VOTING, 
BUT MAY BE A FACTOR IN DETERMINING AN APPROPRIATE 
REMEDY. 

6. AUTHORIZES A COURT TO IMPOSE APPROPRIATE REMEDIES, 
INCLUDING DISTRICT-BASED ELECTIONS, AND TO AWARD A 
PREVAILING NON-STATE OR NON-LOCAL GOVERNMENT PLAINTIFF 
PARTY REASONABLE ATTORNEY'S FEES CONSISTENT WITH 
SPECIFIED CASE LAW AS PART OF THE COSTS. 

COMMITTEE ANALYSIS 

THE STAFF ANALYSIS POINTS OUT TWO ISSUES (ITEMS 2 AND 3) 

1. THE ANALYSIS ASKS: IF A MINORITY COMMUNITY IS NOT 
SUFFICIENTLY GEOGRAPHICALLY COMPACT TO MEET THE 
THORNBURG V GINGLES REQUIREMENT SO THAT THE COMMUNITY 
CAN ELECT ONE OF THEIR MEMBERS FROM A DISTRICT, WHAT IS 
GAINED BY ELIMINATING THE AT-LARGE ELECTION SYSTEM? 

THERE ARE THREE ANSWERS TO THIS QUESTION. 
FIRST, THORNBURG V GINGLES IS LIMITED IN ITS SCOPE. IT APPLIES 

· TO APPLICATIONS OF THE FEDERAL VOTING RIGHTS ACT. ANY STATE 
LAWS THAT EXPAND VOTING RIGHTS BEYOND THE FEDERAL 
STATUTES ARE NOT IMPACTED BY THE CASE. 

SECOND, ALTHOUGH A PARTICULAR GROUP MAY BE TOO SMALL TO 
ENSUR~ THAT ITS OWN CANDIDATE IS ELECTED, THE GROUP MAY 
STILL BE ABLE TO FAVORABLY INFLUENCE THE ELECTION OF A 
CANDIDATE. THIS INFLUENCE MAY ONLY COME ABOUT WITH 
DISTRICT RATHER THAN AT-LARGE ELECTIONS. 

THIRD, AND FINALLY, THIS LEGISLATURE C:AN AND DOES ENACT 
LAWS THAT PROVIDE CALIFORNIANS WITH BETTER AND MORE 

SB 976 (Polanco) Page 2 
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. SPECIFIC STATUTES THAN THOSE IN SIMILAR FEDERAL LEGISLATION. 
FOR EXAMPLE, WE CREATED THE UNRUH CIVIL RIGHTS ACT AS WE 
NEEDED TO PROVIDE BETTER AND MORE SPECIFIC STATUTES SUITED 
TO OUR NEEDS THAN THOSE IN FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS STATUTES. 

MEMBERS, AFTER THE 2000 CENSUS, IN CALIFORNIA, WE ARE FACING 
A UNIQUE SITUATION WHERE WE ARE ALL MINORITIES. WE NEED 
STATUTES TO ENSURE THAT OUR ELECTORAL SYSTEM IS FAIR AND 
OPEN. THIS MEASURE GIVES US A TOOL TO MOVE US IN THAT 
DIRECTION: IT IDENTIFIES THE PROBLEM, GIVES TOOLS TO DEAL 
WITH THE PROBLEM AND PROVIDES A SOLUTION. 

2. FINALLY, THE COMMITTEE ANALYSIS REFERENCES SEVERAL BILLS 
THAT DEALT WITH PROMOTING THE USE OF DISTRICT-BASED 

. ELECTIONS OVER AT-LARGE ELECTIONS. 

THIS MEASURE IS DIFFERENT: IT DOES NOT SAY THAT DISTRICT 
ELECTIONS ARE THE ONLY MEANS. THIS MEASURE SAYS THAT WE 
NEED TO ATTACK BLOCK VOTING AND, IF BLOCK VOTING IS 
ESTABLISHED IN A COURT OF LAW, THEN IT ALLOWS A COURT TO · 
IMPOSE REMEDIES INCLUDING DISTRICT ELECTIONS. AS YOU CAN SEE, 
THIS BILL IS QUITE DIFFERENT. 
I HAVE TWO WITNESSES: JOAQUIN AVILA, A DISTINGUISHED VOTING 
RIGHTS ATTORNEY, FORMER GENERAL COUNSEL AT MALDEF AND A 
MACARTHUR FELLOW AND ALAN CLAYTON, LA COUNTY CHICANO 
EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION and the CALIFORNIA LATINO 
REDISTRICTING COALITION. 

I REQUEST AN AYE VOTE. 

SB 976 (Polanco) Page 3 
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~ 

SENATE RULES COMMITTEE 
Office of Senate Floor Analyses 
1020 N Street, Suite 524 
(916) 445-6614 Fax: (916) 327-4478 

Bill No: 
Author: 

.Amended: 
Vote: 

SB 976 
Polanco (D) 
5/1/01 
21 

THIRD READING 

SENATE ELECTIONS & REAP. COMMITTEE: 5-3, 5/2/01 
A YES: Alpert, Burton, Murray, Ortiz, Perata 
NOES: Brulte, Johnson, Poochigian 

SUBJECT: Elections: rights of voters 

SOURCE: Author 

SB 976 

DIGEST: This bill establishes criteria in state law through which the 
validity of at-large election systems can be challenged in court. 

ANALYSIS: Existing law provides that the governing boards of local 
political jurisdictions (i.e., cities, counties, and school or other districts) are 
generally elected by all of the voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or 
from districts formed within the political subdivision ( district-based) or 
some combination thereof. 

Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire local political 
jurisdiction to determine via ballot measure whether the governing board is 
elected at.,.large or by districts. The processes. for placing one of these 
measures on the ballot varies according to the type of jurisdiction. 

Most cities and school or other districts in California elect their governing 
boards using an at-large election system. The exceptions, those that elect by 
district, tend to be the very large: cities and school districts. 

CONTINUED 
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SB 976 
Page 2 

One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from at-large to 
district elections is the need to overcome a history or pattern of racial 
inequity. In some instances, election by districts may actually be required 
by the federal Voting Rights Act. In Gomez v. City ofWatsonville (1988), 
the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the at-large elections of city 
council members in Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength 
of the minority community, and ordered the city to switch to single-member 
district elections. In Thornburg v. Gingles(l 986), the Supreme Court 
announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove 
such a claim. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in 
establishing these conditions, which were: 

1. The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically 
that it was possible to create a district in which the minority could elect 
its own candidate. 

2. The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters 
usually supported minority candidates, 

3. There wasracially polarized voting among the majority community, 
which usually (but not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates 
rather than for the minority candidates. 

Specifics of SB 976: 

1. Enacts the California Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

2. Provides that an at-large method of election may not be imposed or 
applied in a manner that results in the dilution or abridgement of the right 
of registered voters who are members of a protected class by impairing 
their ability to elect candidates of their choice or to influence the outcome 
of an election. 

3. Provides that a violation of the bilf is to be established if it is shown that 
rad.ally polarized voting occurs in election for governing boards of a 
political subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral choices 
by the voters of the political subdivision. 

. . 

4. Specifies that the occurrence. of racially polarized voting shall be 
determined from examining results of elections in which candidates are 

CONTINUED 
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SB 976 
Page 3 

members of a protected class or elections involving ballot measures, or 
other electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges of members of 
the protected class. One circumstance that may be considered is the 
extent to which candidates who are members of a: protected class have 
been elected to the governing body of a political subdivision that is the 
subject of an action based on this bill. In multi-seat at-large districts, 
where the number of candidates who are members of a protected class is 
fewer than the number of seats available, the relative group-wide support 
received by candidates from members of the protected class shall be the 
basis for the racial polarization analysis. 

5. States that proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected officials 
to discriminate against a protected class is not required. 

6. Specifies that other factors such as the history of discrimination, the use 
of electoral devices or other voting practices or procedures that may 
enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of access to those 
processes determining which groups of candidates will receive financial_ 
or other support in a given election, the extent to which members of the 
protected class bear the effects of past discrimination in areas such as 
education, employment, and health, which hinder their ability to 
participate effectively in the political process, and the use of overt or 
subtle racial appeals in political campaigns, may also be introduced as 
evidence but these factors are not necessary to establish a violation of this 
section. 

7. Authorizes a court to impose appropriate remedies, including district
based elections, and to award a prevailing non-state or non-local 
government plaintiff party reasonable attorney's fees consistent with 
specified case law as part of the costs. 

The bill defines: 

1. 11At-large method of election11 as any of the following methods of electing 
members to the governing body of a political subdivision, and does not 
include any method of district-based elections: 

A. One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the members to 
the governing body. 
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.. SB 976 
Page 5 

FISCAL EFFECT: Appropriation: No Fiscal Com.: No Local: No 

DLW:jk 5/8/01 Senate Floor Analyses 
SUPPORT/OPPOSITION: NONE RECEIVED 

**** END **** 
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• 

SENATE RULES COMMITTEE 
Office of Senate Floor Analyses 
1020 N Street, Suite 524 
(916) 445-6614 Fax: (916) 327-4478 

SENATE ELECTIONS & REAP. COMMITTEE: 5-3, 5/2/01 
A YES: Alpert, Burton, Murray, Ortiz, Perata 
NOES: Brulte, Johnson, Poochigian 

SENATE FLOOR: 16-10, 5/30/01 

SB 976 

A YES: Alarcon, Chesbro, Dunn, Escutia, Figueroa, Karnette, Kuehl, 
Murray, Peace, Polanco, Romero, Scott, Soto, Speier, Torlakson, Vincent . 

NOES: Ackerman, Brulte, Haynes, Johannessen, Knight, McClintock, 
McPherson, Morrow, Oller, Poochigian 

SUBJECT: Elections: rights of voters 

SOURCE: Author 

DIGEST: This bill establishes criteria in state law through which the 
validity of at-large election systems can be challenged in court. 

ANALYSIS: Existing law provides that the governing boards of local 
political jurisdictions (i.e., cities, counties, and school or other districts}are 
generally elected by all of the voters of the political subdivision (at-large) or 
from di_stricts formed within the political subdivision ( district-based) or 
some combination thereof. 

Existing law generally permits the voters of the entire local political. 
jurisdiction to determine via ball,ot measure whether the governing board is 
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SB 976 
Page 2 

elected at-large or by districts. The processes for placing one of these 
measures on the ballot varies according to the type of jurisdiction. 

Most cities and school or other districts in California elect their governing 
boards using an at-large election system. The exceptions, those that elect by 
district, tend to be the very large cities and school districts. 

One of the most frequently cited reasons for changing from at-large to 
district elections is the need to overcome a history or pattern of racial 
inequity. In some instances, election by districts may actually be required 
by the federal Voting Rights Act. In Gomez v. City ofWatsonville (1988), 
the United States Supreme Court affirmed that the at-large elections of city 
council members in Watsonville, California had diluted the voting strength 
of the minority community, and ordered the city to switch to single-member 
district elections. In Thornburg v. Gingles(} 986), the Supreme Court 
announced three preconditions that a plaintiff first must establish to prove 
such a claim. The plaintiffs in the Watsonville case were successful in 
establishing these conditions, which were: 

1. The minority community was sufficiently concentrated geographically 
that it was possible to create a district in which the minority could elect 
its own candidate. 

2. The minority community was politically cohesive, in that minority voters· 
usually supported minority candidates. 

3. There was racially polarized voting among the majority community, 
which usually (but not necessarily always), voted for majority candidates 
rather than for the minority candidates. 

Specifics of SB 976: 

1. Enacts the California Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

2. Provides that an at-large method of.election may not be imposed or . 
applied in a manner that results in the dilution or abridgement of the right 
of registered voters who are members of a protected class by impairing 
their ability to elect candidates of their choice or to influence the outcome 
of an election . 
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SB 976 
Page 3 

3. Provides that a violation of the bill is to be established if it is shown that 
racially polarized voting occurs in election for governing boards of a 
political subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral choices 
by the voters of the political subdivision. 

4. Specifies that the occurrence of racially polarized voting shall be 
determined from examining results of elections in which candidates are 
members of a protected class or elections involving ballot measures, or · 
other electoral choices that affect the rights and privileges of members of 
the protected class. One circumstance that may be considered is the 
extent to which candidates who are members of a protected class have 
been elected to the governing body of a political subdivision that is the 
subject of an action based on this bill. In multi-seat at-large districts, 
where the number of candidates who are members of a protected class is 
fewer than the number of seats available, the relative group-wide support 
received by candidates from members of the protected class shall be the 
basis for the racial polarization analysis. 

5. States that proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected officials 
to discriminate against a protected class is not required . 

6. Specifies that other factors such as the history of discrimination, the use 
of electoral devices or other voting practices or procedures that may 
enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial of access to those 
processes determining which groups of candidates will receive financial 
or other support in a given election, the extent to which members of the 
protected class bear the effects of past discrimination in areas such as 
education, employment, and health, which hinder their ability to 
participate effectively in the political process, and the use of overt or 
subtle racial appeals in political campaigns, may also be introduced as 
evidence but these factors are not necessary to establish a violation of this 
section. 

7. Authorizes a court to impose appropriate remedies, including district
based elections, and to award a prevailing non-state or non-local 
government plaintiff party reasonable attorney's fees consistent with 
specified case law as part of the costs. · 
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( . SB 976 
Page 4 

• The bill defines: 

• 

• 

1. "At-large method of election" as any of the following methods of electing 
members to the governing body of a political subdivision, and does not 
include any method of district-based elections: 

A. One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the members to 
the governing body. 

B. One in which the candidates are required to reside within given areas 
of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the 
members to the governing body. 

C. One which combines at-large elections with district-based elections. 

2. "District-based election" as a method of electing members to the 
governing body of a political subdivision in which the candidate must 
reside within an election district that is a divisible part of the political 
subdivision and is elected only by voters residing within that election 
district. 

3. "Political subdivision" as a geographic area of representation created for 
the provision of government services, including, but not limited to, a 
city, a school district, a community college district, or other district 
organized pursuant to state law. 

4. "Protected class" as a class of voters who are members of a minority race, 
color or language group, as this class is referenced and defined in the 
federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.). 

5. "Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there is a difference in 
the choice of candidates or other electoral choices that are preferred by 
voters in the protected class, and in the choice of candidates and electoral 
choices that are preferred by voter~ in the rest of the electorate. The 
methodologies for estimating group voting behavior as approved in 
applicable federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act (42 
U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et seq.) to establish racially polarized voting may be 
used for purposes of this section to prove that elections are characterized 
by racially polarized voting. 
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Comments: 

SB 976 
Page 5 

According to the author, this bill addresses the problems associated with 
block voting, particularly those associated with racial or ethnic groups. This 
is important for a state like California to address due to its diversity. 

FISCAL EFFECT: Appropriation: No Fiscal Com.: No Local: No 

DLW:jk 6/1/01 Senate Floor Analyses 
SUPPORT/OPPOSITION: NONE RECEIVED 

**** END **** 
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BILL NUMBER: SB 976 INTRODUCED 

BILL TEXT 

INTRODUCED BY Senator Polanco 

FEBRUARY 23, 2001 

An act to add Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025) to 

Division 14 of the Elections Code, relating to voting rights. 

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST 

SB 976, as introduced, Polanco. Elections: rights of voters. 

Existing law provides for political subdivisions that encompass 

municipal areas of representation within the state. With respect to 

these muaieipal areas, public officials are generally elected by all 

of the voters of the political subdivision (at"large) or from 

districts formed within the political subdivision (district"based). 

Existing law generally allows the voters of the entire political 

subdivision to determine whether the elected public officials are 

elected by divisions or by the entire political subdivision. 

This bill would provide that a munieipal political subdivision may 

not may dilute or abridge be subdivided in a manner that results in a denial or abridgment 

ef the right of a registered voter to vote on account of membership 

in a minority race, color or language group. 

This bill would provide that a violation of it~ provisions shall 

be established if it is shown that racially polarized voting, as 

defined, occurs in elections for governing board members of a 

municipal political subdivision. It would provide that an intent to 

· State Voting R,ights Act" April 25, 2001 Draft" 1 
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discriminate against a protected class, as defined, is not required 

to establish a violation of this bill. 

This bill would authorize a court to impose appropriate remedies, 

including district-based elections, and to award a prevailing 

nonstate or nonlocal government plaintiff party reasonable attorney's 

fees consistent with specified case law as part of the costs. 

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no. 

State-mandated local program: no. 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS: 

SECTION 1. Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 14025) is added to Division 14 of the 

Elections Code, to read: 

CHAPTER 1.5. RIGHTS OF VOTERS 

14025. This act shall be known and may be cited as the California 

Voting Rights Act of 2001. 

14026. As used in this chapter: 

(a) '\A.,t large method of election" means any method of electing 

members to the governing body of a municipal political subdivision in 

whieh too voters of the entire jurisdiction elect the members of the 

governing body, a-nd does not include any method of district based 

elections. 

a) "At-large method of election" means any of the following 
methods of electing members to the governing body of a political 
subdivision, and does not include any method of district-based 
elections: 

(1) One in which the voters of the entire political 
subdivision elect the members ~o the governing body. 

(2) One in which the candidates are required to reside within 
given areas of the political subdivision and the voters of the 
entire political subdivision elect the members to the governing 
body. 

. State Voting R!ghts Act - April 25, 2001 Draft- 2 
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(3) One which combines at-large elections with district
based elections. 

(b) "District-based election" means a method of electing members 

to the governing body of a municipal political subdivision in which 

the candidate must reside within an election district that is a 

divisible part of the municipal political subdivision and is elected 

only by voters residing within that election district. 

(o) "Minority language group" means persons who are American 

Indian, Asian American, Alaskan Native, or of Spanish heritage", as these gre1i:JJS aro roferenced 
anddefinedin the.federal VotingRightsAct, 42 US.C. 1973, etseq .. 

(aj (c) "]Municipal p Political subdivision" means a geographic area of 

representation created for the provision of municipal government 

services, including, but not limited to, a city, a school district, a 

community college district, or other ±eeal district organized pursuant to the laws of the State of 
California. 

(e) "Protected class" means a class of voters who are members of a 

minority race, color or language group, as this class is referenced and de.fined in the federal 
Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973, et seq. 

(t) "Racially polarized voting" means voting in which there is 

consistent differenee in the way yoters of an identifiable class 

based on a minority race, color or language group vote and the v1a-y 

the rest of the electorate vote in a municipal political subdivision. 

a difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral choices het,.~•een those 1,vho are 
membef'S o-f«proreered class that are preferred by #re voters in the protected class, and in the 
choice of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by voters in the rest of the 
electorate. #t0sc 1,vh0 fir'e net mernbePs of the pro reefed el-ass thfit are preferred by the 1"€J!it oft-.¼e 
el-eerorore. The methodologies.for estimating group voting behavior as approved in applicable 
federal cases to enforce the federal Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973, et. seq. to establish 
racially polarized voting may be used.for purposes of this section to prove that elections are 
characterized by racially polarized voting. 

14027. /tc municipal political subdivision muy Hot be subdivided in 

a manner. that resuks in a denial or abridgment of the right of any 

registered voter to vote on account of membership in a miHority race, 

State Voting Rights Act - April 25, 2001 Draft- 3 
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color or language group. An at-large method of election may not be imposed or applied in a 
manner that results in the dilution or the abridgement of the rights of any registered voter who is 
a member of the protected class, as provided in section 14028, by impairing their ability to elect 
candidates of their choice or by impairing their ability to influence the outcome of an election. 

14028. (a) A violation of Section 14027 is established ifit is 

shown that racially polarized voting occurs in elections for members 

of the governing body of a m1:1nicipal political subdivision or in elections inc01porating other 
electoral choices by the voters of the political subdivision. 

(b) The occurrence ofracially polarized voting shall be 

determined from examining results of elections in which candidates 

are members of a protected class or elections involving ballot measures, or other electol'al 
choices which affect the rights and privileges ofmembel's of the protecteddass. One 
circumstance that may be 

considered is the extent to which candidates who are members of a 

protected class have been elected to the governing body of a 

municipal political subdivision that is the subject of an action 
based upon Section 14027 and this section. In multi-seat at-lal'ge elections, where the number 
of candidate,Y who are members of a protected clas,., is fewe1· than the number of seats · 
available, the relative group-wide support received by those candidate(.<,) from members of the 
protected class shall be the basis for the racial polarization analysis. 

( c) The fact that members of a protected class are not 

geographically compact or concentrated may not preclude a finding of . 

racially poladzed voting, but may be a factor in determining an 

appropriate remedy. 

( d) Proof of an intent on the part of the voters or elected 

officials to discriminate against a protected class is not required. 

(e) Other factors such as the history of discrimination, the use of electoral devices or other 
voting practices or procedures that may wltieh enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, 
denial of access to those processe,\' determining which group,Y of candidates will receive 
financial or other support in a given election candidate slating grottp:&, the extent to which 
members of the protected class bear the effects of past discrimination in areas such as education, 
employment, and health, which hinder their ability to participate effectively in the political 
process, and the use ~f overt or subtle racial appeals in political campaigns, may also be 
introduced as evidence but these factors are nbt necrssary to establish a violation of this section. 

14029. _Upon a finding of a violation of Section 14027 and section 1.4028, the court 

shall implement appropriate remedies, including the imposition of 

district-based elections in place of at large districts, that are 

· State Voting R~ghts Act - April 25, 2001 Draft~ 4 
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tailored to remedy the violation. 

14030. In any actjon to enforce Section 14027, the court shall 

allow the prevailing plaintiff party, other than the state or 

political subdivision thereof, a reasonable attorney's fee consistent 

with the standards established in Serrano v. Priest (1977) 20 Cal.3d 

25, at including pages 48 and 49, as part of the costs. Prevailing plaintiff 

parties, other than the state or political subdivision thereof, shall 

recover their expert witness fees and expenses as part of the costs. 

14031 The Calffornia Voting Rights Act of 2001 is enacted to enforce Article I, Section 7 and 
Article 2, Section 2 of the California State Constitution. 

State Voting Rights Act - April 25, 2001 Draft- 5 
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~~AY .. -0.l' 01 (TUE) 12: 52 SENATE E&R COMMITTEE IS TEL:00 

58429 

in~ert: 

04/30/01 3;06 PM 
RN0112871 PAGE 1 
Substantive 

AMENDMENTS TO SENATE aILL NO. 976 

Amendment 1 
on page 2, strike out lines 9 to 13, inclusive, and 

(a) "At-large method of election" means any of the 
following methods of electing members to the governing body of q 
political subdivision, and does not include any method of 
district-based ele~tions: 

(1) One in which the voters of the entire jurisdiction 
elect the members to the governing body. 

(2} One in which the candidates are required to resiae 
within given areaa of the jurisdiction and the voters of the entire 
jurisdiction elect the members to the governing body. 

(3) one which combines at-large elections with 
district-based electiona. 

Arnendn,.ent 2 
On p~ge 2, line 15, strike out "municipal" 

Amenclment 3 
on page 2, line 17, strike out "municipal" 

Amendment 4 
on page 2, strike out lines 19 to 21, incl~ai~e, in line 

22, strike out "(d) "Municipal political. 1
' and insert: 

(c) "Political 

Amendments 
On page 2, line 23, ~trike out "municipal" 

Amendment 6 

insert: 
On page 2, line 25, strike out 111ocal district 11 and 

district o~ganized pu~suant to state law 

Amendment 7 

Co.lPIP1· 

from . r 

co. 

~h0n11 jl 

fa1cll 

---------
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1"1AY. -0,1' 01 (TUE) 12:52 SENATE E&R GOMMITTEE[S TEL:00 

58429 
04/30/01 3:06 PM 
RN0112871 PAGE 2 
Substantive 

on page 2, line 26, ~trike out "(e) 11 and insert: 

(d) 

Amendment 8 
On page 2, line 27, after "group" insert: 

, as this class ia reterenced and defined in th~ federal Voting 
Rights Act (42 u.s.c, Seo. 1973 et seq.) 

Amendment 9 
on page 2, strike out lines 28 to 35, inclusivei and 

insert: 

(e) "Racially polarized voting" means voting in which 
there is a difference in the choice of candidates or other electoral 
choices that c1re preferred by voters in the protected class, and in 
the choice of candidates and electoral choices that are preferred by 
voters in the rest of the electorate. The methodologies for 
eetimating group voting behQvior as approved in applicable federal 
cases to enforce the federal Voting Mights Act (42 u.s.c. Sec. 1973 
et seq.) to establish raci4lly pola~i~ed voting may be used for 
purposes of this section to prove that elections are characterized 
by racially polarized voting. 

14027. An at-large method of election may not be j,mposed 
or applied in a manner that results in the dilution or the 
abridgment of the rights of regist~red voters who are members of the 
protected class, as provided in section 14028, by impairing their 
ability to elect candidates of their choice of their ability to 
influenc~ the o~tcome of an election. 

Amendment 10 
On page 3, lines 3 and 4, strike out "municipal political 

subdivision" and insert: 

political subdivision or in elections incorporating other electoral 
choices by the voters of the political subdivision 

Amendment 11 

inaert: 
on pqge 3, strike out lines 5 to 11, inclusive, ~nd 

(b) The occurrence of I"acially polarized voting shall be 
determined from exijmining results of elections in which candidates 
are members of a protected cla~s or elections involving ballot 
measures, or other electoral ~hoices that affect the rights and 
privilegea of members of the protected class. one circumstance that 
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.MAY.-0,l'0l(TUE) 12:52 SENATE E&R COMMITTEE [S TEL:00 ---

58429 
04/30/01 3:06 PM 
RN0112B71 PAGE 3 
Substantive 

~ay be coneidered is the extent to which candidates who are members 
of a protected class have been elected to tne governing body of a 
politic~l aubdivision th~t is the subject of an action based on 
Section 14027 and this section. In multi-seat at-large districts, 
where the number of candidates who are members of a protected class 
is fewer than the number of seat■ available, the relative group-wide 
support received by candidates f;-om members of the protectect claas 
shall be the basis fo~ the racial polarization analysis. 

Amendment 12 
on page 3, between lines 17 and 18r inaert: 

(e) Other factors such as the histm:y of cUscr.im.inntion, 
the use of electoral devicea or other voting practices or pro~edure~ 
that may enhance the dilutive effects of at-large elections, denial 
of access to those processes determining which groups of candidates 
will receive financial or other support in a given election, the 
eKtent to which members of the protected class bear the effects of 
past cUscr1mination in areas such as education, employment, and 
health, which hinder their ability to particip~te effectively in the 
political process, and the use of overt o:r subtle racial app.f.!.1ls in 
political campaigns, may al~o be introduced as evidence but these 
factors Qre not necessary to establish a violation of this eection. 

~endment 13 
On page 3, line 18, after "14027" insert: 

and Section 14028 

Amendment 14 
on page 3, line 20, 

districts" 
strike out "in place of at-large 

Amendment 15 
on pi;!ge 3, line 25 .. strike out ••at 11 and insert: 

including 

Amendment 16 
On page 3, below line 28, insert: 

14031. This chapter is enacted to implement the 
g~aranteea of Section 7 of Article I and of Section of Article II of 
the C~lifornia Constitution. 

- 0 -
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MAY-02-2001 WED 08:17 AM MALDEF FAX NO. 19164431541 
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MHy 2, 2001 Hy Jl'ax: (9.J 6) 445-24% 

The 1 Ionorablc Richard Pohtnco 
Scnale Commiltcc on Elections and Rcapporlionmcnt 
Cn Ii fornht Stale Senate 
State Capitol, Room 5046 
Sa~')rnmcnto, CA 95814 

Rct SB 976 (Pohmro) ~ Support 

Dear Senator Pol.mco: 

Tho Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fnnd (MALDHF) 
8\lpporls SB 976, your hill lo provide state law protection against tbc vote: 
dilution c~wscd by nicially polariicd V()ting. Wl1cn such voting pal!crns pcrsift 
in al-Ial'gc elections, 1hcy result in scvon:i 1.mdcrroprcscntalion of Latinos and 
other protcctctl groups on local g~wcrning boards, Statewide, the 
tmdcrrcp1-csc11ta!ion of ndnority gi-oups on those boards l1as boon dismally and 
cmrnistcntly low for decades. Where rncially polarized voting has led to tho 
cxcluslon of n11nori1y-prcrcncd cancliclnlos, this Jaw provides for changes in tho 
clccloral syslcm .so that jt more fairly represents tl1c constitucnaies witl,in each 
jmis<liction. Thus, SB 976 is consistent with our programmadc goal of 
increasing the opporlUlltly lo fully p(-triicipato in the political process, 

We ~,pprcciate the opj10rlunity to lend our supporl to this bill. Please add our 
names to the ]isl of supporting organb:ntions; community Jeadcrs and lcgisJaton, 
whoNicw this bill as a posHivc stop toward increasing political participation 
among foll onfranchiscmcni of all our citizens. 

cc: Senate ComniJH(;lO on Elections and H.capportionmcnl 
Senator Don Pcmhl, .Chair 
nr-il'ron Cl1csin~ Cons'ulh111t · 

UelclJ'raU1ttJOl-lr 8211·r1 Anni'oersa1·v . . 
Profout1..'n4J and Prcn1wti1u1 T,nli'n.r) n1>n,; 1 111,,1-J tc 
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No. S263972 
In the 

Supreme Court 
of the 

State of California 
 

Pico Neighborhood Association, et al., 
Plaintiffs and Petitioners,  

v. 
City of Santa Monica, 

Defendant and Respondent, 
 

[PROPOSED] ORDER GRANTING PETITIONERS’ MOTION FOR 
JUDICIAL NOTICE 

 
After a Decision of the Court of Appeal 

Second Appellate District, Division Eight 
Case No. BC295935 (DEPUBLISHED) 

 
Appeal from the Superior Court of Los Angeles 

Case No. BC616804 
Honorable Yvette M. Palazuelos  

 

 
The Court grants Petitioner’s motion and takes judicial notice of the 

legislative record of Senate Bill 976 (2001-02). 

IT IS SO ORDERED.  

Dated: _______, 2021 _____________________________ 
The Honorable Tani Cantil-Sakauye 
Chief Justice of the Supreme 
Court of California 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

I am a citizen of the United States, am over the age of 18 years, and 
not a party to the within entitled action. My business address is 155 Grand 
Avenue, Suite 900, Oakland, CA 94612.  I declare that on the date hereof I 
served the following documents: 

PETITIONERS’ MOTION FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE; 
SUPPORTING MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES; 
DECLARATION OF KEVIN SHENKMAN; AND [PROPOSED] 
ORDER THEREON

 By Electronic Service:  Based on a court order or an agreement of
the parties to accept electronic service, I caused the documents to be
sent to the persons at the electronic service address(es) as set forth
below

Via Electronic Filing/Submission: 
(Via electronic submission through the TrueFiling web page at 
www.truefiling.com) 

Appellant’s Counsel 

CITY OF SANTA MONICA 
GEORGE CARDONA (135439) 
Interim City Attorney 
George.Cardona@smgov.net 
1685 Main Street, Room 310 
Santa Monica, CA 90401 
Telephone: (310) 458-8336 

GIBSON, DUNN & CRUTCHER LLP 
THEODORE J. BOUTROUS JR. (132099) 
TBoutrous@gibsondunn.com 
MARCELLUS A. MCRAE (140308) 
MMcrae@gibsondunn.com 
KAHN A. SCOLNICK (228686) 
KScolnick@gibsondunn.com 
TIAUNIA N. HENRY (254323) 
THenry@gibsondunn.com 
DANIEL R. ADLER (306924) 
DAdler@gibsondunn.com 
333 South Grand Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
Telephone: (213) 229-7000 
Facsimile: (213) 229-7520 
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 BY U.S. MAIL:  By placing a true copy of the document(s) listed above for collection and 
mailing following the firm’s ordinary business practice in a sealed envelope with postage 
thereon fully prepaid for deposit in the United States mail at Oakland, California addressed 
as set forth below. 
 

HON. YVETTE M. PALAZUELOS 
Judge Presiding 
Los Angeles County Superior Court 
312 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
Telephone: (213) 310-7009 
 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of 
California that the foregoing is true and correct.  Executed on this 12th 
day of May 2021, at Oakland, California. 

 
 

 ___________________ 
 Stuart Kirkpatrick 
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